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  Introduction 

1 
 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Modeling and simulation approaches for oral drug absorption 
 

In 1996, Yu et al. published a review article that comprehensively discussed the utilities and limitations 

of early quantitative absorption models.1,2 Details about these early absorption models can be found 

in the reference. In principle, the absorption rate can be mathematically described by the equation 1:  

 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 =
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 = �𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 

𝐴𝐴 = �𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 

𝐴𝐴  (1) 

where Jw (x, y, z, t) is the drug flux (mass/area/time) through the intestinal wall at any position and 

time, Pw (x, y, x, t) is the effective permeability of intestinal membrane, Cw (x, y, z, t) is the drug 

concentration at the intestinal membrane surface, and A is the entire gastrointestinal surface. The 

effective permeability (Pw) and local drug concentration (Cw) are time and location dependent. The 

underlying assumptions of Eq. (1) are first, that sink conditions exist for the drug inside the intestinal 

membrane; and second, that there is no luminal reaction. At that time the intestinal membrane was 

treated as a film and intracellular reactions had not been introduced. Nevertheless, Eq. (1) indicates 

two important properties of drug substance that affect oral absorption: solubility (i.e., the limit of Cw), 

and permeability (i.e., the ability of drug substance transport across the intestinal membrane). 

Early absorption models were classified into three categories: quasi-equilibrium models, steady-state 

models, and dynamic models, based on their dependence on spatial and temporal variables.1,2 

Briefly, the quasi-equilibrium models are independent of the spatial and temporal variables, while the 

steady-state models are independent of the temporal variable, but dependent on the spatial variable. 

The dynamic models are dependent on both temporal and spatial variables. 

 

1.1.1 Quasi-equilibrium models 
 

1.1.1.1 Absorption potential (AP) 

In 1985, Dressman et al. 3 proposed a quasi-equilibrium model which employed the pH-partition 

theory to provide a rough estimation of the fraction of dose absorbed according to the following 

equation:  

 𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 = log (𝑃𝑃 ∙ 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝑆𝑆0 ∙ 𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝑋𝑋0 ) (2) 

where AP is the absorption potential as a predictor of the fraction absorbed, P is the 1-octanol–water 

partition coefficient that correlates with the permeability ratio (the permeability of gut wall to drug 

to the aqueous permeability of drug), Fnon is the fraction of the non-ionized drug species at pH 6.5, S0 

is the intrinsic solubility (at 37 °C), VL is the intraluminal volume, and X0 is the dose administered.3 

This model was validated using seven drugs against their observed oral bioavailability. An “S” shape 

relationship was observed between the absorption potential and oral bioavailability. Although the 

absorption potential does not account for all processes affecting oral drug absorption, two of the most 

important properties of drug substance, solubility, and permeability, were included in the model.  
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In addition, the model considered that solubility and permeability may change in different pH media 

due to ionization, and corrected the parameter values to pH 6.5, which is reflective of the pH in the 

small intestine. Nevertheless, this semi-mechanistic model is only relevant for drugs that are 

predominantly passively absorbed through the gut wall. 

 

1.1.2 Steady-state models 
 

Four main models, with differences in the convection and diffusion assumptions, have been used to 

describe the mass transfer in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and the intestinal wall permeabilities.4 

These models include the laminar flow, the plug flow, the complete radial mixing (also known as film 

model) models for convective mass transport in a tube and the perfect mixing tank model, which in 

contrast to the first three models belongs to the dynamic models. The transport of a solute in 

cylindrical coordinates can be in general defined as follows: 

 𝑢𝑢𝑧𝑧 ∙ 𝜗𝜗𝐶𝐶𝜗𝜗𝜗𝜗 = D ∙ 1𝑅𝑅 ∙ 𝜗𝜗𝜗𝜗𝐴𝐴 �𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝜗𝜗𝐶𝐶𝜗𝜗𝐴𝐴� (3) 

where is 𝑢𝑢𝑧𝑧 is the axial velocity, D is the solute diffusivity, C represents the concentration of A in B; r 

and z are the radial and axial coordinates, respectively. 

Briefly, in the laminar flow model the velocity profile is assumed to follow the behavior of a Newtonian 

fluid in a tube, whereas in the plug flow model the velocity profile is considered to be independent of 

both r and z. 

 

1.1.2.1 Complete radial mixing (CRM) model 

In the complete radial mixing (CRM) model, as with the plug flow model, the velocity profile is assumed 

to be constant. In addition, the concentration is assumed to be constant radially, but not axially. Thus, 

there is complete radial, but not axial, mixing to give uniform radial velocity and concentration 

profiles. As is the case with all steady state models, the CRM is independent of temporal variables, 

but dependent on spatial variables and as a result it can only predict the extent, but not the rate of 

drug absorption.2 Amidon et al. employed a simplified film model to correlate the extent of absorption 

with membrane permeability.4 The analytical solution for the estimation of the fraction absorbed was 

given by the ratio of the outlet versus the inlet concentration, as follows: 

 

 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎 = 1 − 𝑟𝑟�−4∙𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∗ ∙𝐺𝐺𝑧𝑧� (4) 

 

where 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 
∗ is the effective (dimensionless) intestinal permeability (a function of the 

dimensionless true wall permeability 𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤∗  and the aqueous permeability 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎∗ ) and Gz is the 

Graetz number, a dimensionless number that characterizes fluid flow in a tube as a function 

of solute diffusivity (D), perfusion flow rate (Q) and length of the tube (L): 

 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∗ =
𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤∗ ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎∗𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤∗ + 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎∗ (5) 
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 𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤∗ = 𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤 ∙ 𝑅𝑅 𝐷𝐷⁄  (6) 

 

 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎∗ = 𝑅𝑅 𝛿𝛿⁄  (7) 

 

 𝐺𝐺𝑧𝑧 = 𝜋𝜋 ∙ 𝐷𝐷 ∙ 𝐿𝐿 2 ∙ 𝑄𝑄⁄  (8) 

where R is the radius of the tube and δ the film thickness. Since no aqueous resistance is included 

directly in the model, the wall resistance is usually augmented with a film or diffusion layer resistance. 

That is, it is assumed that complete radial mixing occurs up to a thin region or film adjacent to the 

membrane. The aqueous (luminal) resistance is confined, within this model, entirely to this region and 

lies in series with the membrane. Hence, the effective permeability includes an aqueous or luminal 

resistance term as shown in equation 5. 

1.1.2.1.1 Macroscopic approach 

Sinko et al.5 extended this simplified CRM model by including the effect of solubility as a concentration 

gradient and proposed a macroscopic mass balance approach. The small intestine is assumed to be a 

cylindrical tube with the surface area of 2nRL, where R is the radius and L is the length of the tube. 

The stomach is assumed to be an infinite reservoir with constant output rate with respect to 

concentration and volume. Absorption is not considered dissolution-limited and mass disappearance 

is due to absorption or mass flow out of the tube (but not due to chemical degradation). In this context, 

the rate of mass absorbed as well as the fraction absorbed can be described by equations 9 and 10:  

 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 = −𝑄𝑄 ∙ (𝐶𝐶0 − 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚) =  �𝐽𝐽𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 

𝐴𝐴  (9) 

 

 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎 = 1 − 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶0 =
2𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝑄𝑄 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∙ �𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏∗𝑑𝑑𝜗𝜗∗1

0  (10) 

where 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the effective permeability, Q is the perfusion flow rate, 𝐶𝐶0 and 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 are the inlet and 

outlet concentrations, respectively;  𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏∗=𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 /𝐶𝐶0 is the dimensionless concentration, 𝜗𝜗∗ = 𝜗𝜗/𝐿𝐿 is the 

fractional length with 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏  and z being the bulk drug concentration in the lumen and the length from 

the inlet to the absorption site, respectively. 

Based on the steady state assumption, the authors also derived the dimensionless mass transfer 

coefficient, namely the absorption number (An), which is the ratio of key processes affecting drug 

disappearance from the lumen: absorption and convection and is equal to:  

 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 =
𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑄𝑄 =

𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅  (11) 

where 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟 is the mean residence time and the ratio 𝑅𝑅 /𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the absorption time. The observation 

that the An, and in particular the 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , controls the absorption of drugs across enterocyte membranes 

is one of the most relevant findings of the macroscopic approach. The macroscopic mass balance 

approach has been further extended to include facilitated drug absorption and degradation.6 
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Nevertheless, due to the inherent simplicity of macroscopic approaches, this mass balance model is 

mainly useful for highly soluble drugs, whereas in cases where the in vivo dissolution is critical for oral 

drug absorption, the more detailed microscopic approach is advantageous. 

1.1.2.1.2 Microscopic mass balance approach 

Microscopic mass balances in solid and solution phases in a volume element of the cylinder were used 

to derive a set of differential equations, and these were further combined with the hydrodynamic 

considerations of the CRM model to predict oral absorption for poorly soluble drugs showing 

dissolution rate-limited absorption by including a variable dissolution resistance as a function of 

particle size.7 The major limitations of this approach are that the model assumes that all particles are 

spheres of the same size and that the solubility is constant throughout the intestine. The microscopic 

approach considers the three fundamental dimensionless parameters to estimate the fraction of dose 

absorbed: i) the absorption number (An), ii) the dose number (Do) and iii) the dissolution number (Dn) 

as shown in the Equations 11-13:  

 𝐷𝐷0 =
𝑑𝑑0 𝑉𝑉⁄𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟  (12) 

 

 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 =
3𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴02 =

𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟  (13) 

where 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 is the drug equilibrium solubility, 𝑑𝑑0 is the dose, V is the volume (assumed to be 250 mL), 𝐴𝐴0 is the initial particle radius, ρ is the particle density and 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟 is the time required for a solid drug 

particle to dissolve. 

The microscopic mass balance approach using the An, Do and Dn was applied to investigate the effect 

of micronization on the absorption, and thus the relative bioavailability of digoxin and griseofulvin.8,9 

This theoretical analysis of dissolution and absorption was one of the first attempts to provide 

quantitative assessments between delivery systems and/or dosage forms and to guide formulation 

development. Since then, the microscopic mass balance approach has been further extended to 

include intestinal transit rate variability and particle size distribution effects when predicting the 

expected variability in absorption of poorly water-soluble drugs. 

 

1.1.3 Dynamic models 
 

1.1.3.1 Dispersion model 

The dispersion model approach was first proposed to simulate dynamic absorption processes [35]. 

The dispersion model assumes that the small intestine can be considered as a uniform tube with 

constant axial velocity, constant dispersion behavior and a constant concentration profile across the 

tube diameter. Then, the absorption of highly soluble drugs in the small intestine can be delineated 

by the following dispersion model equation:  

 𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝜕𝜕𝐴𝐴 = 𝑟𝑟 ∙ 𝜕𝜕2𝐶𝐶𝜕𝜕𝜗𝜗2 − 𝑣𝑣 ∙ 𝜗𝜗𝐶𝐶𝜗𝜗𝜗𝜗 − 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝐶𝐶 (14) 

where C is the concentration of a drug, z is the axial distance from the stomach, 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎, is the absorption 

rate constant, v is the velocity in the axial direction, and α is the longitudinal coefficient that accounts 
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for mixing by both molecular diffusion and physiological effects, such as membrane surface solute 

binding, peristaltic and villous activities, and the multi-S course of the small intestine. The dispersion 

model equation (Eq. 14) generally has to be solved numerically. Although in some boundary cases 

analytical solutions may be possible, they are still very complex and computationally intensive.2,9,10 

Despite providing a quantitative framework for oral drug absorption the dispersion model has not 

been widely used d due to its complexity. On the other hand, a concept extracted from the dispersion 

model, namely the anatomical reserve length, has been used to explain absorption phenomena.11,12 

The reserve length for absorption is defined as the length of the intestine remaining after absorption 

is complete. Assuming no or minor absorption from the stomach or colon, respectively, the maximum 

reserve length would then be the length of the small intestine. Thus, the reserve length is longer when 

absorption is fast and efficient in the upper small intestine. Mathematically, this can be represented 

by  

 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿 = 𝐿𝐿 − 𝑙𝑙 = 𝐿𝐿 − 3𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣
2𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (15) 

where RL, L, l and are the anatomical reserve, the small intestinal and the intestinal length at which 

absorption is complete, respectively; R is the small intestinal radius and v the axial velocity. 

 

1.1.3.2 Mixing tank model 

This approach, originally proposed by Dressman et al. to investigate dissolution-controlled drug 

absorption, considers the GI tract as one or more serial mixing tanks with mass transfer following first-

order transit kinetics.13 In terms of hydrodynamics, the mixing tank model assumes that both radial 

and axial mixing are complete, and thus the contents are assumed to be well-stirred with 

instantaneous dilution of the inputted dose, which leads to uniform distribution of dissolved and solid 

drug.13,14 For this reason, mixing tank models models can also be considered as compartmental 

models, dependent on temporal and spatial variables. The rate of change of the drug amount in a 

single mixing tank is given by the following equations: 

 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 = −�𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 +
𝑄𝑄𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑� ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (16) 

 

 𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 = 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  (17) 

where 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the drug amount at a given mixing tank i and A is the amount of drug absorbed. 

The mixing tank model implements a modified Noyes-Whitney equation to handle drug dissolution 

and the first-order absorption rate constant can be estimated from the effective permeability: 

 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 =
2𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅   (18) 

Several applications of the original model and its extensions, including double peak absorption 

phenomena and the effect of particle size distribution on dissolution, have been reported in the 

literature.14–17 
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1.1.3.3 Compartmental absorption and transit (CAT) model 

The compartmental absorption and transit (CAT) model was originally developed in the 1990s by Yu 

et al.1 After an extensive review of the available human intestinal transit flow data, the authors 

concluded that the transit time throughout the human small intestine is normally distributed around 

199 ± 78 minutes and that seven compartments would be optimal in describing the small intestinal 

transit process using a compartmental approach.  The model treated the stomach and colon each as 

one compartment. The mass transfer from one compartment to the next one follows first-order 

kinetics, and the model can be mathematically described by the following series of differential 

equations: 

 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 = −𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟  (19) 

 

 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 = 𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛−1 − 𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 ,   𝐴𝐴 = 1,2, … 7   (20) 

 

 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 = 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 ,   𝐴𝐴 = 8   (21) 

 

 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 = 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 ∙� 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛7𝑛𝑛=1     (22) 

 

 𝑑𝑑0 = 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟 +� 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛7𝑛𝑛=1 + 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐 + 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎  (23) 

Equations (19)– (21) describe the drug mass transfer from the stomach to the small intestine and 

colon, respectively. In equation (20), when n=1, the term 𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛−1 is replaced by 𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟. 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟, 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛, 

and 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐, which are the amounts of drug in the stomach, the nth small intestinal compartment, and the 

colon, respectively. The rate of drug absorption to the systemic circulation is expressed by the 

equation (22) with 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 being the amount of drug absorbed. 𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟, 𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡, and 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 represent the first order 

gastric emptying, small intestinal and colon transit rate constants, respectively. Equation (23) closes 

the mass balance loop with 𝑑𝑑0 corresponding to the administered oral dose.  

The CAT model assumes no absorption from the stomach or colon, passive transport across the small 

intestinal membrane, instantaneous dissolution, and first-order drug transit from one compartment 

to the next. In the model, 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 is proportional to the effective permeability. The original model was able 

to describe the relationship between fraction absorbed and effective permeability for ten drugs 

covering a wide range of fraction absorbed.18 When coupled with a three compartment PK model, the 

CAT model was also able to predict the pharmacokinetic (PK) profiles of atenolol.18 

The original CAT model did not include components such as in vivo dissolution, transporter mediated 

transport, and intestinal metabolism. Nevertheless, it served as the basic structure model for more 

complicated absorption models. 
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1.1.3.4 Advanced compartmental absorption and transit (ACAT) model 

The advanced CAT (ACAT) model is an extended CAT-like model which incorporates gut wall 

metabolism, active drug uptake by or efflux from the enterocyte membrane, gastric emptying rate 

constants appropriate to the dosing situation, degradation rate constants where applicable and drug 

dissolution models.19,20 Besides gastric emptying rate and intestinal transit time, the ACAT model also 

includes pH, fluid volume, bile salt concentration, transporters, metabolic enzymes, and pore radius 

in each GI compartment. Unlike the original CAT model, where instant dissolution was assumed, the 

drug product is treated as a combination of unreleased, undissolved, and dissolved forms in the ACAT 

model. All three of these species can transit to the next luminal compartment. Therefore, for 

immediate release formulations, the ACAT model can simulate in vivo dissolution using formulation 

properties (such as particle size distribution, shape, and density) together with drug substance 

properties (such as solubility vs. pH profiles, and diffusivity). The model can also utilize the in vitro 

dissolution profile as a model input to predict absorption for modified release drug products.21 

The ACAT has been continuously developed and commercialized over the past two decades under the 

trade name GastroPlus™.22,23 

 

1.1.3.5 Advanced dissolution, absorption, and metabolism (ADAM) and multi-layer (M-

ADAM) models 

The Advanced Dissolution, Absorption and Metabolism (ADAM) model enables simulation of the 

absorption of drugs from solution as well as from solid dosage forms, including suspensions, modified 

and controlled release formulations.24 It is also possible to simulate metabolic and transporter drug-

drug interactions as well as metabolite formation (enterocyte and gut lumen-mediated) and the 

relevant interactions in the small intestinal segments and colon. The ADAM model facilitates realistic 

simulation of gut absorption, transport, metabolism, and interactions. Further, it permits the 

investigation of the effect of formulations (e.g., controlled/modified release) on bioavailability when 

multiple drugs are administered. Also available is a standalone program, the Simcyp In vitro (Data) 

Analysis (SIVA) Toolkit. The main purpose of SIVA is to enable modelling of in vitro experimental results 

with a view to extracting parameters for input to in vivo simulations; this includes both solubility, 

including biorelevant media, and dissolution modules covering USP II, USP IV, media change, two-

phase and transfer experiments. 

The ADAM model has an optional extension, the multi-layer ADAM (M-ADAM) model, which 

incorporates the following features: (1) an unstirred boundary layer (UBL) for oral absorption from the 

luminal fluid into the enterocyte, (2) a permeability-limited basolateral membrane separating the 

enterocyte and the intestinal interstitial fluid (ISF) and (3) a lymphatic absorption route from the 

intestinal ISF to the systemic circulation. The M-ADAM model possesses full functionality for uptake 

and efflux transporters in the basolateral membrane of the enterocyte. The model is also capable of 

calculating drug concentrations within the UBL and enterocyte compartments, which can then be used 

as the driving force for drug permeation (passive and active), to describe transporter drug-drug 

interactions (DDI) at both the apical and basolateral membranes as well as disposition within the ISF, 

while retaining the capacity to predict enterocyte concentrations for metabolic and efflux transporter 

DDI. 
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The structure of ADAM and M-ADAM models within the Simcyp Simulator® is based upon the ACAT 

model.22 However, some important differences and additions make the ADAM and M-ADAM models 

significantly different from the original ACAT model. These differences include: 

• Handling of luminal fluid volumes and fluid dynamics in a physiologically based manner. 

• Handling of in vitro dissolution rate input and controlled release profiles, including separate 

profiles for the fed and fasted states for the stomach and small intestine.  

• The use of the Wang and Flanagan diffusion layer dissolution model for spherical particles, 

which includes a fluid dynamics-based model for predicting diffusion layer thickness based on 

luminal fluid velocities.25 

• Inclusion of a supersaturation/ precipitation, which can be parameterized by applying the SIVA 

toolkit modelling tools to in vitro transfer experiment results. 

• The particle population balance (PPB) model, which permits handling of two solid states 

(polymorphs) of drug simultaneously – dual solid state in formulation and/or precipitation to 

a different solid state to that of the dosage form (or precipitation to two solid states 

simultaneously). The PPB model also has a nucleation model based upon classical nucleation 

theory (CNT). 

• The incorporation of gradients and inter-individual variability in gut luminal pH and bile salt 

concentrations (in both the fasted and fed states).  

• Handling the saturable kinetics of gut wall transporters and generic options covering apical 

uptake and efflux transporters, and basolateral uptake and efflux transporters which are not 

assigned to any specific transporter iso-form are available.  

• The inclusion of a bile salt concentration-dependent model for predicting the impact on 

solubility and dissolution of the partitioning of drug into bile salt micelles. Luminal bile salt 

concentrations can be static or time-dependent using the Advanced Dynamic Bile Salt Model 

(ADBSM).26 

• The inclusion of a model for the calculation, or user input, of the pH (and thence 

concentration) at the dissolving particle surface (pHsurface) taking into account the buffering 

effect of luminal bicarbonate.  

• The inclusion of a mechanistic model for handling the potential enterohepatic recirculation of 

drugs. This is linked to mechanistic transporter models for predicting biliary clearance 

including P-gp, MRP2 and BCRP and the ADBSM noted above.  

• The facility to include luminal drug degradation (chemical instability and/or metabolism by 

luminal microflora). Metabolism of the substrate to the substrate primary metabolite in the 

gut lumen and back-conversion to the parent (substrate) via luminal contents such as gut 

microflora.  

• The ability to account for luminal fluid viscosity in the fasted and fed states, which has 

particular impact on dissolution rate in the fed state.  

Recent publications have described the use of the ADAM model and SIVA to establish an in vitro in 

vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) approach in biopharmaceutics and to predict the oral pharmacokinetics of 

several compounds.27–33 
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1.1.3.6 PK-Sim absorption model 

PK-Sim®, as part of the Open Systems Pharmacology (OSP) suite, is a comprehensive open-source 

software tool for PBPK modeling and simulation. The original absorption model in PK-Sim® was a so-

called “plug-flow-with dispersion” model, which incorporated the small intestine as single, continuous 

compartment with spatially varying properties.34–37 More recently, the absorption model in PK-Sim® 

was revised to include the large intestine, detailed mucosa for intestinal DDIs, active transport, and 

gut wall metabolism simulation as well as dissolution functions.38–40 Briefly, the absorption model 

includes 12 compartments representing the lumen of the GI tract: stomach, duodenum, upper and 

lower jejunum, upper and lower ileum, cecum, colon ascendens, colon transversum, colon 

descendens, sigmoid, and rectum, and 11 compartments representing the intestinal mucosa.39 Each 

mucosa compartment contains four sub-compartments representing the intracellular (i.e., 

enterocytes), the interstitial, the red blood cells, and the plasma. The model was further revised to 

account for dosage form dependent GI transit, disintegration, and dissolution processes of various 

immediate release and modified release dosage forms.40 Each segment contains physiological liquid 

volumes and drug in solution. The solid dosage forms are transported along the GI tract independently 

and, once released and dissolved according to the respective dissolution function, the drug is 

transferred from the solid to the dissolved species. Other model characteristics include representation 

of food including caloric content to account for food effects, enterohepatic cycling, mucosal blood 

flow provides and  active transport processes. 
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1.2 Physiologically based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PBPK) models 
 

Modeling and simulation approaches have become an integral part of drug discovery and 

development. Appropriate models can provide a framework for predicting the exposure, response, 

and time course of a drug for different dosage forms, regimens in target populations. Physiologically 

based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PBPK/PD) models can be used to predict the PK of a drug 

and, when combined with PD models, can predict the therapeutic and/or toxic effect of new molecular 

entities at the site of action. PBPK models are constructed using a series of differential equations that 

are parameterized with known physiological variables and represent a quantitative mechanistic 

framework by which the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) of drugs can be 

described. Due to the increasing availability of in vitro systems that serve as surrogates of in vivo 

reactions, in vitro in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) is integral to this approach. Application of PBPK 

modeling used in conjunction with IVIVE of ADME data can provide a useful starting point to 

understand and extrapolate PK and dose across different species, populations, and disease states. 41,42 

 

1.2.1 Milestones in the development of PBPK models 
 

The origins of PBPK models can be traced back in 1937 to the work of the Swedish physiologist and 

biophysicist, Teorell. During summer of 1937, Teorell published two papers both with the same title: 

“Kinetics of distribution of substances administered to the body”, the first one dealing with 

extravascular modes of administration, while the second one with intravascular ones.43,44 Until then, 

physicians’ interests had been mainly focusing on finding the proper dosing schemes or routes of 

administration, however, Toerell’s aim was to mathematically derive relations describing the 

distribution kinetics of substances (i.e., time-course) in the body. In this pioneer work, the body was 

considered as a water pipeline throughout which blood flows and oxygenates the tissues. The latter 

have a certain volume, and the drug is transferred to them by diffusion, with the liver and kidneys 

being the only ones to have elimination capacity. Teorell derived and solved the system of differential 

equations by assigning biologically plausible values to the mass transfer rate constants and volumes 

and calculated the time-course of drug amount in the specified tissues (blood, drug depot, kidney, 

liver, tissues).43 Although there were other PBPK studies reported in the early 1960s,45 it was not until 

Bischoff et al. published a series of papers in the late 1960s and early 1970s that the scientific 

community was provided with a more rigorous methodology for PBPK modeling.46–48 Through the 

1980s and 1990s, PBPK modeling techniques gradually began to gain more acceptance. Typically, 

these models shared certain characteristics, for example, the models were drug-specific, the majority 

of compartments were well-stirred, the models were parameterized using in vivo observations, it was 

not possible to incorporate in vitro data as inputs, and variability was incorporated using Monte Carlo 

techniques.  

Until the early 2000s, the application of PBPK models in the pharmaceutical industry had been limited 

due to the mathematical complexity of the models and the perceived demand for a large number of 

parameters required as inputs to the models. For example, in the past, large amounts of in vivo animal 

tissue concentration data were required to assess the distribution of a drug in tissues.7,8 The 

development of methods to predict tissue to plasma partition ratios2 addressed a significant hurdle in 

the use of PBPK models. Advancement and integration of in vitro in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) 
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techniques have significantly contributed to the recent resurgence of modern PBPK models. IVIVE-

linked PBPK models allowed “bottom-up” simulations and predictions of plasma and tissue 

concentrations. Further, IVIVE techniques facilitated separation of the compound and species 

(system) parameters, which is a major paradigm shift enabling the development of generic PBPK 

models, as opposed to compound-specific models. The population based PBPK models are nowadays 

capable of predicting the inter-subject, and occasionally the intrasubject variability, using ‘correlated’ 

Monte Carlo methods. 

Over the past two decades, the number of publications involving PBPK modeling has exponentially  

increased, demonstrating the widespread use of this approach across the scientific community.49,50 

PBPK is now being used throughout the drug discovery and development process. Drug discovery is 

becoming increasingly “data rich” with high-throughput screening of numerous compounds for 

pharmacological and PK properties. In the development process, along with the prediction of drug PK 

at various doses and under various dosing conditions, particular interest has been generated in PBPK 

modeling applications supporting drug-drug interactions, biopharmaceutics, and pediatrics 

assessments in regulatory submissions with the aim to waive dedicated in vivo clinical pharmacology 

studies. Furthermore, in several regulatory guidance documents on PBPK modeling analyses (either of 

general interest or application-specific such as biopharmaceutics) and assessment of in vivo (clinical) 

and in vitro DDI potential of new drug candidates recently issued by both the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA), the use of PBPK modeling has been 

advocated.51–56 Therefore, it appears that PBPK modeling is “here to stay”.57 

Overall, PBPK models are composed of different types of information that are combined during model 

building and that can be used to generate simulations of different treatment scenarios. Such building 

blocks of information included in the model can be divided into system-related parameters, drug-

specific parameters, and administration protocol properties (dosing regimen, formulation, etc.), 

respectively.  

 

1.2.2 Components of PBPK models 
 

1.2.2.1 Model structure and assumptions 

PBPK models consist of compartments corresponding to the different tissues of the body, which are 

connected by the blood circulating system. A whole-body PBPK model contains an explicit 

representation of the organs that are most relevant to the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and 

excretion (ADME) of the drug due to their physiological function.58   Each compartment is defined by 

the tissue volume (or weight) and the tissue-specific blood flow. Typically, these compartments 

represent the main tissues of the body, namely, adipose, bone, brain, gut, heart, liver, kidney, lung, 

muscle, pancreas, skin, and spleen. The tissues are linked by the arterial and venous blood 

compartments, and each one of them is characterized by an associated blood-flow rate, volume, 

tissue-partition coefficient, and permeability. However, reduced models that “lump” tissues with 

similar blood flow rate properties together to reduce the number of compartments and the overall 

model complexity have also been described.59–62 Each tissue is typically described as either perfusion 

rate limited or permeability rate limited.63–65 A schematic representation of these different types of 

tissue models is shown in Figure 1-1. 
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Perfusion rate-limited kinetics tends to occur for small lipophilic molecules where the blood flow to 

the tissue becomes the limiting process. This type of model assumes that at steady state, the total 

drug concentration in the tissue is in equilibrium with the total drug concentration in the circulation 

as determined by the drug-specific tissue partition coefficient (Kp) value, whereas free drug 

concentrations are equal. The time required to reach steady state is determined by the blood flow 

rate, tissue volume, and Kp value for the particular tissue. Typically, a highly perfused tissue will reach 

steady state faster than a poorly perfused tissue.  

Permeability rate-limited kinetics typically occurs for larger, polar molecules where the permeability 

across the cell membrane becomes the limiting process. In this case, the tissue is divided into 

essentially two compartments, representing the intracellular space and the extracellular space, which 

are separated by a cell membrane that acts as a diffusional barrier (Figure 1-1). In principle, at steady 

state, this model will also reach an equilibrium at which free drug concentrations are generally equal. 

However, for this particular type of kinetics, the time to reach equilibrium is highly dependent on the 

drug-specific permeability rather than the blood flow. The permeability is used to estimate a rate 

constant that drives the equilibrium across the cell membrane between the intracellular and the 

extracellular concentrations. If active transport processes are involved, either into or out of the 

intracellular space, free concentrations in the intracellular space may be higher or lower than the 

extracellular space, respectively.41 

 

 

Figure 1-1: Perfusion vs. permeability rate-limited tissue models. (a) Perfusion rate limited; (b) Permeability rate limited. Kp, 

tissue to plasma partition coefficient; RBC, red blood cell (Jones H, Rowland-Yeo K. CPT Pharmacometrics Syst Pharmacol. 

2013 Aug 14;2(8): e63). 

 

In the majority of cases, PBPK models used in drug discovery assume perfusion rate-limited kinetics 

with the liver and kidney being the only elimination organs.41,64–67 The mass balance differential 
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equations used in these models have been described in detail elsewhere.41,64,65 Briefly, for non-

eliminating tissues, the tissue concentration-time course is equal to the rate of the drug “in” minus 

the rate of the drug “out” of the tissue and can be described as follows: 

 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 = 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 − 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇  (24) 

 

 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 =
𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 ∙ (𝐵𝐵:𝑃𝑃)  (25) 

where 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇, 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇, 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 are the tissue (T) volume, blood flow rate and total drug concentration in the tissue, 

respectively; 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 and 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 are the arterial (“entering” the tissue) and venous (“entering” the tissue) 

drug concentrations with B:P being the blood to plasma concentration ratio. 

For eliminating tissues, the free concentration in the venous blood leaving the tissue (which is 

assumed to be equal to the free concentration of drug at the enzyme/elimination site) is used to drive 

the elimination rate. In this case, the above equation is modified to account for clearance as follows:  

 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 = 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 − 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 − 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢,𝑇𝑇   (26) 

where 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡  is the intrinsic clearance of the drug and 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢,𝑇𝑇 the unbound venous drug concentration. 

The 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡  refers to the intrinsic ability of the unbound drug to be metabolized by relevant enzymes in 

the absence of extrinsic factors such as protein binding and blood flow. 

The model structure described so far can be used to simulate plasma and tissue plasma concentration–

time profiles following intravascular administration. However, for extravascular administration, with 

the oral rout being the most important, a number of absorption models have been described in the 

literature.24,39,40,68,69 Essentially, the gut is separated into two main compartments representing the 

lumen (unabsorbed drug) and the enterocyte (absorbed drug). Each compartment is further split into 

a number of sub-compartments corresponding to the different regions of the gastrointestinal tract, 

namely, the stomach, duodenum, jejunum, ileum, cecum, and colon. Despite differences in the 

number of sub-compartments between models, typically each sub-compartment is defined by a 

volume, transit time, pH, and bile salt concentration. The volume and transit times are used in a similar 

way to the perfused tissue equations to describe the movement of the drug through the 

gastrointestinal tract. Drug (e.g., pKa, solubility, logP) and formulation (e.g., excipients, drug particle 

size) specific parameters are used to define the fate of the drug in the gastrointestinal tract (i.e., 

liberation, dissolution, nucleation, precipitation) and its permeation through the gut wall. By default, 

these models assume passive absorption, however metabolic and active transport process can be 

incorporated if relevant. Details about oral absorption models and their evolution over the past 

decades can be found in section 1.1. 

 

1.2.2.2 System-related input parameters 

 

System-related input parameters refer to the anatomical and physiological characteristics of the 

species and/or populations considered by the respective PBPK platform. These include, for instance, 

organ volumes, composition, blood flows, surface areas, protein expression levels and metabolic 
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activity. Blood flow governs mass transfer within the body, and its rate is specific to each organ and 

species. PBPK system-parameters and platform qualification for the most common species such as 

mouse, rat, dog, monkey, and human are typically provided in all commercially available PBPK 

software. Nevertheless, depending on the source, analysis, and interpretation of the available data, 

significant differences in the species physiological and anatomical characteristics between the PBPK 

platforms may still exist. 

An even more detailed and mechanistic description of a subset of organs can also be included in such 

models to obtain a more precise representation of drug disposition in the specific tissue such as the 

brain, the liver, the kidney, the lung, the skin and more importantly the intestine.24,38,39,70–76 

Considering the mechanistic nature of these models, it is also possible to incorporate physiological 

and mechanistic features to predict the PK in specific prandial or disease states, ethnicities and/or 

population groups. In this context, for example, several authors have incorporated known changes in  

the hepatic and/or renal physiology as function of disease and/or age, to predict the exposure in 

different patient populations and age groups.77–80 Databases to support this modeling of exercise can 

be found in the literature or be available by the PBPK software provider and include, but are not 

limited to, elderly, pediatric, pregnancy, obese, hepatically or impaired, cancer, Japanese and Chinese 

populations.77,79,81–91 

The ability to include sources of physiological and biochemical variability in the system parameters 

and to simulate the expected PK in a population of individuals rather than for an average subject is an 

indispensable component of PBPK models. A virtual population can be generated from values and 

equations describing the demographic, anatomical, and physiological variables using a correlated 

Monte-Carlo approach.8492 The distributions and co-variable effect of system parameters in PBPK 

models are derived from analysis of real-world population and patient data. This allows prediction of 

population variability prior to clinical studies in contrast to a statistical approach (e.g., population PK 

analysis), which requires prior clinical data to characterize the variability levels.93–95  

 

1.2.2.3 Drug-specific input parameters 

Parameterization of PBPK models require numerous drug-specific input parameters based on the 

understanding of the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) properties of a 

particular compound. In vivo intrinsic organ clearance (CLint) together with tissue-plasma partition 

coefficients (Kp) are key parameters for the characterization and prediction success of drug 

distribution and elimination. For example, the drug clearance estimated from in vitro systems (e.g., 

recombinant enzymes, microsomes, and hepatocytes) can be scaled to hepatic intrinsic clearance 

using a number of physiological scaling factors, such as intersystem extrapolation factors, microsomal 

recovery and hepatocellularity. These values can then be either used directly (after relevant unit 

conversion) into PBPK models or can be further translated to whole organ hepatic clearance (CLh) using 

drug blood-binding and liver blood flow data within well-defined liver models (e.g., well-stirred, 

parallel tube).96 These in vitro-in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) approaches for hepatic clearance prediction 

have been described in detail and extensively validated by a number of authors 41,96–98 

For other clearance mechanisms, such as renal or biliary excretion, active uptake and transport, a 

number of other approaches have been implemented to predict the in vivo behavior. These mainly 

include single- or multi-species allometric scaling and in vitro-in vivo extrapolation (e.g., for biliary 

secretion and active transport). 99–104 
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Another important set of compound-specific parameters are the Kp values which are used to 

characterize the distribution of the compound into different tissues in the body. Kp values are defined 

as the ratio of total concentration of compound in the tissue to total concentration of compound in 

the plasma at steady state. More mechanistically, these Kp values represent the degree of tissue 

accumulation attributed to processes such as protein binding, lysosomal trapping, and lipid 

dissolution. Several methodologies have been described in the literature for the prediction of Kp 

values. The development of mechanistic, tissue composition-based equations for the prediction of Kp 

values and hence distribution in rat, dog, and human have enabled the routine application of PBPK 

methods in early drug discovery. Such models estimate the extent of tissue distribution from the 

physicochemical and in vitro binding (to proteins and lipids) characteristics of the drug. Based on tissue 

composition, these coefficients can account for the distribution between drug-binding tissue 

constituents, such as proteins or lipids, on the one hand, and water on the other. Although all known 

partition coefficient models assume that tissue is composed of a limited number of components, and 

they all include partition coefficients for water/protein and lipid/water, their specific calculation 

methods deviate with respect to the kind of parameters used and result in different values of tissue 

concentration. 

Initially, Poulin et al. calculate the lipo-hydrophilicity of tissue as a mixture of neutral lipids, 

phospholipids, and water. In addition to the volumetric tissue composition, fraction unbound (fu), 

lipophilicity (logP and logD), and pKa are used as compound-specific input parameters.97,98,105–107 Here, 

as well as in all the following concepts for the calculation of organ/plasma partition coefficients, fu 

quantifies specific reversible binding to proteins in plasma and tissue, whereas lipophilicity accounts 

for nonspecific binding to lipids. Rodgers et al. extended the concepts of Poulin et al. to electrostatic 

interactions at physiological pH.99,100 These include binding of ionized and unionized drugs to acidic 

phospholipids and neutral lipids, respectively. Electrostatic drug interactions with extracellular 

proteins are also taken into account. Subsequently, the partition coefficients are calculated 

considering the lipophilicity and pKa value of the drug and the pH values of the tissues.  Berezhkovskiy 

modified the calculation method by Poulin et al. by accounting for peripheral drug elimination, which 

results in a different volume of distribution.105,108 Other tissue distribution models have been 

described by Willmann et al. to provide the default Kp calculation method in PK-Sim software, as well 

as by Schmitt et al. 34,109110 Based on the above tissue-composition models, the volume of ditribution 

at steady state (Vss) can be easily calculated as follows: 

 𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = �𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇 ∙𝑛𝑛
𝑇𝑇=1 𝐾𝐾𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 + 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎  (27) 

where 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇 ,𝐾𝐾𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 are the tissue-specific volumes and partition coefficients, respectively. A number of 

studies have been performed to investigate the ability of these different mechanistic approaches to 

predict Kp using a range of drug datasets and have reported varying degrees of 

accuracy.64,65,67,98,111,112  

An important component of any PK simulation after oral administration is the prediction of the rate 

and extent of absorption. The dynamic mechanistic oral absorption models (see section 1.1.3) rely on 

a variety of in vitro or in silico input data such as solubility, permeability, particle size, logP, and pKa to 

describe the dissolution, solubilization, precipitation, uptake from the enterocyte and absorption of 

drug as it transits through the different segments of the gastrointestinal tract. 
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Human effective permeability is one of the key parameters for oral drug absorption. At early stages of 

drug discovery, this can be predicted from in silico models or measured in high-throughput assays, 

such as the parallel artificial membrane permeability assay and Ralph Russ canine kidney cells. At more 

advanced stages, permeability measurements from Caco-2 and MDCK cell lines are often the first 

choice. To utilize such data in PBPK models it is necessary to scale these in vitro data to the in vivo 

situation (i.e., human effective permeability). The test compound is typically calibrated against a 

number of reference drugs for which human in vivo jejunal permeability data has been measured.113  

Another key input parameter is the in vitro solubility. This value at a given pH can be used to 

approximate the in vivo solubility over a range of pH values in the gastrointestinal based on the pKa 

and pH-partition theory. However, and especially for poorly soluble drugs, aqueous solubility might 

not be representative of the in vivo situation due to micelle-mediated solubilization by the bile 

components which are present in the GIT. In this case, solubility in media simulating the contents of 

the gastrointestinal lumen, so called biorelevant media, offer a more pragmatic estimate of the in vivo 

solubility in the site of absorption.114  

In addition, the fraction of unbound drug in the enterocyte (fu, gut), gut wall metabolism and active 

transport process, such intestinal and hepatic uptake or efflux are also important drug-specific input 

parameters. In the case of the intestine, parameters describing the kinetics of drug efflux (Vmax, Km) 

can be obtained from Caco-2 or other cell line systems by incubating the test compound over a range 

of concentrations. These parameters can then be scaled to the in vivo situation by correcting for the 

surface area differences between in vitro and in vivo and can serve as input in PBPK models to simulate 

the effects of the P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and the breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP) on the 

absorption of the compound. However, such applications are currently limited by the lack of in vitro-

in vivo correlation of P-gp and BCRP kinetic parameters.115–117  

In the case of the liver, organic anion transport proteins (OATPs)-mediated uptake can also be 

incorporated into the generic PBPK model framework. This is achieved by modeling the liver as a 

permeability-limited tissue, incorporating active uptake and passive diffusion of unbound drug at the 

sinusoidal membrane and biliary secretion at the canalicular membrane. Compound-specific 

parameters to support these models can be estimated from in vitro sandwich-cultured hepatocyte 

data and scaled to the in vivo situation accounting for the hepatocellularity per gram of liver and liver 

weight.101,103 To determine accurately these transport parameters, particularly biliary efflux, the 

intracellular concentration of the drug must be estimated, hence in vitro models describing the 

dynamics of the hepatocyte system have been adopted to calculate precisely these in vitro uptake 

parameters.101,104 Integration of relevant scaled in vitro parameters into PBPK models have been used 

to simulate in vivo PK for OATP, however, in most cases successful predictions were only achieved 

when empirical scaling factors were incorporated.104,118,119 

The last category of drug-specific parameters to consider is the interaction properties of the 

investigational drug. These include the reversible (Ki) and time-dependent inhibition (KI, kinact) as well 

as the induction (Emax, EC50) properties of the drug, which are critical for the prediction of drug-drug 

interaction potential of the drug as perpetrator. The relevant input parameters can be derived 

experimentally in a variety of in vitro systems (e.g., human hepatocytes). The inhibition parameters 

can be used directly as input into PBPK models, however the value maximum induction potential 

(Emax) should be calibrated against a positive control (e.g., rifampicin).120–125 
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1.2.2.4 Trial design 

Population PBPK and virtual clinical trial simulations require specific information about the population 

of interest as well as the trial design. As population demographic characteristics affect the physiology 

and in turn the individual PK, appropriate trial design is usually critical for successful PBPK predictions. 

The age, sex, ethnicity, and disease state of the virtual population should closely match the 

demographics of the individuals which had been or intended to be enrolled in an actual clinical trial. 

In addition, the route of administration, dosing regimen and possible meal or liquid administration 

should be also precisely satisfied.126 

 

1.2.3 In vitro in vivo extrapolation in PBPK modeling 
 

ADME properties of drugs can determine various features of their concentration–time profiles in the 

systemic circulation as well as in the organs of the body. However, these values are rarely reflective 

of the drug alone because they depend on the population of the individuals in whom the 

measurements have been carried out and the conditions under which the study was performed.42 In 

other words, the data reflect the properties of the system and the study conditions as much as they 

reflect those of the drug. The intrinsic and extrinsic factors determining the changes (variation) in the 

kinetics values are of particular interest to drug regulatory authorities when dealing with labeling 

requirements.127 Some of these include effects of food/diet, age, gender, race, genetic polymorphism 

of drug metabolizing enzymes and transporters, concomitant medications, comorbid disease, and 

organ dysfunction.  

This leads to the dilemma of having to conduct many studies to confirm or reject the significant 

influence of the parameters of interest. PBPK–IVIVE linked models provide an alternative that can be 

used to select the studies that would be most relevant to conduct and guide experimental and/or 

clinical design, especially when prospective clinical studies are not feasible. In principle, this works by 

redefining the kinetics parameters such that they become more reflective of the drug itself rather than 

of the system or the study conditions. In addition to facilitating recognition of covariates, using PBPK 

to separate the attributes of systems, drugs, and trial designs in the various models and databases25 

is not an easy task, given that many pieces of data on physiology, biology, and biochemistry are not 

defined in relation to demographics (e.g., genetics, age, and environment) or disease states.92 The 

building blocks of PBPK models, namely parameters defining ADME and their links to in vitro data—

are described in detail in section 1.2.2. However, a brief overview of the elements that make up the 

PK of drugs and lead to interindividual variability in exposure in response to identical doses is provided 

here. 

 

1.2.3.1 Oral drug absorption 

The most common route for drug intake is the oral route. Bioavailability (F) of orally administered solid 

dosage forms involves release of the drug from the formulation, dissolution, passage through the gut 

wall, and then passage through the liver. Bioavailability is often considered as having three 

components: the fraction of the dose that enters the gut wall (fa), the fraction that escapes 

metabolism in the gut wall and enters the portal vein (fg), and the fraction that enters the liver and 

escapes metabolism (fh). The total bioavailability is the product of these three components (i.e., F = fa 

× fg × fh). Both absolute and relative values of F and each of its components can be assessed by means 
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of in vitro experiments and subsequent IVIVE.24 However, the ability to extrapolate the data relating 

to solubility, dissolution, and permeability requires a full understanding of the environment in the gut 

lumen as well as a cell line that adequately reflects the permeability through the gut wall. For example, 

in vitro solubility and dissolution experiments, even using biorelevant media, are performed typically 

with phosphate buffer species, under non-sink conditions and with hydrodynamics deviating from the 

in vivo situation, which makes extrapolation to the in vivo situation challenging.30,32 Other elements, 

even those known to be present in the average population, might be missing in the specific population 

of interest. For example, the attributes of the gastrointestinal tract relating to motility, pH, volume of 

fluid (secretion and re-absorption rate), and composition (bile salt concentration) are not entirely 

known in pediatric patients, the elderly, those with hepatic impairment, during pregnancy, or after 

bariatric surgery. Although all these categories of patients still require pharmacotherapy, they are 

rarely investigated before the drugs are released into the market. For details about current knowledge 

gaps in oral drug absorption and IVIVE of absorption-related parameters, the reader is referred to the 

perspectives papers by Loisios-Konstantinidis and Dressman as well as by Vinarov et al.128,129 

 The bioavailability of orally administered drugs can also be influenced by first-pass gut wall 

metabolism and transport.130–133 Again, the data on abundance and location of enzymes and 

transporters in the gastrointestinal tract in relation to the routine in vitro test systems are sparse. 

Moreover, the formulation can affect the gut metabolism of the drug by releasing active ingredients 

in different regions,134 since the abundance of enzymes and transporters in the gut wall varies 

regionally.130,135–144 Cytochrome P450 (CYP) 3A and multidrug resistance P-glycoprotein (P-gp; also 

known as MDR1, ABCB1) are present at high levels in the villous tips of enterocytes in the small 

intestine.145 Nonetheless, other CYP-related and non-CYP related enzymes, such as the UDP-

glucuronosyltransferases (UGTs), are also present in the small intestine and are involved in drug 

metabolism.146,147 Quantitative links (extrapolation factors) for all the intestinal metabolic routes are 

reported sporadically and are far from ideal.116,146,148,149  

Although the models describing the absorption of orally administered drugs can accommodate all the 

aforementioned elements, obtaining informative in vitro data for quantitative extrapolation remains 

a challenge, and some degree of validation using observed data (combining the in vitro and in vivo 

approaches) is usually carried out in order to increase confidence.150 The lack of or limitations to 

available information makes drug use in specific patient populations (including those listed above) 

susceptible to off-label use, particularly when no alternative drugs are available. 

1.2.3.2 Hepatic, biliary, and renal clearance 

The traditional early screening methodologies for IVIVE of clearance were designed and used for 

assessing overall stability and residence time within the body rather than for identifying elimination 

by various routes.54 The relative success of IVIVE in using data from in vitro systems to predict hepatic 

intrinsic clearance and associated variability in human populations has resulted from the increasing 

amount of available information on appropriate scaling factors.151 However, covariates of many 

scaling factors that have population attributes such as age, particularly in neonates and younger 

children, are not as refined as one might wish.152 There is a whole battery of in vitro systems for 

assessing metabolic clearance, including human liver subfractions (microsomes, cytosols, and 

hepatocytes) and recombinantly expressed enzymes.153–157 The use of expressed enzymes allows the 

clearance values to be expressed per unit of enzyme (e.g., CYP or UGT). Estimating the net intrinsic 

metabolic clearance in total liver (CLhep, int, un) from data obtained with recombinantly expressed 

enzymes boils down to a summation of the clearances from each metabolic pathway and each enzyme 
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(considering the abundance of each enzyme in the target population), followed by multiplication to 

milligrams of microsomal protein per gram of liver and whole mass of liver.154,158 On some occasions, 

the activity of one unit of enzyme in the expressed system might be a few multiples higher or lower 

than one unit of enzyme in the human liver; these can be accommodated by intersystem extrapolation 

factors (ISEFs).159–161 It is obvious that these simple scaling methods do not automatically consider the 

effects of time- or concentration-related nonlinearity. However, once they are incorporated into sets 

of PBPK differential equations, they can be expressed as concentration- or time-variant parameters 

according to Michaelis-Menten kinetics by defining the clearance as the ratio of the maximum velocity 

of metabolism per unit of enzyme (Vmax) and the Michaelis constant (Km). In addition, a dynamic pool 

of time-variant enzymes that respond to any induction or suppression of enzyme synthesis and 

accelerated or stabilized enzyme degradation could be defined as sub-models.162–167 Combining all 

these aspects opens a great opportunity for quantitative handling of covariates related to metabolic 

clearance, including genetics, age (ontogeny), ethnicity, sex, pregnancy, obesity, co-morbid diseases 

such as cirrhosis4 and chronic kidney failure, effect of environmental factors such as smoking, complex 

drug–drug interactions involving metabolites and the nonlinearity of these with time.33,62,79,85,90,168–180  

Recent advances in quantitative proteomics and liquid biopsy to measure the abundance and 

variability of each enzyme and transporter in various tissues may allow more informed extrapolation 

to diverse populations, although some coordination and global validation of the results using the same 

set of samples might be necessary to overcome some discrepancies in the reported values.144,181–186 

Renal excretion plays a major role in the elimination of many drugs. Although factors determining the 

extent of renal elimination have been known for many years (e.g., lipophilicity and ionization, plasma 

protein and erythrocyte binding), only a few in vitro systems for predicting renal clearance of 

xenobiotics are currently available.71,187–189 The IVIVE efforts to estimate biliary excretion have also 

been limited, although some success in using sandwich-cultured hepatocytes has been 

reported.101,190,191 In all clearance predictions, understanding the value of the unbound fraction of the 

drug in plasma in an individual, based on the concentration levels of albumin, α-acid-glyco-protein, 

and plasma lipids, is an integral part of the exercise.192 Although this can be measured in vitro for any 

target population, defining protein binding on the basis of binding affinities to various plasma proteins 

and partition to lipids also enables automatic extrapolation to other groups whose modified plasma 

protein levels are well characterized, such as the elderly, pregnant women, and neonates.193–195 

1.2.3.3 Tissue distribution 

Tissue volumes and tissue blood flows are essential components of PBPK models. Correlations 

between tissue volumes and tissue blood flows should be considered when modeling interindividual 

variability in drug distribution using PBPK models. There are drug-related characteristics (such as the 

ability to cross membranes, bind to plasma proteins, and partition into red blood cells, tissues, or fat 

as well as specific affinity to influx or efflux transporter proteins) that can influence the dynamics of 

distribution to various tissues and thereby affect the concentration– time profile of drugs.42 Many of 

these can be measured in vitro and thus used for IVIVE purposes. As described earlier, current IVIVE 

approaches for assessing the distribution of the drugs to various tissues involves estimation of tissue-

to-plasma partition coefficient based on affinity to lipids and binding to common proteins present in 

the tissue interstitial space, combined with in vitro measurements of protein binding in blood and 

plasma.106,108,196–198 By determining the partition to various tissues, the volume of distribution of drugs 

can be estimated. The proportion of the drug in different tissues changes over time. Consequently, 

the drug concentrations profiles in tissue are not necessarily evolved in parallel with those in plasma, 
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even in the commonly assumed case of a perfusion-limited entry to tissues. Many of the systems 

parameters defining the tissue compositions are not yet known in humans, and animal data are used 

instead.199 In addition, in the membranes of various tissues (e.g., liver) there are numerous drug 

transporters. These transporters can influence drug distribution into the tissues, particularly for drugs 

with low passive permeability. Modeling the diffusion-limited transporter-related distribution of drugs 

into tissue requires separation of extracellular compartments from intracellular water.41  

 

1.2.4 PBPK model building approaches 
 

PBPK models may be initiated from an in vitro understanding of drug related ADME mechanisms. 

Alternatively, PBPK model development may be based solely or partly on observed clinical data. In this 

section, a brief overview of the various PBPK modeling strategy approaches is provided.  

“Bottom-up” approach  

A “bottom-up” approach involves extrapolation of in vitro data for modeling of the mechanisms that 

define LADME processes and the related concentration-time profiles. This approach relies on high-

quality in vitro and preclinical data and may be verified later in drug development as clinical data 

become available. The application of “bottom-up” models depends heavily on the quality of the initial 

data, as well as the availability and predictive accuracy of verified in vitro–in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) 

methods, factors, and scalars. Moreover, especially at early stages of drug development, a degree of 

uncertainty is associated with scalars for extrapolation of in vitro data to in vivo settings, especially 

where transporters are involved. As a result, early bottom-up models will require verification with in 

vivo clinical data, and when model performance is deemed to be insufficient an alternative approach 

including calibration of parameters might be required at later stages and for regulatory decision-

making. 

“Top-down” approach 

 A “top-down” approach mainly involves fitting of the model parameters to clinically observed plasma 

concentration–time profile and/ or urine data of a drug following administration of intravenous (i.v.) 

dose, single or multiple oral ascending doses, DDI scenarios, or exposure across multiple formulations. 

This approach is commonly used in population PK (PopPK) data analysis, where statistical approaches 

are applied. In top-down approaches the main objective is to fit a model so that it describes adequately 

the observed data, estimate mean population parameters and their associated variability (inter- or 

intra-individually), and to identify significant covariates of PK parameters. Usually, these types of 

models are capable of interpolating data, but extrapolation outside the data space used to fit the 

model is challenging. 

“Middle-out” approach  

The “middle-out” approach is a combination of “bottom-up” and “top-down” approaches. In this 

approach the initial model relies on a foundation of high-quality physicochemical, in vitro, preclinical, 

and mass-balance data in combination with other in silico or built-in PBPK prediction of drug 

distribution parameters. “Middle-out” PBPK models also rely significantly in IVIVE, however, 

calibration of key parameters with observed clinical data is allowed. For instance, the fraction 

metabolized (fm) by a specific enzyme (e.g., CYP3A) can be refined/optimized to recover the observed 

DDI with a strong inhibitor.200 The refinement of model parameters using clinical data may be 
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performed by either visual inspection, sensitivity analysis or using more powerful parameter- 

estimation algorithms, including sparse data methods such as nonlinear mixed effects and Bayesian 

maximum-likelihood procedures (see also section 1.2.8). The refined parameters in a “middle-out” 

PBPK model are usually uncertain due to experimental challenges, measurement with low confidence, 

or lack of data (such as kinetic parameters, ontogeny profiles of transporters, etc.) and can sometimes 

be sourced from a semi-mechanistic PopPK model. The model predictive performance should be 

assessed using external verification datasets from independent clinical studies to confirm the model. 

After verification, the refined model can be used to address clinically relevant questions, such as 

requesting a waiver for dedicated DDI clinical trials, or to extrapolate PK and scale the dosing from 

adults to younger children and neonates or infants.82,201,202 

The recent guidance documents published by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and the US Food 

and Drug administration (FDA) acknowledge the limitations in the use of a purely IVIVE-driven 

(“bottom-up“) approach while emphasizing the added benefits of PBPK-IVIVE models in 

“extrapolation” to conditions that have not yet been studied.51,52 These benefits are not commonly 

associated with the classical data analysis of clinical studies (top-down approach). 

The “middle-out” models, which are also known as hybrid multilevel models, combine advantages and 

strengths of the two other approaches. Therefore, they are not just restricted to explaining the 

observed data, but they intend to go backwards (in explaining the clinical observations) in order to go 

forwards beyond the perimeters of the initial clinical study using the prior in vitro and system 

information.203 While both of “top-down” and “bottom-up” approaches have their advantages, it is 

becoming apparent that a verified bottom-up or an integrative “middle-out” approach may provide 

enhanced flexibility of PBPK models by applying the “predict, learn, confirm, apply” paradigm and 

allow a priori decision-making.204 

It should be noted that the boundary between “bottom-up” and “middle-out” as well as the distinction 

between “top-down” and “middle-out" is often obscure. For instance, “top-down” models may also 

infer mechanistic meanings for the fitted parameters under investigating a clinical observation, 

however, the frequency of using “external” data/information is less frequent in these models as 

opposed to the “middle-out” approach. Similarly, it is common that a “bottom-up” model building 

leverages clinical data as soon as the latter is available. 

Combining these models is not a seamless process and is fraught with issues, as reviewed by 

Tsamandouras et al.205 If viewed purely from a mathematical point of view, these “middle-out” 

approaches suffer from structural identifiability issues. The absence of a unique correspondence 

between parameter values and the observed output is concerning for the researcher who wants to 

quantify the physiological process. On the other hand, even structurally identifiable models may suffer 

from numerical non-identifiabilities. This occurs when clinical observations are made in a space that 

makes the model outcome insensitive to changes made to certain model parameter values 

(particularly in the face of noise and variations). Finally, estimating parameter values without 

considering the correlation between parameters can be an issue. The importance of such 

intercorrelations has been underlined to some extent by some recent research reports.203,206 
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1.2.5 Structural identifiability 
 

Warnings about the issue of parameter identifiability in biological mathematical modelling (including 

PBPK modelling) have been repeatedly raised in the literature. 205,207–211 However, this issue seems to 

have been overlooked in many case studies using a “middle-out“ approach. According to the 

definitions related to identifiability, a parameter is unidentifiable if an infinite number of solutions 

exist.212 Conversely, it is locally identifiable if there are only a finite number of solutions and globally 

identifiable if only one solution exists. Similarly, the model is unidentifiable if at least one of its 

parameters is unidentifiable and, locally or globally identifiable if all parameters are locally or globally 

identifiable, respectively.208,212 There are two types of parameter identifiability: statistical and 

structural. Statistical identifiability is related to the experimental error of the observed data. However, 

even with error-free data, a model parameter could be structurally non-identifiable. The concept of 

structural identifiability (also referred in the literature as “a priori identifiability”) is important to 

ensure that the unknown model parameters of interest are uniquely identifiable from a specified 

experiment, assuming noise-free data.212 A PBPK model consists of many parameters, some of which 

may have unknown values either due to technical difficulties in measurement techniques or because 

they have simply never been measured. The unknown parameters are usually estimated through 

fitting of the model to the observed data from well-defined study sets using a known specific dosing 

regimen.204,205,209 A controlled input specifies data with observations from confident well-defined 

study sets, e.g., at a known specific dose. However, estimation of model parameters through this 

approach can have limitations when the number of unknown parameters is large relative to the 

information contained in the available data or the available information is sufficient, yet 

inappropriate, for calibration of parameters of interest.204 Various sets of parameter values can result 

in an equally good fit to the data in a way that individual parameters cannot be uniquely identified. In 

this case, the model loses mechanistic meaning and applicability and is said to be “unidentifiable.” As 

a result, extrapolation to populations outside the studied conditions is unjustified or may lead to false 

conclusions.205,209 In practice indications for identifiability issues are failure of the optimization 

procedure to converge, parameter values that prove sensitive to the initial estimates used for 

optimization and the presence of highly correlated parameter estimates.209  

Various mathematical identifiability analysis approaches have been previously described in the 

literature.210,213 Proposed approaches to deal with structural identifiability in PBPK modeling include 

measuring some of the unknown physiological parameter values (if possible), reduction in the number 

of parameters (by grouping several unidentifiable parameters into a single identifiable parameter), 

redefining parameters (re-parameterization), or generating data that could be used in calibration with 

a different in vivo dataset.209,210,214,215 Several statistical approaches can also be used to declare a PBPK 

model as identifiable.216 Importantly, it should be noted that structural identifiability analysis is an 

element of the experimental design and is recommended to be performed at an early stage. 

 

1.2.6 Statistical identifiability and sensitivity analyses 
 

Even when the model is itself structurally identifiable, it may suffer from statistical or so-called 

practical non-identifiabilities.217 Statistical identifiability problems are related to the scatter (noise) of 

the observations, which is reflected in the standard errors of the individual parameter estimates.  
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This issue arises mainly either due to insufficient number and quality of observations or due to lack of 

sensitivity of the model’s output to differences in the values of the parameter or combination of both. 

These conditions particularly apply in PBPK modelling in which ethical and experimental 

considerations may affect the quantity and quality of the data, but the physiological-anatomical 

topology of the estimated parameter is remote from the model’s observed output (usually plasma). 

Statistical non-identifiability is usually manifested with increased uncertainty (standard errors) in the 

parameter estimates and/or problems in the optimization routines to converge to a minimum, as the 

objective function related to an insensitive model parameter is relatively flat. In order to overcome 

these hurdles, experimental and sampling design can be optimized to improve the information 

content of the data.218 In addition, before estimation of an unknown parameter, parameter sensitivity 

analysis might be useful to in investigate if the output is sensitive to parameter perturbation. 

Sensitivity analysis (SA) is a method that examines how the variation in the output of the model can 

be attributed, qualitatively or quantitatively, to different sources of variation.219,220 The various SA 

methods that exist for the analysis of complex deterministic models can be grouped into two 

categories: local (LSA) or one-at-a-time methods that consider sensitivities close to a specific set of 

input parameter values, and global methods, which calculate the contribution of a parameter over the 

set of all possible input parameters.219 In most cases when SA has been conducted on PBPK models 

published in the peer-reviewed literature this has been a LSA. This involves the adjustment of 

individual model parameters, whilst all other parameters are held constant, and observation of the 

predicted changes in model output, either at a single time or throughout a time course. The results 

are usually expressed as normalized sensitivity coefficients (SCs), which are the percentage change in 

the output produced by a fixed and constant percentage (usually 1%) change in the parameter. When 

trying to establish the contribution of a parameter to model predictions, LSA techniques are fairly 

rapid and simple to implement but can give somewhat misleading results if there are substantial 

interactions among multiple parameters.220,221 For example, PBPK models usually describe non-linear 

processes such as saturation metabolism, and certainly contain interactions or inter-correlations 

between parameters (e.g., organ blood perfusion rates and cardiac output). LSA might be 

inappropriate for these types of parameters, especially if the plausible range of the parameter is much 

wider than this technique allows and in such cases the uncertainty in the parameter should be 

represented via a joint probability distribution.  In short, LSA results may be unreliable unless the 

interactions between parameters are negligible, and the system behaves linearly over the dose range 

of interest. Thus LSA should be applied with caution, especially as the purpose of PBPK models is very 

often to extrapolate beyond the domain of “observation” used to construct and evaluate the 

model.151,222 When LSA is less appropriate and/or the input variables are known to be affected by 

uncertainties of different orders of magnitude, a global SA (GSA) that is independent from 

assumptions about the model structure is called for. 220,223–225 

In contrast to LSA, GSA methods calculate the contribution of a parameter over the set of all possible 

input parameters.  In a PBPK modeling context a global method would perturb all organ and tissue 

masses, blood perfusion rates, metabolic parameters, and partition coefficients within plausible 

ranges. The contribution to model output of any single parameter and/or interactions of multiple 

parameters is measured yielding useful quantitative information about the overall relative importance 

of all model parameters. The most commonly applied global method quantifies the importance of 

parameters as an exact percentage of the total output variance that each factor (or group of factors) 

is accounting for.219 Recently, two types of GSA that differ in the aims and, thus, in the parameter 
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variability were proposed by Melillo et al.226: inter-compound and intra-compound GSA. The inter-

compound GSA aims to understand which are the parameters that mostly influence the variability of 

the metrics of interest in the whole space of the drugs’ properties, and thus, it is useful during the 

development of “global” PBPK models (i.e., compound-independent). On the other hand, the intra-

compound GSA aims to highlight how much the uncertainty associated with the parameters of a given 

drug impacts the uncertainty in the model prediction and is thus useful during drug specific PBPK 

applications. The reader is referred to the work by Saltelli et al.220,221 for a comprehensive review of 

the different methods and technical issues related to sensitivity analysis and to Melillo et al. and Yau 

et al. and for applications in PBPK modelling.183,227,228 

 

1.2.7 Physiological plausibility and correlation of physiological parameters 
 

Model fitting to plasma concentration profile by visual inspection or model diagnostics does not 

necessarily guarantee model performance and adequacy if the values of estimated parameter are 

outside the physiological plausible space. Therefore, it is highly recommended to routinely assess 

whether parameters’ estimates are biologically plausible and have physical meaning. Furthermore, in 

this context, evaluation of the predictive performance of the model in instances where at least one of 

the system’s pathways is perturbed has been considered to be beneficial (e.g., drug-drug 

interactions).205,207 

An additional issue when attempting to estimate parameters in a PBPK model arise from the fact that 

some of these parameters are intrinsically correlated, through the underlying physiology. In the event 

that this correlation between model parameters is neglected, biased, imprecise, and often 

physiologically un-realistic or non-sense parameter estimates may result. Therefore, in the case of two 

highly correlated parameters it is usually recommended either to use a fixed physiologically plausible 

value extracted from the literature for one of them, or to re-parameterize the model in terms of a 

composite variable.205 An example of the latter is to parameterize the model in terms of the intrinsic 

clearance of a compound per molar unit of enzyme, instead of separately estimating a different 

clearance in each eliminating tissue as a separate parameter. In general, even if indicated for example 

from GSA, optimization of system-related parameters is highly discouraged and a sound scientific 

rationale for parameter selection and optimization is paramount.204 For instance, changing tissue 

blood flow and organ sizes will change the PK profile of a drug, but it is not clear how such an analysis 

would be informative within the same intended population without scientific justification. Overall, the 

parameters and their ranges should be based on what is known about the biological system and the 

drug mechanisms and should not be chosen arbitrarily. 

 

1.2.8 Parameter estimation approaches 
 

As discussed in the previous sections, parameter estimation in PBPK models is challenging because of 

the large number of involved parameters and the relatively small amount of observed data usually 

available. Several approaches have been performed in the literature in order to fit PBPK models to 

observed data. ‘‘Parameter estimation’’ refers to statistically derived methods for calibration, such as 

maximum likelihood or Bayesian methods to estimate posterior distributions, although in practice 
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these methods typically rely on numerical optimization or sampling.229–231 More specifically, one of the 

proposed methods is to optimize all model parameters together, termed as ‘global optimization’, 

using Monte Carlo optimization or the simplex method.232 However, It should be noted that this 

approach may provide unrealistic estimates for some of the well-defined physiological parameters 

(e.g. flows and volumes) possibly due to identifiability issues, and therefore it is recommended that 

these parameters should be constrained (see section 1.2.7). Alternatively, more modern methods 

such as genetic algorithms, which are based on the concept of natural selection, can be applied to 

optimize simultaneously many parameters in these complex models.233,234 Nevertheless, the most 

common approach is to fix the majority of model parameters (to values known from physiology or 

previous in vitro and in vivo experiments) and optimize only a few unknown, typically drug-specific, 

parameters.207,235 This is can be achieved either by a trial and error and visual calibration to the 

observed concentration profiles or by more formal statistical approaches, such as non-linear least 

squares and maximum likelihood methods. The latter is not without limitations, though, and caution 

should be taken when these parameter estimates are used for extrapolation. It should be recognized 

that with such an approach the parameter estimates are conditional on the values that have been 

assumed for the fixed parameters.232 Nevertheless, many of these fixed parameters in complex PBPK 

models involving IVIVE may carry a certain degree of inaccuracy and/or imprecision as with every 

experimentally obtained result. In addition, as model parameters might be correlated through the 

underlying system physiology, fixing some of them while optimizing for others distorts the covariance 

structure of the parameters and may lead to biased estimates.205 Finally, it should be pointed out that 

as with any optimized parameter, the fitted estimate itself is always accompanied with a level of 

uncertainty which derives from imperfect data or any model misspecifications.207 It is striking that a 

large fraction of the recently published PBPK models (in the pharmaceutical arena) that performed 

parameter optimization estimation do not report any uncertainty on the fitted estimate, while only a 

few do. Reporting a single value for an estimated parameter does not provide any information on the 

reliability of the estimate. More importantly, when this parameter is related to a mechanistic 

hypothesis, which is a subject of extrapolation, any conclusions or predictions cannot be trusted. On 

such occasions, sensitivity analysis is a useful tool to examine different scenarios and support 

conclusions. 

Model uncertainty is variation that derives from errors in the experimental procedure, measurement, 

modelling and assumptions of the studied system.236 As it is not itself a system property (in contrast 

to variability), it can be reduced through optimization of the experiment (see details in section 1.2.9). 

Although difficult, it is desirable to disentangle and separate uncertainty and variability in a parameter 

estimation process. Ideally, it is desirable to derive parameter estimates not only for the ‘average 

individual’, but also their distribution in the population.205 However, a part of the observed variability 

is a priori related to differences in key system related parameters mechanistically affected by well-

established covariates (e.g. age, weight) and this information should not be neglected.95 The majority 

of published studies using PBPK modelling focus on the structural model allowing only for “average” 

individual predictions. In practice, clinical data that are used for fitting are often extracted from 

published studies and therefore only average population and no individual concentration-time profiles 

are available. It should be noted that in this case, not only is inter-individual variability on model 

parameters unattainable, but also parameter estimates might be biased as averaging of data can 

produce a distorted picture of the individual model function. On the other hand, it is possible that 

even when individual PK data are available, these are treated as if they arise from the same unique 
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subject, in a so-called “naïve pooled” analysis approach.237 The limitations of such an approach have 

been repeatedly described and the use of hierarchical population modelling is in general strongly 

recommended.  

 

1.2.9 Modeling physiological variability and uncertainty in PBPK models 
 

As mentioned earlier, compound-specific parameters generated in assays have uncertainties 

associated with the measurements, while those that are predicted will likely be associated with 

prediction errors. By incorporating the uncertainties in every compound parameter used as input to a 

PBPK model, one can predict the overall uncertainty in the predicted concentration–time profile and 

consequently in the PK parameters calculated using the profile, such as volume of distribution and 

clearance. An uncertainty assessment aids robust predictions. Similarly, all physiological parameters 

are generally variable across any given population and by incorporating all known variability within a 

population for each of the physiological or anatomical parameters, as well as in enzyme and 

transporter levels, the resulting overall variability in the concentration–time profile that is expected 

in a population can be estimated. Several approaches for uncertainty and variability analysis are 

available including the Monte–Carlo (MC) method, fuzzy simulation, and the Bayesian Markov chain 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation.236,238–246 

Uncertainty is different from variability, although their effects may be confounded and compounded. 

Uncertainty is essentially due to lack of knowledge and may have various sources. For example, 

measurements are made only with finite precision and as a result there is always some uncertainty 

(“noise”) around the estimated parameters‘ values. Also, limited population samples (e.g., small 

sample size in a PK study) introduces an element of randomness when attempting to extrapolate the 

results to the whole population. Finally, our inability to describe or model precisely a system may arise 

from lack of understanding, oversimplifications or model misspecifications, which in turn translate 

into parametric uncertainty.243 While variability is by its nature irreducible and unavoidable, since it is 

a integral component of biological systems, uncertainty can be reduced by additional experiments, 

increased physiological understanding or applying more suitable models. Nevertheless, the fact that 

uncertainty is almost always present hampers a precise assessment of the inherent population 

variability.  

Two major, complementary, modelling approaches have been developed to understand, evaluate and 

predict the population variability: a priori (“bottom-up”) and a posteriori (“top down”) modelling. 

Variability in the pharmacokinetics of a drug in a population can translate to differences in its efficacy 

and safety within that population. Population PK modeling aims to characterize the observed 

pharmacokinetic variability in a population in terms of patient demographic, pathophysiological or 

genetic factors so that clinically significant differences can be identified and addressed through 

appropriate dosage corrections in any population.247–249 Population variability can be modeled by an 

a posteriori (“top down”) approach in which empirical or semi-mechanistic compartmental PK models 

aim to explain observed variability in terms of plausible covariates.250,251 Alternatively, variability can 

be modeled by an a priori (“bottom-up”) approach, in which determinants of variability in each of the 

PK-determining parameters are used to estimate an overall variability in the concentration–time 

profile, which is then compared with the observed variability. A priori modeling enables early 

assessment of the impact of variability from different sources (e.g., ethnicity, age, gender, disease 
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states) on the pharmacokinetics and thereby on the efficacy or safety of the drug. Price et al. describe 

the modeling of interindividual variability using the physiological parameters for PBPK modeling.252 

The objective is the creation of a virtual population that is representative of a real population that is 

going to be included in a clinical study, so that the clinical study can become a confirmatory rather 

than an exploratory study. A priori modeling can be approached either through a deterministic 

description of the determinants of variability or through stochastic Monte Carlo simulations.95 Each 

physiological parameter can be characterized by a probability distribution with a population mean and 

variance. For parameters such as clearances and rate constants, the logarithms of individual values 

are normally distributed and therefore, a log-normal distribution may be appropriate. For others, a 

normal (Gaussian) distribution may be assumed. Uniform distribution and Weibull distributions are 

other commonly used distributions. Once the statistical distribution is specified and defined 

quantitatively with appropriate values for each of the physiological parameters, the Monte Carlo (MC) 

approach involves multiple sampling from each distribution using a simple random or Latin hypercube 

method and computation of model outputs, resulting in a set of output values that can be statistically 

treated to obtain 90 or 95% confidence intervals for each of the PK parameters such as clearance and 

volume of distribution.95,250,252,253 Many physiological parameters vary in proportion to each other (i.e. 

they are correlated covariates). For example, cardiac output and breathing rate vary in proportion to 

one another. Similarly, the correlations, where they exist, in enzyme/transporter abundances should 

be captured. Blood flow rates to various organs are also correlated, as the total blood flow to all organs 

should always add up to the cardiac output. A variability analysis that neglects these nested and 

universal interdependencies and constraints will overestimate the expected variability in a 

subpopulation. Thus, when sampling different physiological and anatomical parameters with MC, the 

covariance/ interdependence of parameters should be addressed. One way to address 

interdependencies is to link physiological parameters to lean body mass or to other body parameters 

via fixed scaling coefficients.94 

Many of the shortcomings mentioned in section 1.2.8 could be avoided if a Bayesian approach is 

combined with population hierarchical modelling.205 As explained before, the information contained 

in the available data is usually insufficient to estimate the numerous parameters in a complex PBPK 

model. In addition, these parameters are often mechanistic in nature and thus prior information about 

their range can be extracted from physiology, in vitro experiments, and previous literature. Bayesian 

methods use a set of known prior distributions that may be specified independently of each other to 

arrive at a posterior probability distribution, using newly available data.93,246 When this approach is 

combined with a hierarchical population model, it yields posterior distributions not only at the 

individual but also at the population level.254,255 True determinants of variability from population data 

are obtained after removing the contributions from uncertainty. However, it is often difficult to obtain 

an analytical expression for the posterior probability distribution, which is needed for an MC 

simulation. Typically, in Bayesian analysis, these distributions are instead produced by Markov-chain 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods when the posterior distribution cannot be captured in an analytical 

expression.256  

The advantages of an approach that uses prior information in PBPK modelling can be summarized as 

follows: prior beliefs are naturally updated in the light of new data, biologically plausible ranges for 

the physiological parameters can be set and the estimation procedure in terms of identifiability with 

regard to parameters that cannot be informed from the available data can be stabilized. However, it 

is often challenging to summarize prior knowledge in terms of appropriate statistical prior 
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distributions, particularly for IVIVE incorporated PBPK models, where most of the prior information 

with regard to drug-related parameters comes from in silico methods and in vitro experiments, which 

either produce point estimates (e.g. mechanistic predictions of partition coefficients) or estimates in 

which uncertainty and variability cannot be separated (e.g. intrinsic clearance predictions from pooled 

human liver microsomes).205 Moreover, if the analyzed data do not contain enough information with 

regard to the model parameters, the resulting parameter estimates will shrink back towards the prior 

information, which will not be updated. Finally, the Bayesian population approach is very 

computationally intensive and time-consuming, even nowadays.257,258 

The maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation method also uses prior information, but unlike the 

Bayesian method, it does not assume a distribution governing randomness on the parameter 

estimate. Rather, as an output one obtains parameter estimates which are considered as unknown 

constants in the model. This method was introduced by Gisleskog et al., as a way to stabilize a sparse 

data population analysis with information from previous studies when the data from the sparsely 

sampled datasets are inaccessible or impractical to pool.259 Briefly, this is achieved by incorporating a 

penalty term on the objective function upon minimization, which reflects a representation of the 

available prior knowledge with regards to model parameters. This method has been successfully 

applied in PBPK modelling, providing parameter estimates which were in close agreement with those 

from a typical Bayesian analysis, but with a substantial improvement in computation times.258,260 

 

1.2.10 Overparameterization and reduction of PBPK models 
 

In practice, from a typical single pharmacokinetic study it is usually challenging to fit more than three 

exponentials to a plasma concentration profile, even with reasonably noise free data sampled over  a 

long period after the dose is administered, due to identifiability constraints.213 In this context, complex 

PBPK models with numerous compartments and parameters can be considered a priori as 

overparameterized. The increased dimensionality of such models causes computational and 

numerical problems during estimation, and thus simpler (“lumped”), but still physiologically 

satisfactory models - depending also on the intended application - can be beneficial. This can be 

achieved with model order reduction techniques, which aim to reduce formally the dimensionality of 

a system of differential equations without losing the key dynamic information.261 One of these 

methods, proper lumping of tissue compartments, has been applied in PBPK to derive simpler models 

with kinetic behavior similar to that of the original complex model and a formal methodology for this 

procedure has been proposed.61 Other lumping procedures have been also applied to PBPK models, 

with the latter methods being appealing in that they imposes fewer restrictions on lumping conditions 

and allow concentration predictions in the tissues of the original non-lumped model.60,262 However, it 

should be stated that lumping procedures are valid only locally in the parameter space i.e. for a 

particular set of parameter values.263 This is of high importance in the context of PBPK models where 

most of the model parameters are not precisely known and carry a certain degree of uncertainty and 

variability. In order to address this issue to some extent, a Bayesian automated lumping method has 

been proposed by Dokoumetzidis and Aarons which is more optimal on average as it makes 

compromises between the different parameter values.263 Finally, an appealing approach that avoids 

some of the parameter estimation difficulties in complex PBPK models is the use of minimal or semi-

mechanistic models.205 These models offer great flexibility as they retain their physiological 
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mechanistic nature only in the parts of the model that are relevant to the desired modelling 

purpose.32,264 A generic minimal PBPK model was recently published that allows the estimation of 

physiologically relevant pharmacokinetic parameters and offers a reasonable alternative to full PBPK 

modelling when only limited plasma concentration data are available.265 

 

1.2.11 Qualification and credibility assessment of PBPK models 
 

In general, a software platform is an operating environment that is used to write (in the case of coding 

a model), compile (building a model in software or platform) and run applications. In the case of PBPK 

models, the platform includes three key components: a computational framework, a physiological 

framework of the system, and a set of drug properties. The computational component includes the 

program code, model structure, mathematical equations, as well as a runtime engine for executing 

applications. Furthermore, within the platform a selection of appropriate mechanistic models 

describing absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination can be applied to the drug model.  

The physiological framework comprises system-dependent parameters that describe the physiology 

of humans or the biology of a preclinical species. These system parameters are population-specific 

and account for population variability and correlation between parameters. A PBPK platform may also 

contain a database of virtual populations such as healthy volunteers of different ethnicities and/or 

ages, as well as patient populations. The drug model component of the PBPK platform comprises drug-

dependent parameters and will vary depending on the question to be addressed by the PBPK 

modeling.204 Similar to virtual populations, a PBPK platform may also a contain a library of already 

parametrized drug models. Hence, a PBPK platform is an integrated software environment that 

enables PBPK models to be built and used for simulations. The PBPK platform may or may not provide 

compound or population-specific databases. From a software perspective, a platform includes various 

components such as graphical user interface (GUI), data structures, collections of various models and 

a computational engine, as well as interfaces for presenting the simulation results. The PBPK models 

within a platform are developed to handle specific tasks based on certain assumptions.266 For example, 

the use of PBPK modeling and simulations to support regulatory submissions may cover a wide range 

of applications in the areas of drug–drug interactions (DDI), biopharmaceutics (e.g., food effect, 

clinically relevant dissolution specifications) and extrapolation across specific populations such as the 

different age groups in the pediatric population.  

Recently, definitions of the various terminologies used in modeling practices, including “qualification”, 

“validation” and “verification” of models have been described.204,207,266 Verification is the first step in 

establishing the credibility of a model as it ensures the accuracy and reliability of the underlying 

mathematical code and calculations. For all software, code and numerical solutions should be 

evaluated for errors and algorithms should be checked for correct implementation and function. For 

example, if the model incorporates many stochastic differential equations, verification may include 

assessing the stability in the numerical integration. If user-developed software is employed, then it is 

the user’s responsibility to perform verification.  

While verification (or qualification) generally refers to a set of prerequisites that ensure “permission” 

to handle the intended use, validation focuses on the predictive performance of the model. The 

documentation needed to support the qualification and verification of a PBPK platform should cover 

all three components of the platform. The software qualification is intended to ensure that the 
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software does what it is intended to do from a computational perspective.267 Verification of the 

system-dependent components involves documentation of the physiological framework, the 

equations used to describe the system, as well as the physiological parameters feeding it. The drug 

model validation assesses the correctness, accuracy and consistency between the input parameters 

and underlying mechanisms and assumptions within the related physiological system, as well as the 

ability of the model to successfully simulate sets of observed data, sometimes following several 

iterations of a “learn and confirm” cycle.204 Moreover, validation activities include assessment of 

model input, which can be subdivided into quantification of sensitivities and uncertainties. The 

verification and validation activities should be tailored to the context of use, and the rigor of the 

selected activities should be driven by the overall model impact and the associated risks, to ensure 

applicability and sufficient credibility.266 

Regarding the qualification of virtual populations used in PBPK modeling and simulation, the recent 

guidelines from both the EMA and FDA primarily focus on the healthy volunteer population, with the 

EMA draft guideline providing additional guidance on model applications using a pediatric virtual 

population. However, pharmacokinetic alterations in other specific populations such as hepatic or 

renal impairment populations have been reported and PBPK-guided dosing recommendation strategy 

for such populations is becoming nowadays standard practice in regulatory submissions. 170  However, 

based on the limited experience in PK extrapolation for untested scenarios in organ impairment 

populations, the confidence in these PBPK models remains rather low. 268 

In general, virtual population qualification in PBPK platforms involves development of the system-

dependent parameters, followed by prospective prediction of PK in the population of interest. The 

development of any virtual population involves evaluation of the ability of the platform to generate 

virtual individuals with anatomical, physiological, genetic, and biological values that are similar to the 

values in the actual population. When establishing a “healthy volunteer” population, population-

related data are generally assembled from public health databases such as NHANES (USA), NISRA (UK), 

and the Statistics Bureau (Japan).204 Different ethnic populations (Caucasians, Chinese, Japanese, and 

African, etc.) may be developed either as completely new populations or by adapting a previously built 

population for relevant demographics, physiological parameters, and incorporation of genetic 

polymorphisms of metabolizing enzymes and transporters. Comparison of observed interethnic PK 

differences of the model drug with PK predicted by PBPK modeling may be considered an essential 

component of verification of an ethnic population. 

For specific and patient populations, changes in system parameters of the healthy volunteer 

population that describe the population of interest, such as pediatric, pregnancy, renal/hepatic 

impairment, geriatric and obesity, are either based upon mechanistic evidence or by fitting the model 

parameters to observed clinical data.168,169,269–271 For example, to establish a pediatric population, 

ontogeny changes in enzymes and transporters need to be explored by both quantification of the 

enzyme amount and evaluation of observed in vivo clearance of probe substrates.179 Another example 

is the establishment of a patient population such an “oncology” population, where modeling of 

observed data in cancer patients led to identification of “albumin binding” and “alpha-acid 

glycoprotein binding” as key descriptors of a cancer population.272 Nevertheless, a “global” cancer 

population is rather unlikely to be able to address the complexity and heterogeneity of physiological 

alteration in most cancer types. Finally, also in these populations, successful recovery of observed PK 

data of a drug or group of drugs in the specific population model strengthens its verification. Upon 
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verification, the specific population might be applied in a prospective PK extrapolation for other drugs 

with the aim to identify appropriate dosing recommendations.  

PBPK model development is an iterative process that may involve multiple cycles of “predict, learn, 

confirm.” Usually, a base model is first developed using experimentally determined or in silico 

predicted physicochemical and in vitro drug absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion 

(ADME) parameters. The predictions from the initial model are then compared against the observed 

clinical PK data (e.g., PK from single ascending dose (SAD) or multiple ascending dose (MAD) studies) 

where a selection of model parameters may be refined to improve the drug model predictive 

performance based on sound physiological and scientific evidence. The predictive performance of the 

refined model will then be confirmed by comparing the prediction with additional clinical PK data 

(external datasets), such as results from a dedicated DDI study, that have not been used before. 

Although the complexity of the model increases as additional mechanisms are identified from new in 

vitro or clinical data, at any given stage during the drug model development process, a compound 

model can be considered validated for a particular use or application if the predictive performance for 

that particular use or application is deemed to be satisfactory based on commonly accepted criteria.207 

For example, a drug may initially have been only identified as an inhibitor of CYP3A, but later found to 

be an inhibitor of a drug transporter as well. As long as the compound PBPK model is able to 

satisfactorily demonstrate its predictive performance of a DDI with a sensitive CYP3A substrate, the 

model is considered verified for its predictive performance for a DDI via CYP3A inhibition, although its 

predictive performance may have not yet been verified for a drug transporter inhibition. An exception 

would be if multiple mechanisms affect the same enzyme or transporter, or in cases where there is 

enzyme-transporter interplay. For example, if a drug inhibits and induces CYP3A4, the model needs to 

be verified for both mechanisms prior to declaring that the model is verified for CYP3A-related 

applications.  

It is crucial for model identifiability to distinguish between the studies used for initial model 

development and refinement (training dataset), from the datasets for model validation. The design of 

a clinical study and the use of data to support model validation should be based on the purpose of the 

application 

Primary and secondary PK parameters may be used for comparison between predicted and observed 

values during model development and validation. Visual inspection of overlays of predicted and 

observed PK profiles is also performed. When evaluating the accuracy and acceptability of predictions, 

a commonly applied criteria is for values to be within 1.25-fold or 2-fold of the observed values.273 

However, results from one controlled clinical study may not be representative of the larger 

population, especially for drugs that exhibit high variability in PK or if the sample size was small in such 

studies. As a result, the 2-fold criterion may be unreasonable for such drugs or studies. Instead, 

Abduljalil et al. proposed to evaluate the success of model predictions by factoring the study sample 

size and the observed variance of the parameter of interest.274 Separately, the predictive performance 

of DDI simulations is usually evaluated by comparing the geometric mean ratios of Cmax and AUC, and 

their respective 90% confidence intervals, in the presence or absence of a perpetrator. When the 

observed interaction is weak (less than 2-fold for inhibition and between 0.5-0.8-fold for induction), 

the 2-fold rule is irrelevant. Thus, Guest et al. proposed that the predictive performance for DDI be 

based on the observed AUC and Cmax ratios, considering the intra-subject variability as well.275 In 

general, it is highly encouraged to consider multiple diagnostics and metrics to assess the PBPK model 
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performance. However, depending on the intended use, therapeutic area, safety, and efficacy factors, 

the criteria for acceptable performance may be adjusted accordingly. 

 

1.3 Combining physiologically based pharmacokinetic with pharmacodynamic 

models 
 

PBPK models offer a mechanistic framework to quantify the pharmacodynamic (PD) effect of a drug 

through coupling to simulated on- and off-target tissue concentrations. Since different organs are 

explicitly represented in whole body PBPK models, on- and off-target tissue exposure can be directly 

quantified. This enables a consideration of therapeutic or toxic effects by coupling PD to the 

corresponding PBPK models. To this end, tissue concentration profiles simulated with PBPK models 

may be used as input for downstream PD models. Notably, this coupling of PK and PD results in a 

multiscale PBPK/PD model that simultaneously describes drug ADME at the whole-body level and the 

resulting drug effect at the cellular or tissue scale. 

Examples of such detailed PBPK-based models include glucose-insulin regulation in diabetes,10 

management of endometriosis,20 acetaminophen intoxication,15 drug-induced liver, injury21 or model-

based design and analysis of antithrombotic therapies.22 Ultimately, such PBPK/PD models aim for a 

mechanistic and physiological representation of systems interactions within the body,23 thereby 

providing an important toolbox for disease or toxicity modeling in quantitative systems pharmacology. 

PBPK/PD modeling offers great flexibility, maximizing the scope for extrapolation and prediction as 

well as enabling a mechanistic understanding of PK and PD through hypothesis testing. Similar to 

classic PK/PD, PBPK/PD integration and parameter estimation is achievable in two ways. In one 

approach, the differential equations of a whole-body PBPK model are solved simultaneously along 

with the appropriate differential equations for PD to get a response versus time, which is then 

integrated with the concentration– time profile of the target organ to get the response versus 

concentration. A simultaneous solving of the differential equations of PBPK and PD models as opposed 

to sequential PK/PD modeling is essential when there is a bidirectional dependence of PK and PD as in 

the case of target-mediated drug disposition. Nevertheless, considering the complexity of PBPK 

models this approach might be more challenging in terms of parameter estimation and the need for 

more computational power resources. Another approach to PBPK/PD integration is to combine the 

time course of tissue concentrations obtained from PBPK with a PD model. Indeed, PBPK/PD 

integration facilitates the use of tissue concentrations rather than plasma concentrations. Also, 

pharmacological targets of drug action are often located within tissues rather than exposed directly 

to plasma, thus making target tissue concentrations much more relevant for PK/PD integration. 

Although the pharmacologically relevant unbound drug concentrations are expected to be the same 

in plasma and tissues, this is not true for targets behind transporter barriers in organs like the central 

nervous system, liver, and kidney. The increase or decrease in target site concentrations with respect 

to plasma concentrations in these organs are determined by the expression and functionality of 

specific transporters.276–278 

 For drugs which exert their pharmacological action on receptors by allosteric modification of receptor 

configuration from within cells or which act on targets within the cells in a tissue, unbound intracellular 

concentrations are the most relevant. For instance, many statins, such as atorvastatin, rely on hepatic 
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uptake transporters to reach the target enzyme and tend to get accumulated within the hepatocytes, 

leading to a higher than expected effect. Tissues are not homogenous and the concentrations in the 

pharmacologically relevant compartments within a tissue can be different from the unbound tissue 

concentration, either because of transporters or because of differences in ionization.  

PBPK/PD models are also particularly suited for pre-systemic targets located in the lung, gut, or skin 

and for which plasma concentrations are not relevant. The target organ could be the site of 

pharmacological action or a site where toxic effects are expected. Provided the estimates of tissue 

partition coefficients are derived from reliable sources, target tissue concentrations can be combined 

with PD data, eliminating the use of distributional delay models, unless these are mechanistically 

appropriate. Hypothesis testing with PBPK can also identify any distributional delay, in which case a 

permeability-limited tissue distribution model can be used in the place of the generally default 

perfusion-limited model. Examples of PBPK/PD in the literature48 are still rare.  Nonetheless, examples 

of detailed PBPK-based models include glucose-insulin regulation in diabetes, management of 

endometriosis,, drug-induced liver injury or model-based design and analysis of antithrombotic 

therapies. 33,279–282 

In summary, the advantages of combining PBPK with PD models include i) the mechanistic derivation 

of quantitative variation in target tissue concentrations and, thus better correlation with the PD effect, 

ii) better extrapolation capability, iii) use of permeability-limited distribution to quantify distributional 

delay in effect (multi-scale modeling) iv) hypothesis testing for understanding mechanisms underlying 

an observed response, and v) examination of the sensitivity of a system to parameter variation. 

Ultimately, PBPK/PD models aim for a mechanistic and physiological representation of systems 

interactions within the body, thereby providing an important toolbox for disease or toxicity modeling 

in quantitative systems pharmacology.126 

 

1.4 Physiologically based pharmacokinetic analyses for biopharmaceutic 

applications in drug development and regulatory review  
 

1.4.1 BCS-based biowaivers, clinically relevant drug product specifications and virtual 

bioequivalence 
 

1.4.1.1 BCS-based biowaivers 

 

The BCS (Biopharmaceutics Classification System)-based biowaiver approach is intended to reduce the 

need for in vivo bioequivalence studies by providing an appropriate surrogate for in vivo 

bioequivalence, whereby in vivo bioequivalence studies may be exempted if appropriate in vitro data 

can be generated. BCS-based biowaivers are applicable only to orally administered immediate release 

(IR) solid dosage forms or suspensions where the drug substance(s) is categorized as BCS class I or III 

and meets the predefined solubility, permeability and dissolution criteria.283,284 Additional 

considerations involve linear pharmacokinetics of the drug substance within the context of a 

permeability assessment, no expectation for inactive ingredient effects on the oral bioavailability of 

the drug substance, and the absence of a narrow therapeutic index on the part of the drug. 283,284 

Recently, the International Council for Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals 
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for Human Use (ICH) drafted a guidance on BCS-based biowaivers (M9), the final version of which has 

been adopted by the Committee of Human Medicinal Products (CHMP) of the European Medicines 

Agency (EMA) and came into effect at the end of July 2020.285 Although the current guidelines 

advocate that the BCS-based biowaiver principles may be applied to BE purposes other than those 

specified in their context provided there is a thorough scientific rationale, the potential use of PBPK 

modeling to support BCS-based biowaiver applications is not explicitly stated. The BCS 

(Biopharmaceutics Classification System)-based biowaiver approach is intended to reduce the need 

for in vivo bioequivalence studies by providing an appropriate surrogate for in vivo bioequivalence, 

whereby in vivo bioequivalence studies may be exempted if appropriate in vitro data can be 

generated.  

The current BCS-biowaiver approach has been widely criticized for being over-discriminating and 

overly strict, excluding opportunities not only for scientifically justified extensions to certain BCS class 

II compounds, but also for drug substances which are in theory eligible for BCS-based biowaivers, but 

which failed to comply with criteria in the dissolution performance.28,32,286–290 Several publications 

have implemented PBBM/PBPK modeling approaches, including VBE, to investigate the variables 

limiting drug absorption, support possible BCS-based biowaiver extensions and recommend 

specifications based on the in vivo performance.27,32,288,291–295 On the other hand, it has been suggested 

that products containing compounds belonging to BCS class I and III might exhibit a high risk of 

bioequivalence failure due to their intrinsic pharmacokinetic properties (e.g., if they have a high first 

pass effect or short half-life) and that the eligibility of their products for biowaiver might need to be 

revised.296 Further concerns have been raised, especially for products including BCS class III 

compounds, on the potential interactions of different excipients with gut transporters, which in turn 

could lead to increased risk for bioequivalence.297–301 On the whole, it seems that regulatory 

confidence in the performance of PBPK models for justification of biowaivers is still rather tentative. 

 

1.4.1.2 Clinically relevant specifications 

 

Developing and justifying dissolution specifications for product release can be a challenge for industry 

and regulatory agencies during the review of new drug (NDA) and abbreviated new drug applications 

ANDA) for new and generic drugs, respectively.302 In the past, dissolution specifications were 

established mainly  to prove batch to batch consistency, but over the last decade or so the emphasis 

has shifted towards linking in vitro dissolution specifications to in vivo performance. Τhe traditional 

establishment of in vitro-in vivo correlations/relations (IVIVC/R) is slowly being replaced by a PBBM-

IVIVC/R framework, with the aim of defining a dissolution space within which all drug product batches 

would be expected to be bioequivalent to each other and/or to a reference batch. Using this approach, 

a mechanistic IVIVC/R becomes possible, meaning that the processes of in vivo dissolution, 

permeation (passive, transporter-mediated influx/efflux) and gut wall metabolism can be isolated and 

distinguished, thus permitting the direct correlation of in vitro with in vivo dissolution.  

From an industrial perspective, the use of PBPK to inform IVIVC/R and establish clinically relevant 

specifications is considered to be a routine tool with several successful examples already published in 

the literature.302–305 PBPK-IVIVC/R-specific challenges and opportunities have been discussed 

elsewhere.303,306,307 In the regulatory setting, PBPK modeling to define clinically relevant specifications 

has been successful in a wide range of applications including drug substance particle size distribution, 
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change of manufacturing site or process, post approval specifications related to drug product shelf life 

and polymorphic purities.291,302,308  

 

1.4.1.3 Virtual bioequivalence 

 

Numerous publications have highlighted the importance of mechanistic understanding between in 

vitro, in silico and in vivo events, which should lead to confidence in prospective clinical trial simulation 

and waivers of in vivo relative BA/BE studies.28,32,293,295,309,310 In this context, the emerging field of VBE 

has been attracting the attention of stakeholders in academia, industry and regulatory agencies. 

Although there is not yet any formal regulatory framework, the FDA has been encouraging the use of 

VBE as a tool to justify dissolution specifications, product quality and to support prediction of food 

effects, pH dependent DDIs and other biopharmaceutic applications. Interestingly, VBE approaches 

have already been adopted by the Office of Generic Drugs (OGD) within the FDA to investigate the risk 

associated with salt-to-base conversion in prasugrel products and the impact of isopropyl alcohol and 

slow dissolution on the in vivo performance of warfarin sodium tablets.294,311 Furthermore, case 

examples from both academia and industry have showcased the opportunities that VBE offers towards 

better understanding of the critical attributes related to product in vivo performance and elimination 

of unnecessary clinical studies.28,32,288,295,312–318 Nevertheless, one should be mindful of the challenges 

and limitations related to this relatively recent concept and the need to gain further confidence in 

prospective model performance by verifying the results with BE studies in healthy and/or the relevant 

specific/ patient populations. It is noteworthy that all the previously mentioned applications that were 

accepted by regulatory authorities refer to interactions with the US FDA, whereas the EMA appears 

to be more reluctant in the implementation of in silico approaches for regulatory purposes.  

 

1.4.2 Food Effects and pH-dependent Drug-Drug interactions 
 

1.4.2.1 Food effects 

Assessment of the food effect on the rate and extent of absorption is part of the development of an 

orally administered drug product. Often, meal effect studies are conducted early in drug development 

as part of the first-in-human studies and may be repeated later with the to-be-marketed formulation 

to inform the product label. According to U.S. FDA guidance for Industry, “Food-Effect Bioavailability 

and Bioequivalence Studies”, conducting a food effect bioavailability study is recommended for a new 

chemical entity (NCE) during the investigational new drug application (IND) period and for generic 

drug products as part of the ANDA. However, for ANDAs of immediate-release products a waiver of 

fed state bioequivalence study may be possible when the labeling of the reference listed drug states 

that the product should be taken only on an empty stomach.319319 By contrast, a food effect study is 

recommended for all modified-release (MR) products regardless of the classification of the drug 

substance according to the BCS. In the regulatory setting, for an NDA, absence of food effect on 

bioavailability is not established if the 90% confidence interval (CI) for the ratio of population 

geometric means between fed and fasted treatments, based on log-transformed data, is not 

contained in the equivalence limits of 80-125% for either AUC0-inf (AUC0-t when appropriate) or Cmax. 

When the 90% CI fails to meet the limits of 80-125%, the sponsor should provide specific 

recommendations on the clinical significance of the food effect based on what is known from the total 
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clinical database about dose-response (exposure-response) and/or PK/PD relationships of the drug 

under study. The clinical relevance of any difference in Tmax and lag time should also be indicated by 

the sponsor.320 320 For generic drugs, a clinically meaningful food effect is concluded if the 90% 

confidence interval of the ratio of the population geometric mean between fed and fasted treatment 

for NDAs or between reference listed drug (RLD) and test product for ANDAs in the fed state is not 

contained in the equivalence limits of 80-125% for AUC and/or Cmax (based on the log-transformed 

data). 

In order to anticipate, characterize and/or mitigate a food effect, significant resources may need to 

be invested during clinical development. For that reason, PBPK models can be a useful tool to foster 

understanding of the underlying food-drug interaction mechanisms, predict the clinical impact, 

extrapolate to various scenarios (e.g., formulation changes) and thus potentially be applied to waive 

fed state BE studies. Recently, Tistaert et al. summarized the industry’s perspective on the use of 

PBBM to predict food effects by presenting a sample of five successful case examples.321 PBPK models 

for food effect predictions have been routinely implemented for internal (within industry) decision-

making and risk assessment, during first-in-human (FIH) to inform formulation development, during 

multiple-ascending dosing (MAD) regimens, when formulation modifications are made during late-

stage clinical development and in life cycle management. 321  

In 2018 a review from FDA examined the predictive performance of PBPK models in 48 food effect 

cases, of which 39 were prospective predictions.50 The examples were distributed among the BCS 

classes almost uniformly, with a slightly higher proportion of class I compounds (37%). 50 The examples 

were distributed among the BCS classes almost uniformly, with a slightly higher proportion of class I 

compounds (37%). Successful prospective predictions, within 1.25-fold, were achieved for the 59% 

and 49% of the predicted versus observed AUC and Cmax food effect ratios (i.e., the ratio of AUC or Cmax 

in fed state versus in fasted state), respectively. Nonetheless, due to our limited understanding of GI 

physiology under fed conditions, the variety of meals and possible food-drug interactions, and the 

commonly applied “top-down” optimization of critical parameters such as dissolution and 

precipitation rates, confidence in using PBPK modeling to prospectively predict food effects is still 

considered low.50,32250,322 Interestingly, only 3% of the presented cases described a negative food 

effect, highlighting the importance of increasing our understanding of the mechanisms behind this 

type of interaction, especially for poorly soluble compounds.50.50 Despite several successful examples 

and proposed workflows, it must be acknowledged that best practices in PBPK modelling for food 

effects have not yet been established and significant improvement not only on the currently available 

in silico (e.g., PBPK platforms), but also on the in vivo (e.g., aspiration, MRI studies) and in vitro (e.g., 

fed state transfer models, permeability assays) tools is needed. Additionally, the importance of 

interactions of food components with intestinal enzymes and transporters leading to clinically 

significant alterations of exposure should be more fully explored. At present, there is limited data 

regarding such interactions and it is thus difficult to quantify their impact on PK using PBPK models.323–

326 For detailed literature review regarding the interactions of food components with drug 

metabolizing enzymes and  influx or efflux transporters in the gut the reader is referred to Won et 

al.327 

1.4.2.2 Drug-drug interactions on absorption 

Similar to food effects, PBBM has been commonly applied to predict and describe pH dependent DDIs 

mediated from co-administration of the investigational drug and gastric acid reducing agents (ARAs). 

The three main ARA classes on the market include antacids, histamine H2 receptor antagonists 
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(H2RAs), and proton pump inhibitors (PPIs). Among patients across all fields of medicine, especially in 

oncology, ARAs are often used for the symptomatic relief of drug side effects and GI related diseases. 

As a result of their frequent use, there is substantial potential for DDIs. Clinical data for several weakly 

basic compounds has shown reduced exposure (Cmax and AUC) and occasionally, prolonged Tmax in 

subjects or patients with elevated gastric pH.328 Currently, no specific regulatory framework is 

available. 328 To initiate work in this area, in 2018 the U.S. FDA posted a public docket titled 

“Framework for Assessing pH- Dependent Drug-Drug Interactions” to solicit information and 

encourage dialogue, with the aim of establishing guidelines for the assessment of pH-dependent 

DDIs.329 Mitra et al. 329 Mitra et al. presented a cross-industry perspective with seven successful case 

examples of PBBM in the prediction of ARA effect on drug exposure.330 The discussion was focused on 

the impact of ARA on the exposure due to elevated gastric pH, especially for poorly soluble weakly 

basic drugs. 330 The authors suggested that waiving dedicated ARA clinical studies on a case-by-case 

scenario, when appropriately supported by PBPK modeling, clinical data, and appropriate 

biopharmaceutics experiments, would be a way forward. Although predicting the interaction of ARAs 

might be in some ways less complicated than forecasting food effects, for some ARAs other 

mechanisms (e.g., chelation by antacids) might be involved along with the increase in gastric pH.328 At 

this point, it is critical to identify biopredictive biopharmaceutic tools and use these to gain confidence 

in model performance and predictive accuracy of PBPK models regarding all ARA mechanisms, in order 

to establish best practices which will allow for waivers of the respective clinical studies. 328 In any case, 

similar to food effects and post-absorptive DDIs, the clinical relevance of such interactions should be 

assessed by considering the dose-response relationships for both efficacy and safety. 
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2 Aims of the thesis and scientific issues addressed 
 

Intrinsic and extrinsic patient factors (IEFs) such as dosage form, co-medication and genetic 

polymorphism may significantly impact drug exposure and subsequently lead to changes in the 

efficacy or safety of a drug. The ability to quantify and extrapolate the impact of such factors on the 

exposure and pharmacologic action of a drug represents a milestone in determining required dose 

adjustments and implementation of risk management strategies in clinical pharmacology. Under the 

prism of model-informed drug discovery and development (MID3), dynamic mechanistic models such 

as whole body physiologically based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PBPK/PD) models may be 

useful for forecasting the influence as well as the interaction of multiple factors on PK and PD, and as 

a result could be used to guide formulation selection and clinical dosing recommendations. 

Although PBPK models are now being routinely applied within pharmaceutical industry for internal 

decision making and to support regulatory review, confidence in PBPK modeling analyses to support 

waivers of dedicated clinical pharmacology studies for biopharmaceutic applications remains rather 

low. On the other hand, virtual bioequivalence in the context of clinical trial simulation has emerged 

as a promising, yet underdeveloped, field in the help of expanding the scope of PBPK modeling in 

biopharmaceutics. For instance, BCS-based biowaivers for BCS class II and IV drug are not currently 

accepted by health authorities. However, in some cases PBPK modeling by coupling in vitro dissolution 

to the in vivo formulation performance has demonstrated that such an approach could be scientifically 

justified under circumstances.27 Similarly, PBPK modeling and VBE can be used to set clinically relevant 

drug product dissolution specifications and define (or broaden) the dissolution „safe space“.291,302  

Nonetheless, even in the case of drug products showing differences in the extent and rate of 

absorption outside of the bioequivalence limits, meaning that they cannot be considered 

bioequivalent and thus interchangeable, their therapeutic equivalence might be retained as long as 

this is appropriately justified by exposure-response and/or exposure-safety analysis using empirical, 

semi- or fully-mechanistic PK/PD models. 

In this context, the primary goal of the present thesis was to support and justify expansion of model-

evidenced waivers of dedicated in vivo clinical pharmacology studies focusing on oral biopharmaceutic 

applications. This purpose was realized by: 

• Proposing PBPK modelling and simulation (M&S) workflows to perform virtual bioequivalence 

trials by leveraging biorelevant in vitro dissolution testing and by implementing a novel, stepwise IVIVE 

approach for biopharmaceutic parameters. 

• Applying the developed workstreams in a number pre-selected of compounds and 

investigating the role of specific PK properties in the sensitivity of in vitro and in vivo drug product 

performance for demonstrating of bioequivalence. Three BCS class II weak acids (i.e., ibuprofen, 

flurbiprofen and naproxen) were studied as case examples. 

• Exploring the relative contribution of factors other than formulation performance, such as co-

medication, ethnic sensitivity and genetic polymorphisms in population PK variability and 

bioequivalence. Flurbiprofen as a probe substrate of the polymorphic CYP2C9 was used to study the 

combined effects of formulation, genetic polymorphisms, and co-medication (i.e., CYP2C9 

perpetrators). 
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• Linking exposure to pharmacologic response and translating exposure differences in 

pharmacodynamic effect to assess their clinical relevance for the patients. 

 

In addition, in support of these aims, the following scientific issues were investigated or addressed: 

 

• Development of mathematical models to describe the pharmacologic response (PD) and their 

link to exposure (PK). In particular, these investigations focused on the disconnection between PK and 

PD, showcasing examples for which significant drug exposure differences, and thus bioequivalence, 

would likely have been irrelevant for the therapeutic (or toxic) effect over the intended dosage range. 

• Identification of knowledge gaps, challenges, limitations, opportunities, and future actions for 

PBPK modelling in oral biopharmaceutics. 
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3 Key results and discussion 
 

3.1 Application of the relationship between pharmacokinetics and 

pharmacodynamics in drug development and therapeutic equivalence 

 

As mentioned earlier, PK/PD, and especially PBPK/PD, models provide a mechanistic framework 

linking the tissue concentrations in the site of drug action to the pharmacologic effect. Early attempts 

in the development of PK/PD models had focused on describing the shape of the concentration-effect 

and effect-time curve using empirical models and by directly correlating pharmacologic response to 

systemic exposure. Nonetheless, it was soon recognized that this scenario is only valid at steady-state 

or when the equilibrium between plasma and the site of action is instantaneous and assuming that 

the distribution of free drug is the same (or proportionally the same) in all tissues. A variety of these 

so-called steady-state empirical direct effect models have been reported in the literature: linear, 

power, hyperbolic, sigmoid (e.g., Emax model), logarithmic and logistic. Even though these models have 

been applied in a number of situations,331,332,333 they have two important limitations. First and most 

important, they are time-independent (also referred to as static or fixed effect models). Second, they 

lack a mechanistic and/or physiological understanding of the underlying system dynamics.334 An 

overview of existing non-steady state PK/PD models and their mathematical implementation is 

presented as part of this work. In addition, drug-specific case examples with evident disconnection 

between PK and PD, for which exposure fluctuations become less critical, if not irrelevant, for the 

pharmacologic response are of particular interest (Publication 1).  

 

3.1.1 Effect-compartment model 
 

In many cases, the site of action of a drug is kinetically distinct from the plasma and the equilibration 

between the plasma and the effect site is often rather slow. In such cases, there will be a temporal 

delay between the drug plasma (Cp) and effect site concentrations (Ce), and the effect will be a function 

of Ce rather than of Cp. In this context, and as a result of the challenges in measuring drug 

concentrations at the site of action, the so-called effect compartment or biophase distribution model 

was introduced by Segre et al. in 1970.335 In this model, a hypothetical compartment, which is assumed 

to receive only a negligible amount of drug, is added to link systemic PK with PD. A hallmark of the 

effect compartment model is the hysteresis observed in the effect-concentration plot, due to the time 

delay between pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. For a detailed mathematic representation 

of the model the reader is referred to Holford and Sheiner. 336,337 Well-known examples of drugs 

exhibiting a biophase distribution related delay in response include neuromuscular blocking agents 

such as d-tubocurarine (see section 2.2) and pancuronium,338 the calcium channel blocker 

verapamil,339 and the bronchodilator theophylline.340 Further cases that have been reported in the 

literature include quinidine, disopyramide, opioids such as pethidine, morphine, fentanyl, diclofenac, 

organic nitrates, benzodiazepines and digoxin.341–348  
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3.1.2 Irreversible target binding models 
 

In general, PD effects are initiated by the interaction of drugs with targets such as receptors, enzymes, 

ion channels and cell membranes. Typically, such interactions are of reversible nature with the 

equilibrium between association and dissociation of the drug to the target being defined by the 

respective affinity. However, in many cases an irreversible interaction may occur when the drug binds 

covalently to the target or the dissociate rate is much slower than the target lifetime span. In such 

cases, it was identified that the duration of action (expressed as return to baseline response) is likely 

not dependent on the drug’s elimination half-life, but rather on the rate of de novo synthesis of the 

target. Examples of drugs causing irreversible inactivation of endogenous enzymes or receptors 

include aspirin,349,350 5 α-reductase,351,352 and proton pump inhibitors (PPI).353,354,355 Similar effects 

have been reported for apoptosis in human cells, the reduction of viral load by antivirals,356 the cell 

death processes induced by anticancer drugs357 and  myelosuppression due to drug-induced 

cytotoxicity.358 Such irreversible phenomena in pharmacodynamics can usually be described by a 

turnover model which uses classical receptor theory equations and correlates the pharmacological 

response to the receptor-drug complex (for agonists) or the fraction of free receptors (for 

antagonists). In general, the turnover model can be effectively used to model pharmacodynamic 

effects arising not only from irreversible receptor binding, but also from irreversible interaction 

between a drug and other targets such as endogenous enzymes or ion channels. A detailed summary 

of irreversible effects in pharmacodynamics along with the mathematical descriptions of the 

respective models can be found elsewhere.359 

 

3.1.3 Indirect response models 
 

Nearly all mechanistic PD models are based on the concepts of turnover and homeostasis. 360 Biological 

compounds (biomarkers), structures, and functions are continually being produced and degraded. 

Thus, the starting condition or baseline of most PD models is the steady state that exists in the 

organism. The turnover rate may determine which type of PK/PD model applies. For very rapid 

turnover processes, direct effect or biophase models are relevant as the PK of the drug will be rate-

limiting to the observed responses. When the production (kin) and loss (kout) rates of the biological 

factors are slower and directly altered by drugs, indirect response models pertain. These models 

typically exhibit a delay between the drug concentration-time and response-time profiles. The 

amplitude of the response and the extent of the time delay are dependent on the turnover rates 

(synthesis and degradation) of the pharmacological target as well as the magnitude of the effect. In 

general, turnover is generalized to include any process where the response or control factor is affected 

by production and loss. However, this section will focus on indirect response and signal transduction 

and feedback control models. 

3.1.3.1 Basic and extended indirect response models 

Nagashima et al.361 were the first to implement an indirect response model, which was used to explain 

the anticoagulant effect of warfarin on the activity of the prothrombin complex. In 1993, Dayneka et 

al.362 introduced four basic mathematical models describing indirect pharmacological processes, 

according to which the production and loss of the response, R, are governed by zero- and first-order 

rate constants, kin and kout, respectively. These four basic models, which are illustrated in Figure 3-1, 

have been applied extensively and some examples have been summarized by Jusko and Ko.363 
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These basic turnover models can be modified and/or extended to account for more complex 

physiological processes such as time-dependent production (kin(t)),364 the rate of loss of cells according 

to their lifespan365–367 and capacity limited processes such as nonlinear synthesis and degradation 

functions.368 Further, many physiological processes such as secretion of hormones, secretion of gastric 

acid, gene expression, cardiac output and blood pressure are known to be subject to circadian 

rhythms, which might influence the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of various drugs.369–371 

Symmetric circadian rhythms have been described by trigonometric functions, such as the cosine 

model introduced by Lew et al.,372 whereas asymmetric circadian rhythms have been modelled with 

the addition of exponential, dual cosine or harmonic functions.373,364 The detailed mathematical 

formalism around these functions has been summarized by Krzyzanski.374 
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Figure 3-1: Four basic indirect response models characterized by either inhibition or stimulation or the response variable. The 

shapes of the responses are depicted on the right of each model (reproduced with permission by Dayneka NL, Garg V, Jusko 

WJ. J Pharmacokinet Biopharm. 1993 Aug;21(4):457-78). 

 

3.1.3.2 Signal transduction and feedback control indirect response models 

The sequence of events that takes place between receptor binding or activation and the observable 

effect is referred to as signal transduction and can involve signaling cascades, activation or inhibition 

of secondary messengers, gene up- or down-regulation and mRNA transcription to functional proteins. 

By definition, every transduction process has two inherent attributes: the transformation of the 

original signal and the introduction of a time-delay.375,376 Depending on the experimental time-scale, 

the time delay might or might not be discernable and in the latter case the response is described by a 

transduction model with no delay. For instance, this is true in the operational model of agonism 
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introduced by Black and Leff.377, which has been applied to describe the PK/PD of A1 adenosine, μ-

opioid and 5-HT1A receptor agonists.378–382 However, in other cases the time delay produced by the 

transduction process is significant and the mathematical models need to be adjusted accordingly. The 

most common approach is the so-called transit compartment model, which has been applied to the 

modeling of the genomic effects of corticosteroids, in this case known as the 5th generation model for 

corticosteroids, as well as myelosuppression and hematologic toxicity in cancer chemotherapy.383–386 

Most physiological processes are subject to feedback control and belong to the so-called 

autoregulation systems. The PK/PD models that do not address these auto-regulatory mechanisms 

might fail to provide a complete insight of the drug-exposure relationship and it has been shown that 

this can lead to underestimation of the drug’s potency.376 The feedback control indirect response (FC 

IDR) models usually incorporate terms proportional to the error signal itself, the integral and the 

derivative of the error signal in linear and, less commonly, in nonlinear combinations. There are also 

FC IDR models which include an additional state, the “moderator” state, which feeds back to alter the 

synthesis or turnover of the response.387 Numerous applications of PK/PD models incorporating 

feedback regulation mechanisms have been published in the literature.385,388,389  

Overall, PBPK/PD models incorporating a physiological understanding of the underlying mechanism(s) 

of action of the drug and progression of disease can serve as powerful tools for exploring and 

predicting clinical drug product performance. In the context of biopharmaceutics, bridging the gap 

between in vitro, in vivo and in silico methods by applying the Quality by Design (QbD) and the 

Biopharmaceutics Risk Assessment Roadmap (BioRAM),390,391 will allow pharmaceutical scientists to 

correctly assess the rationale for formulation selection and set targets for critical quality attributes 

based on clinical drug product performance. PBPK/PD modeling and simulation offers a framework 

not only to evaluate the degree of which formulation factors can steer the in vivo drug product 

performance, but also how differences in these will translate for the pharmacologic effect. For 

example, Cristofoletti and Dressman coupled a PBPK to an effect compartment and an Emax model to 

investigate the relevance of in vitro dissolution and single point PK metrics (i.e., bioequivalence 

criteria) of ibuprofen immediate release products on the produced dental pain relief. 27 The authors 

used an IVIVE-PBPK/PD model to simulate the effect of different dissolution rates from products 

containing ibuprofen free acid and salts and to assess whether these would a) reflect reported 

differences in pharmacokinetics as well as whether b) differences in pharmacokinetics would translate 

into difference in the ability of ibuprofen to relieve dental pain in adults.27 It was shown that faster 

dissolution of the products containing salt forms of ibuprofen, led Cmax to not meet the average 

bioequivalence (ABE) acceptance criteria. However, the simulated pain relief scores elicited by 

ibuprofen free acid and salts were identical. This indicates that the bioequivalence criteria for Cmax 

might be over-discriminatory and not clinically relevant for assessing therapeutic equivalence of 

ibuprofen products. Confidence in the translatability and predictive capacity of PBPK/QSP and PK/PD 

models and IVIVE approaches is an essential element to integration of appropriate in vitro biorelevant 

tools with in silico models, which can then ensure prediction of the clinical outcome and thus 

guarantee therapeutic equivalence between products. 
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3.2 The role of biopharmaceutic and pharmacokinetic properties to support 

waivers of in vivo bioequivalence  
 

According to the Code of Federal Regulation (21CFR320.1), bioavailability (BA) is defined as “the rate 

and extent to which the active ingredient or active moiety is absorbed from a drug product and 

becomes available at the site of action”, whereas BE is “the absence of a significant difference in the 

rate and extent to which the active ingredient or active moiety in pharmaceutical equivalents or 

pharmaceutical alternatives becomes available at the site of drug action when administered at the 

same molar dose under similar conditions in an appropriately designed study”. Interestingly, these 

definitions are in essence substantially different from the definition of bioavailability as the fraction 

of dose that becomes available in the systemic circulation and equals to the product of the dose 

fraction entering the enterocytes (fa), escaping the first-pass metabolism in the gut (fg) and the liver 

(fh). The statuary definition of BE clearly indicates that the metrics used to assess BE should correlate 

with the efficacy and/or safety at the site of action. In the case where plasma or blood is the site of 

drug action, the “the rate and extent to which the active ingredient or active moiety in pharmaceutical 

equivalents or pharmaceutical alternatives becomes available” can be appropriately approximated by 

the rate of absorption, but even in this case absorption would correspond to the processes of in vivo 

disintegration, dissolution, permeation, and first pass metabolism in the gut or liver. On the other 

hand, it is obvious that when the site of action is other than the systemic circulation, the rate and 

extent of absorption rarely reflect the rate at which the drug becomes available at the site of 

pharmacologic action. 

The current regulatory guidelines are based on the assumption of an instantaneous equilibrium 

between systemic exposure and drug concentration at the site of action.392 In this context, Cmax and 

AUC are by far the most commonly used metrics to assess BE in practice. The assessment of the 

“extent” of bioavailability is based upon measurement of AUC, which can be considered as a direct 

metric. In contrast, the assessment of the “rate” of bioavailability relies on the measurement of 

indirect indices (e.g., Cmax, Tmax), which are confounded by other kinetic processes. The indirect metrics 

incorporate post-absorptive variability e.g., first pass metabolism, which may increase the risk of false 

positive bioinequivalent results. 393 Furthermore, the absorption rate constant (ka) obtained after 

conventional deconvolution of oral PK data using unit response data (either from intravenous or oral 

solution administration) is a mixture of all pre-systemic processes (i.e., absorption and first-pass 

metabolism). Despite criticism expressed for its relevance for in vivo absorption, 290,394–400 Cmax has 

become the gold standard surrogate for absorption rate.284,401 Coming from another point of view, 

some authors have advocated that the regulatory guidelines should concentrate on the clinical 

relevance of systemic exposure for safety and efficacy, and thus have argued for the usefulness of Cmax 

as absorption rate metric.392,402 Indeed, the current updated BE guidelines have incorporated the 

exposure concept and redefined Cmax as the peak of exposure, AUC0-t as the total exposure and partial 

AUC as the early exposure, focusing on assuring comparable therapeutic effects between 

formulations.284,401 

From a biopharmaceutics perspective, BE studies benchmark the in vivo performance of a test 

formulation against a reference product, for which safety and efficacy have typically already been 

proven. The biopharmaceutics (BCS) and developability (DCS) classification systems provide a 

framework for an initial assessment of oral bioavailability and the biopharmaceutic risks associated 

with the development of a drug product.403–405 In general, both systems rely on the solubility (either 
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in aqueous or biorelevant media) and the fraction of dose absorbed, which is approximated by in vitro 

or ex vivo permeability measurements. From a regulatory perspective, the BCS-based biowaiver 

approach is intended to reduce the need for in vivo bioequivalence studies by providing an appropriate 

surrogate for in vivo bioequivalence, whereby in vivo bioequivalence studies may be exempted if 

appropriate in vitro data can be generated. BCS-based biowaivers are applicable only to orally 

administered immediate release (IR) solid dosage forms or suspensions where the drug substance(s) 

is categorized as BCS class I or III and meets the predefined solubility, permeability and dissolution 

criteria.283,284 Additionally, linear pharmacokinetics and a wide therapeutic index are required.283,284 

The primary hypothesis of the BCS-based biowaiver approach is that drug products exhibiting similar 

drug release (with “similarity” defined by the regulatory guidelines) are expected to have similar in 

vivo dissolution, and thus to be bioequivalent. However, it is well established that the rate limiting 

step for absorption of BCS class I drugs is usually the gastric emptying time, whereas for BCS class III 

drugs, absorption is controlled by the intestinal permeability. Therefore, for these types of compounds 

the in vitro dissolution is not expected to correlate with the in vivo drug absorption and performance 

of the formulation.  

On the other hand, within the BCS class II absorption is typically expected to be limited either by the 

dissolution rate or the drug solubility. Since BCS Class II is a quite complex group and contains a wide 

variety of drugs, some authors have proposed sub-classifications. For example, a BCS Class IIa would 

encompass acidic drugs, whilst a BCS Class IIb would contain weak bases.406 Some BCS Class II weak 

acids are expected to exhibit BCS Class I-like behavior in vivo because of high solubility and fast 

dissolution in the pH of the intestinal environment and despite very poor solubility in the gastric 

environment.28,287 In such cases, the absorption of those BCS class II weak acids will be controlled by 

the gastric emptying similar to BCS Class I compounds. Currently, waiving in vivo BE studies for BCS 

Class IIa drugs is not permitted by regulatory authorities. Interestingly, in the period from 2006 to 

2015, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommended waivers of in vivo BE studies for some BCS 

class II weakly acidic compounds, that have a dose number of < 1 at pH 6.8 and were able to meet 

“rapid dissolution” criteria at pH 6.8 and attain similar dissolution to the comparator product at pH 

1.2, 4.5, and 6.8. Nonetheless, this concept was not widely adopted by other regulatory authorities 

and the WHO has now pulled back from this position in its latest BE guidance (WHO 2015).  

 

3.2.1 Rationale for compound selection 
 

Considering the scientific and regulatory aspects analysed above, the main caveat of BCS is that, by its 

nature, ignores the impact of human physiology, the drug’s inherent PK properties and the between- 

and within-subject variability in drug product performance. For instance, similarity of in vitro 

dissolution between two products containing a BCS class I drug might be appropriate to ensure similar 

in vivo release, but this information is not necessarily relevant for the risk associated with showing 

bioequivalence between these two products. Similarly, for a BCS class II weak acid statistically 

significant differences in the in vitro dissolution at intestinal pH might not really translate to 

differences in Cmax or AUC and, where this is the case, one could make a scientific argument that the 

drug could qualify for BCS-based biowaivers. In this ongoing scientific debate, PBPK/PD modeling and 

simulation can play a critical role to scientifically support a paradigm shift from “one size fits all” to a 

case-by-case bioequivalence risk assessment approach based on in vitro product performance, human 
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physiology, drug PK properties and their variability. Even more, it offers the unique opportunity to link 

in vitro product performance and in vivo exposure to drug efficacy and safety. 

Since Cmax is a composite of pre-systemic (absorption, first-pass metabolism) and systemic processes 

(distribution, elimination), the sensitivity of Cmax to the in vivo absorption rate will also depend on the 

PK properties of the drug. Assuming a one-compartment disposition model with first order oral 

absorption, Cmax is a function of dose (D), bioavailability (F), volume of distribution (Vd), the absorption 

rate (ka), and elimination constant (ke): 

 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 =
𝐹𝐹 ∙ 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 ∙ 𝑟𝑟−𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒∙ln(𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒⁄ )

(𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎−𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒)  (28) 

In fact, several authors have emphasized that indirect metrics such as Cmax are insensitive to changes 

in the absorption rate constant.397,402 Interestingly, Rostami-Hodjegan et al. had proposed that any 

comparison of indirect rate metrics should consider both the variability of the estimate and its 

sensitivity to change of the underlying absorption rate; the “goalposts” for comparison should move 

depending upon the metric, drug, and type of formulation.402 The same authors argued that even 

though tight limits in drug release will ensure therapeutic equivalence, the latter may be possible with 

wider margins on drug release. Moreover, they proposed that removing the term “rate” from the 

definition of bioequivalence would put an end to the ambiguity associated with Cmax. Nevertheless, 

from a clinical perspective, Cmax is indeed relevant for both safety and efficacy.  

Interestingly, the standard two-period two-treatment bioequivalence design does not consider the 

inter-occasion variability (IOV) of physiological and/or drug variables which might bias the outcome of 

bioequivalence assessments. For instance, 25% inter-occasion variability in PK could lead to 

bioinequivalence between two products despite identical in vivo release, even though the drug would 

not be classified as highly variable. To add more fuel to the scientific debate, granting BCS based 

biowaivers for Class I and III drugs based on in vitro dissolution similarity might be less appropriate as 

in vivo dissolution is not expected to be the rate-limiting step for absorption in either of those two 

classes. On the other hand, this argument might also be an oversimplification and it would generally 

be better to grant waivers of in vivo BE studies only after thorough scientific justification considering 

drug properties, formulation and biopharmaceutic attributes as well as the associated variability.  

In this context, PBPK modeling and simulation offers a unique to investigate the scientific 

considerations discussed above, explore untested scenarios, and ultimately provide evidence based 

and drug specific recommendations for bioequivalence testing. Thus, the primary objective of the 

investigations was to develop, validate and apply PBPK/PD models and simulate virtual trials to assess 

the relative impact of in vitro/in vivo dissolution, PK characteristics (e.g., half-life) and intra-subject 

variability in in vivo drug product performance of BCS class II weakly acidic compounds and propose a 

PBPK-IVIVE integrated workflow for performing virtual bioequivalence trials. Three BCS class II weakly 

acidic model drugs (naproxen, flurbiprofen, ibuprofen) with similar disposition and metabolic 

properties were chosen for study. In general, all three drugs are highly bound to plasma proteins and 

thus have a low volume of distribution, have low pre-systemic (i.e., first-pass extraction) and systemic 

clearance, and exhibit almost complete bioavailability (F>0.9). However, they significantly differ with 

regard to half-life: for naproxen the t1/2 is 20-24 h, for flurbiprofen t1/2≃7 h and for ibuprofen t1/2≃2 

h, reflecting moderate-to-long, moderate, and short half-lives, respectively.  
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For all three compounds, a systematic workflow was implemented including: i) in vitro 

characterization of biopharmaceutic properties (e.g., solubility, dissolution) followed by model-based 

analysis of the in vitro results, ii) development and comprehensive validation of PBPK/PD models and 

iii) simulation and risk assessment of bioequivalence trials. The case studies of naproxen (Publication 

2) and ibuprofen (Publication 3) focused on best practices for IVIVE in biopharmaceutics, risk 

assessment and simulation of bioequivalence trials using PBPK modeling. The example of flurbiprofen 

(Publication 4) emphasized the importance of understanding the relative impact of intrinsic (e.g., 

genetic polymorphisms) and extrinsic (e.g., co-medications) factors on the drug’s PK and PD when 

making recommendations for bioequivalence and therapeutic equivalence decisions. All three case 

examples provide mechanistic insights with respect to the dissolution limits critical for in vivo drug 

product performance, considering the PK properties of the drug and physiological variability, with the 

aim of challenging the status quo of the current BCS-based biowaiver approach and introducing an 

integrated in vitro, in vivo, and in silico risk assessment paradigm for waivers of in vivo bioequivalence 

studies. 

 

3.3 In vitro characterization of biopharmaceutic properties 
 

3.3.1 In vitro aqueous and biorelevant solubility 
 

The equilibrium solubility was investigated in various aqueous and biorelevant dissolution media using 

the Uniprep™ system (Whatman®, Piscataway, NJ, USA). All aqueous buffers were prepared according 

to the European Pharmacopoeia, while the biorelevant media were prepared according to 

Markopoulos et al. and Fuchs et al. 114,407 Briefly, an excess amount of the active pharmaceutical 

ingredient (API) was added to 3 mL of dissolution medium and the samples were incubated for 24 h 

at 37°C on an orbital mixer. The samples were then filtered through the 0.45 μm PTFE filter integrated 

in the Uniprep™ system. The filtrate was immediately diluted with mobile phase and analyzed by high-

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Details on the development and validation of the HPLC 

method can be found in the original publications by Loisios-Konstantinidis et al.32,33 All measurements 

were performed at least in triplicate (n≥3) and the final pH was recorded. The in vitro solubility results 

for naproxen (NPX) and flurbiprofen (FLU) are presented in the following sections, while in the case of 

ibuprofen (IBU) the solubility values were available from Potthast et al. and Cristofoletti et al.408,409 

3.3.1.1 Case example: Naproxen 

Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 summarize the equilibrium solubility values of naproxen in various aqueous 

and biorelevant media, respectively. In the case of the free acid, the final pHbulk was significantly 

different from the initial pH values of the aqueous media due to the self-buffering effect. On the other 

hand, this behavior was not observed for the naproxen sodium salt, where the pH difference was 

equal or less to 0.1 pH unit. The higher solubility of the sodium salt compared to the free acid, 

especially in the intestinal pH media, is attributed to the difference in the final pH measured, keeping 

in mind that in this pH range the solubility increases exponentially with pH increase. Since naproxen 

is a weakly acidic compound, its pH-solubility profile is described by two regions: a) pH < pHmax, where 

the excess solid phase in equilibrium with the saturated solution consists of the unionized form and 

b) pH > pHmax, where the equilibrium species are exclusively in the ionized form.410 Hence, unless self-

association of solute molecules occurs, identical pH-solubility profiles at equilibrium are expected 
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regardless of the starting material (free acid or salt), as shown in the pH-solubility profile (Figure 3-2). 

In addition, the experimental values were compared to values reported in the literature, showing 

excellent agreement.410–412  

 

Table 3-1: Mean (± SD) naproxen free acid and sodium salt equilibrium solubility in aqueous media at 37°C for 

24h (Uniprep® method). 

 
Naproxen Naproxen Sodium 

Aqueous medium pHfinal Solubility (μg/mL) pHfinal Solubility (μg/mL) 

Water 4.5 70.4 (1.2) 6.7 358.4 (18.1) 

HCl acid (pH=1.2) 1.3 29.4 (6.4) 1.2 28.4 (0.72) 

Acetate buffer (pH=4.5) 4.5 84.8 (4.2) 4.6 103.1 (3.6) 

Level I FeSSIF V1 (pH=5.0) 5.0 175.4 (0.0202) 5.1 241.6 (5.2) 

Phosphate buffer (pH=6.5) 6.2 1627.6 (31.5) 6.6 2363.4 (31.5) 

Phosphate buffer(pH=6.8) 6.5 3619.1 (112.6) 6.9 4957 (119) 

Phosphate buffer (pH=7.4) 6.8 5981.6 (28.0) 7.5 10128 (674) 

 

 

Figure 3-2: Naproxen (circles) and naproxen sodium (diamonds) experimental mean aqueous equilibrium solubility values (24 

h at 37°C) plotted against respective literature values (24 h at 25°C) in a pH-solubility profile. The in vitro solubility experiments 

were performed with the Uniprep® method in triplicate. The experimental results are in agreement with the literature values 

(24 h at 25°C) from Avdeef et al. and Chowhan et al. 

Similar to the solubility of naproxen free acid in phosphate buffers, a considerable decrease in the 

final pHbulk was observed in fasted state biorelevant media. In fact, the reduction is even more 

pronounced in the fasted state biorelevant media due to their lower buffer capacity (5.6 mmol/L/ΔpH 

in FaSSIF V3 versus 18.5 mmol/L/ΔpH in European Pharmacopoeia phosphate buffers).407 Comparison 

of solubilities in compendial media with those in biorelevant media shows that micelle-mediated 

solubilization has a substantial impact on the overall solubility of naproxen. For instance, in FaSSIF V1 

Level II, the solubility of both free acid and sodium salt was increased by 25.8% and 51.8%, 
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respectively, when compared to phosphate buffer (pH=6.5). Likewise, in media simulating the fed 

state, such as FeSSIF V1 Level II, a 2.4-fold increase in the solubility of the free acid and a 2.1-fold 

increase for the salt form were observed, in comparison to the respective medium without 

surfactants. 

 

Table 3-2: Mean (± SD) equilibrium solubility of naproxen free acid and sodium salt in fasted and fed state 

biorelevant media at 37°C for 24h (Uniprep® method). 

  Naproxen Naproxen Sodium 

Biorelevant medium pHfinal Solubility (μg/mL) pHfinal Solubility (μg/mL) 

Fasted state  
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

Level III FaSSGF (pH=1.6) 1.6 33.4 (1.1) 1.6 31.8 (0.92) 

Level II FaSSIF V1 (pH=6.5) 5.9 2046 (150) 6.5 3587 (179) 

Level II FaSSIF V3 (pH=6.7) 5.8 1624 (153) 6.7 3469 (187) 
     
Fed state     

     

Level II FeSSGFmiddle (pH=5.0) 4.9 352.6 (21.4) 5.1 575.2 (19.3) 

Level II FeSSIF V1 (pH=5.0) 5.0 424.7 (26.6) 5.0 519.9 (18.9) 

Level II FeSSIF V2 (pH=5.8) 5.8 890.0 (56.7) 5.8 799.5 (177) 

 

 

3.3.1.2 Case example: Flurbiprofen 

Table 3-3 summarizes the equilibrium solubility values of flurbiprofen in multiple aqueous and 

biorelevant media of different pH. Similar to naproxen, the final pHbulk differed significantly from the 

initial pH values in phosphate buffers due to the self-buffering effect. The reduction is even more 

pronounced in the fasted state biorelevant media due to their lower buffer capacity (5.6 mmol/L/ΔpH 

in FaSSIF V3 versus 18.5 mmol/L/ΔpH in European Pharmacopoeia phosphate buffers) 407.  

Micelle-mediated solubilization, at least for the ionized species, seems not to have a substantial 

impact on the overall solubility of flurbiprofen, which is instead strongly pH-dependent.  
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Table 3-3: Mean (± SD) equilibrium solubility of flurbiprofen in aqueous buffers and fasted state biorelevant 

media at 37°C for 24h (Uniprep® method). 

Medium Flurbiprofen 

 pHfinal Solubility (μg/mL) 

Aqueous buffers  
 

  
 

FaSSGF Level I (pH=1.6) 1.6 18.1(0.17) 

Acetate buffer (pH=4.5) 4.7 101.1(7.06) 

FeSSIF V1 Level I (pH=5.0) 5.1 225.4(5.6) 

Phosphate buffer (pH=6.5) 6.1 2024.4(128.2) 

Phosphate buffer(pH=6.8) 6.3 3127.1(194.9) 

   

Fasted state biorelevant media   

   

Level III FaSSGF (pH=1.6) 1.6 18.5(1.6) 

Level II FaSSIF V1 (pH=6.5) 6.0 1954.9(3.9) 

Level II FaSSIF V3 (pH=6.7) 5.9 1585.4(172.1) 

 

3.3.2 In vitro dissolution testing 
 

All in vitro dissolution tests were performed using a calibrated USP II (paddle) apparatus (Erweka DT 

80, Heusenstamm, Germany) at 37±0.4°C. Each vessel contained 500 mL of fresh, pre-warmed 

medium and the rotational speed was set at 75 rpm. Samples were typically withdrawn at 2.5, 5, 10, 

15, 20, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 minutes via a 5 mL glass syringe connected to a stainless-steel cannula 

containing a 10 μm polyethylene cannula filter. Immediately thereafter, the sample was filtered 

through a 0.45 μm PTFE filter (ReZist™ 30, GE Healthcare UK Ltd., Buckinghamshire, UK), discarding 

the volume used to saturate the filter (~2 mL). The remaining filtrate was immediately diluted with 

mobile phase and analyzed by HPLC-UV. The removal of 5 mL at each sampling time was considered 

in the calculation of the percentage dissolved.  

Since the conventional one-stage USP II dissolution test does not include a gastric compartment to 

account for disintegration of the dosage form in the stomach, differences in the disintegration time 

between simple, film-coated (i.e., with a non-functional coating), and sugar-coated formulations 

might bias the interpretation of the biorelevant in vitro dissolution behaviour, especially if drug is 

highly soluble in the particular medium, with respect to the in vivo performance. Hence, to investigate 

the disintegration effect on the in vitro performance, a two-stage dissolution test was performed per 

Loisios-Konstantinidis et al. 32 

The tested dosage forms were initially exposed to 250 mL of gastric medium (i.e., FaSSGF Levels I & 

III) and samples were removed at 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 minutes.  After the withdrawal of the last sample, 

6.8 mL of sodium hydroxide 1M and immediately thereafter 250 mL of FaSSIF V3 concentrate pH=6.7 
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(double concentration of all the constituents, apart from sodium hydroxide) were added to the vessel. 

Sodium hydroxide was added first, but almost simultaneously with FaSSIF V3. This was done to avoid 

using a very high pH in the FaSSIF V3 concentrate, which could cause deformation of the micellar 

structures. After the pH shift, further samples were removed at 32.5, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60 and 90 minutes. 

The two-stage dissolution tests were performed using calibrated USP II (paddle) apparatus (Erweka 

DT 80, Heusenstamm, Germany) at 37±0.4°C and the samples were analyzed by HPLC-UV (see section 

2.5). Both single and two-stage dissolution experiments were performed at least in triplicate (n≥3) and 

the final pH in the vessel was recorded. 

3.3.2.1 Case example: Naproxen 

The in vitro dissolution behaviour of both the pure drug and formulations of naproxen free acid and 

its sodium salt was investigated. Naproxen is commercially available as immediate release tablets 

containing either 500 mg of the free acid (Naprosyn®) or 550 mg of the sodium salt form. 

For the free acid (at 500 mg), dissolution in FaSSIF V3 Level II and in Ph. Eur. phosphate buffer pH=6.8 

was very rapid (>85% within 5 minutes) and rapid (>85% within 30 minutes), respectively. On the other 

hand, the dissolution in FaSSIF V3 Level I (i.e., without bile salts) was much slower, with 85% dissolved 

reached only after 60 minutes. The observed differences in in vitro dissolution behavior are attributed 

to differences in buffer capacity (FaSSIF V3 Level I and II vs. phosphate buffer) and solubilization 

capacity (FaSSIF V3 Level II vs. Level I) of the tested media. Furthermore, as dissolution was under non-

sink conditions in this series of experiments, the dissolution rate in FaSSIF V3 Level I was significantly 

slower, due to its low buffer capacity (5.6 mmol/L/ΔpH), than in the compendial phosphate buffer 

(18.5 mmol/L/ΔpH). At higher total phosphate buffer concentration, i.e., in the compendial medium, 

the bulk (pHbulk) rather than the surface pH (pH0) drives solubility and dissolution.  By contrast, in the 

low buffer capacity FaSSIF V3 Level I medium the surface pH seems to control the dissolution rate and 

as a result the final pH is significantly altered (5.95 in FaSSIF V3 Level I vs. 6.62 in Ph. Eur. phosphate 

buffer). Nevertheless, the impact of buffer capacity on the overall dissolution behavior becomes much 

less prominent when bile salts are added to the medium, as shown in Figure 3-3. Moreover, it is also 

evident that the addition of the bile salt components in FaSSIF V3 Level II markedly enhances the 

dissolution rate. Although the main effect is likely through solubilization, improvements in wetting 

may have also contributed to the higher dissolution rate in the Level II medium. 

On the contrary, none of these trends was observed for the sodium salt tablets and their dissolution 

was almost instantaneous (85% dissolved by the first sampling time at 2.5 min) in all tested media. 

This is mainly attributed to the higher solubility as well as the higher surface pH in the media invoked 

by the sodium salt of naproxen. 
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Figure 3-3:  In vitro dissolution (mean ± SD) of 500 mg naproxen free acid (A) and sodium salt (B) drug powder in Ph. Eur. 

phosphate buffer (pH=6.8), Level I and II FaSSIF V3. USP paddle apparatus at 75 rpm and 500 mL of dissolution medium at 

37°C were used in all experiments. The experiments were performed in triplicate. Horizontal dashed red line represents 85% 

dissolved. Most standard deviation bars lie within the symbols. 

 

The dissolution profiles in FaSSIF V3 Levels I and II along with the results for the “intestinal” part of 

the two-stage testing are presented for Naprosyn® and Anaprox® in Figure 3-4. In all cases, and for 

both formulations, dissolution was very rapid under conditions simulating the upper small intestine, 

with 85% dissolved in less than 15 min. Interestingly, a mismatch between the dissolution results of 

the APIs and dosage forms was observed. For instance, dissolution of naproxen free acid from the 

Naprosyn® tablet was much faster than the dissolution of the pure drug in FaSSIF V3 Level I. However, 

the dissolution rate of naproxen free acid from Naprosyn® in FaSSIF V3 Level II was slightly slower than 

the respective rate of the pure drug. Furthermore, although dissolution of sodium salt was virtually 

instantaneous in all media (85% dissolved within 2.5 min), the Anaprox® formulation of the salt form 

reached 85% dissolved only after 15 minutes. This indicates that the dissolution of the tablets under 

intestinal conditions was delayed due to disintegration, especially in the case of the sodium salt 

formulation. In order to account for disintegration in the stomach prior to exposure to the intestinal 

media, two-stage dissolution tests were subsequently performed. Since the amount dissolved under 

gastric conditions was less than 2% in all cases, only the “intestinal” part of the two-stage profiles is 

presented and compared with the conventional single-vessel dissolution profiles (Figure 3-4). Indeed, 

pre-treatment in gastric media accelerated the dissolution rate (85% dissolved reached 5 min earlier) 

from both Naprosyn® (naproxen free acid) and Anaprox® (naproxen sodium) tablets. Despite 

dissolution being very rapid in all cases, the disintegration effect was more prominent for Anaprox®. 
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Figure 3-4: In vitro dissolution (mean ± SD) of Naprosyn® 500 mg (A) and Anaprox® 550 mg (B) in FaSSIF V3 Levels I and II 

(solid lines, filled squares and circles respectively). The intestinal profiles in FaSSIF V3 Levels I and II (after the pre-treatment 

with FaSSGF Levels I and III respectively) during two-stage test are also depicted (dotted lines, empty squares, and circles, 

respectively). USP paddle apparatus at 75 rpm and 500 mL of dissolution medium at 37°C were used in all experiments. The 

experiments were performed in triplicate. Horizontal dashed red line represents the 85% dissolved. Most standard deviation 

bars lie within the symbols 

 

3.3.2.2 Case example: Flurbiprofen 

In this case example, the in vitro dissolution behaviour of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) 

powder and of three commercial immediate release (IR) dosage forms of flurbiprofen was 

investigated. The three IR flurbiprofen tablets were selected to have qualitatively and quantitively 

different composition: a) 100 mg flurbiprofen USP (film-coated tablets, lot 3077637; Mylan 

Pharmaceuticals Inc., Morgantown, WV, USA), b) 100 mg Antadys® (film-coated tablets, lot 8M824; 

Teva Sante, Paris, France) and c) 100 mg Froben® (sugar-coated tablets, lot 31257J4; BGP Products 

GmbH, Baar, Switzerland). All dissolution results reported were performed at flurbiprofen’s highest 

dose strength of 100 mg. 

Figure 3-5 shows the mean percentage dissolved (± SD) of FLU in the tested formulations and as the 

pure drug over time in fasted state simulated gastric fluids (FaSSGF) of different simulation levels (I 

and III). As expected, the in vitro release of a poorly soluble weak acid under gastric conditions is 

incomplete, reaching a plateau at around 8.3% of the dose in both FaSSGF Levels I and III. The USP as 

well as the Antadys® tablets exhibit similar in vitro dissolution behaviour in both media. However, the 

unformulated drug reaches a maximum of only 5.5% in FaSSGF Level I. Since there is no difference in 

the solubility of FLU between the two media, this observation is attributed to the absence of 

surfactants and proteins (i.e., pepsin) in FaSSGF Level I, leading to poor wetting of the drug powder. 
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Figure 3-5: (a), (b) In vitro dissolution (mean ± SD) of flurbiprofen API 100 mg (circles), USP tablets® 100 mg (triangles), 

Antadys® 100 mg(squares) and Froben® 100 mg (diamonds) in FaSSGF Levels I & III, respectively. USP paddle apparatus at 75 

rpm and 250 mL of dissolution medium at 37°C were used in all experiments. All experiments were performed at least in 

triplicate (n≥3). Most standard deviation bars lie within the symbols. 

 

Mean percentage dissolved (± SD) over time in compendial and fasted state simulated intestinal fluids 

(FaSSIF) for the unformulated API and the tested formulations are presented in Figure 3-6. For the 

pure drug, the dissolution in FaSSIF V3 Level II and in Ph. Eur. phosphate buffer pH 6.8 was very rapid 

(>85% within 2.5 and 15 minutes, respectively). On the other hand, dissolution in FaSSIF V3 Level I 

(i.e., without bile components) was much slower with 85% dissolved reached only after 60 minutes. 

Such behaviour can be assigned to differences in buffer capacity (FaSSIF V3 Level I and II vs. phosphate 

buffer), solubilization capacity (FaSSIF V3 Level II vs. Level I) and differences in wetting by the tested 

media. Interestingly, this behaviour is consistent with the observations in the case example of 

naproxen. In both cases, the difference of 0.1 pH units between the initial pH of Ph. Eur. phosphate 

buffer pH 6.8 and FaSSIF V3 (i.e., pH 6.7) is assumed to have a negligible effect.  

Especially since dissolution was under non-sink conditions in this series of experiments, the dissolution 

rate of the pure drug in FaSSIF V3 Level I was significantly slower, due to its low buffer capacity (5.6 

mmol/L/ΔpH), than in the compendial phosphate buffer. At a higher total phosphate buffer 

concentration, as in the compendial medium, the bulk (pHbulk) rather than the surface pH (pH0) drives 

solubility and dissolution.  By contrast, in the low buffer capacity medium FaSSIF V3 Level I the surface 

pH seems to control the dissolution rate. Indeed, the influence of the dissolving acid on the medium 

is so great that the bulk pH is significantly altered (final pH was 6.31 vs. 6.82 in Ph. Eur. phosphate 

buffer). The self-buffering effect on the overall dissolution behaviour was much less prominent when 

bile salts are added to the medium, as shown in Figure 3-6(b). Furthermore, it is evident that the 

addition of the bile salt components in FaSSIF V3 Level II markedly enhanced the dissolution rate of 

the unformulated flurbiprofen. Although the main effect is likely through solubilization, improvements 

in wetting seem to have also contributed to the higher dissolution rate in the Level II medium, given 

that a similar behaviour was observed in the gastric media. 

For the USP tablets and Antadys®, these trends were not observed, and dissolution was very fast (85% 

dissolved within 10 min.) in all tested “intestinal” media. Interestingly, Froben®, the sugar-coated 

formulation, consistently showed long disintegration times, with no dissolution for up to 20 minutes 

in all cases, irrespective of the pH, buffer capacity or the inclusion of bile salt components in the 
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medium. These findings suggest that Froben® would be classified as not rapidly dissolving if the 

formulation is solely exposed to the intestinal media without considering the disintegration of the 

sugar coating since the percentage of dissolved drug barely reached 85% at 30 minutes. In order to 

account for disintegration in the stomach prior to exposure to the intestinal media, two-stage 

dissolution tests were performed according to Loisios-Konstantinidis et al.32 The two-stage test results 

( Figure 3-6 (d)) confirmed that disintegration was limiting dissolution in the intestinal media and, as 

long as disintegration takes place in the gastric compartment, the dissolution in intestinal media is 

very fast, reaching 85% dissolved within the first 5 minutes. 

 

Figure 3-6: In vitro dissolution (mean ± SD) of flurbiprofen API 100 mg (circles), USP tablets® 100 mg (triangles), Antadys® 

100 mg (squares) and Froben® 100 mg (diamonds) in (a) FaSSIF V3 Level I (solid lines), (b) FaSSIF V3 Level II (dashed lines) 

and (c) Ph. Eur. Phosphate buffer (pH=6.8) (dashed dotted lines). (d) Two-stage test of Froben® 100 mg (diamonds) in FaSSGF 

Levels I (solid line) and III (dashed line) at the gastric and FaSSIF V3 Level I (solid line) and FaSSIF V3 Level II (dashed lines) at 

the intestinal compartments, respectively. USP II paddle apparatus at 75 rpm at 37±0.4°C was used in all experiments. The 

volume of dissolution medium at the gastric compartment was 250 mL, to which 250 mL of properly concentrated intestinal 

medium was added after 30 minutes. Horizontal dashed red line represents the 85% dissolved. All experiments were 

performed at least in triplicate (n≥3). Most standard deviation bars lie within the symbols. 

 

3.4 In vitro in vivo extrapolation in biopharmaceutics 
 

Solubility, disintegration, dissolution, supersaturation, precipitation, and permeation processes form 

an integral component of oral drug absorption kinetics. Over the past decades several in vitro 

biopharmaceutic tools of various degrees of biorelevance and complexity have been developed and 

utilized to simulate the nevertheless highly variable and heterogeneous environment of the 

gastrointestinal (GI) lumen. In research and drug development, the usefulness of such tools is mainly 

realized by their ability to predict and discriminate the in vivo performance of drug products. In this 
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context, integration of experimental results obtained from in vitro biopharmaceutic tools within PBPK 

models to simulate the in vivo oral drug absorption and thus the plasma concentration-time profile of 

a drug product is critical to success. IVIVE approaches with regard to key biopharmaceutic properties 

such solubility, dissolution and precipitation can be applied to mechanistically analyze in vitro results 

from properly designed experiments and further link them to the in vivo situation. Despite the wide 

acceptance and routine application of IVIVE for the prediction of in vivo clearance, this concept has 

only recently gained attention in biopharmaceutics and has not been extensively applied using an 

integrated workflow. 

 

As discussed earlier (section 1.1.3.5), the ADAM model is a population-based mechanistic absorption 

modelling framework available within the Simcyp® population-based simulator.24 Also available is a 

stand-alone program, the Simcyp® In vitro (Data) Analysis (SIVA) Toolkit. The main purpose of SIVA is 

to enable modelling of in vitro experiments with a view to extracting and confirming parameters for 

input to in vivo simulations within ADAM in the main Simcyp® simulator.  

In general, there are two fundamentally different ways to handle the in vivo dissolution of solid 

particles within ADAM. In the first one, the extent and rate of dissolution can be measured in vitro, 

preferably using biorelevant media, and the dissolution profile can be used directly within the PBPK 

platform. Obviously, this practice has several limitations, which arise from the disparity between in 

vitro and in vivo situation. For instance, in vitro dissolution experiments often employ different buffer 

species, hydrodynamics (i.e., agitation rates) and volumes than are extant in vivo, are performed 

under non-sink conditions and in contrast to the intraluminal environment they are rather static 

representations. Another major limitation with this approach is the lack of incorporation of inter-

subject (and sometimes intra-subject) variability in physiological parameters affecting in vivo 

dissolution rate and oral drug absorption. As a result of the factors discussed above, the direct use of 

in vitro dissolution profiles to estimate in vivo dissolution rates in PBPK models may be not 

appropriate. Therefore, it is desirable to confirm and/or estimate the required parameters of the 

mechanistic equations through modelling of in vitro experiments and then apply these models and 

parameters to in vivo simulations where the system parameters differ in general to those of the in 

vitro system, an approach referred to as in vitro-in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) of dissolution and 

solubility. Such biopharmaceutic IVIVE techniques rely on mechanistic understanding, appropriate 

experiments, and the modelling of in vitro dissolution profiles. 

 

During luminal transit, the drug may undergo disintegration, dissolution, luminal degradation, 

supersaturation, precipitation, and re-dissolution. It is, however, not practical to mimic and therefore 

characterize all these complex processes in a single in vitro experiment. A way forward is to perform 

multiple, simpler independent experiments, each assessing relevant biopharmaceutical parameters of 

the drug product as required.  Model based analysis of in vitro biopharmaceutic experiments includes 

both solubility (e.g., in aqueous and biorelevant media), and dissolution modules covering USP II, USP 

IV, two-stage, two-phase and transfer experiments. This IVIVE approach can be performed using a 

more mechanistic framework, including a theoretical dissolution model, the “diffusion layer model” 

(DLM). The DLM enables the incorporation of dynamic regional changes and between-subject 

differences in the physiological parameters related to pH, bile salts concentration, and fluid volume 

dynamics and facilitates the mechanistic translation of in vitro experiments to the in vivo situation.   

Overall, a stepwise modeling approach of in vitro biopharmaceutics experimental data is proposed in 

an attempt to mechanistically link in vitro with in vivo and disentangle the multiple factors affecting 
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oral drug absorption. For that purpose, in vitro aqueous and biorelevant solubility, dissolution and 

two-stage experiments were performed (Publications 2 and 4) and the results were mechanistically 

modelled (Publications 2, 3 and 4) to obtain estimates of relevant parameters for IVIVE and simulation 

of in vivo absorption of selected drugs and their drug products. A specific modeling workflow for the 

analysis of such in vitro data is recommended; starting from pH-dependent solubility, followed by the 

micelle-mediated solubilization (i.e., biorelevant solubility) and rounding out the investigations with 

single or two-stage dissolution and transfer (e.g., BioGIT) data analysis. 

 

3.4.1 Model-based analysis of in vitro solubility data 
 

Determination of the pH-solubility profile in various aqueous media comprises a cornerstone in the in 

vitro characterization of a drug’s biopharmaceutic properties. The ionization and thus the extent of 

drug’s solubilization at different pH levels, especially within the physiological range, is also critical for 

prediction of the in vivo absorption and drug product performance. Hence, full characterization of the 

pH-solubilitiy profile, preferably experimentally, is important. 

 In SIVA, the aqueous phase solubility (𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑) as function of the intrinsic solubility (𝑆𝑆0) and the ionization 

constant (pKa) are handled using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation: 𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑 = 𝑆𝑆0 ∙ (10 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝−𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎) (29) 

 

The intrinsic solubility can be determined experimentally as the lowest equilibrium solubility value 

observed in the pH-solubility profile and this is specific to the solid state of the drug (e.g., crystalline, 

or amorphous). Furthermore, the ionization constant is sensitive to the experimental method used for 

its determination, and thus calibration against the observed pH-solubility profile is recommended. At 

this point, the importance of the accuracy in the values used for S0 and pKa has to be stressed, since 

any error in these values will be further propagated and introduce bias in the determination of micelle-

mediated solubilization and dissolution rate. The solubility factor, meaning the ratio between the 

solubility of unionized and ionized species at the plateau of the pH-solubility profile, which is 

dependent on the buffer species conjugate of the aqueous media, is another parameter to be 

considered. 

It is essential to account for not only aqueous phase solubility but also the proportion, if any, of drug 

solubilized by bile components (e.g., bile salts, lecithin, or other surfactants) as this can be a significant 

contribution to the in vivo solubility. Evidence of the impact of this form of solubilization can be seen 

when comparing aqueous-only solubility at a stated pH with the solubility in a biorelevant medium at 

the same pH or, even more precisely, by comparing the drug solubility in Level I and II biorelevant 

media as described by Markopoulos et al.114 Particularly for lipophilic drugs, partitioning into micelles 

can increase the total solubility by several orders of magnitude. On the one hand, this solubilization 

effect can increase dissolution rate and thus the rate and/or extent of absorption, especially for drugs 

with solubility limited absorption. On the other hand, the dissolution rate increase may not be 

proportional to the solubility increase due to the lower diffusion rate of the relatively large, drug-

loaded micelles compared to the drug monomers. In addition, there may also be a free fraction effect 

in relation to gut wall permeation, meaning that high partitioning into micellar structures might 

hamper permeation and absorption by reducing the fraction of free drug which is available for 

absorption. Overall, the effect of partitioning into micelles is a complex interplay of all the above-
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mentioned factors, which can be quite difficult to anticipate without quantitative modelling. This 

requires separating, and thus mechanistically accounting for, the relative proportions of drug 

solubilized in the aqueous vs. the micelle phases. The total drug solubility can be described by the 

following equation: 𝑆𝑆(𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵)𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 = � [𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆] ∙ 𝑆𝑆0𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝2𝑂𝑂 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚:𝑤𝑤,𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 + 𝑆𝑆0�+ �  [𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆] ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝2𝑂𝑂 ∙ 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚:𝑤𝑤,𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 + 𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑�  (30) 

 

where 𝑆𝑆(𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵)𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 is the total solubility of the drug in the presence of bile salts, [BS] is the concentration 

of bile salts in the presence of phospholipids and CH20 is the water concentration (55.6 M). A key 

parameter for defining micelle-mediated solubility is the micelle: water partition coefficient (Km:w), for 

which separate values must be defined for the neutral (Km:w,unionized) and charged (Km:w,ionized) drug 

species. Initial estimates of  Km:w,unionized for taurocholate-lecithin (4:1 ratio) solutions can be obtained 

from a built-in linear regression equation based upon logP developed by Glommé et al.413 By default, 

the predicted Km:w,ionized  is assumed to be one or more orders of magnitude lower than the neutral 

species coefficient, depending upon the specific properties of the ionic species. The default value for 

cations is 10 (1 log unit), whereas for all other species it is 100 (2 log units) This assumes, as a 

generalization, that ionized species partition to a lesser extent than neutral species (which might not 

always be the case). Further, as these models were developed based on a limited number of drugs, 

estimation of Km:w from in vitro biorelevant solubility data at least with two surfactant concentrations, 

provided that confidence has been established in estimates of the aqueous solubility-related 

parameters, is typically the preferred method. Such a model facilitates the translation from micelle-

mediated solubility parameters that are determined in vitro to the respective in vivo values, and thus 

enables the incorporation of the regional luminal pH values and bile salt concentrations in fasted and 

fed states and their inter-individual variability within the PBPK framework. 

 

3.4.2 Model-based analysis of in vitro dissolution data 
 

Once confidence in the estimation of solubility-related parameters has been established, further 

model-based analysis of the in vitro dissolution data obtained from both one and two-stage tests is 

performed within the serial dilution module of the SIVA Toolkit® (SIVA 3.0). The dissolution rate of 

spherical particles under sink and non-sink conditions within SIVA is described by an extension of the 

diffusion layer model (DLM) developed by Wang and Flanagan. (Eq. 31) 25,414 

 𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅(𝐴𝐴) = −𝑁𝑁 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 ∙ 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴) ∙ 4𝜋𝜋 ∙ 𝛼𝛼(𝐴𝐴) ∙ �𝛼𝛼(𝐴𝐴) + ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴)� ∙ �𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑢𝑢𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟(𝐴𝐴) − 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏(𝐴𝐴)� (31) 

where 𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅(𝐴𝐴) is the dissolution rate at time t; N is the number of particles in each particle size bin; 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 is a lumped correction scalar applied without regard to the mechanistic origin of the required 

correction to the DLM. The 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 estimates obtained with SIVA can be applied to the Simcyp PBPK 

simulator to reflect differences between media or formulations by simulating the respective in vivo 

dissolution; 𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the effective diffusion coefficient; ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝐴𝐴) and 𝛼𝛼(𝐴𝐴) represent the thickness of the 

hydrodynamic boundary layer and the particle radius at time t, respectively; 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒(𝐴𝐴) corresponds 

to the saturation solubility at the particle surface (which may be different to the bulk fluid solubility, 

as discussed below); and 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘(𝐴𝐴) is the concentration of dissolved drug in the bulk solution at time t.  
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The ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝐴𝐴) value is calculated by the fluid dynamics sub-model, which enables the hydrodynamic 

conditions to be described according to local conditions and stirring rate. Fluid dynamics-based ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝐴𝐴) is the recommended option for describing the hydrodynamics, as it permits a more rational 

translation of estimated parameters, such as the 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷, to in vivo conditions, in which the 

hydrodynamics are usually quite different to those in in vitro experiments.  

The local pH at the particle surface of ionisable drugs can significantly affect the 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 and 

consequently the dissolution rate 415–420. Since the in vitro dissolution media have a somewhat higher 

buffer capacity than the intestinal fluids, the self-buffering effect at the solid surface can be 

underestimated. For this reason, the surface pH should be calculated and directly input into SIVA. The 

calculation of the surface pH is based on the model first proposed by Mooney et al. 416, which assumes 

that dissolution is the result of both the chemical reaction between the conjugate base of the buffer 

species and the hydrogen cations released from the dissolving drug (in this case FLU) at the liquid-

solid interface and the diffusion of the dissolved particles to the bulk. This model  is very similar to the 

quasi-equilibrium model published by Ozturk et al. 418, a derivation of which is implemented in SIVA 

as the default option for surface pH calculations. 

By fitting the DLM model to the observed dissolution data, 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 estimates for each dissolution and 

two-stage test are obtained. In the case of two-stage testing, different 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 values are obtained for 

the gastric and intestinal compartments, accounting for the changes in the respective in vitro 

conditions. Under fasted state intestinal conditions, all three model drugs discussed in this work are 

freely soluble and therefore in vitro dissolution is not expected to be solubility limited. When this is 

the case, disintegration of the solid dosage form in the intestinal dissolution medium might be the 

rate-limiting step for the in vitro dissolution rate, especially in single dissolution experiments where 

the dosage form is directly exposed to the intestinal medium without any pre-treatment with gastric 

medium to account for disintegration in the stomach. When disintegration is considerably slower than 

dissolution, and thus has an impact on the overall dissolution rate, the first-order disintegration option 

is activated in SIVA and used to obtain estimates of a first-order disintegration rate constant (𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑) for 

these experiments.  

 %𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 = %𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 ∙ (1− 𝑟𝑟−𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑∙(𝑡𝑡−𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙))   for t > tlag (32) 

 

 %𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 0      𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙 (33) 

 

For the examples of flurbiprofen and naproxen, the option was kept deactivated when analysing the 

results of the two-stage experiments, since disintegration in the stomach is already addressed by the 

dissolution in the gastric medium. Both gastric and intestinal phases of the two-stage results were 

modelled simultaneously using the serial dilution model, which can account for more than one in vitro 

dissolution condition in the same experiment. Estimation of the relevant parameters for naproxen and 

flurbiprofen was performed using the Nelder-Mead algorithm and equal weighting was applied. The 

various estimated 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 and 𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑 values were implemented in the Simcyp® Simulator (V18.1; Certara, 

Sheffield, UK) to simulate various in vivo dissolution scenarios for the formulations under study and 

to generate in vitro-in vivo extrapolation relationships.  
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For the case of ibuprofen, an alternative IVIVE approach was implemented relating the in vitro 

dissolution rate to an estimated (i.e., not measured) product-specific particle size distribution (P-PSD). 

This method assumes that drug particle size controls the in vivo dissolution rate and has been used to 

justify clinically relevant drug product specifications (CRDPS).291,292,421 Apparently, this approach is only 

physiologically sound when in vivo dissolution is the rate-limiting step for oral drug absorption. 

Ibuprofen is a plastic–elastic material and thus subject to particle deformation during the drug product 

manufacturing processes15. Deformed particles bind or associate with one another, such that the 

effective surface area of the drug driving intraluminal dissolution might be smaller than the specific 

surface area measured for the drug substance 15. Hence, product-specific monodispersed particle radii 

for the three different products: 1) a reference formulation (R), a bioequivalent to R product (TBE) and 

a non-bioequivalent to R product (TNBE) were fitted to the respective in vitro dissolution profiles 

available from the work by Cristofoletti and Dressman.422 

Model-based analysis of the in vitro data in the SIVA® Toolkit was performed with either the Nelder 

Mead or the hybrid algorithm (i.e., with a genetic algorithm coupled to Nelder Mead) with a 5th order 

Runge-Kutta or Livermore solver. The appropriate weighting scheme was chosen according to the 

observed data ranges and their homogeneity, and the goodness of fit was assessed by the coefficient 

of determination (R squared) as well as visual predictive checks (e.g., residuals plots). 

 

3.4.3 Case example: Naproxen 
 

Table 3-4 summarizes the parameter estimates (95% CI) obtained by model-based analysis of the in 

vitro solubility data in compendial and biorelevant media. The pKa was determined to be 4.43, which 

agrees with values reported in the literature (4.15-4.5). 410,412,419,423,424  By estimating the micelle-water 

partition coefficients for both neutral and ionized species using the biorelevant solubilities, we were 

able to quantify the effect of physiologically relevant surfactants on the overall solubility of naproxen. 

As discussed in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, these values were utilized within the Simcyp® Simulator to 

simulate the luminal conditions and the in vivo dissolution behavior, accounting at the same time for 

any inter-subject variability regarding bile salt-mediated solubilization in the virtual population. Using 

this approach, implementation of logKm:w (of neutral and ionized species) in the PBPK model enabled 

mechanistic prediction of the in vivo luminal solubilization, which would have not been feasible if 

mean solubilities had been used as the intraluminal values. 

 

Table 3-4: Parameter estimates (95% CI) resulting from the model-based analysis of naproxen in vitro solubility 

data in aqueous and biorelevant media. The pKa was estimated from the aqueous solubility values, whereas 

biorelevant solubilities were used to estimate the micelle-water partition coefficients (logKm:w neutral, ion). The 

accuracy of the predictions was evaluated with the coefficient of determination (R2). 

Parameter pKa logKm:w neutral logKm:w ion 

Estimate (95% CI) 4.43 (4.42-4.44) 5.37 (5.34-5.40) 4.00 (3.98-4.02) 

R2 0.9990 0.99991 

1 logKm:w neutral and ion were obtained by simultaneous fitting to the in vitro biorelevant solubility values 
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Table 3-5 presents the estimated DLM scalar (SDLM) values (95% CI) obtained by model-based analysis 

of the intestinal in vitro dissolution profiles using the SIVA Toolkit®. Each naproxen form (i.e., pure 

drug vs. tablet formulations and free acid vs. sodium salt) was evaluated separately. The goodness of 

fit was visually inspected with residuals plots and assessed with the coefficient of determination (R2). 

As shown in Table 3-5, the first-order disintegration model without a time-lag was applied only to those 

experiments where the formulations were not pre-exposed to gastric medium. Interestingly, SDLM 

estimates obtained from the two-stage and single dissolution, combined with the disintegration 

model, matched. These results indicate that, in this case, the effect of disintegration can be properly 

accounted for using the methodology applied. 

The slowest and fastest dissolution rate of naproxen free acid (as pure drug) observed in FaSSIF V3 

Levels I and II, respectively, resulted in the lowest (0.0022) and highest (0.0810) estimated DLM values, 

respectively. Due to the virtually instantaneous dissolution of the sodium salt of naproxen in the pure 

drug form in all media, the default DLM value of one, without estimation, was utilized for the salt form 

(Table 3-5). Overall, the predicted dissolution profiles were in excellent agreement with the 

experimental profiles (R2 > 0.96). 

 

Table 3-5: Estimated DLM scalar (SDLM) values (95% CI) obtained from model-based analysis of in vitro dissolution 

data of naproxen free acid and sodium salt as both the pure drug powder and as commercially available IR 

tablets. For the commercial formulations, when dissolution without pre-treatment in a gastric medium was 

modelled, a first-order disintegration model was included. The goodness of fit between the predicted and 

observed dissolution profiles was evaluated with the coefficient of determination (R2). 

Dissolution Medium Pure drug Formulation 

 Free acid Sodium salt Naprosyn® Anaprox® 

Level I FaSSIF V3     

SDLM (95% CI) 
0.0022 

(0.0021-0.0023) 
1* 

0.0296 
(0.0149-0.0443) 

0.0212 
(0.0131-0.0294) 

kd (95% CI) n.a. n.a. 
0.305 

(0.123-0.487) 
0.288 

(0.130-0.446) 
R2 0.997 n.a. 0.999 0.998 

Level I FaSSIF V3 

(two-stage) 
    

SDLM (95% CI) n.a. n.a. 
0.0305 

(0.0191-0.0308) 
0.0221 

(0.0174-0.0267) 

kd (95% CI) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

R2 n.a. n.a. 0.967 0.981 

Level II FaSSIF V3     

SDLM (95% CI) 
0.0810 

(0.0651-0.0970) 
1* 

0.0213 
(0.0170-0.0255) 

0.0168 
(0.00996-0.0237) 

kd (95% CI) n.a. n.a. 
0.702 

(0.354-1.05) 
0.228 

(0.0975-0.358) 

R2 0.998 n.a. 0.999 0.999 

Level II FaSSIF V3 

(two-stage) 
    

SDLM (95% CI) n.a. n.a. 
0.0187 

(0.0143-0.0230) 
0.0158 

(0.0138-0.0179) 

kd (95% CI) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

R2 n.a. n.a. 0.975 0.991 
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Ph. Eur. Phosphate 

(pH=6.8) 
    

SDLM (95% CI) 
0.0136  

(0.0121-0.0151) 
1* n.a. n.a. 

R2 0.992 n.a. n.a. n.a. 

n.a.: not available/applicable 

* Default values of SDLM due to very fast dissolution (>85% dissolved in 2.5 min) 
 

3.4.4 Case example: Ibuprofen 
 

In vitro dissolution and in vivo BE results used for this work have already been reported elsewhere.422 

Both BE studies were conducted by certified contract research organizations that were inspected by 

the Brazilian Health Regulatory Agency to assess compliance with the Good Clinical and Good 

Laboratory Practices guidance and the study protocols were approved by independent Ethics 

Committees. Briefly, samples from the same batches used in the two randomized, single-dose, two-

way, open-label, crossover BE studies in healthy adults were kindly donated by the respective 

sponsors of the in vivo studies. The in vitro performances of three oral suspensions of ibuprofen, the 

Brazilian reference listed drug, a generic and a drug product that failed the BE test (hereinafter 

referred to as reference, R, test bioequivalent, TBE, and test non-bioequivalent, TNBE, respectively) 

were comprehensively assessed by Cristofoletti and Dressman, using a reverse translation approach 

in order to identify biopredictive dissolution conditions.422 

Ibuprofen is a plastic–elastic material and thus subject to particle deformation during drug product 

manufacturing processes.425 Deformed particles bind or associate with one another, such that the 

effective surface area of the drug driving intraluminal dissolution might be smaller than the specific 

surface area measured for the drug substance.425 For that reason, product-specific monodispersed 

particle radii for the R, TBE and TNBE were fitted to the respective in vitro dissolution profiles using 

the built-in DLM within SIVA® (Version 3 Release 1; Certara UK Limited). A hybrid minimization 

algorithm combining the global search ability of the Genetic Algorithm with the local search strength 

of Hooke-Jeeves method was applied for parameter estimation. Several initial estimates were tested 

to ensure that the final estimates corresponded to the global minimum. The goodness-of-fit was 

assessed based on the coefficient of determination (R squared). In this example, the in vitro dissolution 

is linked to a hypothetical/estimated product specific particle size distribution (P-PSD), which then 

served as the model input to simulate differences in the in vivo dissolution and product performance. 

The estimated P-PSDs for each ibuprofen suspension are summarized in Table 3-6: 

 

Table 3-6: Estimated product-specific particle size distributions (P-PSDs) of three ibuprofen suspensions (R, T-

BE, T-NBE). A log-normal monodispersed distribution was assumed. 

Formulation Mean particle radius (min, max) Distribution 

R 195.3 (0.01, 214.8) Log-normal 

T-BE 174.3 (0.01, 191.7) Log-normal 

T-NBE 150.8 (0.01, 165.9) Log-normal 
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3.4.5 Case example: Flurbiprofen 
 

Table 3-7 presents the parameter estimates (95% CI) obtained by model-based analysis of the in vitro 

solubility data in compendial and biorelevant media. The pKa was determined to be 4.05, a value which 

agrees with those reported in the literature 287,411,426,427. By estimating the micelle-water partition 

coefficients for both neutral and ionized species using the biorelevant solubilities, we were able to 

quantify the effect of physiologically relevant surfactants on the overall solubility of FLU. For the 

neutral species partitioning of the drug to micellar structures seemed to be about 1000-times more 

important (logKm:w neutral=5.36) than for the ionized species (logKm:w neutral=2.56), which is in agreement 

with the observations from the in vitro biorelevant solubility results.  Similar to naproxen, these values 

were then used as inputs to the Simcyp® Simulator to simulate the intraluminal solubility and 

dissolution and the associated physiological population variability.  

 

Table 3-7: Parameter estimates (95% Cis) resulting from the model-based analysis of in vitro solubility data for 

flurbiprofen in aqueous as well as biorelevant media. The pKa was estimated from the aqueous solubility values, 

whereas for the micelle-water partition coefficients (logKm:w neutral, ion) estimation, biorelevant solubilities were 

used. The accuracy of the prediction was evaluated by calculating the coefficient of determination, R squared 

(R2) 

Parameter pKa logKm:w neutral logKm:w ion 

Estimate (95% Cis) 4.05 (4.42-4.44) 5.36 (4.61-6.11) 2.56 (1.38-5.02) 

R2 0.9990 0.99991 

1 logKm:w neutral and ion were obtained by simultaneous fitting to the in vitro biorelevant solubility values 

 
Table 3-8 and Table 3-9 summarize the estimated DLM scalar values (95% CIs) as obtained by model-

based analysis of the gastric and intestinal in vitro dissolution profiles using the SIVA Toolkit®. The 

goodness of fit was visually inspected with residual plots and assessed with the coefficient of 

determination (R2). As shown in Table 3-8, the slowest dissolution rate of the API, which was observed 

in FaSSIF V3 Level I, and the fastest rate, which was observed when dissolution from Antadys® in FaSSIF 

V3 Level II was tested, resulted in the lowest (0.00185) and highest (0.0125) estimated DLM scalar 

values (SDLM), respectively. Differences in the SDLM estimates for the gastric dissolution are not 

expected to have a major impact on the in vivo performance of flurbiprofen since the release in the 

stomach is very poor. 

Since flurbiprofen is highly soluble in intestinal media, disintegration rather than drug solubility is 

expected to be the rate-limiting step for the dissolution rate of Froben®. In this context, all intestinal 

single-stage dissolution profiles of Froben® can be modelled by a universal first order-disintegration 

rate constant and a lag time. Alternatively, modelling of the profiles obtained from the two-stage tests 

as serial dilutions of different media should be a more physiological approximation of the GI lumen. 

The estimates from both approaches are presented in Table 3-9. All fitted dissolution profiles were in 

excellent agreement with the experimental results, with R2 > 0.94 in every case.  

In a dissolution-based in vitro-in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) approach, the gastric and intestinal DLM 

scalar (SDLM) estimates were transferred to the Simcyp® simulator to generate medium-customized 

and formulation-specific in vivo dissolution scenarios and simulate flurbiprofen in vivo performance.  
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Table 3-8: Mean (95% CIs) DLM scalar (SDLM) estimates obtained from model-based analysis of in vitro dissolution 

data in various media of flurbiprofen pure drug, 100 mg USP tablets® and 100 mg Antadys® formulations. The 

goodness of fit between predicted and observed dissolution profiles was evaluated with using the coefficient of 

determination, R squared (R2). 

Dissolution 

Medium 
Formulation 

 API powder USP tablets Antadys 
    

FaSSGF Level III    

SDLM (95% CIs) 0.0218 (0.0161-0.0274) 0.0929 (0.0731-0.113) 0.107 (0.087-0.127) 

R2 0.944 0.973 0.982 

    

FaSSIF V3 Level I    

SDLM (95% CIs) 0.00185 (0.001-0.00312) 0.0791 (0.0589-0.993) 0.120 (0.0979-0.142) 

R2 0.974 0.986 0.995 

    

FaSSIF V3 Level II    

SDLM (95% CIs) 0.0965 (0.0544-0.139) 0.0622 (0.0398-0.0847) 0.125 (0.106-0.143) 

R2 0.971 0.976 0.996 

    

Ph. Eur. 

Phosphate Buffer 
   

SDLM (95% CIs) 0.00542 (0.00468-0.00617) 0.0150 (0.0110-0.0189) 0.0449 (0.0448-0.0450) 

R2 0.986 0.983 0.999 

 

 

Table 3-9: Mean (95% CIs) DLM scalar (SDLM) estimates obtained from model-based analysis of Froben® in vitro 

dissolution data The in vitro data from single dissolution experiments were modelled assuming that 

disintegration is the rate limiting step to the flurbiprofen in vitro dissolution rate in intestinal media, whereas for 

the two-stage dissolution, the serial dilution model was used. The goodness of fit between predicted and 

observed dissolution profiles was evaluated with the coefficient of determination, R squared (R2). 

Dissolution Model/Media Formulation 
 Froben 
  

First order disintegration/ all intestinal 

media 
 

kd (h-1) (95% CIs) 0.127(0.00844-0.0253) 

Tlag (min) (95% CIs) 14.6 (8.91-20.1) 

R2 0.941 
Serial Dilution / Two-stage (FaSSGF Level III 

+ FaSSIF V3 Level II) 
 

SDLM, Gastric (95% CIs) 0.001 (0.001-0.0244) 

SDLM, Intestinal (95% CIs) 0.0712 (0.0576-0.0849) 

R2 0.991 
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Overall, modelling of in vitro dissolution within the same mechanistic framework as that used for in 

vivo simulations provides three important benefits: 1) it allows assessment of the validity of the 

mechanistic dissolution model (the DLM in this case), and its assumptions, against a controlled and 

well-defined in vitro dissolution environment. This is otherwise difficult to assess in the complex in 

vivo luminal environment where dissolution is not directly measured; 2) it allows assessment of the 

quality and relevance of model input parameters such as solubility, particle size, disintegration rate 

etc.; and 3) it can help to identify incorrect parameters or assumptions of the model. In such 

circumstances the modeler may choose to re-measure and re-estimate certain parameters. A 

systematic IVIVE approach may therefore help to build confidence in the quality of the input 

parameters (and the associated assumptions) in mechanistic models and enable improvements in the 

predictive performance of in vivo absorption simulations using PBPK models.   

 

3.5 PBPK/PD model development and validation  
 

In all case examples, PBPK modeling and simulations were performed using the Simcyp® Population-

based Simulator. The PBPK models were developed by implementing a “middle-out” stepwise 

sequential modeling strategy, in line with previously published literature and regulatory guidelines 
51,57,126,204,428,429. Briefly, the initial model was developed by leveraging physicochemical parameters, in 

vitro data and/or in silico predictors for the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion 

(ADME) processes. In vitro data generated for the purpose of this study or available in the literature 

were also incorporated after using an IVIVE approach. Depending on the case example, simulations 

were performed using the either the Simcyp Healthy Volunteers, the North European Caucasian, or 

the Chinese healthy volunteer virtual populations. All input parameters for the naproxen and 

ibuprofen PBPK models, as well as for the flurbiprofen PBPK/PD model, can be found in Table 7-7. 

The Advanced Dissolution Absorption and Metabolism (ADAM) model was used to mechanistically 

describe the absorption. The ADAM model has previously been described in detail by Jamei et al. and 

Darwich et al. 24,29 The human effective permeability (Peff) was calculated using either in vitro apparent 

permeability (Papp) data in Caco-2 cells for both the compound and positive (Verapamil) / negative 

(Atenolol) calibrators, 287 or ex vivo measurements from the human intestine. 430 

The Diffusion Layer Model (DLM) with Advanced fluid Dynamics (AfD) and dynamic (time variant) pH 

were implemented to simulate the in vivo dissolution. Default settings of the software for luminal 

blood flow, fluid volume, bile salt content, segmental pH, metabolic activity, and small intestinal 

residence time were applied. The mean gastric emptying time (GET) in the fasted state was set to 0.25 

h (matching the built-in ‘segregated transit time’ model value instead of the default value of 0.4 h 

used in the ‘global’ transit time model), as suggested by human clinical data and several authors 431–

434. In all cases, the S0 was set to the minimum experimentally measured equilibrium solubility value, 

while estimates for the neutral and ionised species Km:w were incorporated after modelling of the in 

vitro biorelevant solubility data. A dissolution-based IVIVE approach, using SDLM estimates from in vitro 

data, was followed to account for formulation or media-related differences when simulating the 

respective in vivo dissolution scenarios. Further, to investigate the effect of in vivo dissolution of 

multiple formulations and under various conditions on the overall in vivo performance, selected SDLM 

estimates were implemented to simulate the respective clinical studies used for the model validation 

in each case study. At dose levels other than the one with which the in vitro dissolution experiments 
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were performed, the highest gastric (SDLM, stomach) and intestinal (SDLM, SI) estimates corresponding to the 

fastest gastric and intestinal dissolution rates, respectively, were used to minimize the impact of 

formulation. 

The PK disposition (i.e., distribution and elimination) of the PBPK models was described either with a 

“top down” approach by fitting a minimal PBPK model, meaning a “lumped” PBPK model in which the 

SAC represents all tissues excluding liver and portal vein, to available IV data, or by using a whole body 

PBPK model for the distribution of the drug coupled with enzyme kinetic parameters (from 

recombinant CYPs, UGTs, human liver microsomes or human hepatocytes). Genetic polymorphisms, 

when relevant, were also considered. Details of the PK disposition for each model drug are presented 

in the following sections. 

The performance of the developed PBPK(/PD) models was evaluated by clinical trial simulations. In 

order to assess the distribution of population variability, at least 10 trials of 10 subjects (n ≥ 100) each 
were simulated for each clinical study. Specifically, a two-step verification process was followed. The 

initial model was internally validated by comparing the predicted and observed plasma concentration 

profiles after IV and oral solution (67.9 mg) administration (training dataset). The model was further 

validated by comparing mean simulated and observed plasma concentration profiles and/or response 

parameters of external datasets including PK data from subjects with different genotypes (e.g., 

CYP2C9 1*/1*, 2*/2*, 3*/3*) and at various dose levels. In the case of flurbiprofen, a comprehensive 

validation of the model was performed by predicting several victim drug-drug interaction studies of 

flurbiprofen with CYP2C9 inhibitors at different dose levels. Virtual populations were selected to 

closely match the enrolled individuals in the respective in vivo clinical trials with regard to sample size, 

ethnicity, gender ratio, age, and weight range. Reported volumes of concomitant liquid intake, dosage 

form type and sampling schedule were also included in the study design. 

The predictive performance of the PBPK models was assessed by multiple model diagnostics, including 

visual predictive checks (5th and 95th percentiles) as well as comparison of the predicted and observed 

plasma concentration values and PK parameters (Cmax, AUCinf, CL/F). For this purpose, the ratio 

(Rpred/obs) of model-predicted versus observed parameter values was determined (Rpred/obs=model-

predicted/clinically observed). The predictive accuracy was evaluated based on the “two-fold” rule (-

0.301< logRpred/obs< 0.301) as well as the more stringent deviation of 25% (-0.097< logRpred/obs< 0.097).  

As quantitative measures of model performance, mean relative deviations (MRDs) of the predicted 

plasma concentrations and geometric mean fold errors (GMFEs) of Cmax, AUCinf and CL/F were also 

calculated, as follows: 

 

𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷 = 10
1𝑁𝑁�∑ (𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙10(𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖)−𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙10(𝐶𝐶𝚤𝚤� ))𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 2

 (34) 

 

𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 = 10
1𝑛𝑛∑ �𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙10(

𝑎𝑎𝚥𝚥�𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗)�𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗
 (35) 

 

Where 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑, 𝐶𝐶𝚤𝚤�  are the 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡ℎ observed and predicted concentrations, respectively; 𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗, 𝑟𝑟𝚥𝚥�  correspond the 

observed and the respective predicted Cmax, AUCinf or CL/F values of the 𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡ℎ clinical study; N and n 
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equal the number of observations and clinical studies, respectively. Overall MRD and GMFE values of 

≤ 2 were considered as reasonable predictions.98,199,435 

In addition, the prediction accuracy of the simulated plasma profiles was also evaluated with the 

average fold error (AFE) and absolute average fold error (AAFE):  

 𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 = 10
1𝑛𝑛∙∑ log�𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 �    (36) 

 

 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 = 10
1𝑛𝑛∙∑�log�𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 ��  (37) 

 

where n is the number of time points at which the concentration was determined and 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 are 

the predicted and observed concentrations at a given time point t respectively. 𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 deviation from 

unity is an indication of over- (𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 > 1) or under-prediction (𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 < 1) of the observed data, 

whereas 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 is a measure of the absolute error from the true value (or bias of the simulated profile). 

An 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 ≤ 2 is considered to be a successful prediction.98,199 

All PK profiles obtained from the literature were digitalized with the WebPlotDigitizer (version 4.1; 

PLOTCON; Oakland, USA). The parameter estimation within the PE module of the Simcyp® Simulator 

was performed with the Maximum Likelihood estimation method.  Data post-processing and 

visualization were performed with MATLAB® 2019b (Mathworks Inc.; Natick, MA, USA) and R® version 

3.5.3 (R Core Team (2019). R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for 

Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria (https://www.R-project.org). 

 

3.5.1 Case example: Naproxen 
 

Seven clinical trials published in the open literature were used in support of the development and 

verification of the PBPK model for naproxen. Six studies were performed after oral administration of 

single dose of naproxen or its sodium salt at different dose levels in the fasted state. Data after 

intravenous administration were obtained from Runkel et al.436–438 The performance of the developed 

PBPK model was validated by simulation of several clinical studies after oral administration and by 

comparison with the mean observed pharmacokinetic profiles already available in the literature.439–

443 A detailed summary of the trial design and demographics of the in vivo studies  used for the 

development (training datasets) and validation (external datasets) of the naproxen PBPK model as 

well as all relevant input parameters can be found in Supplementary Material Table 7-1 and Table 7-2.  

Table 3-10 summarizes all clinical trial simulations (10 trials by 10 individuals) performed for each in 

vivo dissolution scenario (see section 3.4.3) and the mean simulated population pharmacokinetic 

(popPBPK) parameters for the virtual healthy adult population. Regardless of the anticipated 

differences in in vivo dissolution, as reflected by the various SDLM values, these results suggest that 

mean AUC remains almost constant, while slight, but more pronounced, variations in Cmax and 

especially in Tmax are observed. In all cases, the simulated PK parameters were within 1.25-fold of the 

observed data (Table 3-10 and Table 3-11) In addition, the average (AFE) and absolute average fold 

error (AAFE) ranged between 0.90-1.16 and 1.07-1.04, reflecting successful PBPK model performance. 
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Table 3-10: Mean in silico population pharmacokinetic parameters of naproxen simulated plasma-

concentration-time profiles under all tested in vivo dissolution inputs (SDLM scalar values) as obtained from 

model-based analysis of the in vitro data. 

Formulation Medium SDLM Disintegration 
In silico mean popPBPK 

parameters 

   kd (h-1)/2-stage 
Tmax 

(h) 

Cmax 

(mg/L) 

AUC 

(mg/L·h) 

API       

       
Naproxen       

 Level I FaSSIF V3 0.0022 ─ 2.52 65.5 1302 

 
Ph. Eur. 

Phosphate 
0.0136 

─ 
1.80 69.0 1305 

 Level II FaSSIF V3 0.0810 ─ 1.44 69.4 1306 
Naproxen Na       

 all media 1 ─ 1.44 69.6 1306 
       

Formulation       

       
Naprosyn®       

 Level I FaSSIF V3 0.0396 0.305 1.80 67.5 1277 
  0.0305 2-stage 1.80 69.2 1306 
 Level II FaSSIF V3 0.0213 0.702 1.80 67.8 1277 
  0.0187 2-stage 1.80 69.1 1306 

Anaprox®       
 Level I FaSSIF V3 0.0212 0.288 1.80 67.9 1277 
  0.0221 2-stage 1.80 69.2 1306 
 Level II FaSSIF V3 0.0168 0.228 1.80 67.7 1277 
  0.0158 2-stage 1.80 69.1 1305 

 

 

 

Table 3-11: Mean (SD) reported pharmacokinetic parameters of naproxen in vivo studies used for the validation 

of the PBPK model 

Reference Formulation & Dose In vivo mean PK parameters (SD) 

  Tmax (h) Cmax (mg/L) AUC (mg/L·h) 

Charles and Mogg439 Naprosyn® 500 mg 1.501 71.41 12111 

Zhou et al.440 Naprosyn® 2 x 250 mg 2.6 (1.5) 87.3 (15.5) 1428 (193) 

Haberer et al.(a)441 Anaprox® 550 mg 1.48 75.2 1294 

Setiawati et al.442 Anaprox® 550 mg 1.00 (0.5-2) 1 72.0 (11.2) 1013 (186) 

Rao et al.443 IR Naproxen 500 mg 1.36 (0.81) 69.2 (20.9) 1435 (312) 

Haberer et al. (b)441 IR Naproxen-Na 500 mg 1.53 74.9 1299 
1Median value     
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In Figure 3-7, the mean simulated naproxen plasma-concentration time profiles and the 5th and 95th 

percentiles of the virtual population for the two extreme DLM estimated values, i.e., DLMmin=0.0022 

and DLMmax = 1 are illustrated. Note that these SDLM values were extracted from the dissolution of the 

free acid and salt pure API forms, not the formulations, and were intentionally chosen as such in order 

to evaluate in vivo performance differences (if any) that could be detected under these extreme 

scenarios. As can be observed, the Cmax of the simulated plasma profile corresponding to 

administration of the very slowly dissolving hypothetical formulation was only slightly lower than the 

one resulting from the very fast dissolving hypothetical formulation. On the other hand, Tmax was 

significantly prolonged. Interestingly, regardless of whether the worst- or best-case scenario was 

applied, the dissolution profiles predicted the observed range of PK profiles reasonably well (see also 

AFE and AAFE values). 

 

Figure 3-7: Population mean simulated naproxen plasma concentration-time profiles and the 5th and 95th percentiles for the 

two extremes of the estimated SDLM values: (a) SDLM=1 (green and grey solid lines, respectively) and  (b) DLM=0.0022 (blue 

and light grey dashed lines, respectively). In a worst/ best case virtual bioequivalence scenario of simulated healthy adult 

populations (a) was treated as the reference, whereas (b) as the test formulation. Observed clinical data from Charles & Mogg 

(circles), Zhout et al. (squares), Haberer et al. (a) (diamonds), Setiawati et al. (triangles), Rao et al. (crosses) and Haberer et 

al. (b) (asterisks) are overlaid for verification of the PBPK model performance and comparisons. Simulations run for 72 h, but 

to enable better comparison only the first 24 hours are plotted. 

 

In order to further explore the impact of key parameters on the simulated plasma profiles, one-at-a-

time parameter sensitivity analysis (PSA) on the SDLM and mean gastric residence time (MGRT) values 

in the fasted state was performed. MGRT and SDLM were allowed to range from 0.1 to 2 hours and 

0.001 to 0.1, respectively, while all other parameters in the model were kept constant. Supplementary 

Material Figure 7-1 shows the sensitivity of the mean simulated plasma profile of a population 

representative individual for various DLM and GET values, respectively. Despite a variation of SDLM 

values of over a 100-fold, only slight or almost no differences in Cmax (69.7-74.0 mg/L) or AUC (1175-

1177 mg/L·h) are observed. Tmax (1.40-2.65 h) seems to be more sensitive to in vivo dissolution changes 

than the other PK parameters indicating a shift of the regional absorption towards the lower GI. 

Nevertheless, this data clearly demonstrates that prolongation of MGRT is expected to reduce Cmax 
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only up to 30% (52.2-75.5 mg/L) and Tmax (1.09-4.00 h), whereas AUC (1172-1180 mg/L·h) is not 

impacted.
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3.5.2 Case example: Ibuprofen 
 

The Simcyp® Simulator (Version 19, Release 1; Certara UK Limited) with its Advanced Dissolution, 

Absorption and Metabolism (ADAM) model coupled with a previously verified full-body PBPK model 

able to recapitulate observed inter-subject variability in ibuprofen exposure was used to simulate the 

absorption and systemic exposure of ibuprofen released from the R, TBE and TNBE oral suspensions.27 

Further details on the ibuprofen PBPK model, including development workflow and model verification, 

can be found elsewhere.27 The established ibuprofen PBPK models was refined with the respective 

product-specific monodispersed particle radius distributions estimated in SIVA® for the R, T-BE and T-

NBE batches. These were used as input for the mechanistic particle population balance model in 

Simcyp, which describes the particles’ shrinkage as they dissolve and move to a different size bin.444 

The default value of 50 log-distributed particle size bins was used in the simulations and the upper 

bound size was set at the respective product-specific monodispersed particle radius estimated in 

SIVA®. Table 7-3 lists the input parameters used for building the mechanistic absorption and 

disposition models of ibuprofen. 

Verification of the updated PBPK model was carried out by simulating the two BE trials in which TBE 

and TNBE were administered as the test formulations. The virtual individuals were chosen to closely 

replicate the cohort enrolled in the respective in vivo BE trials (Table 3-12):  

a. T-BE versus R: oral single doses of ibuprofen 200 mg were administered to 23 healthy 

adults (12 men and 11 women; age range 21-41 years) 

b. T-NBE versus R: oral single doses of ibuprofen 400 mg were administered to 35 healthy 

adults (16 men and 19 women; age range 21-45 years) 

 

Table 3-12: Reported results of the two ibuprofen in vivo bioequivalence studies 

BE study BE metric 
Geometric mean 

point estimate (%) 

90% Confidence 

interval 

Within-subject 

variability (%) 
Reference 

T-BE vs. R Cmax 113.3 105.9-121.3 16.9 422 
 AUC0-t 105.9 102.0-109.9 9.2 422 

T-NBE vs. R Cmax 126.5 118.4-135.2 13.1 422 
 AUC0-t 121.3 116.0-126.7 8.7 422 

 

In order to capture the population variability at least 10 trials were simulated for each pairwise 

comparison. Predicted and observed ibuprofen pharmacokinetic profiles were compared to confirm 

the predictive capacity of this IVIVE-PBPK framework. Model adequacy was concluded if the prediction 

fold error for simulated mean AUC0-t and Cmax values were below 1.25-fold of mean observed values.  

Mean simulated Cmax and AUC0-t values were within 1.2-fold of the respective mean observed BE 

metrics for R, TBE and TNBE formulations, indicating acceptable performance (Table 3-13). The refined 

PBPK-IVIVE model was then further applied in stepwise BE failure risk assessment (see details in 

section 3.6.2). 
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Table 3-13: Simulated and observed PK parameters of the two bioequivalence studies used for validation of the 

refined ibuprofen PBPK model. 

Formulation 
Cmax (mg/L) AUC0-t (mg/L.h) 

Pred Obs Pred/Obs Pred Obs Pred/Obs 
TBE 200 mg 14.5 16.6 0.87 59.1 66.4 0.89 

R 200 mg 13.6 13.4 1.01 59.0 62.9 0.94 
       

TNBE 400 mg 31.2 29.6 1.05 118.4 127.5 0.93 
R 400 mg 26.6 22.9 1.16 118.0 107.8 1.09 

Pred = predicted; Obs = observed 

 

3.5.3 Case example: Flurbiprofen 
 

For the development and verification of the PBPK model, seventeen plasma concentration-time 

profiles, including five for subjects with specific CYP2C9 genotypes, were used. In vitro dissolution data 

available for the 100 mg immediate release solid oral products were modelled and incorporated into 

the PBPK model to simulate various in vivo dissolution scenarios. At any other dose level, including the 

CYP2C9 polymorphism studies, the fastest dissolution rate (SDLM=0.125) was used as input. When the 

administered form was an oral solution, the entire dose was considered by definition pre-

dissolved.Data after intravenous administration were obtained from Mei et al. 445. Nine studies were 

performed after oral administration of a single dose of flurbiprofen at different dose levels and dosage 

forms in the fasted state. Thirteen sets of plasma concentration-time profiles of flurbiprofen with or 

without co-administration of perpetrator from a total of six clinical studies available in the open 

literature were used to predict the effect of CYP2C9 inhibitors in the PK of flurbiprofen in CYP2C9 

polymorphic healthy individuals. For a detailed summary of the trial design and demographics of the 

in vivo studies used for the development (training datasets) and validation (external datasets) of 

flurbiprofen PBPK/PD model, please refer to the Table 7-4 and Table 7-5. 

The absorption component of flurbiprofen whole body PBPK model was set up using a stepwise IVIVE 

approach for estimation and confirmation of the biopharmaceutic parameters as described in section 

3.5. The volume of distribution as function of the tissue plasma partition coefficients was initially 

predicted using the Rodgers-Rowland method and then further refined “top down” to match the IV 

data.196 Flurbiprofen has been characterized as probe substrate of CYP2C9 and the contribution of 

CYP2C9 (fmCYP2C9=0.71) on the overall metabolic clearance (CL) of FLU as well as the renal clearance 

(CLrenal=0.066 L/h) were obtained from Patel et al.446 In human recombinant (rhP450) CYP2C9 

expressed in microsomes from the insect cell line Sf21, the mean Vmax and Km values for the 1*/1* 

(wild type), 2*/2* and 3*/3* were 15.79 and 8.756, 10.04 and 10.39, and 8.901 and 23.25, respectively 
447. These allele specific CYP2C9 in vitro kinetic parameters (Vmax, Km) were implemented to further 

inform the model. The metabolic clearance of heterozygotic subjects with CYP2C9 1*/2* and CYP2C9 

1*/3* genotypes has been clinically observed to be 0.73 and 0.605 of the wild type (1*/1*) clearance, 

respectively 448. For that reason, and in the absence of in vitro data, the Vmax of CYP2C9 1*/1* was 

scaled down accordingly to account for the decrease in clearance in those genotypes. The Km value 

was assumed to be the same as for CYP2C9 1*/1*. All presented Vmax and Km values were already 

normalized to account for microsomal incubation fraction unbound (fu,mic). Since an inter-system 

extrapolation factor (ISEF) was not available for this particular rhP450 system, a literature ISEF value 

(equal to 0.38) from baculovirus-insect cell expressed CYP2C9 for another NSAID, diclofenac, was used 
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as an initial estimate 160. Using the retrograde model for healthy volunteers available within the 

reverse translational tools in Simcyp, the additional liver CL to match the reported fmCYP2C9 and fraction 

excreted (fe) was calculated. After oral administration of racemic flurbiprofen, 8.4 and 7.3% of the 

dose was excreted into the urine as the acyl glucuronide of (R)- and (S)-flurbiprofen, respectively 446, 

indicating that glucuronidation is likely to play a minor role in the elimination pathways of flurbiprofen. 

The major UGT isoforms involved in glucuronidation of flurbiprofen is UGT2B7 and with minor 

contributions by UGT1A1, UGT1A3, UGT1A9 and UGT2B4 449,450. Even though genetic polymorphisms 

have been reported in UGT family members 451,452, the clinical and functional significance and 

genotype-phenotype correlation of UGT polymorphisms is an ongoing area of research. In the absence 

of data showing clinical relevance of UGTB7 and UGT1A9 polymorphisms, these were not further 

considered for the development and verification of the present model. 

Once the base model was established, a published inhibitory Emax model linked to an effect-

compartment was coupled to the PBPK model of flurbiprofen453. In this PD model, the analgesic 

efficacy of flurbiprofen was assessed using two endpoints: a) subjective pain intensity ranking and b) 

tooth pulp evoked potentials (TPEP) amplitude. The percentage change of each endpoint after drug 

intake was considered as an indicator of pharmacodynamic activity, while the pre-dose value was 

defined as 100% (baseline). 

The initial model was internally verified by comparing the predicted and observed plasma 

concentration profiles for the IV and the oral solution (67.9 mg) administrations. The model was 

further verified by comparing mean simulated and observed plasma concentration profiles, exposure 

and response parameters of external datasets including PK data from subjects with different CYP2C9 

genotypes over the 40-300 mg dose range. Virtual populations were selected to closely match the 

enrolled individuals in the respective in vivo clinical trials regarding sample size, ethnicity, gender ratio, 

and age and weight range. Reported volumes of concomitant liquid intake, dosage form type and 

sampling schedule were also included in the study design. A schematic illustration of the modeling 

workflow is presented in Figure 3-8. The North European Caucasian (Sim-NEurCaucasian) and Chinese 

(Sim-Chinese) virtual populations of healthy volunteers were used for the population simulations of 

this study. The main differences in the inputs for the two populations related to CYP2C9 metabolism 

and genotype profile are summarized in Table 7-6. The intrinsic catalytic activity of CYP2C9 per unit 

amount of enzyme variant and tissue composition were assumed to be the same in both populations. 

The mean default intestinal and liver CYP2C9 abundances as well as the specific genotype frequencies 

of the Simcyp population libraries were used. As a Korean population is not yet available in the current 

Simcyp® version (v19.1), studies including Korean subjects were simulated using the Chinese virtual 

population, which is considered to be the population with the highest demographic and genetic 

proximity to the Korean population.454–456 

The whole-body PBPK model of flurbiprofen  accurately captures the plasma concentration-time 

profiles following intravenous and oral administration over a wide dose range (Figure 3-9, Figure 3-10, 

Figure 3-11and Figure 3-12). The predictive performance of the PBPK model is comprehensively 

demonstrated via visual comparisons of predicted versus observed plasma concentration-time 

profiles as well as quantitative measures (MRDs, GMFEs). The simulated plasma concentration-time 

trajectories for all routes of administration, doses and drug products are in close agreement with the 

observed data. When a two-fold deviation was allowed, the predictive accuracy of the PBPK models 

was 100% for both AUCinf, Cmax and CL/F. When a more stringent acceptance criterion (i.e., 25% 

deviation) was applied, the predictive accuracy for AUCinf, Cmax and CL/F was 90%, 81% and 74%, 
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respectively. This predefined criterion is not meant to be equated to the bioequivalence acceptance 

limits (i.e., 80-125%), but rather is selected to be sufficiently conservative to prevent poor decision-

making due to misclassified predictions.  Moreover, the MRD values were in 94% of the studies within 

two-fold, with only about 20% less than 1.25-fold. Overall MRD for the FLU PBPK model was 1.54 (1.04-

2.43), whereas the GMFE values for AUCinf, Cmax and CL/F were 1.54 (1.04-2.43), 1.14 (1.00-1.39), 1.15 

(1.01-1.41) and 1.18 (1.06-1.39), respectively. Detailed results along with calculated MRD and GMFE 

values for all studies are presented in Table 3-14 and Table 3-15. 
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Figure 3-8: Stepwise modeling workflow for the development and verification of the flurbiprofen PBPK/PD model. Training for the internal and test datasets for the external verification, 

obtained from clinical studies published in the open literature, are outlined with orange and green, respectively
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Figure 3-9: Mean flurbiprofen plasma concentration-time profiles after oral administration of 100 mg tablet in healthy Caucasians. Population simulations (n=100) under four in vivo dissolution 

scenarios are shown as green and grey lines for the mean and the 5th & 95th percentiles, respectively. Each dissolution scenario is represented by the corresponding SDLM value and is shown with 

different line style: SDLM=0.125 (solid line), SDLM=0.071 (dotted line), SDLM=0.0054 (dashed-dotted line) and SDLM=0.0018 (dashed line).  Observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as (a) 

circles (Jamali et al.-Ansaid) and squares (Jamali et al.-Froben); (b) triangles (Patel et al.); (c) diamonds (Suri et al.); (d) asterisks (Szpunar et al.). 
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Figure 3-10: Mean flurbiprofen plasma concentration-time profiles after intravenous and oral administration in healthy Chinese (a, d) and Caucasians (b, c, e, f). Population simulations (n=100) 

are shown as green and grey solid lines for the mean and the 5th & 95th percentiles, respectively. Observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as circles and squares. References link to a 

specific observed dataset described in study Table 1. Administration protocol: (a) 50 mg intravenously; (b) 67.9 mg oral solution; (c) 100 mg oral solution; (d) 150 mg oral tablet; (e) 200 mg oral 

tablet; (f) 300 mg oral tablet. 
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Figure 3-11: Mean flurbiprofen plasma concentration-time profiles after administration of 40 mg oral solution in CYP2C9 1*/1* and 1*/3* healthy Korean volunteers. Population simulations 

(n=100) are shown as green and grey lines for the mean and the 5th & 95th percentiles, respectively. Observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as circles. 
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Figure 3-12: Mean flurbiprofen plasma concentration-time profiles after administration of 50 mg oral tablet in CYP2C9 1*/1*, 1*/2* and 1*/3* healthy Caucasian volunteers. Population 

simulations (n=100) are shown as green and grey lines for the mean and the 5th & 95th percentiles, respectively. Observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as circles. 
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The PBPK model successfully predicted (in 36 out of 38 studies) the observed concentration-time 

profiles and CYP2C9 genetic effects within a predefined two-fold deviation boundary (Table 3-14). In 

both cases where MRD fell outside the two-fold limit, the slowest dissolution rate, corresponding to 

85% release only after 60 minutes, was used as the input profile and resulted in sub-optimal 

absorption and underprediction of Cmax and AUC. The slight under prediction (Rpred/obs =0.76-0.78) of 

Cmax and AUC by Jamali et al. after oral administration of 100 mg was associated with the input of the 

slowest intestinal dissolution rate (SDLM = 0.0018).457 By contrast, the Cmax was overpredicted (Rpred/obs 

=1.36-1.39) in CYP2C9 1*/3* individuals at 50 and 150 mg. Deviations from the 1.25-fold boundary in 

AUC (Rpred/obs =0.71-0.78) and clearance (Rpred/obs =1.31-1.39)  were consistently predicted under all 

dissolution scenarios, except the slowest (SDLM = 0.0018), when simulating the study by Patel et al.446 

Nevertheless, it has to be noted that in most studies, the prediction errors fall within the observed 

inter-individual variability and that the participants were not subjected to prior genotype screening. 

 

Table 3-14: Mean relative deviation (MRD) values of flurbiprofen plasma concentration predictions. 

Route of administration1 Dose (mg) Flurbiprofen MRD Reference 

iv (s.d.) 50 1.41 445 
po (sol, s.d.) 67.9 1.85 458 
po (sol, s.d.) 100 1.60 459 
po (sol, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 40 1.52 460 
po (sol, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 40 1.30 460 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 1.24 448 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/2*) 50 1.30 448 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 1.62 448 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 1.26 461 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 1.25 461 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 1.28 461 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 1.25 461 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 3*/3*) 50 1.25 461 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 3*/3*) 50 1.20 461 
po (tab (Ansaid®), s.d.) 100 1.31-2.38 457 
SDLM_SI = 0.125  1.31  
SDLM_SI = 0.0054  1.72  
kd = 0.127 h-1 & Tlag = 14.6 min  1.64  
SDLM_SI = 0.0712  1.65  
SDLM_SI = 0.0018  2.38  
po (tab (Froben®), s.d.) 100 1.70-2.43 457 
SDLM_SI = 0.125  1.70  
SDLM_SI = 0.0054  1.88  
kd = 0.127 h-1 & Tlag = 14.6 min  1.80  
SDLM_SI = 0.0712  1.83  
SDLM_SI = 0.0018  2.43  
po (tab (Froben®), s.d.) 100 1.69-1.92 446 
SDLM_SI = 0.125  1.69  
SDLM_SI = 0.0054  1.78  
kd = 0.127 h-1 & Tlag = 14.6 min  1.92  
SDLM_SI = 0.0712  1.90  
SDLM_SI = 0.0018  1.79  
po (tab, s.d.) 100 1.04-1.74 453 
SDLM_SI = 0.125  1.11  
SDLM_SI = 0.0054  1.20  
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kd = 0.127 h-1 & Tlag = 14.6 min  1.12  
SDLM_SI = 0.0712  1.04  
SDLM_SI = 0.0018  1.74  
po (tab, s.d.) 150 1.51 462 
po (orod, s.d.) 150 1.42 462 
po (tab (Ansaid®), s.d.) 200 1.20 459 
po (tab (Ansaid®), s.d.) 300 1.34 459 
MRD (range)  1.54 (1.04-2.43)  
MRD ≤ 1.25  9/38  
MRD ≤ 2  36/38  
1 iv: intravenous; po: per os; s.d.: single dose; sol: solution; tab: tablet; orod: orally dispersible 
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Table 3-15: Comparison of mean predicted and observed AUC, Cmax and apparent clearance (CL/F) values of flurbiprofen. Calculation of predicted to observed ratio (Rpred/obs) 

and geometric fold error (GMFE) values. 

  AUCinf (mg/L·h) Cmax (mg/L) CL/F (L/h)  

Route of administration* 
Dose 
(mg) 

obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs Reference 

iv (s.d.) 50 35.2 43.7 1.24 — — — 1.50 1.36 0.91 445 
po (sol, s.d.) 67.9 55.1 56.1 1.01 10.8 9.99 0.92 — — — 458 
po (sol, s.d.) 100 82.7 78.0 0.94 14.2 12.9 0.91 1.28 1.50 1.17 459 

po (sol, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 40 29.3 29.1 0.99 5.54 5.86 1.06 1.39 1.16 0.83 460 
po (sol, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 40 47.6 44.2 0.93 6.93 6.22 0.90 0.88 0.67 0.76 460 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 29.4 28.6 0.97 5.38 5.84 1.09 1.77 1.67 0.83 448 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/2*) 50 40.7 45.6 1.12 4.55 6.34 1.39 1.30 1.20 0.92 448 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 51.1 46.4 0.91 5.42 6.68 1.23 1.00 1.03 1.03 448 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 30.8a 35.8 a 1.16 6.1 a 6.91 a 1.13 1.6 a 1.4 a 0.88 461 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 30.8 a 36 a 1.17 6.1 a 6.8 a 1.11 1.6 a 1.43 a 0.89 461 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 53.7 a 54.6 a 1.02 8.9 a 7.7 a 0.87 0.9 a 0.98 a 1.09 461 
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 53.7 a 53.1 a 0.99 8.9 a 7.44 a 0.84 0.9 a 0.96 a 1.07 461 

po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 3*/3*) 50 
(85.8, 
119) b 76.1 (0.89, 0.64) (8, 9.4) b 6.99 

(0.87, 
0.74) 

(0.6, 
0.4) b 

0.64 (1.07, 1.6) 461 

po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 3*/3*) 50 
(85.8, 
119) b 

77.7 (0.91, 0.65) (8, 9.4) b 7.1 
(0.89, 
0.76) 

(0.6, 
0.4) b 

0.68 (1.13, 1.7) 461 

po (tab (Ansaid®), s.d.) 100          457 
SDLM_SI = 0.125  

80.5 

81.1 1.01 

12.8 

12.8 1.00 

— — — 

 
SDLM_SI = 0.0054  66.5 0.83 11.6 0.90  

kd = 0.127 h-1 & Tlag = 14.6 min  68.8 0.85 11.8 0.92  
SDLM_SI = 0.0712  67.2 0.83 12.3 0.96  
SDLM_SI = 0.0018  62.7 0.78 10.4 0.81  

po (tab (Froben®), s.d.) 100          457 
SDLM_SI = 0.125  

82.3 

81.1 0.99 

13.3 

12.8 0.96 

— — — 

 
SDLM_SI = 0.0054  66.5 0.81 11.6 0.87  

kd = 0.127 h-1 & Tlag = 14.6 min  68.8 0.84 11.8 0.88  
SDLM_SI = 0.0712  67.2 0.82 12.3 0.92  
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SDLM_SI = 0.0018  62.7 0.76 10.4 0.78  
po (tab (Froben®), s.d.) 100          446 

SDLM_SI = 0.125  

87.8 

81.1 0.92 

13.2 

12.7 0.96 

1.27 

1.42 1.12  
SDLM_SI = 0.0054  66.5 0.76 11.6 0.88 1.68 1.32  

kd = 0.127 h-1 & Tlag = 14.6 min  68.8 0.78 11.8 0.89 1.66 1.31  
SDLM_SI = 0.0712  67.2 0.77 12.2 0.92 1.66 1.31  
SDLM_SI = 0.0018  62.7 0.71 11.0 0.84 1.77 1.39  

po (tab, s.d.) 100          453 
SDLM_SI = 0.125  

67.7 

81.1 1.20 

12.9 

12.7 0.98 

1.52 

1.42 0.93  
SDLM_SI = 0.0054  66.5 0.98 11.6 0.90 1.68 1.11  

kd = 0.127 h-1 & Tlag = 14.6 min  68.8 1.02 11.8 0.91 1.66 1.09  
SDLM_SI = 0.0712  67.2 0.99 12.2 0.95 1.66 1.09  
SDLM_SI = 0.0018  62.7 0.93 11.0 0.86 1.77 1.16  

po (tab, s.d) 150 124.3 154.4 1.24 15.2 20.7 1.36 — — — 462 
po (orod, s.d.) 150 129.8 154.4 1.19 16.8 20.7 1.23 — — — 462 

po (tab (Ansaid®), s.d.) 200 161.3 159.9 0.99 21.4 23.6 1.10 1.32 1.50 1.14 459 
po (tab (Ansaid®), s.d.) 300 233.9 228.9 0.98 29.5 33.7 1.14 1.36 1.55 1.14 459 

GMFE (range)  1.15 (1.01-1,56) 1.14 (1.00-1.39) 1.18 (1.03-1.7)  
GMFE ≤ 1.25  30/38 31/37 18/25  

GMFE ≤ 2  38/38 37/37 25/25  
*iv: intravenous; po: per os; s.d.: single dose; sol: solution; tab: tablet; orod: orally dispersible 
a: median value; b: individual values (n=2) 
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The established flurbiprofen PBPK model was then further coupled with a PD model for analgesic 

efficacy. The integrated PBPK/PD model was able to capture the pain-relieving response of S-FLU after 

oral administration of 100 mg racemic FLU. The predictive performance was assessed by comparing 

the predicted with the observed response-time profiles of the two PD endpoints, the TPEP amplitude 

and pain rating (see Figure 3-13). Regardless of the in vivo dissolution rate or the genotype of the 

virtual individuals, the predictive accuracy for the prediction of the PD metrics, maximum response 

(Rmax), time to maximum response (TRmax) and area under the effect-time curve (AUCE), was in all in 

cases within 1.25-fold (see Table 3-16). 
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Figure 3-13: Mean flurbiprofen response-time profiles after administration of 100 mg oral tablet in healthy Caucasians. (a), (b) Genetic polymorphism: Population simulations (n=100) in CYP2C9 

1*/1*. 1*/2* and 1*/3* are shown for the mean as green (solid), yellow (dash dotted) and orange (dashed) lines, respectively. Grey lines with the corresponding style represent the 5th & 95th 

percentiles (c), (d) Dissolution rate: Population simulations (n=100) under four in vivo dissolution scenarios are shown as green and grey lines for the mean and the 5th & 95th percentiles, 

respectively. Each dissolution scenario is represented by the corresponding SDLM value and is shown with different line style: SDLM=0.125 (solid line), SDLM=0.071 (dotted line), SDLM=0.0054 (dashed 

line) and SDLM=0.0018 (dashed-dotted line). 
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Table 3-16: Comparison of predicted and observed pharmacodynamic parameters (Rmax, TRmax and AUCE) values of flurbiprofen and calculation of predicted to observed 

ratio (Rpred/obs). 

PD effecta Rmax (%) TRmax (h)b AUCE (%·h) 
T80% baseline 

(h) 

 obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs Pred 

TPEP amplitude 
reduction (%) 

          

CYP2C9 1*/1* 

47.3 

34.3 0.72 

4.00 

4.00 1.00 

224.2 

187.8 0.84 9.4 

CYP2C9 1*/2* 39.7 0.84 4.00 1.00 218.6 0.98 11.9 

CYP2C9 1*/3* 45.7 0.97 4.00 1.00 252.6 1.13 16.3 

SDLM_SI = 0.125 

47.3 

37.4 0.79 

4.00 

3.48 0.87 

224.2 

196.6 0.88  

SDLM_SI = 0.0054 36.2 0.77 3.72 0.93 205.6 0.92  

SDLM_SI = 0.0712 36.7 0.78 3.60 0.90 202.2 0.90  

SDLM_SI = 0.0018 38.8 0.82 4.44 1.11 201.3 0.90  

Pain intensity 
reduction (%) 

          

CYP2C9 1*/1* 

53.1 

43.2 0.81 

4.00 

3.36 0.84 

224.2 

224.3 1.00 8.16 

CYP2C9 1*/2* 38.9 0.73 3.36 0.84 210.3 0.94 9.12 

CYP2C9 1*/3* 42.1 0.79 3.36 0.84 236.3 1.05 12.5 

SDLM_SI = 0.125 

53.1 

43.9 0.83 

4.00 

3.36 0.84 

224.2 

202.9 0.90  

SDLM_SI = 0.0054 45.2 0.85 3.36 0.84 204.1 0.91  

SDLM_SI = 0.0712 42.8 0.81 3.12 0.78 206.3 0.92  

SDLM_SI = 0.0018 43.5 0.82 3.84 0.96 203.1 0.91  
a: Population simulations using the healthy Caucasian virtual population 
b: Median value 
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3.6 PBPK-IVIVE linked modelling and simulation workflow to perform virtual 

bioequivalence 
 

Once confidence in the model validation and their predictive performance was established, the 

validated PBPK models were applied to simulate bioequivalence trials and perform risk assessment, 

providing a framework to guide project teams and enable model-informed decision-making during 

drug development and regulatory review. As part of this work, two complementary virtual 

bioequivalence approaches, differing in the implementation of inter-occasion variability, are 

presented.  

Establishing bioequivalence has been a critical component of and remains a challenge during 

development of both new drug and generic products. The ability of PBPK model to account for both 

between-subject (BS), within-subject (WS) and inter-occasion variability (IOV) is crucial to the 

accuracy, success, and the applicability of VBE results. Although the current PBPK platforms can 

address the between-subject variability reasonably well, significant progress still needs to be made in 

estimating and integrating inter-occasion variability. Two independent modeling strategies to 

incorporate IOV in VBE studies have been reported in the literature: a) a priori estimated random error 

terms in replicate clinical study are added to the PK parameters, or, more mechanistically, b) the IOV 

is integrated into the system parameters and propagated in simulations.317 Nevertheless, 

incorporation  of IOV in virtual bioequivalence trials has been systematically neglected by both 

industry and regulatory partners.293,302 Inclusion of intra-subject variability becomes even more critical 

for drugs that have intra-subject variability <30% (i.e. are not “highly variable”), but still exhibit 

substantial intra-subject variability. To the best of our knowledge, the naproxen example represented 

the first time PBPK-IVIVE linked virtual bioequivalence examples incorporating IOV were presented in 

the literature. 

In the case example of naproxen, the VBE trials were designed as fully replicated, two-sequence, two-

treatment, two-period, crossover studies. In virtual BE studies between the hypothetical test and 

reference formulations, PK profiles for a total of 120 healthy adult volunteers (12 subjects in each of 

10 trials) for each treatment were generated. In best-case and worst-case scenarios, the in vivo 

dissolution of the hypothetical reference and test formulations in the virtual individuals was simulated 

using the highest and lowest estimated DLM scalar value, respectively, as obtained by the model-

based analysis of the in vitro dissolution data.  

The existing default coefficients of variation (%CV) - i.e., between subject (BS) variability of the 

physiological parameters stored in the Simcyp® simulator (v18.1) database for the North European 

Caucasian healthy adult volunteers’ population were applied for each parameter. As an integral part 

of within-subject variability (WSV), IOV significantly contributes to the overall population variability 

and therefore it should be accounted for by the PBPK models. To model IOV, a CV of 30% was set, 

according to the literature and unpublished data from C. Reppas.463–466  IOV was added through the 

VBE module (V1.0) of Simcyp® simulator to the mean GET, pH of fasted stomach, pH and bile salt 

concentration in the fasted duodenum, jejunum I and II segments, and mechanistically propagated in 

the simulations. In each trial, a pre-specified number of randomly simulated individuals (n=12) were 

generated for each formulation (reference and test). The relevant PK metrics (Cmax, AUCinf, AUC0-t) for 

each subject were calculated.  The simulated average BE (ABE) trials were analyzed using the Phoenix® 

WinNonlin (v8.1; Certara; Princeton, NJ, USA) software for each relevant PK metric. As mentioned 
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earlier, the hypothetical reference and test formulations were assumed to have in vivo dissolution in 

the virtual individuals corresponding to the highest and lowest estimated SDLM value, respectively. 

On the other hand, for the case of ibuprofen products an alternative bioequivalence risk assessment 

approach was implemented, and virtual BE trials were run as one-sequence crossover studies. This is 

because, when a virtual trial is simulated in the Simcyp® simulator, the population is generated for the 

first period based on demographics, system and drug parameters and inter-subject variability for the 

selected population. Then for the second period, the same individuals are generated (provided that 

simulation seed is fixed), unless IOV is applied to selected parameters. Even though the magnitude of 

differences in pharmacokinetics between occasions can be quantified, the underlying mechanisms are 

generally not understood. Furthermore, very little is known about IOV of physiological parameters 

due to the complexity of such measurements. In this context, one-sequence crossover VBE trials were 

run for each pairwise comparison (i.e., R vs TBE as well as R vs TNBE) without adding IOV to any system 

parameter. This approach focused on isolating the formulation impact on rate and extent of drug 

absorption and intra-subject variability was incorporated post hoc. In general, within-subject error in 

crossover BE studies can be divided into variation within one study occasion (e.g., bioanalytical error) 

and IOV. Assuming negligible bioanalytical error for methods validated according to current regulatory 

guidelines, a bootstrap sampling method was applied with the purpose of approximating the sampling 

distribution of IOV for plasma Cmax and AUC. Briefly, samples were taken with replacement from each 

sequence group in the original data sets for Cmax and AUC observed after oral administrations of R and 

TNBE formulations, since this study reported the highest IOV for the exposure metrics. Subsequently, 

a multiplicative model for the analyses of BE was applied in order to obtain the IOV for each bootstrap 

sample and the bootstrap 95% CI for IOV in terms of plasma AUC and Cmax were calculated. Afterwards, 

the exact power of the two-one-sided t-tests (TOST) procedure for various study designs was 

estimated based on the mean bootstrapped IOV, and power curves (showing the calculated power on 

the y-axis and the ratios between test and reference BE metrics on the x-axis) were generated to 

assess the probability of incurring a Type II error when considering different sample size scenarios. 

 

3.6.1 Case example: Naproxen 
 

In the case of naproxen, multiple non-replicated, two-sequence, two-treatment, two-period, cross-

over virtual bioequivalence trials (n=10) with 12 individuals per trial were conducted. In a worst-case 

/ best-case scenario, two hypothetical naproxen formulations with extremely different in vivo 

dissolution rates were tested with the aim of designing a clinically relevant safe space. The reference 

(R) was assumed to have a DLM scalar value of one, corresponding to the instantaneous dissolution 

of naproxen sodium API powder, while the test (T) formulation was assigned the value of 0.0022, 

corresponding to the very slow dissolution of naproxen free acid API powder in FaSSIF V3 Level I. 

Figure 3-14 presents the results of virtual bioequivalence trials for Cmax, AUC calculated up to the last 

simulated time point (AUClast) and extrapolated to infinity (AUCinf). In all trials, Cmax, AUClast, AUCinf met 

the average bioequivalence criteria (80-125%) with confidence intervals (CI) narrowly distributed 

around unity, especially for AUC. These findings suggest that naproxen formulations which reach 85% 

dissolved in media simulating the healthy human upper small intestine within 90 minutes or less are 

expected to be bioequivalent. Such wide limits can be justified by the high intestinal solubility and 

permeability as well as the long half-life of naproxen. The proposed dissolution “safe space” can be 
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further used to set clinically relevant dissolution specifications to minimize the risk of bioequivalence 

failure (Figure 3-15). 

 

 

Figure 3-14: Average virtual bioequivalence results (% Geometric mean T/R ratio) of 10 trials with 12 simulated individuals in 

each trial. Intra-subject variability of 30% was chosen and added through Simcyp® (V18.1; Certara, Sheffield, UK) VBE module 

(V1.0) to the mean GET, pH of fasted stomach, pH and bile salt concentration of fasted duodenum, jejunum I and II. The 80-

125% bioequivalence limits (red dashed lines) and the area of acceptance (light green shaded area) are shown for each tested 

PK parameter: (A) Cmax, (B) AUCtlast (AUC calculated up to the last simulated time point), and (C) AUCinf (AUC extrapolated to 

infinity. Error bars represent the 90% confidence intervals, which in subplots (B) and (C) lie within the symbols 

 

Overall, this example of naproxen highlights the usefulness of a PBPK-IVIVE linked VBE approach to 

mechanistically investigate the rate limiting steps for oral absorption and the impact of dissolution on 

the in vivo drug product performance. It is evident that the absorption and thus the in vivo 

performance of naproxen are governed primarily by gastric emptying and is not dissolution limited. 

This is also supported by the theoretical framework of the developability classification system (DCS/ 

rDCS),404,405 according to which naproxen would more appropriately be classified as rDCS / DCS Class 

I. More importantly, this approach confirms the results from the relative 

bioavailability/bioequivalence study  by Charles and Mogg, which concluded that two naproxen 

products (tablet and caplet) with very dissimilar in vitro dissolution behavior were bioequivalent.439 

Despite the somewhat exaggerated value of IOV to 30%, a DLM scalar range from 0.0022 to 1 

translated to minimal differences in Cmax, with geometric mean point estimates between 0.9-1.00 and 

narrowly distributed 90% confidence intervals in all virtual BE studies (Figure 3-14). On the other hand, 

AUC remained practically unchanged with point estimate of ~1.00 in all VBE trials. In this case, the 

insensitivity of PK metrics to the dissolution rate was attributed one the one hand to the high intestinal 

permeability and solubility and on the other hand to the relatively long half-life of the drug. The risks 

from other potential factors contributing to the inter-occasion variability, such high first pass 

extraction, is also minimal in the case of naproxen due to its almost complete bioavailability (F > 0.92).  

For naproxen, it was demonstrated 1) that bioequivalence failure due to dissolution is unlikely for 

naproxen products because of the wide safe space and 2) that the impact of formulation on the in vivo 

performance is not always correlated with the in vitro dissolution behavior. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first work which not only mechanistically incorporated inter-occasion variability 

in VBE assessment, but also propagated IOV in the simulations. Implementation of hierarchical levels 

of variability (inter-, intra-subject) in VBE trials is of critical importance to accurately describe the 

population variability and avoid biased bioequivalence results. Even though mixed effect modelling is 

rare in this context, this study highlights the importance of mechanistically assigning between-subject 

and inter-occasion variability values which are physiologically plausible and meaningful. Using %CV 
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values obtained from single observation in each individual within a specific population is not 

representative of the population between-subject (BSV) or inter-occasion variability since it comes 

solely from a single sample. In this case, the applied coefficient of variation is often conveniently 

misinterpreted as mixture of BSV and IOV. Likewise, implementation of arbitrary CV% values is 

inappropriate. 

 

 

Figure 3-15: Dissolution “safe space”, within which bioequivalence is anticipated for naproxen products. The light green 

shaded area delimits the safe space area in which bioequivalence (with respect to Cmax and AUC) was established between 

the very slow (red solid line & squares) and the fast (blue solid line & circles) dissolution profiles. Additional typical dissolution 

profiles are co-plotted (n=3). The horizontal red dashed line represents 85% dissolved. 

 

3.6.2 Case example: Ibuprofen 
 

The final ibuprofen IVIVE-PBPK model was used in a stepwise risk assessment of failing BE criteria for 

the T-BE and T-NBE formulations. At this juncture, all absorption- and disposition-related parameters 

were assumed not to change with time, i.e., IOV = 0, due to the limited data and therefore 

understanding about the underlying physiological processes. In this scenario, differences between the 

predicted pharmacokinetic profiles in periods 1 and 2 for the same virtual subject can only be 

attributed to the formulation effect. In other words, each virtual subject would have exactly the same 

physiology on the two occasions, representing the most optimistic scenario in terms of the amplitude 

of the estimated 90% CI for the geometric mean ratio of BE metrics. Predicted geometric mean ratios 

for plasma AUC in both comparisons, T-BE/R and T-NBE/R, were close to 1.0, resulting in bioequivalent 

conclusions for AUC in all VBE trials (data not shown). On the other hand, for Cmax similar dissolution 

profiles reported for R and T-BE formulations (i.e., f2 ≈ 53) were translated into T-BE/R geometric 

mean ratios in the range of 1.04–1.06, whereas non-similar dissolution profiles reported for R and T-
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NBE formulations (i.e., f2 ≈ 38) derived Cmax T-NBE/R geometric mean ratios of 1.10–1.15 (Figure 3-16). 
422 

 

To explore the hypothesis of drug product formulation contributing to the IOV of ibuprofen exposure 

metrics we compared the approximated distributions of IOV estimated for each pairwise comparison 

using a bootstrap resampling method. The bootstrap resampling was applied to explore how the 

estimated IOV might vary in the population. Founded on the law of large numbers, the empirical 

distribution calculated using the bootstrap principle is expected to approximate the density of the true 

distribution for the statistics in the population. The resulting bootstrap 95% CI for the IOV calculated 

for each pairwise comparison, namely R vs T-BE and R vs T-NBE, in terms of plasma AUC (i.e., 7.6–

11.5% vs 6.2–13%) and Cmax (i.e., 13.8-20% vs 10.8–19%) overlapped. The overlapping between the 

bootstrapped 95% CIs for the IOV calculated for the studies comparing different formulations (i.e., TBE 

vs R and TNBE vs R) and the low variability observed in the discriminative in vitro dissolution test 

suggest that variability due to drug substance pharmacokinetics is the dominant element in the net 

IOV of ibuprofen Cmax and AUC. This is in line with the population pharmacokinetic analysis reported 

by Troconiz and co-workers, who showed that CL was the only pharmacokinetic parameter showing 

IOV (approximately 20%) for ibuprofen.467 Therefore, since ibuprofen does not seem to exhibit 

absorption-related IOV in exposure, a simple post hoc incorporation of IOV to the test and reference 

geometric mean ratios based on the reported in vivo intra-subject variability (see Table 3-12) was 

deemed acceptable to inform VBE trials. After post hoc incorporation of the bootstrapped IOV to the 

simulated Cmax T/R geometric mean ratios, the resulting 90% CIs overlapped with the in vivo 

observations for both pairwise comparisons (Table 3-12 and Table 3-17). All ten VBE trials comparing 

TBE vs R and TNBE vs R resulted bioequivalent and non-bioequivalent outcomes, respectively, 

confirming the predictive capacity of the model based VBE approach to anticipate the BE outcomes 

for drug products containing ibuprofen. On the other hand, simulated and observed AUC TNBE/R 

geometric mean ratios differed significantly, i.e., 1.01 vs 1.21, and the model was not able to 

recapitulate the non-bioequivalent result in terms of AUC observed in the in vivo BE study comparing 

TNBE vs R. Interestingly, ibuprofen Cmax, but not AUC, has been reported to be sensitive to drug 

product dissolution rate.468,469 A published meta-analysis revealed that 14 out of 25 adequately 

powered BE studies comparing immediate release formulations containing ibuprofen failed to meet 

BE criteria for Cmax, but resulted bioequivalent for AUC.470 Given the high permeability observed for 

ibuprofen throughout different small intestine segments and colon and the complete in vitro 

dissolution for TNBE and R formulations,422 it is unlikely that the observed non-bioequivalent result 

for AUC is due to absorption-related variables. Furthermore, ibuprofen is rapidly absorbed after oral 

administration (oral absolute bioavailability is 96.5%) and is not subject to significant first-pass 

metabolism. Hence, differences in AUC when comparing TNBE vs R be due to IOV in first-pass effect 

for example if the compared products had delivered different intraluminal profiles is also less 

probable. Therefore, the mismatch between in silico and in vivo results for AUC has to be explained 

by the lack of propagating CL-related IOV to the simulations. However, this was out of the scope of 

this investigation, which was designed to explore absorption related factors affecting BE. 
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Figure 3-16: Predicted plasma Cmax ratios T-NBE/R (A) and T-BE/R (B) without adding IOV to any system parameter. Closed 

symbols represent geometric mean ratios for Cmax, and horizontal bars represent the respective 90% CIs 

 

Table 3-17: Estimated 90% confidence interval (CI) around predicted Cmax geometric mean (GeoMean) ratios 

after post hoc incorporation of bootstrapped IOV 

 GeoMean Cmax ratios IOV updated 90% CI 

Lowest predicted T-BE/R ratio 1.04 0.88-1.20 

Highest predicted T-BE/R ratio 1.06 0.90-1.22 

Lowest predicted T-NBE/R ratio 1.10 0.94-1.26 

Highest predicted T-NBE/R ratio 1.15 0.99-1.31 

 

The upper limit of the bootstrapped 95% CI for the IOV was used to generate power curves to assess 

the risks of failing to meet the BE criteria due to inflated Type II errors for different sample sizes and 

T/R ratios. Figure 3-17 presents power curves for sample sizes of 24, 36, and 120 subjects assuming 

the most critical IOV scenario (20%) resulting from the bootstrap 95% CI.  
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Figure 3-17: Power curve for the two one-sided test procedure with IOV of 20%. Horizontal gray line represents the a priori 

80% power recommended in regulatory guidelines for sample size estimation in average BE studies. Shaded areas represent 

the predicted maximum and minimum values for Cmax TBE/R (light gray) and TNBE/R (dark gray) in the ten virtual trials 

 
For example, carrying out a 24-subject BE study to compare TBE and R formulations would result in an 

acceptable Type II error level (i.e., 20%), whereas the manufacturer’s risk (i.e., probability of 

erroneously failing to reject the null hypothesis of inequivalence) would be significantly inflated when 

comparing TNBE vs R in the same experimental design (i.e., the probability of Type II error ranges from 

40 to 80%; Type II error = 1 - power). In other words, up to four out of five 24-subject BE studies 

comparing TNBE vs R would fail just by chance. This is because the study is underpowered – there are 

not enough subjects to provide enough information (data) to distinguish between equivalence and 

non-equivalence scenarios. Underpowering of studies poses an ethical challenge to researchers 

carrying BE studies as an inconclusive result is a waste of human resources and subjects the volunteers 

unnecessarily to the drug. Implementing A virtual VBE risk assessment approach when carrying out 

VBE trials should be useful to support go/no-go decisions. For example, by taking the estimated 

market share for the generic candidate, as well as the ethical and economical costs required to carry 

out a BE study enrolling a certain number of subjects, decision-makers responsible for drug product 

development would be able to make better-informed decisions. This is in line with modern regulatory 

initiatives that advocate leveraging quantitative methods and modeling to modernize generic drug 

development and review. 471–473 

 

3.7 Population PBPK modelling to assess the Impact of genetic polymorphisms 

and co-medication on the pharmacokinetics of flurbiprofen 
 

CYP2C9 is a polymorphic enzyme, with more than fifty single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 

described in the regulatory and coding regions of the CYP2C9 gene. However, of those, only two coding 

SNPs, namely CYP2C9*2 and CYP2C9*3, have shown clinically relevant reductions in enzyme activity, 

while the CYP2C9*1 is the wild type variant 474. These two SNPs result in six different genotypes that 
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confer three functionally different phenotypes: a) extensive metabolizers (EM; CYP2C9*1/*1), b) 

intermediate metabolizers (IM; CYP2C9*1/*2, CYP2C9*1/*3 and CYP2C9*2/*2) and poor metabolizers 

(PM; CYP2C9*2/*3 and CYP2C9*3/*3) 474–476. Although the wild-type variant is the most common allele 

of the CYP2C9 polymorphic family, the frequency of CYP2C9 genetic polymorphisms varies significantly 

among different ethnic populations 477–479. Flurbiprofen, as a probe substrate of CYP2C9, exhibits gene-

dependent pharmacokinetics.480,481 Thus, it is critical not only to investigate the exposure of 

flurbiprofen with and without co-administration of CYP2C9 perpetrators in polymorphic subjects, but 

also explore ethnic sensitivity (e.g., Caucasian vs. Chinese) of such polymorphisms.  

The PBPK model predicted accurately the impact of the three main CYP2C9 polymorphisms on the 

exposure of the drug in both Caucasian and Chinese healthy volunteers. Model predictions were 

within 1.25-fold for both AUC (0.91-1.12) and oral clearance (0.76-1.03), while Cmax was only slightly 

over-predicted (up to 1.39-fold). These results further increase confidence on the validity of the allele-

specific in vitro data and add to the overall model robustness. The observed decrease of about 27% 

and 40% in the clearance of CYP2C9 1*/2* and 1*/3* individuals, might need to be considered in terms 

of adjustments to the flurbiprofen recommended dose. These findings are in agreement with a large  

genotype-phenotype correlation clinical study in which the CYP2C9 genotype of 283 healthy subjects 

was correlated with the metabolic ratio of FLU, calculated from urine data, were used as the 

phenotypic metric.482 In this study, the recommended dose for CYP2C9 1*/2* and 1*/3* subjects was 

found to be 84% and 60% of the dose administered to the wild type subjects, respectively. 

The present PBPK analysis was extended to simultaneously investigate the effect of genetic 

polymorphism and perpetrator co-administration on FLU PK by predicting drug-drug and drug-gene 

interactions. It is well known that accurate prediction of the impact of a perpetrator on the 

pharmacokinetics of a victim drug ratifies the capacity of the victim drug PBPK model to correctly 

predict the amount of drug eliminated via the affected pathway and indicates that the perpetrator 

model describes properly the concentration of the inhibitor/inducer at the site(s) of interaction.  

Furthermore, accurately capturing not only drug-drug, but also drug-gene interactions reinforces 

confidence in the model to describe the effect of genotype on the pharmacokinetics of the substrate 

drug. A total of 13 sets of plasma concentration-time profiles were available in the literature for 

evaluation of model-predicted interactions. The Rpred/obs of DDI AUC, Cmax and CL/F ratios from eleven 

clinical studies with 200 and 400 mg fluconazole (inhibitor) and one with 600 mg rifampicin (inducer) 

co-administration ranged from 0.74 to 1.43 with GMFE values within 1.25-fold in eight, nine and ten 

out of twelve studies in total, respectively.  

PBPK model simulations successfully predicted the FLU-fluconazole interaction under different dose 

levels and regimens in six clinical studies, in which no prior genotyping had been performed (Figure 

3-18 (a)-(e)). All DDI AUC, Cmax and CL/F ratios were within 1.25-fold. The rifampicin induction effect 

on the exposure of FLU was also accurately predicted from one study, with DDI ratios within 1.25-fold 

(Figure 3-18 (f)).  The DDI predictive accuracy was further evaluated by calculation of the GMFE values 

for the DDI AUC, Cmax and CL/F ratios, which ranged from 1.15 to 1.17. The corresponding Rpred/obs 

values for DDI AUC, Cmax and CL/F ratios of all modeled DDI studies together with the GMFEs are listed 

in Table 3-18. 

Only one drug-drug-gene interaction study was available in the literature in which flurbiprofen alone 

or together with 200 and 400 mg fluconazole was administered to CYP2C9 1*/1*, 1*/3* and 3*/3* 

healthy volunteers.461 In subjects with three CYP2C9 genotypes, the wild-type and both hetero- and 
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homozygotes for the CYP2C9*3 allele, the PBPK model successfully predicted the gene-dose-

dependent interactions with the prototype moderate CYP2C9 inhibitor (fluconazole) at both dose 

levels. The AUC ratio was slightly underpredicted in 1*/1* and 1*/3* subjects at the 400 mg 

fluconazole dose level (Rpred/obs=0.74-0.78). Nevertheless, the concentration time course of the victim 

drug with and without coadministration at both inhibitor dose levels and for all genotypes was 

accurately captured (Figure 3-19). 

Based on the in silico DDI studies, at a 400 mg dose of fluconazole the interaction in 1*/1* (or assuming 

1*/1*) subjects would be classified as weak/moderate with AUC ratios between 1.53 and 2.87. 

Interactions at a 200 mg dose of fluconazole and a 600 mg dose of rifampicin would be considered as 

weak with AUC ratios 1.51-1.94 and 0.63, respectively. The interaction for 1*/3* and 3*/3* subjects 

at 200 mg with AUC ratios 1.58 and 1.09 and at 400 mg fluconazole with AUC ratios 1.84 and 1.16 with 

was predicted to be weak as well. All these simulated trials are in line with the results from the in vivo 

DDI studies. Interestingly, the flurbiprofen/fluconazole interaction is gene-dose-dependent. Virtually 

no change in the apparent oral clearance occurring in 3*/3* subjects due to the already reduced 

CYP2C9 activity was observed and despite the very limited number of subjects (n=2), this was also 

correctly predicted, indicating excellent model performance. From population simulations, a dose 

reduction of 34-38% in 1*/3* and 60-70% in 3*/3* subjects would be recommended. However, in the 

case of fluconazole administration, dose adjustments are required for 1*/1* and 1*/3*, but not for 

3*/3* individuals.
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Figure 3-18: Mean plasma concentration-time profiles after administration of flurbiprofen alone and with the perpetrator drug in healthy volunteers. (a)-(e): Population simulations (n=100) 

without or with the CYP2C9 inhibitor, fluconazole (FCN), are shown for the mean as blue (FLU + 0 mg FCN), red (FLU + 200 mg FCN), light green (FLU + 400 mg FCN s.d.) and dark green (FLU + 

400 mg FCN q.d.) solid lines and observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as circles, diamonds, squares, and triangles, respectively. (f): Population simulations (n=100) without or with 

the CYP2C9 inducer, rifampicin (RIF), are shown for the mean as blue (FLU + 0 mg RIF) and orange (FLU + 600 mg RIF) solid lines and observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as circles 

and asterisks, respectively. Shaded areas represent the 5th & 95th percentiles. 
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Figure 3-19: Mean plasma concentration-time profiles after administration of 50 mg flurbiprofen as oral tablet alone and with 200 mg or 400 mg fluconazole (FCN) in CYP2C9 1*/1*, 1*/3* and 

3*/3* healthy Caucasian volunteers. Population simulations (n=100) are shown for the mean as blue (FLU + 0 mg FCN), red (FLU + 200 mg FCN) and light green (FLU + 400 mg FCN) solid lines 

and observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as circles, diamonds, and squares, respectively. Shaded areas represent the 5th & 95th percentiles 
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Table 3-18: Comparison of mean predicted and observed DDI AUC, Cmax and apparent clearance (CL/F) ratios of flurbiprofen-fluconazole/rifampicin interaction. Calculation 

of predicted to observed ratio (Rpred/obs) and geometric fold error (GMFE) values. 

     DDI AUC ratio DDI Cmax ratio DDI CL/F ratio  

Victim Drug 

Dosing 

Perpetrator 

Drug Dosing 

N° of 

Doses 

Interval 

(h) 

CYP2C9 

genotype 
obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs Reference 

Flurbiprofen Fluconazole              

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 7 2 1*/1* 2.02 a 1.94 0.96 1.03 a 1.18 1.15 0.5 a 0.51 1.02 461 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 7 2 1*/1* 3.03 2.36 0.78 0.99 1.23 1.24 0.31 0.42 1.35 461 

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 7 2 1*/3* 1.8 1.58 0.88 0.87 1.11 1.28 0.56 0.63 1.13 461 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 7 2 1*/3* 2.48 1.84 0.74 0.94 1.14 1.21 0.44 0.54 1.23 461 

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 7 2 3*/3* 
(1.58, 
1.28) 

1.09 0.76 
(1.08, 
0.91) 

1.02 1.02 
(0.75, 
0.66) 

0.92 1.30 461 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 7 2 3*/3* 
(1.39, 
1.12) 

1.16 0.92 
(0.54, 
0.90) 

1.03 1.43 
(1, 

0.66) 
0.86 1.04 461 

po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 2 0.5 n.a. 1.71 b 1.65 0.97 1.16 b 1.15 0.99 0.57 0.61 1.07 483 

po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 2 0.5 n.a. 1.81 1.51 0.83 1.23 1.13 0.92 0.55 0.68 1.24 484 

po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 2 0.5 n.a. 1.97 b 1.62 0.82 1.47 b 1.15 0.78 0.5 0.62 1.24 485 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg s.d. 1 2 n.a. 2.16 2.23 1.03 1.24 1.2 0.97 0.46 0.48 1.04 481 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 7 2 n.a. 2.81 2.87 1.02 1.37 1.25 0.91 0.35 0.39 1.11 481 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg s.d. 1 2 n.a. 1.21 1.53 1.26 1.14 1.14 1.00 0.67 0.67 1.00 486 

 Rifampicin              

po 50 mg s.d. po 600 mg q.d. 5 0 n.a. 0.56 0.63 1.13 0.71 0.83 1.17 1.85 1.73 0.94 Daali et al. 

GMFE (range)    1.17 (1.02-1.35) 1.16 (1.00-1.43) 1.15 (1.00-1.35)  
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GMFE ≤ 1.25    8/12 9/12 10/12  

GMFE ≤ 2    12/12 12/12 12/12  

n.a.= not available; s.d.= single dose; q.d.= once daily; b.i.d.=twice daily; a median; b geometric mean 
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3.8 Population PBPK/PD modelling to dissect the effect of formulation and 

genetic polymorphisms on the exposure and response of flurbiprofen, a substrate 

of the polymorphic CYP2C9 
 

Several in vitro dissolution profiles from various marketed FLU immediate release oral products at the 

highest dose strength of 100 mg and under different in vitro conditions were generated. PBPK/PD 

population simulations, after translation of in vitro release into in vivo dissolution rates, provided 

insight into the impact of different in vivo dissolution rates on the PK/PD of flurbiprofen. Population 

simulations (n=100) were performed with the NEurCaucasian virtual population, and the enzymatic 

status of each virtual subject was tracked. The overall mean predicted plasma concentration-time 

profiles of each dissolution scenario were compared with observed PK profiles from five external 

datasets and among the data sets (Figure 3-10). Interestingly, it was shown that differences between 

the fastest (85% dissolved in 2.5 min) and the slowest (85% dissolved in 60 min) in vitro extrapolated 

in vivo dissolution rates (SDLM = 0.0018 vs. SDLM =0.125) translated to a decrease in both Cmax and AUC 

of only approximately 20% (Table 3-15), while Tmax was prolonged by 30 minutes (data not 

shown).Nonetheless, in all cases, the predictive accuracy was acceptable with MRD between 1.04 and 

2.43 and GMFE values ranging from 0.78 to 1.01 for Cmax and 0.76 to 1.20 for AUCinf. 

Although flurbiprofen’s AUC, and especially Cmax, is more sensitive to in vitro dissolution compared to 

naproxen, these simulations indicate that in vitro dissolution rate still might not be the most critical 

attribute for the in vivo performance of flurbiprofen. For example, even though the predicted shift in 

the regional absorption peak from mid-jejunum at the fastest dissolution rate to the ileum at the 

slowest dissolution rate, the absorption of flurbiprofen was still predicted to be almost complete (fa > 

0.93) in all cases. Instead, these findings suggest that the interplay between absorption and 

distribution/metabolism plays a key role thus providing support for the hypothesis that “for 

compounds with similar biopharmaceutic properties, differences in post-absorptive PK properties will 

likely determine the relative sensitivity of Cmax to dissolution rate”. In the case at hand, flurbiprofen’s 

half-life (5-7 h) is much shorter than naproxen’s (20-24 h), but double than ibuprofen’s (2-4 h).  

To determine the extent to which changes in PK also result in changes in PD, simulations of the 

response-time profiles were compared with the actual clinical data for each dissolution rate and for 

both endpoints. The comparisons are shown in Figure 3-13 (c) and (d). Detailed results for the PD 

together with the calculated Rpred/obs are also shown in Table 3-16. Differences in Cmax and AUCinf did 

not translate into changes of a similar degree in the Rmax and AUCE. In fact, they were mitigated to less 

than 7%, showing that in vivo dissolution rate has no or little or no effect on the degree and duration 

of analgesic effect. The only clinically relevant finding was that, at the slowest dissolution rate, the 

TRmax was prolonged to 1h. These findings suggest that very slow dissolution might be relevant to the 

onset of pain relief and time to maximum pain relief and therefore Tmax may be a sensitive metric in 

single-dose bioequivalence studies of flurbiprofen to detect such differences. Although Cmax is more 

sensitive to the dissolution rate of naproxen, the simulations suggest that the in vitro dissolution limits 

within which bioequivalence would be anticipated are quite wide.  

In order to dissect and compare the relative effect of in vitro dissolution/formulation and CYP2C9 

genetic polymorphisms on the PK/PD of flurbiprofen, PBPK population simulations using the 

NEurCaucasian and Chinese populations were performed to reproduce the clinical studies in CYP2C9 

polymorphic subjects published by Lee et al. 2003 and Lee et al. 2015, respectively.448,460 The PBPK 
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model accurately captured the observed effect of three different CYP2C9 genotypes on FLU PK in 

Caucasian and Chinese populations. The range of GMFE values for Cmax, AUCinf and CL/F was 0.90-1.39, 

0.91-1.12 and 0.76-1.03, respectively. An overall reduction of 42% and 38% in the clearance of CYP2C9 

1*/3* individuals of both populations, which in turn led to a 1.52 and a 1.62-fold increase in AUC, 

respectively, was predicted.  These findings are in close agreement with the observed data from Lee 

et al. 2003 and Lee et al. 2015 who reported a decrease in CYP2C9 1*/3* clearance of about 37% and 

44%, resulting in a 1.62 and 1.74-fold increase in AUC, respectively (Table 3-15). Furthermore, the 

response-time curves of subjects with specific CYP2C9 genotypes (1*/1*, 1*/2* and 1*/3*) were 

simulated in order to explore potential PD differences. Population simulations showed no effect on 

Rmax and TRmax, whereas a 1.35-fold increase in the AUCE for the CYP2C9 1*/3* subjects was predicted 

when using the TPEP amplitude as the endpoint (Figure 3-13 (a), (b)). However, when the subjective 

pain rating score scale was used, no consistent increase in the AUCE was observed.  Interestingly, in 

comparison to the wild type (CYP2C9 1*/1*), the time post-administration to return to 80% of the 

initial value (T80% initial) in 1*/3* subjects was delayed by about 7 and 4.5 hours for both TPEP and pain 

rating, respectively. A similar, but less pronounced, effect was also predicted for the 1*/2* subjects 

(Table 3-16). This might indicate a longer duration of action, especially in CYP2C9*3 heterozygotes. 

Nonetheless, any potential flurbiprofen dose optimization in CYP2C9 polymorphic subjects should be 

carefully evaluated under consideration of the exposure-safety as well as the exposure-response 

relationship. 

 

3.9 Knowledge gaps, challenges, and limitations in PBPK modelling for oral 

biopharmaceutics 
 

PBPK analyses for biopharmaceutics and oral drug absorption applications is often referred to using 

different terminology, including PBPK absorption modeling,306 physiologically based absorption 

modeling and physiologically based biopharmaceutics modeling (PBBM), to emphasize the 

mechanistic character of the absorption model component. 53,309,487 The potential for using PBPK 

analyses for biopharmaceutics (or PBBM as its shorthand) to waive in vivo bioequivalence studies is 

well recognized by pharmaceutical industries, regulatory agencies and academic consortia 

alike.53,308,309 Within this framework, the emerging field of VBE and clinical trial simulation offers 

multiple opportunities to apply M&S approaches to inform, or even reduce, the number of clinical 

studies required and streamline drug development by bringing safe and efficacious drugs to patients 

faster. Of course, this is of great importance not only for generic, but also for new drug development, 

since a number of bioavailability/bioequivalence (BA/BE) studies are usually required in the process 

of bringing a new chemical entity (NCE) to market. Other applications of PBBM with the aim of a 

“waiver” include, but are not limited to, predicting the outcome of dedicated clinical pharmacology 

food effect studies, predicting interactions with acid reducing agents/proton pump inhibitors 

(ARA/PPI) that lead to alterations in drug absorption, and establishing clinically relevant drug product 

specifications (CRDPS). Furthermore, predictions of alterations in oral drug absorption due to 

physiological changes or disease in specific (e.g., pediatric, geriatric, achlorhydric) or patient (e.g., 

cancer, Crohn’s) populations are also of interest. However, the acceptance rate of PBPK modeling and 

simulation analyses in the context of biopharmaceutics and oral drug absorption applications for 

regulatory purposes currently remains rather low.204,488 Further progress towards understanding the 
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interplay between GI physiology, formulation and drug properties as well as the identifiability, 

parametrization and validation of PBPK models is required to increase confidence in their performance 

and thus their impact on regulatory decision-making.204,488 

Loisios-Konstantinidis and Dressman (Publication 5) discussed the challenges, knowledge gaps and 

opportunities of PBPK/PD modelling in support of waivers of in vivo clinical studies in the area of oral 

biopharmaceutics.128 Improvements to the current PBPK platforms with regard to several 

physiological considerations are anticipated to increase confidence in the predictive performance. 

Some of the main topics of interest are intestinal permeability and regional differences therein (e.g., 

extent of colonic absorption), in vivo disintegration, especially in the fed state, active transport, gut 

wall metabolism and impact of functional excipients on oral uptake. For instance, best practices for 

the estimation of permeability from in vitro/ in situ experiments have not been established. Even 

though mechanistic permeability, hydrodynamic and dynamic bile salt models are implemented in 

some platforms, further verification of their performance will underscore their utility. 26,489,490 

Furthermore, only very limited data, mostly from very small sample sizes and fasted healthy adults, 

are available on the intra-individual variability of physiological variables.463,491 As VBE is attracting 

more and more attention, it is crucial to better understand and implement both inter-subject and 

within-subject variability as well as their distributions.32,317 Inter- and intra- subject variability in the 

fed state, in specific or disease populations as well as subject-by-formulation variability must be 

considered as uncharted waters at the moment, while debate on best practices for clinical trials 

simulation, their sample size and the number of trials is ongoing.  

Regarding predictions of food effects and ARA/PPI interactions, all physiological considerations should 

be taken into account. Currently, not all aspects of fed state physiology can be captured in the in silico 

models. These include interactions between food components (e.g., lipids, carbohydrates) and the 

drug substance/dosage form, interactions with enzymes and transporters, fed state precipitation 

models, intraluminal volumes and fluid compositions arising from different meals in different 

populations (e.g., elderly) and the effects of complex colloid structures. The ability to simulate ARA/PPI 

interactions using PBPK is more advanced, with the caveat that mechanisms other than elevated 

gastric pH, like chelation and ARA-induced metabolic or transporter DDIs, may also need to be 

considered and explicitly modelled.  

Apart from physiological or translational challenges and limitations, the importance of ensuring 

structural and statistical identifiability in every PBPK modeling activity has to be stressed. Parameter 

estimation or optimization should be performed cautiously and needs to be well justified, as the risk 

of non-identifiability is higher in extensively parameterized models like quantitative systems 

pharmacology (QSP) and PBPK models, especially in absence of IV data or when the input data comes 

from various sources. Over-parametrization or optimization of systems parameters without solid 

justification constitute common malpractices as well. Last but not least, lack of transparency and 

publication bias towards positive results can be a limitation to confidence in PBPK model performance 

and learning from negative results will also be necessary to move the field forward. Clearly listed 

assumptions, identifiability assessment and a detailed modeling and simulation analysis plan 

constitute the way forward to best practices in PBPK modeling. 
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3.10 Opportunities and future actions to increase confidence in and maximize 

the impact of PBPK models for oral drug absorption 
 

Considering the increasing number of drugs exhibiting unfavorable and complex absorption properties 

in development, it is likely that efficient oral drug delivery will become even more challenging in the 

future. Past successes hold no guarantee for the future, as the number of drugs with challenging 

physicochemical and biopharmaceutic properties, such as high molecular weight, low aqueous 

solubility, stability and/or permeability has increased dramatically. In 2019, the US-FDA granted a 

marketing authorization of the first oral glucagon-like peptide 1,492 the first large molecule which has 

been approved by FDA for oral use. 492 This may signify a new era for oral absorption and offers 

plentiful opportunities for further in vivo research and computational tools. Increased effort and 

knowledge will be required to successfully respond to the contemporary challenges of oral drug 

development not only of small, but potentially also of large new molecules.  

Multi-stakeholder, cross-continent research consortia such as the OrBiTo, PEARRL (www.pearrl.eu), 

UNGAP (www.cost.eu/actions/CA16206) and DDMore (www.ddmore.eu)  projects,493,494 bringing 

together leading scientists in academia, industry and regulatory agencies have stimulated 

interdisciplinary dialogue, fostered inter-disciplinary collaboration and contributed to recent advances 

in oral biopharmaceutics and in silico tools. In order to best address the current knowledge gaps, 

exchange of knowledge and information is required to characterize and reduce uncertainty in 

physiological parameters as well as quantify and analyze the physiological variability. Increased 

interdisciplinary and intersectoral collaboration among biopharmaceutic, modeling and simulation 

and formulation scientists, statisticians and pharmacometricians as well as gastroenterologists, 

clinicians and engineers, who can all contribute in the refinement or development of mechanistic in/ex 

vivo, in vitro and in silico models, will create the path forward.493,494  

Major challenges in the characterization of GI tract result from the difficulties in accessing and 

visualizing its contents. Several advanced, preferably non-invasive, and real-time, imaging 

technologies have been adopted to overcome this hurdle, but further progress is still required.  

Magnetic resonance (MR), contrast-enhanced MR, computed tomography (CT) and nuclear imaging, 

capsule endoscopy, 3-D endoscope imaging, high-resolution electrical mapping and 

electrogastrogram have been used to visualize the gut lumen (patho)physiology and gain insight into 

the in vivo behavior of drug/formulation in preclinical species, healthy humans and patients. 495–501 

Furthermore, systematic exploration of the capabilities molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, 

synchrotron small angle X-ray scattering, coherent anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy and surface 

plasmon resonance would promote understanding of membrane transport, drug-colloidal structures 

interactions, lipid imaging at molecular level, drug or excipient release, disposition and  intracellular 

concentrations. 502–505 Thus, a plethora of opportunities, not only for GI imaging, but also for 

development of data analysis and in silico tools which will be interacting or even be integrated into 

PBPK models, is foreseen.506 

Supporting these efforts, further integration of PBPK with pharmacometrics and pharmacogenomics 

is more than essential. Non-linear mixed effect (NLME) modeling would be helpful to analyze, 

defragment and reproduce the primary sources of variability observed in the GI tract. Common 

stochastic (e.g., Monte-Carlo simulation) or resampling (e.g., bootstrap) techniques and Bayesian 

approaches are considered beneficial to better understand the distribution of inter- and intra-subject 

http://www.pearrl.eu/
http://www.cost.eu/actions/CA16206
http://www.ddmore.eu/
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variability as well as for more accurate parameter estimation.59,93,246,507–511 As a result, this would 

accelerate advancements in the field of virtual bioequivalence and increase confidence by enabling 

more mechanistic and reliable simulations in which population variability is fully incorporated. At the 

same time, integration of pharmacometric and PBPK tools will improve clinical trial simulation and 

further optimize individualized and targeted treatment. Furthermore, the potential benefits from 

using GI biomarkers or tracers to understand the gut (patho)-physiology has been highlighted.512–515 

Thus, biomarker modeling, especially for in-patient populations, is another point where the 

interaction of pharmacometricians with biopharmaceutic scientists would be advantageous for 

developing more mechanistic applications of PBPK models. Similar, further exploration of the as yet 

scarcely studied inter-correlations of GI physiological using covariate analysis is essential to accurately 

define individual GI physiologies within PBPK platforms. 

A lack of in vivo human data about interactions of food components/nutrients and excipients with 

enzymes, transporters and in general with the intraluminal environment deserves extensive research 

in order to improve and enable incorporation of these aspects into in silico models. Limited 

information about GI physiology in specific (e.g., pediatric, elderly) and patient populations (e.g., 

cancer, cirrhotic) in different ethnic groups also represents a limitation to the confidence in current 

PBPK models/platforms. Effects of different type of meals or enzymes (e.g., lipases) on formulation 

performance and drug absorption, transporters and metabolizing enzymes abundance and activity 

levels in patient populations, potential mechanisms for oral administration of large molecules, impact 

of gut microbiome or mucosal integrity in inflammatory bowel diseases, ontogeny of GI and 

physiological alterations due to dietary habits or obesity are only some of the opportunities to be 

explored in the arena of oral drug absorption. In this context, there is a clear need for further analytical 

assays, aspiration and imaging studies providing improved characterization and in-depth profiling of 

the GI tract, which in turn would enable the development and verification of mechanistic in vitro and 

in silico models. Till now, most studies of this type have been focused on healthy adults, have studied 

just a few drugs and mainly “conventional” formulations, hindering extrapolation to other 

populations, compounds, and bio-enabling formulations. Standardization of methodologies and best 

practices in aspiration or imaging studies would foster these efforts.  

At the same time, wherever possible, enhanced reproducibility, and comparability of in vivo, in vitro 

and in silico models is believed to be crucial. The clinical relevance of formulation and food effects as 

well as ARA/PPI interactions encompasses not only the capturing changes in pharmacokinetics caused 

by the interactions but also the ramifications for safety and efficacy. Therefore, further linking PBPK 

models with pharmacodynamic (PD) and toxicodynamic (TD) models is crucial to decision-making in 

clinical practice. A well-established exposure/response relationship is required to forecast the clinical 

outcome.  

A major area of opportunity waiting to be exploited is the translation of CMC changes to clinical 

impact. Development of in silico tools to describe manufacturing processes and critical quality 

attributes (CQA) linked to in vitro tests, which would subsequently be connected with PBPK models, is 

of great interest. It is crucial to capture the effect of CQA changes on the in vitro and in vivo 

performance within the QbD and BioRAM paradigm so that confidence in PBPK predictions of drug 

quality and clinically relevant specifications can enable waivers of in vivo studies.390 In turn, another 

area of opportunity waiting to be exploited is the translation of CMC changes to clinical impact.  
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Last but not least, open-source tools, repositories (e.g., DDMore) and a common programming 

language/interface (e.g., Pharmacometric Markup Language) may improve transparency and inter-

connectivity on the application of current and future tools. A holistic approach, combining 

understanding of the rate-limiting processes and their interplay to predict in vivo performance is 

warranted. Regardless of the PBPK application, it will be up to pharmacometricians, M&S and 

biopharmaceutics scientists working together to establish a thorough understanding of all underlying 

assumptions/limitations and mechanisms critical to the clinical outcome.   
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4 Summary and Outlook 
 

The work described in this thesis was part of the European Research and Innovation Program PEARRL, 

funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Marie Sklodowska-Curie actions, under grant 

agreement No 674909. This European Training Network (ETN) brought together partners from 

academia, regulatory sector, and pharmaceutical industry with the aim to advance the development 

of bio-enabling formulations, improve characterization of human GI tract, establish modeling and 

simulation practices to predict drug product in vivo performance, and ultimately provide future 

scientists with useful in vivo, in vitro and in silico biopharmaceutic tools. 

 

Intrinsic and extrinsic patient factors (IEFs) such as dosage form, co-medication and genetic 

polymorphism may significantly impact drug exposure and subsequently lead to changes in the 

efficacy or safety of a drug. The ability to quantify and extrapolate the impact of such factors on the 

exposure and pharmacologic action of a drug represents a milestone in determining required dose 

adjustments and implementation of risk management strategies in clinical pharmacology. Under the 

prism of model-informed drug discovery and development (MID3), dynamic mechanistic models such 

as whole body physiologically based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PBPK/PD) models may be 

useful for forecasting the influence as well as the interaction of multiple factors on PK and PD, and as 

a result could be used to guide formulation selection and clinical dosing recommendations. 

 

Despite PBPK models being routinely applied within pharmaceutical industry for internal decision 

making and to support regulatory review, confidence in PBPK modeling analyses to support waivers 

of dedicated clinical pharmacology studies for biopharmaceutic applications remains rather low. On 

the other hand, virtual bioequivalence (VBE) in the context of clinical trial simulation has emerged as 

a promising, yet underdeveloped, field which will expand the scope of PBPK modeling in 

biopharmaceutics. For instance, BCS-based biowaivers for BCS class II and IV drug are not currently 

accepted by health authorities. However, in some cases PBPK modeling by coupling in vitro dissolution 

to the in vivo formulation performance has demonstrated that such an approach could be scientifically 

justified under certain circumstances.27 Similarly, PBPK modeling and VBE can be used to set clinically 

relevant drug product dissolution specifications and define (or broaden) the dissolution „safe 

space“.291,302  Nonetheless, even in the case of drug products which show differences in the extent and 

rate of absorption outside of the bioequivalence limits, they may still be deemed therapeutically 

equivalent if  this can be appropriately justified by exposure-response and/or exposure-safety analysis 

using empirical, semi- or fully-mechanistic PK/PD models. In this context, the primary goal of the 

present thesis was to support and justify expansion of model-evidenced waivers of dedicated in vivo 

clinical pharmacology studies focusing on oral biopharmaceutic applications.  

 

Towards this goal we implemented the following steps:  

• Conduct an extensive review of mathematical models to describe the pharmacologic 

response (PD) and their link to exposure (PK). In particular, this work focused on the 

disconnection between PK and PD, showcasing examples for which significant drug 

exposure differences, and thus bioequivalence, are likely irrelevant to the therapeutic (or 

toxic) effect. 
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• Propose PBPK modelling & simulation workflows to perform virtual bioequivalence trials 

by leveraging biorelevant in vitro dissolution testing and by implementing a novel, 

stepwise IVIVE approach for biopharmaceutic parameters. 

• Apply the developed workstreams to a number of pre-selected compounds to investigate 

the role of specific PK properties in the sensitivity of in vitro and in vivo drug product 

performance for demonstrating of bioequivalence. Three BCS class II weak acids (i.e., 

ibuprofen, flurbiprofen and naproxen) that are widely used as pain relievers were studied 

as case examples. 

• Evaluate the relative contribution of factors other than formulation performance, such as 

co-medication, ethnic sensitivity and genetic polymorphisms in population PK variability 

and bioequivalence. Flurbiprofen, which is a probe substrate of the polymorphic CYP2C9, 

was used to study the combined effects of formulation, genetic polymorphisms, and co-

medication with CYP2C9 perpetrators. 

• Create a link between exposure and pharmacologic response and translating exposure 

differences to pharmacodynamic effects in order to assess their clinical relevance. 

• Summarize knowledge gaps, challenges, limitations and suggest opportunities and future 

actions for PBPK modelling in oral biopharmaceutics. 

 

 

At first, we reviewed a variety of PK/PD models, from empirical to fully mechanistic, and focused on 

drug-specific case examples with evident disconnection between PK and PD, for which exposure 

fluctuations (e.g., formulation driven) become less critical, if not irrelevant, for the pharmacologic 

response. According to the Code of Federal Regulation (21CFR320.1), bioavailability (BA) is defined as 

“the rate and extent to which the active ingredient or active moiety is absorbed from a drug product 

and becomes available at the site of action”, whereas BE is “the absence of a significant difference in 

the rate and extent to which the active ingredient or active moiety in pharmaceutical equivalents or 

pharmaceutical alternatives becomes available at the site of drug action when administered at the 

same molar dose under similar conditions in an appropriately designed study”. The statuary definition 

of BE clearly indicates that the metrics used to assess BE should correlate with the efficacy and/or 

safety at the site of action. Thus, identification of potential examples in which therapeutic equivalence 

might be ensured despite PK differences (or BE failure) were of particular interest for this work. At the 

same time, integration of appropriate in vitro biorelevant tools in in silico models to facilitate 

prediction of the clinical outcome and to guarantee therapeutic equivalence between products 

requires understanding of the underlying pharmacologic mechanisms and exposure-response/safety 

relationship. 

 

From a biopharmaceutics perspective, BE studies benchmark the in vivo performance of a test 

formulation against a reference product, for which safety and efficacy have been typically already 

proven. The biopharmaceutics (BCS) and developability (DCS) classification systems provide a 

framework for an initial assessment of oral bioavailability and the biopharmaceutic risks associated 

with the development of a drug product.403–405 In general, both systems rely on the solubility (either 

in aqueous or biorelevant media) and the fraction of dose absorbed, which is approximated by in vitro 

or ex vivo permeability measurements. From a regulatory perspective, the BCS-based biowaiver 

approach is intended to reduce the need for in vivo bioequivalence studies by providing an appropriate 

surrogate for in vivo bioequivalence, whereby in vivo bioequivalence studies may be exempted if 
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appropriate in vitro data can be generated. BCS-based biowaivers are applicable only to orally 

administered immediate release (IR) solid dosage forms or suspensions where the drug substance(s) 

is categorized as BCS class I or III and meets the predefined solubility, permeability and dissolution 

criteria.283,284 Thus, waiving in vivo BE studies for BCS Class II or IV drugs is currently not permitted by 

regulatory authorities. For instance, similarity of in vitro dissolution between two products containing 

a BCS class I drug might be appropriate to ensure similar in vivo release, but this information is not 

necessarily relevant for the risks associated with showing bioequivalence between these two 

products. Similarly, for a BCS class II weak acid, significant differences in the in vitro dissolution at 

intestinal pH might not translate to differences in Cmax or AUC and thus scientifically, such formulations 

could qualify for BCS-based biowaivers. Especially for Cmax, which is an indirect metric of the absorption 

rate and as such dependent on pre- (e.g., absorption, first pass extraction) and systemic processes, 

several authors have expressed criticisms of its sensitivity to absorption rate and utility in general. 
397,402 Furthermore, none of the above approaches consider factors such as the inter-occasion 

variability (IOV) of physiological and/or drug variables, all of which can influence the outcome of 

bioequivalence assessments. 

 

Considering the aforementioned scientific and regulatory aspects, in this work we challenge the status 

quo of the current bioequivalence assessment procedures and propose in vitro in vivo extrapolation 

(IVIVE) integrated PBPK/PD modelling and simulation workflows to scientifically support a paradigm 

shift from “one size fits all” to a case-by-case bioequivalence risk assessment approach based on in 

vitro product performance, human physiology, drug PK properties and the variability in these. In this 

context, we selected three BCS class II weakly acidic drugs (naproxen, flurbiprofen, ibuprofen) with 

similar disposition and metabolic properties as case examples. In general, all three drugs are highly 

bound to plasma proteins with low volume of distribution, have low pre-systemic (i.e., first-pass 

extraction) and systemic clearance, and exhibit almost complete bioavailability (F>0.9). However, they 

differ significantly with regard to half-life, with naproxen (t1/2≃20-24 h), flurbiprofen (t1/2≃7 h) and 

ibuprofen (t1/2≃2 h) exhibiting moderate-long, moderate, and short half-life, respectively. In all cases, 

we developed, validated, and applied PBPK/PD models and simulated virtual trials (e.g., VBE, DDI 

trials) to assess the relative impact of in vitro/in vivo dissolution, PK characteristics (e.g., half-life) and 

intra-subject variability in in vivo drug product performance. The modeling and simulation workflow 

which was implemented included i) in vitro characterization of biopharmaceutic properties (e.g., 

solubility, dissolution) followed by model-based analysis of the in vitro results, ii) development and 

comprehensive validation of PBPK/PD models and iii) simulation and risk assessment of 

bioequivalence trials.  

 

In the case of naproxen, it was shown through VBE trials that failure of naproxen products to meet 

bioequivalence is unlikely to be due to dissolution issues, because of the wide “safe space” for 

dissolution. Additionally, the impact of formulation on the in vivo performance is not always correlated 

with the in vitro dissolution. For instance, it was shown that even naproxen products with very 

dissimilar in vitro dissolution (85% dissolved in 2.5 vs. 90 min) are expected to be bioequivalent in vivo. 

This outcome can be explained by both the biopharmaceutic properties (high intestinal solubility and 

permeability) and the long elimination half-life of naproxen.  

In addition, to the best of our knowledge, this was the first report which mechanistically incorporated 

inter-occasion variability (IOV) in VBE assessment and propagated IOV in the simulations. 

Implementation of hierarchical levels of variability (inter-, intra-subject) in VBE trials is of critical 
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importance to accurately describe the population variability and avoid biased bioequivalence results. 

Even though mixed effect modelling is rare in this context, this study highlighted the importance of 

mechanistically assigning between-subject and inter-occasion variability values which are 

physiologically plausible and meaningful. 

 

A different, but complementary, approach regarding VBE was adopted for ibuprofen and a risk 

assessment methodology for go/no-go BE decision-making was proposed. The ibuprofen PBPK model 

was initially refined and validated and then applied to compare the results of two in vivo BE studies, 

one with a bioequivalent and one with a non-bioequivalent product. At first, VBE was performed 

assuming no IOV, in which case any differences in the PK profiles between the two periods of the 

virtual study for the same individual can be only attributed to the formulation effect. In other words, 

each virtual subject would have exactly the same physiology on the two occasions, representing the 

most optimistic scenario in terms of the amplitude of the estimated 90% CI for the geometric mean 

ratio of BE metrics. However, neglecting IOV (as has been systematically done in the past), led to 

biased BE results: non-similar dissolution profiles reported for R and T-NBE formulations (with f2 ≈ 38) 
resulted in Cmax T-NBE/R geometric mean ratios within the BE limits (1.10–1.15). To further explore 

the hypothesis of drug product formulation contributing to the IOV of ibuprofen exposure metrics we 

compared the approximated distributions of IOV estimated for each pairwise comparison using a 

bootstrap resampling method. After post hoc incorporation of the bootstrapped IOV to the simulated 

Cmax T/R geometric mean ratios, the resulting 90% CIs overlapped with the in vivo observations for 

both pairwise comparisons. All ten VBE trials comparing TBE vs R and TNBE vs R resulted bioequivalent 

and non-bioequivalent results, respectively, confirming the predictive capacity of the model based 

VBE approach to anticipate the BE outcomes for drug products containing ibuprofen. Then, the upper 

limit of the bootstrapped 95% CI for the IOV was used to generate power curves to assess the risk of 

failing to meet the BE criteria due to inflated Type II errors for different sample sizes and T/R ratios. 

Based on the power curves it was shown that carrying out a 24-subject BE study to compare TBE and 

R formulations would result in an acceptable Type II error level (i.e., 20%), whereas the manufacturer’s 

risk (i.e., probability of erroneously failing to reject the null hypothesis of inequivalence) would be 

significantly inflated when comparing TNBE vs R in the same experimental design (i.e., the probability 

of Type II error ranges from 40 to 80%; type II error = 1 - power). 

 

In the last case example, a comprehensive PBPK/PD model for flurbiprofen was developed and 

validated to explore the relative impact of in vitro dissolution, co-medication and genetic 

polymorphisms on the exposure and response of this BCS class II weak acid. Flurbiprofen has a 

moderate half-life and is also a probe substrate of CYP2C9. In this study, a detailed biopharmaceutic 

analysis, including appropriately designed biorelevant in vitro experiments of various flurbiprofen 

formulations, was initially performed and was followed by in vitro data analysis and extrapolation to 

in vivo using a translational PBPK/PD framework.  

 

Flurbiprofen, as a probe substrate of CYP2C9, exhibits gene-dependent pharmacokinetics.480,481 Thus, 

it is critical not only to investigate the exposure of flurbiprofen with and without co-administration of 

CYP2C9 perpetrators in polymorphic subjects, but also explore ethnic sensitivity (e.g., Caucasian vs. 

Chinese) of such polymorphisms. The established flurbiprofen PBPK model predicted accurately 

(within 1.25-fold) the impact of the three main CYP2C9 polymorphisms on the exposure of the drug in 

both Caucasian and Chinese healthy volunteers. The PBPK analysis was extended to further investigate 
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simultaneously the effect of genetic polymorphism and co-administration of the CYP2C9 perpetrators 

(fluconazole, rifampicin) on the PK of flurbiprofen.  Based on the in silico DDI studies, at a 400 mg dose 

of fluconazole the interaction in 1*/1* (or assuming 1*/1*) subjects would be classified as 

weak/moderate with AUC ratio between 1.53 and 2.87. Interactions at a 200 mg dose of fluconazole 

and a 600 mg dose of rifampicin would be considered as weak with AUC ratios 1.51-1.94 and 0.63, 

respectively. The interaction for 1*/3* and 3*/3* subjects at 200 mg with AUC ratios 1.58 and 1.09 

and at 400 mg fluconazole with AUC ratios 1.84 and 1.16 with was predicted to be weak as well. All 

these simulated trials are in line with the results from the in vivo DDI studies. Interestingly, the 

flurbiprofen/fluconazole interaction is gene-dose-dependent. Virtually no change in the apparent oral 

clearance occurring in 3*/3* subjects due to the already reduced CYP2C9 activity was observed and 

despite the very limited number of subjects (n=2), this was also correctly predicted, indicating 

excellent model performance. From population simulations, a dose reduction of 34-38% in 1*/3* and 

60-70% in 3*/3* subjects would be recommended. However, in the case of fluconazole administration, 

dose adjustments are required for 1*/1* and 1*/3*, but not for 3*/3* individuals. 

 

Several in vitro dissolution profiles from various marketed FLU immediate release oral products at the 

highest dose strength of 100 mg and under different in vitro conditions were generated. After 

translation of in vitro release into in vivo dissolution rates, the PBPK/PD population simulations 

provided insight into the impact of different in vivo dissolution rates on the PK/PD of flurbiprofen. 

Interestingly, it was shown that differences between the fastest (85% dissolved in 2.5 min) and the 

slowest (85% dissolved in 60 min) in vitro extrapolated to in vivo dissolution rates translated into a 

decrease in Cmax and AUC of only approximately 20%. Exposure differences were mitigated to less than 

7% with regard to response metrics, showing that in vivo dissolution rate has no or little effect on the 

degree and duration of analgesic effect. However, at the slowest dissolution rate the time to maximum 

response was prolonged to 1h. Despite flurbiprofen’s AUC, and especially Cmax, being more sensitive 

to in vitro dissolution comparing to naproxen, these simulations indicated that the in vitro dissolution 

rate might still not be the most critical attribute for the in vivo performance of flurbiprofen, thus 

enabling a wide dissolution “safe space”. These findings suggest that the interplay between absorption 

and distribution/metabolism plays a key role in flurbiprofen performance in vivo and supports our 

hypothesis that, for compounds with similar biopharmaceutic properties, differences in PK properties 

will likely determine the relative sensitivity of Cmax on dissolution rate, given also that flurbiprofen’s 

half-life (5-7 h) is much shorter than naproxen’s (20-24 h), but double than ibuprofen’s (2-4 h). 

 

In order to dissect and compare the relative effect of in vitro dissolution/formulation and CYP2C9 

genetic polymorphisms on the PK/PD of flurbiprofen, PBPK population simulations using the 

NEurCaucasian, and Chinese populations were performed to reproduce the clinical studies in CYP2C9 

polymorphic subjects. An overall reduction of 42% and 38% in the clearance of CYP2C9 1*/3* 

individuals of both populations, which in turn led to a 1.52 and a 1.62-fold increase in AUC, 

respectively, was predicted.  Population simulations showed no effect on Rmax and TRmax, whereas a 

1.35-fold increase in the AUCE for the CYP2C9 1*/3* subjects was predicted. Interestingly, in 

comparison to the wild type (CYP2C9 1*/1*), the time to return to 80% of the initial value (T80% initial) 

post-administration in 1*/3* subjects was delayed by about 7 and 4.5 hours for both TPEP and pain 

rating, respectively. A similar, but less pronounced, effect was also predicted for the 1*/2* subjects. 

This might indicate a longer duration of action, especially in CYP2C9*3 heterozygotes. Nonetheless, 

any potential flurbiprofen dose optimization in CYP2C9 polymorphic subjects should be carefully 
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evaluated under consideration of the exposure-safety as well as the exposure-response relationship. 

Overall, our comprehensive PBPK/PD analyses provided mechanistic insights on the impact of 

dissolution rate and genotype on the PK/PD of flurbiprofen.  

 

The potential for using PBPK analyses for biopharmaceutics to waive in vivo bioequivalence and other 

dedicated clinical pharmacology studies is well recognized by the pharmaceutical industry, regulatory 

agencies and academic consortia alike.53,308,309  However, further progress towards understanding of 

the interplay between GI physiology, formulation and drug properties as well as on the identifiability, 

parametrization and validation of PBPK models is required to increase confidence in their performance 

and thus their impact on regulatory decision-making.204,488 As a capstone of this thesis, we provided 

perspectives on current knowledge gaps, challenges, limitations as well as opportunities and future 

directions for the PBPK modelling and simulation analyses in biopharmaceutic applications. 

 

In summary, this work highlighted the importance of considering inherent drug PK properties and 

inter-occasion variability for BE assessments and underlined the usefulness of integrated IVIVE-

PBPK/PD modelling and simulation to dissect the relative impact of intrinsic and extrinsic factors such 

in vitro dissolution, co-medication, and genetic polymorphisms. Novel virtual bioequivalence 

workstreams were established and proposed, which can support not only modelling and simulation, 

but also clinical decisions. Furthermore, it was the first time IOV was incorporated into virtual clinical 

trial simulations using PBPK and this was achieved using two complementary approaches. Finally, this 

work could be the basis for a new model-enabled and scientifically justified drug classification system 

based on bioequivalence risk/assessment and considering the totality of a drug’s biopharmaceutic 

and PK properties along with the variability in these parameters.
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5 Deutsche Zusammenfassung (German Summary) 
 

Modellierungs- und Simulationskonzepte sind zu einem integralen Bestandteil von 

Arzneimittelforschung und –entwicklung geworden. Geeignete Modelle können Rahmbedingungen 

bilden, um für verschiedene Darreichungsformen und verschiedene Therapien die Exposition, 

Wirkung und Zeitverlauf eines Wirkstoffes in Zielgruppen vorherzusagen. Physiologisch begründete 

pharmakokinetische/ pharmakodynamische (engl. Physiologically based 

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PBPK/PD)) Modelle können verwendet werden, um die PK eines 

Wirkstoffes und, kombiniert mit PD Modellen, den therapeutischen und/oder toxischen Effekt von 

neuen molekularen Wirkstoffen am Wirkort vorherzusagen. PBPK-Modelle werden mithilfe einer 

Reihe von Differentialgleichungen erstellt, welche durch bekannte physiologische Variablen 

parametrisiert sind und ein quantitativ mechanistisches Framework repräsentieren, durch welche die 

Absorption, Distribution, Metabolismus und Exkretion (ADME) eines Wirkstoffes beschrieben werden 

kann. In-vitro-in-vivo-Extrapolation (IVIVE) ist aufgrund der Vielzahl von In-vitro-Systemen, die als 

Ersatz von In-vivo-Reaktionen dienen, ein wesentlicher Bestandteil dieses Ansatzes. Die Anwendung 

von PBPK-Modellierung in Verbindung mit IVIVE von ADME Daten kann ein hilfreicher Ansatzpunkt 

sein, um die PK und Dosierung über verschiedene Spezies, Populationen und Krankheiten zu verstehen 

und zu extrapolieren.41,42 

Intrinsische und extrinsische Faktoren wie die Darreichungsform, Komedikation und genetische 

Polymorphismen können einen signifikanten Einfluss auf die Exposition des Wirkstoffes haben und in 

der Folge zu Veränderungen in der Wirksamkeit oder Sicherheit eines Wirkstoffes führen. Die 

Fähigkeit die Auswirkungen solcher Faktoren auf die Exposition und die pharmakologische Aktivität 

eines Wirkstoffes zu quantifizieren und zu extrapolieren, repräsentiert einen Meilenstein bei der 

Bestimmung der erforderlichen Dosisanpassungen und der Umsetzung von 

Risikomanagementstrategien in der klinischen Pharmakologie. Unter dem Blickwinkel der 

modellbasierten Arzneimittelforschung und -entwicklung (engl. model-informed drug discovery and 

development (MID3)) können dynamisch mechanistische Modelle, wie z. B. whole-body PBPK/PD-

Modelle, für die Vorhersage des Effekts sowie der Wechselwirkung mehrerer Faktoren auf PK und PD 

nützlich sein und könnten daher als Orientierung für die Wahl der Formulierung und für klinische 

Dosierungsempfehlungen dienen. 

Obwohl PBPK-Modelle in der Pharmabranche inzwischen routinemäßig zur internen 

Entscheidungsfindung und zur Unterstützung der regulatorischen Bewertung eingesetzt werden, 

bleibt das Vertrauen Waiver von speziellen klinischen pharmakologischen Studien für 

biopharmazeutische Anwendungen durch PBPK- Modellanalysen zu stützen eher gering. Andererseits 

hat sich die virtuelle Bioäquivalenz im Zusammenhang mit der Simulation klinischer Studien als ein 

vielversprechendes, aber noch unterentwickeltes Feld erwiesen, mit dessen Hilfe der 

Anwendungsbereich der PBPK-Modellierung in der Biopharmazeutik erweitert werden kann. So 

werden beispielsweise BCS-basierte Biowaiver für Wirkstoffe der BCS-Klassen II und IV derzeit von den 

Gesundheitsbehörden nicht akzeptiert. In einigen Fällen hat die PBPK-Modellierung durch 

Verknüpfung der In-vitro-Freisetzung mit der In-vivo-Performance der Formulierung jedoch gezeigt, 

dass ein solcher Ansatz unter Umständen wissenschaftlich gerechtfertigt sein könnte.27 Auf ähnliche 

Weise können PBPK-Modellierung und VBE verwendet werden, um klinisch relevante Spezifikationen 
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für die Wirkstofffreisetzung festzulegen und den "safe space" der Freisetzung zu definieren (oder zu 

erweitern).291,302 Doch selbst bei Wirkstoffen, die Unterschiede im Umfang und in der Rate der 

Absorption außerhalb der Bioäquivalenzgrenzen aufweisen, was bedeutet, dass sie nicht als 

bioäquivalent und damit austauschbar angesehen werden können, kann die therapeutische 

Äquivalenz beibehalten werden, sofern dies durch eine Expositions-Wirkungs-Analyse und/oder eine 

Expositions-Sicherheits-Analyse unter Verwendung empirischer, halb- oder vollmechanistischer 

PK/PD-Modelle angemessen begründet wird. 

In diesem Zusammenhang bestand das Hauptziel der vorliegenden Dissertation darin, die Erweiterung 

modellgestützter Waiver von speziellen klinischen In-vivo-Pharmakologiestudien mit Schwerpunkt auf 

oralen biopharmazeutischen Anwendungen zu begründen und zu rechtfertigen. Dieses Ziel wurde 

erreicht durch: 

• Entwurf von Workflows für PBPK-Modellierung und Simulationen (M&S) zur 

Durchführung virtueller Bioäquivalenzstudien unter der Nutzung von biorelevanten In-

vitro-Freisetzungstests und durch die Implementierung eines neuartigen, schrittweisen 

IVIVE-Ansatzes für biopharmazeutische Parameter.  

• Anwendung der entwickelten Arbeitsabläufe in einer Reihe von vorausgewählten 

Wirkstoffen und Analyse der Bedeutung spezifischer PK-Eigenschaften hinsichtlich der 

Sensitivität  der In-vitro- und In-vivo-Performance des Wirkstoffes für den Nachweis der 

Bioäquivalenz. Drei schwach saure Wirkstoffe der BCS Klasse II (d.h. Ibuprofen, 

Flurbiprofen und Naproxen) wurden als Fallbeispiele untersucht. 

• Untersuchung des relativen Beitrags von Faktoren zur Populationspharmakokinetik-

Variabilität und Bioäquivalenz, abgesehen von der Performance der Formulierung, wie 

z.b. Komedikation, ethnische Sensitivität und genetische Polymorphismen. Als 

Untersuchungssubstrat des polymorphen CYP2C9 wurde hier Flurbiprofen genutzt, um 

die kombinierten Effekte von Formulierung, genetischen Polymorphismen und 

Komedikation (d.h. CYP2C9 Perpetratoren) zu betrachten. 

• Verknüpfung der Exposition mit der pharmakologischen Antwort und Übertragung von 

Expositionsunterschieden in pharmakodynamische Effekte, um deren klinische Relevanz 

für die Patienten zu bewerten. 

Darüber hinaus wurden zur Unterstützung dieser Ziele die folgenden wissenschaftlichen Fragen 

untersucht oder behandelt: 

• Entwicklung von mathematischen Modellen zur Beschreibung der pharmakologischen 

Antwort (engl. pharmacologic response (PD)) und deren Verbindung zur Exposition (PK). 

Insbesondere konzentrierten sich diese Untersuchungen auf die Entkopplung von PK und 

PD und der Präsentation von Beispielen, für welche signifikante Unterschiede in der 

Exposition des Wirkstoffes und somit der Bioäquivalenz wahrscheinlich irrelevant für die 

therapeutische (oder toxische) Wirkung in dem vorgesehenen Dosierungsbereich 

gewesen wäre. 

• Identifizierung von Kenntnislücken, Herausforderungen, Limitierungen, Möglichkeiten 

und künftige Maßnahmen für die PBPK-Modellierung in der oralen Biopharmazie. 

Wie bereits erwähnt bieten PK/PD- und insbesondere PBPK/PD-Modelle einen mechanistischen 

Ansatz, der die Gewebekonzentrationen am Wirkort des Wirkstoffes mit der pharmakologischen 

Wirkung verknüpft. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird zunächst ein Überblick über bestehende PK/PD-
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Modelle und deren mathematischen Umsetzung vorgestellt. Darüber hinaus sind wirkstoffspezifische 

Fallbeispiele mit einer offensichtlichen Entkopplung von PK und PD von besonderem Interesse, bei 

denen Expositionsschwankungen weniger kritisch, wenn nicht gar irrelevant für die pharmakologische 

Reaktion sind (Publikation 1). 

Laut dem Code of Federal Regulations (21CFR320.1) ist Bioverfügbarkeit definiert als “the rate and 

extent to which the active ingredient or active moiety is absorbed from a drug product and becomes 

available at the site of action”, wohingegen Bioäquivalenz definiert ist als “the absence of a significant 

difference in the rate and extent to which the active ingredient or active moiety in pharmaceutical 

equivalents or pharmaceutical alternatives becomes available at the site of drug action when 

administered at the same molar dose under similar conditions in an appropriately designed study”. 

Die Definition von Bioäquivalenz weißt deutlich darauf hin, dass die Metriken, die genutzt werden um 

die Bioäquivalenz zu bewerten, mit der Wirksamkeit und/oder Sicherheit am Wirkort korrelieren 

sollten. 

Von einer biopharmazeutischen Perspektive dienen Bioäquivalenz-Studien als Maßstab für die In-vivo-

Performance einer Testfomulierung gegenüber einem Referenzprodukt, für welches die Sicherheit 

und Wirksamkeit bereits auf gewöhnliche Weise nachgewiesen wurde. Das Biopharmazeutische 

Klassifizierungssystem (engl. Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS)) und das Developability 

Classification System (DCS) stellen den Rahmen für eine Ersteinschätzung der oralen Bioverfügbarkeit 

und der biopharmazeutischen Risiken, welche mit der Entwicklung eines Wirkstoffes verbunden sind, 

dar.402–404 Allgemein stützen sich beide Systeme auf die Löslichkeit (entweder in wässrigen oder 

biorelevanten Medien) und dem Anteil der absorbierten Dosis, welche durch In-vitro- oder Ex-vivo-

Permeabilitätsmessungen angenähert werden. Aus regulatorischer Sicht sind BCS-basierte 

Biowaiveransätze darauf ausgerichtet, den Bedarf an In-vivo-Bioäquivalenzstudien durch 

angemessenen Ersatz für In-vivo-Bioäquivalenz zu reduzieren, wodurch In-vivo-Bioäquivalenzstudien 

erlassen werden können, sofern angemessene In-vitro-Daten generiert werden können. BCS-basierte 

Biowaiver können nur auf oral verabreichte feste Darreichungsformen mit sofortiger Freisetzung oder 

Suspensionen angewendet werden, bei denen der Medikamentenwirkstoff als BCS Klasse I oder III 

kategorisiert ist und die vordefinierte Löslichkeit, Permeabilität und Freisetzung erfüllt sind.283,284 

Zusätzlich wird lineare Pharmakokinetik und ein breites therapeutisches Fenster benötigt.282,283  

Unter Berücksichtigung der breits genannten wissenschaftlichen und regulatorischen Aspekte ist die 

größte Einschrankung von BCS, dass es aufgrund seiner Beschaffenheit den Einfluss der menschlichen 

Physiologie, inhärente PK-Eigenschaften des Wirkstoffes und die Variabiltiät des 

Arneimittelwirkungsgrad zwischen und innerhalb von Personen ignoriert. 

Beispielsweise führen statistisch signifikante Unterschide in der In-vitro-Freisetzung unter dem 

intestinalen pH-Wert eines BCS Klasse II schwach sauren Wirkstoffen möglicherweise nicht zu 

Unterschieden in Cmax oder AUC und, wo dies der Fall ist, könnte man das wissenschaftliche 

Argument anführen, dass der Wirkstoff für einen BCS-basierten Biowaiver qualifiziert sein könnte. In 

dieser laufenden Debatte kann PBPK Modellierung und Simulation eine entscheidende Rolle spielen, 

um wissenschaftlich einen Paradigmenwechsel von einem Pauschalansatz zu einem individuellen 

Risikoabschätzungsansatz basierend auf In-vitro-Daten, menschlicher Physiologie, PK-Eigenschaften 

und deren Variabilität zu voranzutreiben. Desweiteren bietet es die einzigartige Möglichkeit an, den 

In-vitro-Wirkstoffgrad und die In-vivo-Exposition mit Arzneimittelwirksamkeit und -sicherheit zu 

verknüpfen. 
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In diesem Zusammenhang bietet PBPK Modellierung und Simulation die Möglichkeit die oben 

genannten wissenschaftlichen Überlegungen zu untersuchen, ungetestete Szenarios zu erforschen 

und schließlich evidenzbasiert und arzneimittelspezifische Empfehlungen für Bioäquivalenzprüfungen 

zu erteilen. Daher bestand das Hauptziel darin PBPK/PD-Modelle zu entwicklen, zu validieren und 

anzuwenden sowie virtuelle Trials zu simulieren, um den relativen Effekt der In-vitro/ In-vivo-

Freisetzung, PK-Charakteristiken (z.b. die Halbwertszeit) und die intraindividuelle Variabilität bei der 

In-vivo-Arnzeimittelwirkung von BCS Klasse II schwach sauren Verbindungen zu beurteilen und einen 

PBPK-IVIVE integrierten Arbeitsablauf vorzuschlagen, um virtuelle Bioäquivalenzstudien 

durchzuführen. 

Es wurden drei BCS Klasse II schwach saure Wirkstoffe (Naproxen, Flurbiprofen, Ibuprofen) mit 

ähnlicher Disposition und ähnlichen metabolischen Eigenschaften zur Untersuchung ausgewählt. 

Allgemein sind alle drei Wirkstoffe stark an Plasmaproteine gebunden und haben daher ein niedriges 

Verteilungsvolumen, niedrigen First-Pass-Effekt, niedrige systemische Clearance und eine nahezu 

vollständige Bioverfügbarkeit (F>0.9). Allerdings unterscheiden sie sich signifikant in ihrer 

Halbwertszeit: Für Naproxen beträgt t1/2≃20-24 h, für Flurbiprofen t1/2≃7 h und für Ibuprofen t1/2≃2 

h, was moderate bis lange, moderate und kurze Halbwertszeiten widerspiegelt.  

Für alle drei Wirkstoffe wurde ein systematischer Arbeitsablauf erstellt einschließlich: i) 

Charakterisierung von in vitro biopharmazeutischen Eigenschaften (z.b. Löslichkeit, Freisetzung) 

gefolgt von modellbasierten Analysen von In-vitro-Ergebnissen, ii) Entwicklung und umfassende 

Validierung von PBPK/PD-Modellen und iii) Simulierung und Risikoeinschätzung von 

Bioäquivalenzstudien. Die Fallstudien von Naproxen (Publikation 2) und Ibuprofen (Publikation 3) 

konzentrieren sich auf bewährte Verfahren der IVIVE für biopharmazeutische Parameter, 

Risikoabschätzung und Simulation von Bioäquivalenzstudien mit PBPK-Modellen, welche die inter-

occasion Variabilität miteinbeziehen. Das Beispiel von Flurbiprofen (Publikation 4) hebt die 

Wichtigkeit des Verständnisses des relativen Einflusses von intrinsischen (z.b. genetische 

Polymorphismen) und extrinsischen (z.b. Komedikationen) Faktoren auf die PK und PD des Wirkstoffes 

hervor, wenn Empfehlungen für die Bioäquivalenz und die therapeutische Gleichwertigkeit gemacht 

werden. Alle drei Fallbeispiele liefern mechanistische Erkenntnisse über die Freisetzungssgrenzen, die 

für die In-vivo-Arneimittelwirksamkeit kritisch ist, unter Berücksichtigung der PK-Eigenschaften des 

Wirkstoffes und der physiologischen Variabilität mit dem Ziel den Status quo des aktuellen BCS-

basierten Biowaiveransatzes in Frage zu stellen und integrierte In-vitro-, In-vivo- und In-silico-

Paradigma der Risikobewertung für Waiver von In-vivo-Bioäquivalenzstudien einzuführen. 

In dem letzten Teil der Arbeit werden Herausforderungen, Kenntnislücken und Möglichkeiten von 

PBPK/PD-Modellierung zur Unterstützung von Waivern von in vivo klinischen Studien im Bereich von 

oralen Biopharmazeutika diskutiert (Publikation 5).127 Es werden Verbesserungen erwartet zu den 

derzeitigen PBPK Plattformen im Bezug auf mehreren physiologischen Betrachtungen, um das 

Vertrauen in die Vorhersagekraft zu erhöhen. Einige der Schwerpunkte sind die regionalen 

Unterschiede von der intestinalen Permeabilität, der In-vivo-Disintegration, dem aktiven Transport, 

dem Metabolismus der Darmwand und dem Einfluss von Hilfstoffen auf die orale Aufnahme. Ein 

weiter Verbesserungspunkt ist, dass es nur sehr wenige Daten für die intra-individuelle Variabilität 

physiologischer Variablen gibt.463,491 Da VBE immer mehr Bedeutung gewinnt, ist es von 

entscheidender Bedeutung sowohl die Variabilität zwischen und innerhalb von Versuchspersonen 

sowie deren Verteilung besser zu verstehen und umzusetzen.32,316 
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Im Großen und Ganzen schlägt diese Dissertation biorelevante In-vitro-Methoden für die Vorhersage 

von In-vivo-Formulierungsperformance und neue PBPK/PD-Methoden vor, um Daten von in vitro 

biopharmazeutischen Experimenten zu den In-vivo-Bedingungen zu extrapolieren. Außerdem ist dies 

das erste Mal nach unserem Kenntnisstand, dass PBPK/PD-Ansätze zur Durchführung virtueller 

Bioäquivalenzstudien vorgeschlagen werden, die auch die inter-occasion Variabilität der 

Pharmakokinetik berücksichtigen. Desweiteren hebt diese Arbeit die Bedeutung von 

pharmakokinetischen Eigenschaften auf Bioäquivalenz-Ergebnissen hervor und stellt ein neues 

Konzept zur Risikoeinschätzung von Bioäquivalenz vor, in welchem die Bewertung des Bedarfs eines 

Waivers von einer In-vivo-Bioäquivalenzstudie sowohl auf biopharmazeutischen als auch 

pharmakokinetischen Wirkstoffeigenschaften basiert und quantitativ mit PBPK/PD-Modellierung 

bewertet wird.  
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7 Supplementary material 
 

7.1 Case example: Naproxen 
 
 
 Table 7-1: Mean (SD) demographic data of in vivo studies used for the development and verification of the 

PBPK model. (HV= healthy volunteers) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Formulation & 

Dose 

N° of 

Subjects 

Female 

Ratio 
Ethnicity Population Age (y) 

BW 

Range 

(kg) 

BH Range 

(cm) 
Reference 

Intravenous         

93 mg with 30μC 
tritium label in 
100 mL 
phosphate 
buffer 

3 0.33 Caucasian HV ─ 49.9-86.3 ─ 436–438 

Oral         

Naprosyn® 500 
mg 

16 0.125 Caucasian HV 
22.1 
(4.4) 

67.6 (8.3) 
175.7 
(9.0) 

439 

Naprosyn® 2 x 
250 mg 

10 0 Chinese HV 19-38 51-74 ─ 440 

Anaprox® 550 
mg 

8 0.63 Caucasian HV 
44.3 
(8.5) 

71.44 
(12.3) 

─ 441 

Anaprox® 550 
mg 

26 0.15 Caucasian HV 19-46 ─ ─ 442 

IR Naproxen 500 
mg 

12 0 Indian HV 18-22 46-62.5 160-182.5 443 

IR Naproxen-Na 
500 mg 

16 0.63 Caucasian HV 
44.3 
(8.5) 

71.44 
(12.3) 

─ 441 
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Table 7-2: Input parameters for naproxen PBPK model development and validation 

Parameters Value Reference/ Comments 

Physicochemical & Blood Binding   
MW (g/mol) 230.3 PubChem 
logPo:w 3.2 516–518 
pKa 4.43 estimated from in vitro data (Table 3-4) 
Blood/ Plasma ratio 0.55 519 
Fraction unbound in plasma 0.01 424,520 
Absorption   
Model ADAM  
Peff, human (x10-4 cm/s) 8.5 430 
Formulation type Immediate 

Release 
 

In vivo dissolution see Table 3-5 estimated DLM scalars from in vitro 
dissolution data (see Figure 3-3 and Figure 
3-4) 

S0 (mg/mL) 0.0294 Measured in vitro (Table 3-1) 
Particle density (g/mL) 1.20 Default value within ADAM 
Particle size distribution Monodispersed Assumed as data not available 
Particle radius (μm) 10 Default value within ADAM 

logKm:w neutral 5.37 estimated from in vitro data (see Table 3-4) 
logKm:w ion 4.00 estimated from in vitro data (see Table 3-4) 
Distribution   
Model Minimal PBPK with SAC 
Vss (L/kg) 0.15 PE module  
Vsac (L/kg) 0.075 PE module 
Qsac (L/h) 1.00 PE module 
Elimination   
CLiv (L/h) 0.40 PE module 
CLrenal (L/h) 0.02 520 
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Figure 7-1: Sensitivity analysis of naproxen simulated plasma concentration-time profiles of population representative individual on (A) DLM scalar values ranging from 0.001 (blue solid line) to 

0.1 (dashed line) and (B) mean gastric residence time (MGRT) with values ranging from 0.1  (blue solid line) to 2h (dashed dotted line) . The values of all other parameters were kept constant 

(GET=0.25 h). Observed clinical data from Charles & Mogg (circles), Zhout et al. (squares), Haberer et al. (a) (diamonds), Setiawati et al. (triangles), Rao et al. (crosses) and Haberer et al. (b) 

(asterisks) are overlaid for comparisons. Simulations were run for 72 h, but to enable better comparison only the first 24 hours are plotted.
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7.2 Case example: Ibuprofen 
 

Table 7-3: Input Parameters for Ibuprofen PBPK Model development and validation 

Parameters Value Reference/ Comments 

Physicochemical & Blood Binding   

MW (g/mol) 206.27 27 

logPo:w 3.23 27 

pKa 4.5 27 

Blood/ Plasma ratio 0.55 Predicted by Simcyp Simulation Toolbox 
Fraction unbound in plasma 0.01 Predicted by Simcyp Simulation Toolbox 
Absorption   

Model ADAM  
fu,gut 1.0 Predicted by Simcyp Simulation Toolbox 
Peff, human (x10-4 cm/s) 17.0 27 

S0 (mg/mL) 0.043 27 

Solubility factor (SF) 79.0 27 

Formulation type IR Suspension  
DLM particle handling model Particle Population 

Balance 
 

Surface solubility options Mechanistic surface 
pH model 

 

heff method Fluid Dynamics  
Type of Dispersion Monodispersed  

Mean Particle Size (min, max, 
bins) 

  

R 195.3 (0, 214.8, 50) Estimated using the SIVA toolkit from in 

vitro dissolution data by Cristofoletti and 
Dressman 422 

T-BE 174.3 (0, 191.7, 50) 
T-NBE 150.8(0, 165.9, 50) 
   

Distribution   

Model Full PBPK  
Vss (L/kg) 0.093 predicted by Method 2 
Kp scalar 1 default 
Elimination   

Model IV Clearance  
ClIV (L/h) (%CV) 3.5 (30.0) 521 
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7.3 Case example: Flurbiprofen 
 
 
Table 7-4: Mean (SD) demographic clinical study data used for the development and verification of flurbiprofen 

PBPK/PD model. 

Dosing 

information 

CYP2C9 

genotype 

N° of 

Subjects 

Female 

Ratio 
Ethnicity Age (y) 

BW/ BW 

Range (kg) 

BH/ BH 

Range 

(cm) 

Reference 

Intravenous         

50 mg as 10mg/mL 
solution (injection 
within 2 minutes) 

n.a. 24 0 Chinese ─ ─ ─ Mei et al.445 

Oral         

25 mL of oral 
solution 

containing 67.9 
mg FLU with 175 

mL water 

n.a. 12 0 Caucasian 25-31 ─ ─ 
Gonzalez-
Younes et 

al.458 

40 mL oral 
solution 

containing 100 mg 
FLU with 180 mL 

water 

n.a. 15 0 Caucasian 
29 

(18-40) 
76.4 

(62.3-109.1) 
177 

(168-188) 
Szpunar459 

Froben® -solution 
40 mg 

1*/1* 12 0 Korean 
23.1 
(2.4) 

65.1 (7.1) 
174.8 
(5.0) 

Lee et al.522 

Froben® -solution 
40 mg 

1*/3* 8 0 Korean 22 (2.7) 64.6 (7.1) 
172.8 
(6.4) 

Lee et al.522 

USP-tablets 
(Mylan 

Pharmaceuticals) 
50 mg 

1*/1* 5 0.533 Caucasian 24 (5) 79 (18) ─ Lee et al.448 

USP-tablets 
(Mylan 

Pharmaceuticals) 
50 mg 

1*/2* 5 0.533 Caucasian 24 (5) 79 (18) ─ Lee et al.448 

USP-tablets 
(Mylan 

Pharmaceuticals) 
50 mg 

1*/3* 5 0.533 Caucasian 24 (5) 79 (18) ─ Lee et al.448 

Froben® 100 mg 
with 100 mL water 

n.a. 23 0 Caucasian 
27.2 

(18-35) 
71.8 (52.5) ─ 

Jamali et 
al.457 

Ansaid® 100 mg 
with 100 mL water 

n.a. 23 0 Caucasian 
27.2 

(18-35) 
71.8 (52.5) ─ 

Jamali et 
al.457 

Froben® 100 mg 
with 150 mL water 

n.a. 4 0.5 Caucasian 
26.8 
(2.2) 

67.8 (4.1) ─ 
Patel et 

al.446 

100 mg tablet with 
200 mL water 

n.a. 6 - Caucasian ─ ─ ─ Suri et al.453 

Ansaid® 100 mg 
with 180 mL water 

n.a. 15 0 Caucasian 
29 

(18-40) 
76.4 

(62.3-109.1) 
177 

(168-188) 
Szpunar459 

3 x 50 mg 
conventional 

tablets (reference) 
n.a. 20 0 Chinese 

21.4 
(2.5) 

63.2 (5.1) 
174.4 
(4.2) 

Liu et al.462 

3 x 50 mg orally 
disintegrated 
tablets (test) 

n.a. 20 0 Chinese 
21.4 
(2.5) 

63.2 (5.1) 
174.4 
(4.2) 

Liu et al.462 
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2 x Ansaid® 100 
mg with 180 mL 

water 
n.a. 15 0 Caucasian 

29 
(18-40) 

76.4 
(62.3-109.1) 

177 
(168-188) 

Szpunar459 

3 x Ansaid® 100 
mg with 180 mL 

water 
n.a. 15 0 Caucasian 

29 
(18-40) 

76.4 
(62.3-109.1) 

177 
(168-188) 

Szpunar459 

n.a.: not available         
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Table 7-5: Mean (SD) demographic clinical study data used for the gene-drug-drug interaction (GDDI) modeling with flurbiprofen as victim drug. 

Victim drug 

dosing 

Perpetrator 

drug dosing 

Perpetrator 

In vitro Ki 

(μΜ) 

N° of 

Doses 

Interval 

(h) 

CYP2C9 

genotype 

N° of 

Subjects 

Female 

Ratio 
Ethnicity Age (y) 

BW/ BW 

Range (kg) 

BH/ BH 

Range (cm) 
Reference 

Flurbiprofen Fluconazole            

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 11 7 2 1*/1* 11 0.64 — 
25 

(19-36) 
73.7 

(51-108) 
166 

(154-193) 
Kumar et 

al.461 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 11 7 2 1*/1* 11 0.64 — 
25 

(19-36) 
73.7 

(51-108) 
166 

(154-193) 
Kumar et 

al.461 

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 17 7 2 1*/3* 8 0.63 — 
23 

(19-28) 
66.9 

(49-84) 
167 

(160-189) 
Kumar et 

al.461 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 17 7 2 1*/3* 8 0.63 — 
23 

(19-28) 
66.9 

(49-84) 
167 

(160-189) 
Kumar et 

al.461 

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 23 7 2 3*/3* 2 0.0 — (25,29) (77, 85) (177, 179) 
Kumar et 

al.461 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 23 7 2 3*/3* 2 0.0 — (25,29) (77, 85) (177, 179) 
Kumar et 

al.461 

po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 14.3/20.3 2 0.5 — 12 0.25 

Caucasia
n (n=8), 
other(n=

4) a 

19-54 — — 
Hanley et 

al.483 

po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 29.9 2 0.5 — 14 0.21 — 29 ± 8 81 ± 14 — 
Greenblatt 

et al.484 

po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 14.3/20.3 2 0.5 — 12 0.17 — 24-55 — — 
Hanley et 

al. 2012 485 
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Table 7-6: Summary of main CYP2C9 genotype-based metabolic differences in the default inputs of the Simcyp® North European Caucasian (NEurCaucasian) and Chinese 

healthy volunteer virtual populations (Simcyp v18.2; Certara, Sheffield, UK). 

Victim Drug 

administration 

Perpetrator 

Drug 

administration 

Perpetrator 

In vitro Ki 

(μΜ) 

N° of 

Doses 

Interval 

(h) 

CYP2C9 

genotype 

N° of 

Subjects 

Female 

Ratio 
Ethnicity Age (y) 

BW/ BW 

Range (kg) 

BH/ BH 

Range (cm) 
References 

Flurbiprofen Fluconazole            

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg s.d 10 1 2 — 12 0.58 

Caucasia
n (n=10), 

other 
(n=2) b 

37 ± 3.1 — — 
Zgheib et 

al.481 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d 10 7 2 — 12 0.58 

Caucasia
n (n=10), 

other 
(n=2) b 

37 ± 3.1 — — 
Zgheib et 

al.481 

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg s.d 10 1 2 — 10 0.0 

Caucasia
n (n=9), 
African 
(n=1) 

27 (23-39) — — 
Daali et 

al.486 

 Rifampicin            

po 50 mg s.d. po 600 mg q.d. n.a.c 5 0 — 10 0.0 

Caucasia
n (n=9), 
African 
(n=1) 

27 (23-39) — — 
Daali et 

al.486 

n.a.= not available; a Hispanic(n=2), Asian(n=1), Afro-American (n=1); b Afro-American (n=2); c default value of Simcyp library compound 

Parameters  North European Caucasian  Chinese 
  1*/1* 1*/2* 1*/3* 2*/2* 2*/3* 3*/3*  1*/1* 1*/2* 1*/3* 2*/2* 2*/3* 3*/3* 

Frequency  0.672 0.186 0.111 0.011 0.017 0.003  0.924 0.0024 0.0712 0 0 0.0024 
CYP2C9 abundance in GI tract (pmol/mg)  12.5 11.4 11.4 11.4 11.4 3.4  10.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 2.8 

CYP2C9 abundance in liver (pmol/mg)  83.4 75.8 75.8 75.8 75.8 23  68.5 62.3 62.3 62.3 62.3 18.9 
Average liver volume (L)  1.65056  1.402976 
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Table 7-7: Input parameters of flurbiprofen PBPK/PD model. 

Parameters Value Reference/ Comments 

Physicochemical & 

Blood Binding 

  

Chemical Structure   
MW (g/mol) 244.3  
logPo:w 3.99 426,523 
pKa 4.05 updated from in vitro solubility data 

(see section 3.2) 
Blood/ Plasma ratio 0.55 524 
Fraction unbound in 
plasma 

0.01 427,524–527 

Absorption   

Model ADAM  
Papp, Caco-2 (x10-6 cm/s) 20.1 measured value 287 

Papp, Caco-2, ref (x10-6 cm/s) 1.57 
negative calibrator (Atenolol) value 
287 

Papp, Caco-2, ref (x10-6 cm/s) 15.8 
positive calibrator (Verapamil) 
value287 

Peff, human (x10-4 cm/s) 4.83 
predicted by Simcyp Permeability 
Calibrator-custom correlation 

Formulation type Immediate Release  
In vivo dissolution see Tables 7 and 8 estimated DLM scalars from in vitro 

data (see section 2.7) 
S0 (mg/mL) 0.018 in vitro data (see section 3.1) 
logKm:w neutral 5.37 estimated from in vitro data (see 

section 2.6, 3.2) 
logKm:w ion 2.46 estimated from in vitro data (see 

section 2.6, 3.2) 
Distribution   

Model Full PBPK  
Vss (L/kg) 0.074 predicted by Method 2 
Kp scalar 0.7 optimized based on IV data-PE 

module 
Elimination   

Fox 0.71 446 
   
Model Allelic-specific Enzyme Kinetics  
   
CYP2C9 1*/1*-Vmax 
(pmol/min/pmol CYP) 

15.79 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic =1)447 

CYP2C9 1*/1*-Km (μM) 8.756 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic =1)447 
   
CYP2C9 1*/2*-Vmax 
(pmol/min/pmol CYP) 

11.53 Scaled for CLCYP2C9 1*/1*/ CLCYP2C9 

1*/3*=0.73 448 
CYP2C9 1*/2*-Km (μM) 8.756 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic =1)447 
   
CYP2C9 1*/3*-Vmax 
(pmol/min/pmol CYP) 

9.55 Scaled for CLCYP2C9 1*/1*/ CLCYP2C9 

1*/3*=0.605 448 
CYP2C9 1*/3*-Km (μM) 8.756 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic =1)447 
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CYP2C9 2*/2*-Vmax 
(pmol/min/pmol CYP) 

10.04 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic =1)447 

CYP2C9 2*/2*-Km (μM) 10.39 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic =1)447 
   
CYP2C9 3*/3*-Vmax 
(pmol/min/pmol CYP) 

8.901 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic =1)447 

CYP2C9 3*/3*-Km (μM) 23.25 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic =1)447 
   
CYP2C9-ISEF 0.3 optimized based on IV data-PE 

module 
   
UGT2B7-Vmax 
(pmol/min/mg protein) 

119.7 Recombinant UGT528 

UGT2B7-Km (μM) 50.21 Recombinant UGT528 
UGT1A9-Vmax 
(pmol/min/mg protein) 

3.286 Recombinant UGT528 

UGT1A9-Km (μM) 182.2 Recombinant UGT528 
Additional HLM liver 
CLint (μL/min/mg 
protein) 

7.88 Retrograde model for a target 
fmCYP2C9=0.71 

Clrenal (L/h) 0.066 446 
Pharmacodynamics   
Model Effect compartment linked to 

Inhibitory Emax model 

453 

keo (h-1) (%CV) 0.56 (43) PD endpoint: Evoked Potentials 
IC50 (mg/L) 25.8 (21)  
keo (h-1) (%CV) 0.89 (24) PD endpoint: Pain rating score 
IC50 (mg/L) 27.6 (10)  
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Abstract

Objectives The objective of this review was to provide an overview of pharma-

cokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) models, focusing on drug-specific PK/PD

models and highlighting their value added in drug development and regulatory

decision-making.

Key findings Many PK/PD models, with varying degrees of complexity and

physiological understanding have been developed to evaluate the safety and effi-

cacy of drug products. In special populations (e.g. paediatrics), in cases where

there is genetic polymorphism and in other instances where therapeutic out-

comes are not well described solely by PK metrics, the implementation of PK/PD

models is crucial to assure the desired clinical outcome. Since dissociation

between the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles is often observed, it

is proposed that physiologically based pharmacokinetic and PK/PD models be

given more weight by regulatory authorities when assessing the therapeutic

equivalence of drug products.

Summary Modelling and simulation approaches already play an important role

in drug development. While slowly moving away from ‘one-size fits all’ PK

methodologies to assess therapeutic outcomes, further work is required to

increase confidence in PK/PD models in translatability and prediction of various

clinical scenarios to encourage more widespread implementation in regulatory

decision-making.

Introduction

Over the last decades, pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic

(PK/PD) models have been evolving rapidly, starting with

the pioneering work in the 1960s, then moving from

empirical descriptions to models based on mechanistic and

physiological approaches and still evolving today in the

form of state-of-the-art mathematical models describing

the progression of diseases as well as entire biological sys-

tems, under the umbrella of systems pharmacology and

computational biology.[1–7]

At the beginning of the conjunction of pharmacokinet-

ics with pharmacodynamics, empirical models which were

based on the shape of the effect–concentration curve and

which assumed that the pharmacologic response is

directly related to the drug plasma concentration were

introduced. Soon, it was recognized that this scenario is

only valid when the equilibrium between the plasma and

the site of action is instantaneous, when the free drug

concentration and its distribution to all tissues are the

same (or remain proportionally the same) and when the

system is at steady state. A variety of these so-called

steady-state empirical direct effect models have been

reported in the literature: linear, power, hyperbolic, sig-

moid (Emax model), logarithmic and logistic. Even though

these models have been applied in a number of situa-

tions,[1,8,9] they have two important limitations. First and

most important, they are time-independent (also referred

to as static models). Second, they lack a mechanistic and/

or physiological understanding of the underlying pharma-

cokinetics and pharmacodynamics.[10] For these reasons,

non-steady-state, mechanistic and physiologically based

© 2019 Royal Pharmaceutical Society, Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmacology, 71 (2019), pp. 699–723 699
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modelling approaches were introduced and these are

more widely used these days in drug development.

In parallel to the developments in modelling approaches,

major regulatory authorities have been moving slowly but

surely from ‘one-size fits all’ concepts to a more case-by-

case, scientifically justified approach, in which the applica-

tion of modelling and simulation (M&S) is playing a valu-

able supporting role. Physiologically based pharmaco-

kinetic (PBPK) and PK/PD models have already been

implemented in the assessment of drug–drug interactions

(DDIs) and extrapolation of results from adults to paedi-

atric populations.[11–16] In addition, generic dermatologic

and inhalation products have been approved based on

pharmacodynamic or clinical endpoint bioequivalence

studies (BE).[17,18]

Most recently, pharmacokinetic metrics providing infor-

mation about delivery of the drug to the body and exposure

(i.e. onset and duration of action),[19] such as partial areas

under the concentration–time curve have been recom-

mended by the US-FDA for the evaluation of several com-

plex oral products combining immediate (IR) with extended

release.[20–22] However, there are still many cases, especially

for systematically acting drugs, where the value of M&S

methods has not yet been widely recognized by the regula-

tory authorities. Such cases include the virtual bioequiva-

lence of oral drug products, the justification for potential

extension of BCS-based biowaivers to some BCS class II

compounds and reduction of the number of volunteers for

bioequivalence studies of highly variable drugs. In view of

the fact that single-point pharmacokinetic metrics (i.e. Cmax,

AUC) used to assess bioequivalence do not always comprise

an appropriate surrogate for therapeutic equivalence (TE),

which by definition is the ultimate goal of bioequivalence

studies,[23] it would seem appropriate to implement M&S

approaches to assure therapeutic outcomes in this arena too.

The aim of this review was to provide an overview of

existing non-steady-state PK/PD models, focusing on drug-

specific case examples. These are intended to serve as exam-

ples of the importance of mechanistic PK/PD models in

assuring desired therapeutic outcomes in clinical practice

and to encourage wider implementation of PK/PD in sup-

port of regulatory decision-making.

The effect compartment model

Overview

In many cases, the site of action of a drug is kinetically dis-

tinct from plasma and the equilibration between the plasma

and the effect site is often rather slow. In such cases, there

will be a temporal delay between the drug plasma (Cp) and

effect-site concentrations (Ce) and the effect will be a func-

tion of Ce rather than of Cp. Even though bioanalytical

methods have improved greatly over the last decades, mea-

suring the concentration at the effect site often remains a

challenge, due to the lack of tissue accessibility.

In 1970, a hypothetical compartment serving as a link

between the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic mo-

dels to address the equilibration kinetics was introduced by

Segre et al.[2] and was applied for the first time by Forester

et al.[24] to describe the time course of effect of various car-

diac glycosides.[25] This approach, using a so-called ‘effect

compartment’ or ‘biophase distribution’ model (Figure 1),

was further elaborated and described mathematically by

Holford and Sheiner[3,26] as follows:

dAe

dt
¼ k1e � Ap � ke0 � Ae: ð1Þ

where Ap and Ae are the amounts of drug in the plasma

(main compartment) and in the effect compartment,

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the biophase distribution model. The hypothetic effect compartment bridges the pharmacokinetic with the

pharmacodynamic model. In most cases, the link is with the central (plasma) compartment, without excluding the possibility of linking the effect com-

partment with a peripheral compartment instead (adapted with permission from ref. [10]) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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respectively, and k1e, ke0 are the first-order rate constants

for distribution and elimination from the hypothetical

compartment, respectively.

Assuming that the effect compartment receives a negligi-

ble amount of drug and that distribution to and clearance

from the biophase compartment are equal, the model can

be simplified and then coupled with a pharmacodynamic

model, for example a sigmoid Emax model:

k1e � Vp ¼ ke0 � Ve ð2Þ

dCe

dt
¼ ke0 � ðCp � CeÞ ð3Þ

EðCeðtÞÞ ¼
Emax � CeðtÞ

c

CeðtÞ
c þ EC

c
e50

; ð4Þ

where Cp, Vp, Ce and Ve are the concentration and the

volume in the central and effect compartment respec-

tively; Emax, ECe50 and c represent the maximum effect,

the concentration in the effect site required to reach 50%

of the maximum effect and the sigmoidicity factor,

respectively. Alternatively, the hypothetical compartment

could be coupled with a peripheral compartment instead

of the central compartment. However, it is not very com-

mon to use samples obtained at the effect site (e.g. using

microdialysis) or any other peripheral compartment as a

pharmacokinetic surrogate.

A hallmark of the effect compartment model is the

hysteresis observed in the effect–concentration plot due

to the time delay between pharmacokinetics and pharma-

codynamics. In fact, this is a common attribute of non-

steady-state pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD)

models.[27] Well-known examples of drugs exhibiting a

biophase distribution delay-related response include

neuromuscular blocking agents such as d-tubocurarine

(see Section ‘Applications and case examples’) and pan-

curonium,[28] the calcium channel blocker verapamil,[29]

and the bronchodilator theophylline.[30] Further cases that

have been reported in the literature include quinidine,

disopyramide, opioids such as pethidine, morphine and

fentanyl, diclofenac, organic nitrates, benzodiazepines and

digoxin.[31–38] In the following section, the models for

tubocurare, pancuronium, ibuprofen and morphine are

used to illustrate application of the effect compartment

model.

Applications and case examples

d-tubocurarine and pancuronium

The assumption of a direct relationship between pharma-

cokinetics and drug response has been questioned for more

than half a century, as illustrated by the case of d-tubocur-

arine.

Already in the early 1960s, the first attempts to simulta-

neously model pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics,

based on the available plasma concentration and effect data

for d-tubocurarine, were made. In 1964, Levy implemented

a log-linear model to describe the time course of d-tubocur-

arine response, assuming one-compartment pharmacoki-

netics following intravenous bolus administration, based on

the results of Ryan et al.[39] The log-linear model assumed

that the effect of muscular relaxation is a linear function of

the logarithm of the amount of d-tubocurarine present in

the plasma, while elimination of the amount of d-tubocur-

arine in the body occurs exponentially with time. In such

cases, the pharmacological activity declines linearly with

time.[1] In 1972, an open three-compartment model for the

pharmacological effect of d-tubocurarine was proposed by

Gibaldi et al.[40] The amount of drug in the central com-

partment at the time of recovery from neuromuscular block

was deemed by these authors to be dose-independent. This

observation, combined with the very rapid onset of action

of d-tubocurarine, led the authors to the conclusion that

the site of action is located in the central compartment,[40]

implying instantaneous equilibration between plasma con-

centration and response. However, the data on which this

model was based had been collected during the terminal

elimination phase, during which a pseudo-equilibrium

between plasma and tissues concentration is reached and

the distributional delay is minimized.

By contrast, Hull et al.[41] showed that after administra-

tion of pancuronium, a similar to d-tubocurarine neuro-

muscular blocking agent, a linear relationship between the

logarithm of concentration and the response is a poor pre-

dictor of the early phase response, in which a hysteresis

between the concentration in any compartment and twitch

depression is observed. By adding a biophase compartment,

expressed similarly to equation (3), and assuming that the

same degree of paralysis (i.e. during onset and offset of

action) is associated with the same Ce, they were able to

empirically relate the intensity of pharmacologic effect to

the concentration at the site of action at every time point

using a fixed effect pharmacodynamic model.[41] In the case

of d-tubocurarine, the effect compartment model, as

described mathematically by Holford and Sheiner,[3,26] was

successfully applied as well. Plasma concentration and

effect data after intravenous administration were analysed

from healthy subjects and patients with renal failure. The

model was able to fit data from both groups without statis-

tically significant differences in the pharmacokinetic or

pharmacodynamic parameters between the two groups.[42]

Interestingly, the equilibration half-life (4 min) for pan-

curonium estimated in a more empirical way by Hull

et al.[41] was very similar to the one for d-tubocurarine

reported by Sheiner et al.[42] using an explicit PK/PD

model.
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In parallel, Stanski et al.[43] explored the influence of

various anaesthetic agents on the muscle-relaxing effect of

d-tubocurarine. Halothane-induced anaesthesia, in com-

parison to anaesthesia with morphine and nitrous oxide,

prolonged the equilibration half-life. An open two-com-

partment pharmacokinetic model coupled with a hypothet-

ical effect compartment was implemented to fit both

plasma and muscle paralysis data. Interestingly, changes in

pharmacodynamic (ke0, t1/2ke0, EC50) but not in pharma-

cokinetic parameters were observed for patients under

halothane anaesthesia. Furthermore, it was possible to dis-

tinguish between the effects of the agents on the EC50 for

muscle paralysis showing that halothane sensitizes the neu-

romuscular junction to d-tubocurarine. Provided that the

diffusion of tubocurarine into the extracellular fluid of the

muscle and the receptor affinity is high, the rate-limiting

step for the onset of action is the rate of muscle perfusion,

which is inversely proportional to the equilibration half-life

(t1/2ke0).
[43] Although the onset and the magnitude of

response are dependent on muscle blood flow, the recovery

from neuromuscular blockage is perfusion-independent

and solely related to the drug–receptor dissociation rate.[44]

The significant increase in t1/2ke0 under halothane-induced

anaesthesia is consistent with the decreased muscle blood

flow, which would suggest a later onset of paralysis. How-

ever, halothane also decreases the EC50, which compensates

for the decrease in perfusion and results in a similar onset

to that observed under morphine and nitrous oxide

anaesthesia.

In summary, the evaluation of the pharmacokinetics in

concert with the pharmacodynamics of these two muscle

relaxants enabled a more mechanistic description of their

dose–response characteristics and a better understanding of

the drug interaction with the anaesthetic. These early suc-

cesses triggered further interest in combining pharmacoki-

netics with pharmacodynamics to achieve a more

mechanistic description of the relationship between dose,

dosing regimen and clinical effects.

Ibuprofen: dental pain relief

Ibuprofen was selected as a model drug to investigate the

clinical relevance of bioequivalence metrics to the therapeu-

tic effect. An analysis of 25 bioequivalence studies of

Ibuprofen immediate-release oral dosage forms over a dose

range of 200–600 mg showed that 14 of the studies failed to

prove bioequivalence in Cmax, even though AUC fell within

the bioequivalence limits.[45] The authors reported that

ibuprofen, a weakly acidic BCS class II compound, is at

higher risk to fail bioequivalence because of Cmax varia-

tions. However, in cases where the plasma concentration is

related non-linearly and/or indirectly to the drug

effect,[3,46] the Cmax and tmax values may not be accurate

metrics for the therapeutic response. For example, if the

Cmax is higher than anticipated, this will not necessarily

translate to toxic effects. Likewise, if the Cmax is lower, this

will not necessarily result in lack of efficacy.[47]

Dissociation between pharmacokinetics and pharmaco-

dynamics is common for non-steroidal anti-inflammatory

drugs (NSAIDS). This may be because of delayed distribu-

tion to the biophase or related to an indirect response

mechanism, for example when the pharmacodynamic end-

point is the inhibition of inflammation mediators.[48] Pain

relief and antipyresis after administration of ibuprofen for-

mulations have been extensively modelled in different popu-

lations. In this section, the main studies for pain relief after

third molar extraction are presented, while studies investi-

gating the antipyretic effect are addressed in Sec-

tion ‘Ibuprofen: antipyretic response’.

Third molar extraction pain models describe the post-

operative onset of inflammation, with maximum pain

intensity occurring in 12 h or less. Relief from pain associ-

ated with tooth extraction exhibits high reproducibility and

a low placebo effect, features that are important for differ-

entiation among various doses and thus for the identifica-

tion of dose–response curves.[49–52] The most commonly

evaluated endpoints in dental pain models are the pain

intensity difference (PID) and sum of pain intensity difference

(SPID), the pain relief (PAR) and total pain relief (TOT-

PAR), the time to remedication (REMD), the time to first

perceptible pain relief (TFPR) and time to first meaningful

pain relief (TFMP).[53,54]

In a double-blind, randomized, single- and multi-dose

study of 254 adult patients, who had undergone third

molar surgery, Hersh et al.[50] reported a positive dose–res-

ponse relationship for sum pain intensity (SPID), TOT-

PAR, REMD and overall pain relief, after administration of

200 and 400 mg of ibuprofen as a single dose. During the

multi-dose phase, no significant differences between the

two dose levels were detected. The authors concluded that

patients could benefit from higher doses for pain treatment

immediately after the extraction, but that lower doses

would be satisfactory thereafter. These results suggest that

the single-dose approach adopted for bioequivalence tes-

ting might be over-discriminating for the assessment of

ibuprofen formulations with regard to the maintenance of

dental pain relief. Indeed, McQuay et al.[55] observed no

significant differences between 200 and 400 mg of ibupro-

fen in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, sin-

gle-dose study comparing the analgesic effect of 200 and

400 mg of ibuprofen with placebo and with 200 mg

ibuprofen plus 50, 100 or 200 mg caffeine in 161 adult

patients after third molar removal. In a further study, a

positive dose–response relationship of ibuprofen over the

dose range 50–400 mg with regard to SPID and TOTPAR

was reported by Schou et al.[54] However, in terms of
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TOTPAR, the doses of 200 and 400 mg did not differ sig-

nificantly.

A meta-analysis of data from 13 trials with total of 994

patients reported an absolute increase of only 9% (from

59% to 68%) in the number of patients who achieved at

least 50% pain relief when the dose of ibuprofen was

doubled from 200 to 400 mg, meaning that 10 patients

would need to be treated with the higher dose for just

one of them to benefit.[56] The analysis indicates that the

dose–response relationship is rather flat in the dose range

200–400 mg with respect to dental pain relief by

ibuprofen.

Li et al.[53] applied a pharmacodynamic model to inves-

tigate the onset and offset of dental pain relief after admi-

nistration of effervescent and standard tablets containing

400 mg ibuprofen. As an endpoint, a categorical pain relief

score was applied and treated as a continuous variable, in

agreement with Lemmens et al.[57] The observed distribu-

tional delay of the response to ibuprofen was addressed by

the addition of an effect compartment model and the over-

all effect as the sum of placebo and drug was described as

following:

dðCe½t�Þ

dt
¼ ke0 � fCp½t� � Ce½t�g ð5Þ

fdðCeÞ ¼
Emax � C

c
e

C
c
e þ EC

c
50

ð6Þ

fp½t� ¼ Pmax � ð1� e�kp�tÞ ð7Þ

PRðtÞ ¼ fp½t� þ fdðCeÞ þ e; ð8Þ

where Cp and Ce are the drug concentrations in plasma

and in the effect-site compartment, respectively; ke0 and

kP are the first-order rate constants for the placebo effect

and equilibration, respectively; Emax and Pmax are the

maximum ibuprofen and placebo effect, fd (Ce) and fp [t]

are the pain relief by ibuprofen and placebo, respectively;

c and EC50 are the sigmoidicity factor and the drug

plasma concentration to achieve 50% of Emax, respec-

tively; PR(t) represents the pain relief score at a given

time t, and e stands for the normally distributed residual

variability.

The model was able to describe the pain relief score data

adequately and the effect was directly related to the effect-

site concentration, which increased much faster for the

effervescent than the standard tablets, with the peak effect-

site concentration occurring one hour earlier than for the

standard tablet (1.0 h vs 2.0 h). The sigmoidicity factor

was estimated to be 2.0 � 0.43, confirming the relatively

flat dose–response curve of ibuprofen.

More recently, a PBPK/PD model for Ibuprofen was

developed and validated by Cristofoletti and Dressman[58]

with the Simcyp Simulator version 12.2 (Certara, Sheffield,

UK.), fitting antipyretic and dental pain relief pharmacody-

namic models to pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic

data already published in the literature. The main goals of

this study were a comprehensive evaluation of the clinical

relevance of bioequivalence criteria for ibuprofen immedi-

ate-release oral dosage forms and a risk assessment of waiv-

ing in vivo bioequivalence studies of such products. To

simulate the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic pro-

files, virtual populations similar to those enrolled in the

clinical studies by Walson et al.[59] and Li et al.[53] in terms

of age and gender ratio were generated, such that virtual

trials for the dental pain relief model included 100 adults

per trial, aged between 18 and 40 years, and receiving

tablets of 100, 200, 280 or 400 mg of ibuprofen. One-at-a-

time sensitivity analysis for the gastric solubility, gastric

emptying time, apparent permeability coefficient (Papp)

and small intestine pH was conducted, and the effect of

applying different dissolution rates in the simulations on

the resulting pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic pro-

files was also investigated.[58] The authors found that the

dose–response curve for dental pain relief is shallow and, as

a result, relatively insensitive to changes in plasma concen-

trations within the range 12–23 mg/l (applying an EC50 of

10.2 mg/l). Comparing the pharmacodynamic response

after the simulated administration of 280 mg vs 400 mg

Ibuprofen tablets to adults undergoing third molar extrac-

tion, no significant differences in the response occurred.

Interestingly, although (under the assumption that the

400 mg tablet is the reference product and the 280 mg

tablet is the test product in a virtual bioequivalence scenar-

io) the test product would not be bioequivalent to the ref-

erence product in terms of pharmacokinetics (Cmax ratio

(Cmax-T/Cmax-R) of 0.7), the 280 mg tablet would be still

considered therapeutically equivalent to the 400 mg tablet

for dental pain relief in adult patients.

Cristofoletti and Dressman also combined in vitro in vivo

extrapolation with PBPK/PD modeling to simulate the

effect of different dissolution rates from products contain-

ing ibuprofen-free acid (IBU-H) and salts (IBU salts) and

to investigate whether these would (1) reflect reported dif-

ferences in pharmacokinetics as well as whether (2) differ-

ences in pharmacokinetics would translate into difference

in the ability of ibuprofen to relieve dental pain in

adults.[60] The model was able to adequately predict the

observed pharmacokinetic profiles. The pain relief model

by Li et al.[53] was adopted to simulate ibuprofen response.

As expected from the faster dissolution of the products

containing salt forms of ibuprofen, the 90% confidence

intervals for Cmax did not meet the average bioequivalence

acceptance criteria. However, pain relief scores elicited by

ibuprofen free acid and salts were identical. Interestingly,

the simulated peak effect-site concentrations for both IBU-

H and IBU salts 400 mg were found to be higher than the
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estimated EC80 � 20 mg/l, indicating that the extent of

pain relief would be insensitive to pharmacokinetic changes

at this dose level. Importantly, the duration over which the

effect-site concentrations are maintained above EC80

should be also taken into account. The authors concluded

that the bioequivalence criteria for Cmax might be over-dis-

criminatory and not clinically relevant for assessing TE of

ibuprofen products in terms of overall dental pain relief.

As illustrated by the example of ibuprofen, TE is not

always captured appropriately by simple plasma concentra-

tion measurements due to the insensitivity of the pharma-

codynamic response to the pharmacokinetics in the dose

range typically applied. From this case example, it is evident

that the interaction of the drug pharmacokinetics with the

pharmacologic response should be taken into account to

set clinically relevant specifications (‘safe spaces’) for drug

products. M&S techniques would be a powerful tool in this

direction, facilitating a regulatory transition from the cur-

rent ‘one-size fits all’ bioequivalence paradigm to a scenario

based on the clinically based, specific PK/PD characteristics

of the drug product and thus able to provide a more accu-

rate assessment of TE.

Anti-nociceptive effect of morphine

For drugs which exhibit high biological target affinity and/

or reach their site of action by active transport mechanisms,

distribution to the biophase may or may not impose a rate-

limiting step. Over the past few years, several specific trans-

porters that may influence the distribution of drugs to their

site of action in the central nervous system (CNS) have

been identified.[61–64] However, the number of PK/PD

studies exploring the functional role of these transporters

in the distribution to the effect site is few. One interesting

example is the anti-nociceptive effect of morphine, for

which mechanism-based models of the biophase distribu-

tion within the CNS were established using intracerebral

microdialysis.

Letrent et al.[65] investigated the effect of GF120918, a

potent and selective P-glycoprotein (P-gp) inhibitor, on

the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of mor-

phine in rats, which were randomized into GF120918

pretreated, vehicle and control groups. The concentra-

tions of both morphine and its metabolite, morphine-3-

glucoronide (M3G), in serum were quantified and the

anti-nociception was expressed as the percentage of max-

imum possible response (% MPR). A two-compartment

pharmacokinetic model, together with an effect compart-

ment coupled to a sigmoidal Emax model, was employed

to simultaneously fit the pharmacokinetic and pharmaco-

dynamic data. Among the pharmacokinetic (AUC, Cl,

MRT, Vss) and pharmacodynamic (ke0, EC50, c) parame-

ters evaluated, only the equilibration rate constant (ke0)

and the %MPR were significantly altered by pretreatment

with GF120918, indicating a faster onset and more

intense action, respectively (P = 0.0023). The increased

pharmacodynamic response could not be attributed to

pharmacokinetic changes or to the elevated M3G con-

centrations. Since M3G does not possess any anti-noci-

ceptive properties,[66–68] the authors suggested that the

inhibition of P-gp by GF1920918 might diminish the

efflux of morphine from brain capillary endothelial cells,

leading to more rapid distribution and higher concentra-

tions of morphine at its site of action. These data were

supported by Xie et al.,[69] who demonstrated, using

trans-cortical microdialysis, that morphine concentrations

in the brain were increased (1.7-fold) after administra-

tion to mdr-1a genetic deficient rats, whereas the

metabolite M3G was unaffected.

Evaluation of the kinetics of biophase distribution within

the CNS by intracerebral microdialysis, which has already

been successfully applied to the characterization of the dis-

tributional behaviour in several cases,[69–72] is a promising

tool for the development of more sophisticated, mecha-

nism-based models, enabling as yet unexplained aspects of

the pharmacodynamics of CNS acting drugs to be illumi-

nated.

Modelling of irreversible mechanisms
of action

Overview

In this section, we describe some examples of drugs that act

in the human body through irreversible inhibition at the

site of action. In general, pharmacodynamic (PD) effects

are initiated by the interaction of drugs with targets such as

receptors, enzymes, ion channels, cell membranes etc. Such

interactions may be reversible, with a balance between asso-

ciation and dissociation of the drug with the target, or irre-

versible when a drug bonds covalently to the target or the

dissociation rate is extremely slow compared to the relevant

time span. As a result of these interactions, a cascade of

events is triggered, leading to the pharmacological effect,

which can either stimulate (agonist) or inhibit (antagonist)

a physiological process.[73,74]

In many cases, drugs that irreversibly inhibit a physiolog-

ical process are transformed, as a first step, into reactive

metabolites, which then bind covalently to their target,

resulting in its inactivation. In order for the pre-existing

situation to be re-established, it is necessary to resynthesize

the target. In such cases, the duration of action is likely to

be independent of the pharmacokinetic half-life of elimina-

tion of the drug and instead depends essentially on the de

novo synthesis of the target. The irreversible inactivation of

endogenous enzymes or receptors caused by drugs, for
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example, the antiplatelet effect of aspirin after binding

cyclooxygenase-1,[75,76] the 5a-reductase inhibitors[77,78]

and the proton pump inhibition by proton pump inhibi-

tors (PPIs),[79–81] is often described using such turnover

models. Further examples are drugs that trigger apoptosis

in human cells, bactericidal antibiotics,[82] reduction of

viral load due to the treatment with antivirals,[83] cell death

processes induced by anticancer drugs[84] and cytotoxic

drugs which cause myelosupression.[85]

In general, the turnover models that have been presented

in the literature are based on the following differential

equation:[86]

dR

dt
¼ kin � kout � R� f ðCÞ � R Rð0Þ ¼ R0; ð9Þ

where R denotes the response produced by the drug, R0

is its initial response value, kin is a zero-order rate con-

stant for the response, kout is a first-order elimination rate

constant and the function of the drug concentration f(C)

can be interpreted as a bimolecular interaction of the

drug or its active metabolite with the target. This is the

general equation representing the turnover rate of the

response; however, more complex scenarios are also possi-

ble, requiring more mechanistic models to be developed

as will be discussed later.

Figure 2 depicts a turnover model that can be applied to

the interaction between the drugs with receptors, enzymes

or ion channels. In the case of interaction with endogenous

enzymes, the kin and kout parameters represent apparent

rates of response formation and dissipation respectively

and f(C) represents the effect as a function of drug

concentration.

Applications and case examples

Proton pump inhibitors

Proton pump inhibitors were chosen as the drug model for

this topic since their inhibition of the proton pump (H+,

K+-ATPase) enzyme present in the parietal cells of the

stomach is irreversible. To understand the mechanism of

inhibition by the PPIs, models describing the turnover of

H+, K+-ATPase have been described.

The PPIs are, in and of themselves, inactive drugs that

require an acidic environment for their activation. These

weakly basic substances reach the general circulation after

absorption from the gastrointestinal tract and then become

concentrated in the acid compartment of the parietal cells

present in the gastric mucosa. Following their activation

by conversion to the sulphonamide form in the acidic

intracellular environment of the parietal cells, a covalent

bond occurs between the activated PPI and cysteine resi-

dues present in H+, K+-ATPase. This enzyme is responsible

for the final step in the secretory gastric acid pro-

cess.[80,87,88] As a consequence of the binding, the enzyme

is inactivated and this results in suppression of acid secre-

tion into the gastric lumen.[79,89] PPIs inhibit both basal

and stimulated gastric acid secretion, regardless of the

nature of stimulation of the parietal cells. In order for the

acid secretion to be re-established, de novo synthesis of H+,

K+-ATPase is necessary.[89–91]

Even though the elimination half-life of PPIs is only 1–

2 h, the pharmacodynamic half-life of the inhibitory effect

on H+, K+-ATPase is about 48 h, rendering a rapid elimi-

nation (PK) but long duration of response (PD) to mem-

bers of this class.[91–93] By comparison, the pharmaco-

dynamics of drugs that reversibly bind to the proton pump

to decrease acidic secretion in the stomach, such as cime-

tidine and other H2 receptor antagonists, can be described

with a direct response PD model.[94]

To construct a mechanistic PK/PD model for PPIs,

several factors have to be considered: the accumulation

of PPI in the parietal cell, the amount of active enzymes

present in the canaliculus of parietal cell, the rate of de

novo synthesis of new proton pump enzymes, the meta-

bolism and inactivation of PPIs, the extent of covalent

PPI binding to the proton pump in the parietal cell and

the stability of this binding.[95] Because of this comple-

xity, several different models have been proposed to

describe the relationship between PK and PD for this

class of drugs. There are empirical models that simply

consider the turnover of the proton pump and those

that are more mechanistic, taking into account the rele-

vant physiology and PPI characteristics. In this section,

we will focus on PK/PD models that have been used to

describe the difference between the elimination half-life

(PK) of PPIs and the temporal inhibition of acid secre-

tion (PD) that results from binding of the PPI with H+,

K+-ATPase.

Katashima et al.[94] were the first to publish a mechanis-

tic PK/PD model for PPIs. In the first study, a model rela-

ting the unbound plasma concentration (Cf) of

lanzoprazole and omeprazole to the inhibitory effect on

stomach acid secretion was developed. This model,

Figure 2 Schematic representation of the turnover model with irre-

versible inhibition of response (reproduced with permission from ref.

[86]).
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illustrated in Figure 3, utilizes the apparent turnover pro-

cess of H+, K+-ATPase to describe the relationship between

plasma concentration and the inhibitory effect of the PPIs

on gastric acid secretion.[96]

According to this PK/PD model, the inactive form of the

PPI is present in the plasma, and only after reaching the

acidic environment of the parietal cells is it transformed

into the active form. This form then reacts with active H+,

K+-ATPase according to a second-order reaction with the

rate constant, K, to establish a covalent bond between the

activated PPI and H+, K+-ATPase, resulting in inactivation

of the enzyme.

The total amount of proton pump (Et) remains at a con-

stant level (ks/k1) because H
+, K+-ATPase is synthesized, on

the one hand, at a rate described by the zero-order rate

constant, Ks, but also eliminated, on the other hand, at a

rate described by the first-order rate constant k1. The inac-

tive proton pump recovers at a rate described by the first-

order rate constant k2. Under these circumstances, the

apparent turnover rate constant, k, is represented by

k1 + k2. The time courses of variation in the amount of

active H+, K+-ATPase (E) and the inactive fraction (Ec) are

expressed by the following equations:

dE

dt
¼ �K � Cf � E � k � E þ k2 � Ec þ Ks: ð10Þ

dEc

dt
¼ K � Cf � E � ðk1 � k2Þ � Ec: ð11Þ

An in vivo pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic study

in rats was conducted over a dose range of 0.006–3 mg/kg

(IV) with omeprazole and lanzoprazole. Using the data

from intravenous administration in rats, the estimated half-

life of the proton pump was 27 times longer than the elimi-

nation half-life for omeprazole and 66 times longer for lan-

soprazole. Using the PK/PD model described above, good

agreement between predicted and observed data was

achieved for both drugs.

After their success with the PK/PD model in descri-

bing the data from rats, Katashima et al.[80] extended

the model to human studies with pantoprazole (PPZ),

lansoprazole (LPZ) and omeprazole (OPZ). The PK/PD

analysis of these PPIs in humans was conducted using

data obtained after oral administration of OPZ (40 mg),

LPZ (30 mg) and PPZ (40 mg). Again, good agreement

between the predicted and observed values for the

parameters was achieved. The estimated half-life of elim-

ination for omeprazole was 0.854 h, for lansoprazole

1.66 h and for pantoprazole 1.52 h, while the apparent

recovery half-life of the inhibitory effect on gastric acid

secretion was 27.5 h for omeprazole, 12.9 h for lanzo-

prole and 49.9 h for pantaprazole. These results con-

firmed the divergence between plasma concentration

(PK) and the inhibitory effect on gastric acid secretion

(PD) of these three PPIs.

The mechanistic PK/PD model was extended by Puchal-

ski et al.[81] for lansoprazole. Their model was set up to

describe the intragastric pH time profile over a 24 h pe-

riod, enabling the circadian rhythm of acid secretion and

food effects on intragastric pH to be taken into account.

Using this model, the estimated value for lansoprazole

half-life of elimination was 3.2 h, somewhat longer than

in the Katashima model (1.66 h), while in the clinical

study, the pH had not returned to the baseline level after

24 h. As this proposed model took into account several

factors that can interfere in the PPI absorption and activa-

tion, it should be particularly useful in the design of clini-

cal studies, the prediction of the optimal dosing regimen

and the investigation of PPI effects in different patient

populations.[81]

The inhibitory effect of PPIs on gastric acid secretion has

also been described by Abelo et al.[79] using a simpler,

empirical turnover model type I, as introduced by Dayneka

et al.[97] (see Section ‘“Basic” and “extended basic” indirect

response models’). In the basic turnover model shown in

equation (12) and applied to omeprazole in Figure 4, it is

assumed that the drug inhibits or stimulates the production

of an effect, which can be characterized by the zero-order

kin turnover and the elimination first-order kout rate cons-

tants as appropriate. The rate of change of the response (R)

provoked in the absence of the drug is described with the

following equation:

Figure 3 PK/PD model describing the relationship between PPI con-

centration in plasma and its inhibitory effect on gastric acid secretion.

Cp is the plasma concentration of PPI, Cf is the unbound concentration

of PPI in the plasma, CLtot is the total clearance of PPI, Ks is the rate

of biosynthesis of H+,K+-ATPase, E is the amount of active H+,K+-

ATPase present, Ec is the amount of inactive H+,K+-ATPase and Et is

the total amount of H+,K+-ATPase, K is the apparent reaction rate

constant of the PPI with H+,K+-ATPase, k1 is the elimination rate con-

stant of H+,K+-ATPase, k2 is the recovery rate constant of inactive H+,

K+-ATPase, and k is the apparent turnover rate constant of H+,K+-

ATPase (k1 + k2) (adapted with permission from ref. [94]).
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dR

dt
¼ kin � kout � R ð12Þ

According to equation (12), the acid secretion (AS) is

directly proportional to the concentration of the active pro-

ton pump enzyme (E). Equation (13) can be used to cor-

rect for the placebo effect on acid secretion:

R ¼
ASðDrug; tÞ

ASðPlacebo; tÞ
¼

EðDrug; tÞ

EðPlacebo; tÞ
ð13Þ

Omeprazole irreversibly removes the enzyme from the

system at a rate proportional to the amount of enzyme and

the inhibitor concentration. Irreversible removal of the

enzyme results in a decrease in the response according to

equation (14):

dR

dt
¼ kin � ðkout þ kome � CpÞ � R ð14Þ

For a given concentration of omeprazole, the value for R

at steady state (Rss) will be:

Rss ¼
kin

kout þ kome � Cpss

ð15Þ

This relationship states that with increasing omeprazole

concentration, Rss approaches zero.

Data from studies in dogs were used to predict the PK

and PD parameters for omeprazole for this species, leading

to a prediction for the half-life of elimination of 1.3 h and

for the effective half-life for inhibition of acid secretion (t1/2

Kout) of 51 h. Using allometric scaling, the predicted half-

life for humans was 1.5 h and the effective half-life for inhi-

bition of acid secretion (t1/2 Kout) was 71.7 h. The discrep-

ancy between predicted (71.7 h) and observed (48) t1/2 Kout

in humans was attributed to differences in basal acid secre-

tion between dogs and humans.[98]

Ferron et al.[99] also used the basic turnover irreversible

PK/PD approach, in this case to describe the inhibition of

gastric acid secretion by pantoprazole in rats and humans.

The model was able to adequately describe the time course

of gastric acid secretion in rats at all doses studied. The next

step was to apply it to gastric secretion data obtained after

administration of pantoprazole in humans. The estimated

half-life for pantoprazole was 0.5 h in rats and 0.8 h in

humans, in agreement with the observed data in both spe-

cies.

Both the mechanistic and empirical models described in

this section were able to predict the discrepancy between

the half-life elimination (PK) of PPIs and the time course

of inhibition of acid secretion (PD). The models were also

successful in describing further characteristics of PPIs,

namely that the effect on acid secretion inhibition by PPIs

is linked to the extent of exposure (AUC), and that the

onset of action is governed by the maximum concentration

(Cmax). Thus, PK/PD modelling provides a powerful tool

for analysing/predicting effects achieved with other dosing

regimens. To circumvent the use of invasive methods in

clinical studies for monitoring the gastric pH and inhibi-

tion of gastric acid secretion, it would be necessary to build

PK/PD models that can also predict the extent of acid inhi-

bition in terms of the pH value and the duration over

which the pH is kept above a clinically relevant threshold

value (usually pH 4) by the PPI.

In conclusion, M&S clearly shows why PPIs, despite ha-

ving a short plasma half-life, are able to have a long dura-

tion of effect. Such models enable better decisions to be

made about dosing intervals and also help to identify the

time frames over which DDIs with PPIs may persist.

Acetylsalicylic acid

Similarly to the PPIs, aspirin (ASA) has a long duration of

action, even though it has a short elimination half-life (t1/2
18–30 min).[100,101] ASA inhibits platelet-derived throm-

boxane (TXB2), with approximately 60% inhibition still

observed 4 days after discontinuation of ASA.[100,101] This

pronounced dissociation between the elimination half-life

(PK) and the time-frame of drug action (PD) occurs

because ASA binds covalently to COX-1, causing irre-

versible inhibition of this enzyme. The TXB2 activity can

only be re-established by synthesis of new platelets, which is

a process that occurs over a period of approximately 10–

14 days.[100] Because platelets are not nucleated, they are

unable to synthesize new COX-1, and for this reason, plate-

let function will only normalize after the platelets that have

been acetylated by ASA are removed from the systemic cir-

culation and replaced by new platelets derived from

megakaryocytes.[102]

The first model describing cyclooxygenase activity in pla-

telets and the blood vessel endothelium after oral adminis-

tration of aspirin was developed by Yamamoto et al.[76]

Figure 4 Basic turnover model for omeprazole. kin represents the

zero-order production rate, kout the first-order elimination rate con-

stant, Cp is the total plasma concentration of omeprazole and kome

is the second-order rate constant for the irreversible binding of

omeprazole to active H+, K+-ATPase (adapted with permission from

ref. [79]).
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These authors used irreversible inhibition, with renewal by

enzymatic turnover, to explain the long duration of the

antiplatelet effect of aspirin in humans. In this study,

thromboxane B2 concentrations and the percentage of

prostacyclin production in the blood vessels were used as

biomarkers.[76]

It has been suggested that non-selective COX-1 inhibi-

tors, for example ibuprofen, could limit the cardio-protec-

tive effect of aspirin.[103] For this reason, Hong et al.[75]

developed a PK/PD model that was based on the turnover

of the COX-1 enzyme, in which the irreversible inhibition

by aspirin and the reversible binding by ibuprofen were

both incorporated. The rate changes of free enzyme con-

centration available for aspirin binding (E) and the ibupro-

fen-enzyme complex (EI) were described by the following

equations:

dE

dt
¼ kin � kout � E � K � Casa � E � kon � Cibu � E þ koff � EI

ð16Þ

dEI

dt
¼ kon � Cibu � E � koff � EI� kout � EI ð17Þ

where kin is the zero-order production effect rate constant,

kout is the first-order elimination rate constant, K is the sec-

ond-order rate constant for the irreversible enzyme inacti-

vation by aspirin, and kon and koff are the association and

dissociation rate constants for binding of ibuprofen on the

enzyme. Casa and Cibu represent the aspirin and ibuprofen

concentrations in the plasma, assuming that both drugs

follow a one-compartment PK model with first-order rate

constants for absorption and elimination.

The mechanistic PK/PD model was able to reflect the

antiplatelet effect of aspirin administered either alone or

concomitantly with ibuprofen as well as simulating the PK

and PD time courses. Significant inhibition of the antiplate-

let effects of aspirin in the presence of a typical ibuprofen

regimen was also demonstrated.

The most mechanistic PK/PD model describing the

effects of aspirin on COX-1 activity to date was proposed

by Giareta et al.[104] This model uses a population of

megakaryocytes (MKs) and peripheral platelets present in

the blood circulation to describe aspirin’s antiplatelet acti-

vity, as shown in Figure 5.

For the construction of the PK/PD model for aspirin, the

inactivation of COX-1 by low-dose aspirin and the recovery

of COX-1 after stopping treatment were taken into conside-

ration. Other physiological processes, for example the

description of the megacariopoiese process responsible for

the maturation and generation of new platelets, were also

accounted for. The basic characteristics of the megacari-

opoiese process are shown in Figure 5. The schematic

description of the resulting PK/PD model is shown in Fi-

gure 6. It consists of three linear compartments to describe

the PK behaviour of aspirin and two non-linear compart-

ments to describe the mechanism of inactivation of COX-1

(PD) in MK cells and in the platelets generated from them.

A full mathematical description of the model has been pub-

lished by Giaretta et al.[104]

The PK and PD parameters of the model were inferred

from the literature and calibrated by measurements of

TXB2, which represents the COX-1 activity in peripheral

platelets, in 17 healthy subjects and 24 patients with essen-

tial thrombocythemia (ET).[104] The model was able to

reproduce both the mean TXB2 inhibition time in healthy

patients and the reduced inhibition of TXB2 seen in

patients with ET. Thus, this mechanistic PK/PD model may

helpful to customize aspirin regimens under conditions of

altered megakaryopoiesis.

In addition to the dissociation between PK (short half-

life of elimination) and PD (long response period) demon-

strated by the models described above, the dose–response

relationship for platelet inhibition by aspirin is flat. Feld-

man et al.[100] demonstrated that even with a 10-fold

increase in dose of aspirin, only a twofold increase in

response (inhibition of TXB2) was observed. Since doses of

Figure 5 Mechanism of platelet formation derived from a single megakaryocytes (MK). The figure above shows the life cycle of an MK. During the

maturation stage (T1), the MK cell exhibits endomitose, and as a result of this process, there is an accumulation of proteins, leading to an increase in the

cytoplasmic volume. During platelet generation (T2), cytoplasmic fragmentation takes place, leading to the formation of pseudopods that generate pla-

telet precursors. These precursors divide into young platelets and access the peripheral blood with an average lifetime represented by T3a and the aver-

age death rate by T3b (adapted with permission from ref. [104]). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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81 and 325 mg of ASA are not significantly different with

regard to this clinical response, applying a low dose of

aspirin to prevent platelet aggregation is justified.[100]

In summary, mechanistic models of the pharmacody-

namic action of aspirin on platelets appear to be useful for

customizing the prevention of thrombus formation and for

designing clinical trials in special patient populations for

example the elderly, pregnant women, children, obese

patients, etc. Indeed, regulatory authorities are increasingly

relying on and encouraging the use of M&S to forecast

changes in PK and PD in rare diseases and in special popu-

lations of patients in whom it is challenging to perform

clinical trials.

Exemestane

Exemestane, an irreversible aromatase type I (Ar type I) inhi-

bitor for the treatment of advanced breast cancer of post-

menopausal women, provides a further, interesting example

of irreversible binding and biological target inactivation.

In an open, three-period, randomized, crossover study of

12 healthy postmenopausal women, Valle et al.[105]

investigated the effects of formulation (suspension vs

tablet) and administration of food (i.e. fasted vs fed) on the

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of exemestane.

As had already been demonstrated by previous clinical tri-

als, oral administration of exemestane (25 mg/day) inacti-

vates peripheral aromatase, leading to a 85–95% decrease

in basal plasma estrone, estradiol and estrone sulphate

(EIS) concentrations in postmenopausal women with

advanced breast cancer.[106–108] First, population pharma-

cokinetic models, consisting of a mono- or bi-exponential

absorption and three-compartment distribution function,

with empirical Bayesian estimates for each individual were

developed. Absorption lag times were determined for both

absorption models. An inhibitory (type I) indirect response

pharmacodynamic model (see more details in Sec-

tion ‘Basic’ and ‘extended basic’ indirect response model’),

in which synthesis and elimination of EIS (which is indi-

rectly related to aromatase activity) are governed by zero-

and first-order rate constants, respectively, was imple-

mented to describe the dissociation between plasma con-

centrations and the observed effect:

dCEIS

dt
¼ ks � ko � CEIS ð18Þ

dCEIS

dt
¼ ks �

Cc

Cc þ IC
c
50Þ

� �

� ko � CEIS CEISð0Þ ¼ CEIS 0

ð19Þ

where CEIS is the plasma concentration of estrone sul-

phate, ks is the zero-order rate constant for synthesis and

ko is the first-order rate constant for elimination, Cc is

the exemestane plasma concentration, IC50 represents the

exemestane plasma concentration at which 50% of inhibi-

tion is achieved and c is the Hill-coefficient. This semi-

empirical, non-linear mixed-effect modelling approach fit-

ted the data adequately.

A more mechanistic model, incorporating the irreversible

aromatase inactivation by exemestane, was also applied. In

this model, the aromatase concentration, Ar, is assumed to

be the system variable controlling the rate of synthesis of

EIS. The production and elimination rate of aromatase is in

turn governed by a zero-order (kse) and first-order (koe) rate

constant, respectively. The irreversible inhibition of aro-

matase by exemestane is characterized by an increase in the

elimination of aromatase and represented by a second-order

rate constant ki. Assuming that the concentration of EIS pre-

cursor is constant and the concentration of aromatase is

known, the model is fully identifiable. The rate of concentra-

tion changes of EIS and Ar is defined by the equations:

dCEIS

dt
¼ ks � Ar� ko � CEIS CEISð0Þ ¼ CEIS 0 ð20Þ

Figure 6 PK/PD model of aspirin interaction with megakaryocyte

(MK) and platelets. PK is represented by a linear three-compartment PK

model. AT(t) represents the amount of aspirin in the tissues, AB(t) the

amount of aspirin in the systemic blood and AS(t) in the portal blood. I

(t) represents the dose of administered aspirin. The parameters k1, k2,

k3 and k4 are constants that represent the transfer rate of aspirin

between compartments, while kd,T, kd,B and kd,S are the rate constants

for hydrolysis from each compartment and khe describes first-pass meta-

bolism in the liver. The PD model consists of two compartments to

describe the interaction of aspirin with COX-1 in MK and platelet units

separately. xMK (t) and xP (t) represent the amount of COX-1 enzyme in

the MK unit and in the platelet, respectively. p(t) and kd,x(t) are the rate

constants of the MK COX-1 pathway, k5(t) represents the production

and rate of COX-1 degradation in the MK unit and k6(t) the disappear-

ance of the enzyme due to peripheral destruction of platelets. The flow

φ represents aspirin-mediated acetylation of COX-1 as a function of

COX-1 and aspirin concentrations (adapted with permission from ref.

[104]). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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dAr

dt
¼ kse � koe � Ar� ki � CEIS � Ar Arð0Þ ¼ Ar0;

ð21Þ

where Ar0 is the baseline concentration of aromatase.

The adoption of a more physiologically relevant mecha-

nism of action in the model was expected to provide better

results. Nevertheless, the goodness of fit was not significantly

improved over the type I indirect response model. Despite

being semi-empirical, the type I indirect response model was

able to predict the drug effect in different scenarios (i.e.

doses, dosage regimens), providing an external validation.

In a sense, the initial, indirect response type I model could

be considered as a ‘collapsed’ form of the mechanism-based

model, under the assumptions that Hill-coefficient is equal

to one (c = 1) and that the aromatase dynamics equation is

solved at equilibrium and then substituted in the EIS equa-

tion. These assumptions appear to be justified in the case of

exemestane, since the pharmacodynamic parameters do not

change significantly in the data range studied and a value of

Hill-coefficient 1.75 (c = 1.75) has been reported. Hence, a

relatively flat dose response is implied.

An almost fourfold increase in the absorption rate of

exemestane when administered as a suspension as com-

pared to a tablet was detected, while food intake decreased

the absorption rate. Interestingly, these differences were

mitigated in terms of pharmacodynamic response such that

the maximum effect and time to maximum effect were not

significantly different among treatment groups. The

authors concluded that even large differences in pharma-

cokinetics arising from formulation or administration with

food were not translated to a meaningful difference in

pharmacodynamics.

The example of exemestane is interesting for two main

reasons: (1) it illustrates that a mechanism-based model of

irreversible pharmacodynamics can be transformed, depen-

ding on data availability or fast equilibration, to a simplified,

‘collapsed’ model, without influencing the outcome appre-

ciably, and (2) observed differences in absorption patterns

and food effects are not always clinically relevant, especially

when there is a long delay between plasma levels and the eli-

cited drug response. Again, these findings support the con-

sideration of pharmacodynamics as well as pharmacokinetics

when determining whether two drug products or two dosing

scenarios are therapeutically equivalent.

Indirect response and feedback
control models

Overview

Most pharmacological targets are subject to homoeostatic

mechanisms, characterized by continuous degradation on

the one hand and re-synthesis of one or more biomarkers

(e.g. enzymes, antibodies, circulating proteins or inflam-

mation factors) to compensate for elimination on the

other hand, which balance each other to maintain a

stable steady state. This is often referred to as the turn-

over process. Some drugs elicit their action by perturbing

the steady state, resulting in a temporary or a more per-

manent change in the marker value. Such mechanisms of

action, which do not affect the response itself but rather

influence the turnover process, are inherently indirect

and the models describing their effect-time course are

usually referred to as turnover or indirect response mo-

dels. These models typically exhibit a delay between the

drug concentration–time and response–time profiles. The

amplitude of the response and the extent of the time

delay are dependent on the turnover rates (synthesis and

degradation) of the pharmacological target as well as the

magnitude of the effect.

‘Basic’ and ‘extended basic’ indirect response

models

Nagashima et al.[109] were the first to implement an indi-

rect response model, which was used to explain the antico-

agulant effect of warfarin on the activity of the

prothrombin complex. In 1993, Dayneka et al.[97] intro-

duced four basic mathematical models describing the indi-

rect pharmacological processes, according to which the

production and loss of the response, R, are governed by

zero- and first-order rate constants, kin and kout, respec-

tively. The drug can inhibit or stimulate the synthesis and/

or the elimination process as follows:

Model I (inhibition of kin):

dR

dt
¼ kin � 1�

Imax � C

C þ IC50

� �

� kout � R; Rð0Þ ¼ R0: ð22Þ

Model II (inhibition of kout):

dR

dt
¼ kin � kout � 1�

Imax � C

C þ IC50

� �

� R; Rð0Þ ¼ R0: ð23Þ

Model III (stimulation of kin):

dR

dt
¼ kin � 1þ

Emax � C

C þ EC50

� �

� kout � R; Rð0Þ ¼ R0: ð24Þ

Model IV (stimulation of kout):

dR

dt
¼ kin � kout � 1þ

EmaxC

C þ EC50

� �

� R; Rð0Þ ¼ R0 ð25Þ

where kin and kout are the zero-order production and

first-order elimination rate constants, C is the drug
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plasma concentration, and EC50 and IC50 represent the

drug plasma concentrations achieving 50% of the maxi-

mum stimulating, Emax, and inhibitory, Imax, effects,

respectively.

These four basic models, which are illustrated in Fig-

ure 7, have been applied extensively, and some examples

have been summarized by Jusko and Ko.[4] The inhibition

of basophil trafficking by methylprednisolone and the fu-

rosemide-mediated inhibition of water reabsorption from

the tubules and collecting duct were assessed by Model I

and II, respectively, while the stimulation of the cyclic

adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-induced bronchodila-

tion by the b-adrenergic receptor agonist terbutaline was

described by Model III. In a further example, it was

shown that the increase in cAMP by terbutaline activates

the cellular membrane sodium–potassium pump, resulting

in an increase of efflux of potassium ions from the

plasma into cells, an effect that can be described with

Model IV.

These basic turnover models can be modified and/or

extended to account for more complex physiological pro-

cesses such as time-dependent production (kin(t)),
[110]

the rate of loss of cells according to their lifespan[111–113]

and capacity limited processes such as non-linear synthe-

sis and degradation functions.[114] Further, many physio-

logical processes such as secretion of hormones and

gastric acid, gene expression, cardiac output and blood

pressure are known to be subject to circadian rhythms,

which might influence the pharmacokinetics and pharma-

codynamics of various drugs.[115–117] Symmetric circadian

rhythms have been described by trigonometric functions,

such as the cosine model introduced by Lew et al.,[118]

whereas asymmetric circadian rhythms have been

modelled with the addition of exponential, dual cosine

or harmonic functions.[110,119] The detailed mathematical

formalism around these functions has been summarized

by Krzyzanski.[120]

Signal transduction and feedback control indirect

response models

When a sequence of events takes place between receptor

binding or activation and the observable effect, this is

referred to as signal transduction and can involve signalling

cascades, activation or inhibition of secondary messengers,

gene up- or down-regulation and mRNA transcription to

functional proteins. By definition, every transduction pro-

cess has two inherent attributes: the transformation of the

original signal and the introduction of a time delay.[121,122]

Depending on the experimental time scale, the time delay

might or might not be discernable and in the latter case,

the response is described by a transduction model with no

delay, for example in the operational model of agonism

introduced by Black and Leff.[123] This model has been

applied to describe the PK/PD relationships of A1 adeno-

sine, l-opioid and 5-HT1A receptor agonists.[124–128] How-

ever, in other cases, the time delay produced by the

transduction process is significant and the mathematical

models need to be adjusted accordingly. The most common

approach is the so-called transit compartment model (Fig-

ure 8), which has been applied to the modelling of the

genomic effects of corticosteroids, in this case known as the

fifth generation model for corticosteroids, as well as myelo-

suppression and haematologic toxicity in cancer

chemotherapy.[85,129–131]

Figure 7 Conceptualization of the four basic turnover models. (a, b) inhibited and stimulated production of an intermediary/response function

respectively, while (c, d) reduced and enhanced degradation of an intermediary/response function (adapted with permission from ref. [10]).

Figure 8 Model of time-dependent transduction. D represents the

drug; R is the receptor; DR, the drug-receptor complex; e is the intrin-

sic efficacy of drug; E* stands for the biologic effect or signal; s is the

transit time and E is the effect (reproduced with permission from ref.

[121]).
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Most physiological processes are subject to feedback con-

trol and belong to the so-called autoregulation systems.

The PK/PD models that do not address these auto-regula-

tory mechanisms fail to provide a complete insight of the

drug-exposure relationship, and it has been shown that this

can lead to underestimation of the drug’s potency.[122] The

feedback control indirect response (FC IDR) models (see

Figure 9) usually incorporate terms proportional to the

error signal itself, the integral and the derivative of the error

signal in linear and, less commonly, in non-linear combina-

tions. There are also FC IDR models which include an addi-

tional state, the ‘moderator’ state, which feeds back to alter

the synthesis or turnover of the response.[132] Numerous

applications of PK/PD models incorporating feedback reg-

ulation mechanisms have been published in the litera-

ture.[131,133,134] The example of (S)-citalopram, a widely

used selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), is pre-

sented in detail in the following section (see section ‘Escita-

lopram’).

Applications and case examples

Ibuprofen: antipyretic response

As mentioned in Section ‘Ibuprofen: dental pain relief’, the

antipyretic effect of ibuprofen resulting from the inhibition

of prostaglandin synthesis has been investigated in nume-

rous clinical studies and an indirect response model has

been applied to fit the reported pharmacodynamic data. In

a single-dose, placebo-controlled, double-blind and paral-

lel-group trial by Walson et al.,[59] the safety, efficacy, tole-

rability and dose–effect relationships of ibuprofen

products, formulated as a suspension at doses of 5 and

10 mg/kg to treat febrile children, were compared to liquid

formulations of acetaminophen. The patients (N = 127)

were split into groups according to their initial temperature

and on whether antibiotics were being administered con-

currently. A positive dose–response relationship between

ibuprofen suspension 5 and 10 mg/kg in the higher tem-

perature (102.6–104°F), non-antibiotic group was demon-

strated, whereas in the lower temperature group (101–

102.5°F), both doses were equally effective. However, the

authors pointed out that the plasma levels necessary for

maximum effective antipyresis of ibuprofen (approximately

10 mg/l) are achievable even at doses <5 mg/kg, implying a

ceiling effect in the antipyretic response at doses of 5 mg/

kg or higher.

Similar results in 178 children were observed by Wilson

et al.[135] In a single-dose, placebo-controlled study, during

which age and initial temperature were considered as co-

variates, both the 5 and 10 mg/kg doses were significantly

superior to placebo, but not different from each other in

terms of maximum reduction in temperature. However, it

was concluded, based on the temperature at 6 h after

administration, the change of temperature from the base-

line value and the percentage of efficacy, that the 10 mg/kg

dose was more effective. The effect of the age and the initial

temperature value on the magnitude of the pharmacologi-

cal action was also emphasized.

In a double-blind, randomized, single-dose study of 5

and 10 mg/kg ibuprofen to treat febrile children

(N = 153), Brown et al.[136] noted a dissociation between

tmax and time of maximum temperature decrease and

found no correlation between the extent of temperature

change and plasma levels at tR,max or 6 h postadministra-

tion. Further, there was no evidence that pretreatment with

antibiotics, race or gender influenced the antipyretic effect.

By contrast, age and initial temperature were shown to be

covariates. Interestingly, after compartmental pharmacoki-

netic analysis, only the pharmacodynamic, but not the

pharmacokinetic parameters related to absorption (Cmax,

tmax) and elimination (kel, t1/2), were affected by the age of

the child. In a subsequent paper, Brown et al.[137] imple-

mented an effect compartment model coupled with a sig-

moid Emax pharmacodynamic model to describe the

antipyretic effect of ibuprofen in children and further ela-

borated the model by adding a linear and/or sinusoidal cyc-

lic function for the decrease in temperature as covariates to

fit their own as well as previously reported data.[135] Values

of the estimated sigmoidicity factor (c) were 3.97 � 0.58

and 4.27 � 0.63 for ibuprofen 5 and 10 mg/kg, respec-

tively, implying that the dose–response relationship for

antipyresis in children might be steeper than for dental pain

relief in adults.

Troconiz et al.[47] reported a temporal disconnection

between tmax after administration to febrile children of

7 mg/kg ibuprofen as a suspension or as effervescent gran-

ules dosed at 200 or 400 mg (0.5 for the suspension and

1.9 h for the effervescent granules) and time of maximum

decrease in body temperature (3 h in both cases), sugges-

ting that the formulation and its pharmacokinetic beha-

viour have little impact on the antipyretic effect of

ibuprofen. The antipyretic response of NSAIDs has been

attributed to their ability to inhibit the synthetic pathway

of prostaglandins, particularly of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2),

Figure 9 Schematic illustration of the four basic indirect response

models including feedback control (FC IDR) (adapted with permission

from ref. [122]).
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via an indirect mechanism.[138] The following equation was

derived to describe the pharmacodynamics of antipyresis

by this mechanism:

dT

dt
¼ ksyn � 1� Emax �

Cc

Cc þ EC
c
50

� �

� kout � T; ð26Þ

where dT/dt represents the rate of body temperature

change with time, ksyn and kout are the zero-order and

first-order rate constants for synthesis and degradation of

the inflammation mediator (i.e. PGE2), respectively, T is

the body temperature, Emax is the maximum antipyretic

effect, EC50 is the drug plasma concentration (C) required

to achieve half of the maximum effect and c is the sig-

moidicity factor.

The proposed pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic

model fitted the antipyretic profiles well. The estimated

EC50 and kout parameters were in agreement with those pre-

viously reported by Garg and Jusko[139] (6.18 vs 10.2 mg/l

for EC50 and 1.17 vs 0.89 h�1 for kout), who had also

applied an indirect response model. The sigmoidicity factor

was calculated to be 2.71 � 0.18, suggesting a relatively flat

dose–response curve. In contrast to previous studies, how-

ever, age and initial temperature did not elicit covariate

effects.[135,140]

Based solely on the differences in Cmax and tmax between

the suspension and the effervescent granule formulations, a

delayed onset of drug action would be expected for the

effervescent granules. Nevertheless, the maximum antipyre-

tic effect was similar and occurred at the same time for both

formulations. Importantly, an almost identical mean effect-

time course of 200 and 400 mg of ibuprofen effervescent

granules in febrile children was observed, implying that at

least for this formulation, there was no significant clinical

benefit with a dose increase (Figure 10). Therefore, the

authors concluded that the formulation-dependent phar-

macokinetic differences are mitigated by the response

mechanism, leading to similar pharmacodynamic responses

for both formulations at both doses in febrile children.

Using a verified PBPK/PD model, Cristofoletti and

Dressman[58] simulated the antipyretic response with vir-

tual trials of 2, 5, 7 or 10 mg/kg dosing of ibuprofen sus-

pension to 100 febrile children per trial in the age range of

2–11 years. In terms of maximum decrease in temperature

from the baseline value, the 5, 7 and 10 mg/kg doses were

proven to be significantly superior to 2 mg/kg but not sta-

tistically different from one another. A rather flat dose–res-

ponse curve (with EC50 � 6.18 mg/l) was confirmed for

the antipyretic effect in children. Under the assumption

that the 7 and 10 mg/kg dose represent the test and refe-

rence products, respectively, the test product would be

bioinequivalent to the reference in terms of Cmax and AUC

ratios (Cmax,T/Cmax,R and AUCmax,T/AUCmax,R around 0.7),

but still therapeutically equivalent in children. This conclu-

sion is supported by the data from Troconiz et al.,[47]

whose clinical trial demonstrated superimposable antipyre-

tic profiles between ibuprofen suspension 7 mg/kg and

effervescent granules 400 mg (normalized by children mean

body weight as 11.8 mg/kg) after administration to febrile

children.

Rosuvastatin

Of the currently available 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl

coenzyme A reductase (HMG-CoA reductase) inhibitors,

rosuvastatin is one of the most effective at lowering the low

density lipoprotein cholesterol. Mevalonic acid (MVA) syn-

thesis, which takes place in the liver, is catalysed by HMG-

CoA reductase and is the first irreversible stage of the

cholesterol biosynthetic pathway.[141–143]

Figure 10 Individual (broken lines) and mean (circles) values

observed antipyretic vs time profiles of ibuprofen after oral administra-

tion of 7 mg/kg in suspension (a) or 200 mg (b) or 400 mg (c) as

effervescent granules to febrile children. Solid lines represent typical

model predictions (reproduced with permission from ref. [47]).
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A PK/PD model was developed to predict the response

of rosuvastatin to different dosage regimens and identify

differences in response between morning (at 07:00 a.m.)

and evening (at 06:00 p.m.) administration. For this pur-

pose, Aoyama et al.[144] used a two-compartment pharma-

cokinetic model with first-order absorption and

elimination from the central compartment, which was then

linked to a modified inhibitory indirect response pharma-

codynamic model describing the plasma concentrations of

MVA. The model was further extended by incorporating a

time-dependent periodic function in the zero-order synthe-

sis rate constant of MVA to account for the circadian

rhythm, as introduced by Krzyzanski et al.[145,146] The

model is presented in Figure 11 and described by the fol-

lowing equations:

dR

dt
¼ kin � 1�

Cc
p

C
c
p þ IC

c
p50

 !

� kout � R; ð27Þ

where R is the response, kin is the time-dependent zero-

order rate constant for the increase in plasma MVA con-

centration, kout is the first-order rate constant for the

decrease in plasma MVA concentration, Cp represents the

plasma concentration of rosuvastatin, ICp50 is the plasma

concentration at which kin is reduced 50% and c is the

sigmoidicity factor. The time-dependent kin to account

for the circadian rhythm is defined as follows

kin ¼ km þ kamp � cos ð2 � pðt � tzÞ=24Þ; ð28Þ

where km and kamp represent the mean MVA synthesis

and its amplitude rate constants, respectively, and tz is

the acrophase time, during which MVA is synthesized at

the maximum rate. The following function to describe the

circadian rhythm of km was proposed by Krzyzanski

et al.[145]:

km ¼ kout � IC�
kamp � k

2
out

k2out þ ð2p=24Þ2

� cos
2 � p � ðtzÞ

24

� �

�
2 � p

24 � kout

� �

� sin
2 � p � ðtzÞÞ

24

� �� �

ð29Þ

where IC is the initial plasma MVA concentration mea-

sured at 6 a.m., set to 4.32 ng/ml.

Application of the time course of rosuvastatin and MVA

plasma concentration to the model enabled an adequate

prediction of the clinical data reported by Martin et al.[147]

A higher reduction ratio of 7.7% in the area under the

plasma MVA concentration–time curves over 24 h at

steady state (AUEC0–24) was observed after administration

in the evening. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis on the

pharmacokinetic parameters showed that changes in the

pharmacokinetics have a greater effect on the AUEC0–24

reduction ratio after morning than after evening adminis-

tration. This was attributed to the circadian rhythm, with

the acrophase time estimated to be 15.5 h. The authors

concluded that evening administration of rosuvastatin

might be useful in clinical practice.[144] The main limitation

of the model is that it is based only on the mean plasma

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic data. Therefore, it

does not address the concentration at the effect site, which

is the liver and not the plasma, or the intersubject variabi-

lity. Most importantly, the use of only one mean PK/PD

data set raises questions about the identifiability of the esti-

mated parameters and caution should be exercised in draw-

ing conclusions about the validity of this model.

Since the liver is the effect site for the statins, uptake into

the liver is an important factor in their efficacy. Multiple

transporters of the family of the organic anion transporting

polypeptide (OATP) family are abundant in the liver, facili-

tating the active hepatic uptake of endogenous substances

and xenobiotics, including statins, from sinusoidal

blood.[148–152] Rosuvastatin is a substrate of the OATP 1B1,

1B2, 1B3, 1A2 and the sodium-dependent taurocholate co-

transporting polypeptide.[148,153] The expression of

OATP1B1 on the sinusoidal membrane of human hepato-

cytes is encoded by the gene SLCO1B1, which is subjected

to single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). As already

demonstrated for paravastatin, pitavastatin and simvas-

tatin, such polymorphisms are associated with reduced

Figure 11 PK/PD model for Rosuvastatin: ka is the absorption rate

constant, Vc/F is the volume of distribution for the central compart-

ment, CL/F is the clearance, Vp/F is the volume of distribution for the

peripheral compartment, Q/F is the intercompartmental clearance, Cp

is the plasma concentration of rosuvastatin, MVA is mevalonic acid,

kin represents the circadian production of mevalonic acid, and kout is

the first-order rate of mevalonic acid removal (reproduced with per-

mission from ref. [144]).
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OATP1B1 in vitro activity and markedly increased plasma

concentrations.[154–158] Pasanen et al.[155] investigated the

effect of SLCO1B1 polymorphism on the pharmacokinetics

of atorvastatin and rosuvastatin, after oral administration

in 32 healthy volunteers, with the following genotypes:

SLCO1B1 c.521CC (n = 4), SLCO1B1 c.521CT (n = 12)

and SLCO1B1 c.521TT (wild type, n = 16). Significant

increases in the AUC0–48 h and Cmax (65% and 79%,

respectively) in SLCO1B1 c.521CC subjects compared to

the reference genotype, SLCO1B1 c.521TT, were observed.

By contrast, increases in the AUC0–48 h (144% increase),

but not the Cmax, were reported after administration of

atorvastatin. This study implies that the reduced

OATP1B1-mediated hepatic uptake of rosuvastatin due to

SLCO1B1 polymorphism results in an increased risk of a

reduced cholesterol-lowering effect as well as adverse effects

such as myopathy and/or rhabdomyolysis.

Based on the model of Aoyama et al.,[144] a full PBPK/

PD model was built in the Simcyp Simulator by Rose

et al.[159] to investigate the impact of polymorphic hepatic

uptake (OATP1A1, OATP1B4) and efflux transposers

(BcRP, MRP2) on the disposition, pharmacologic and toxic

effects of rosuvastatin. First, plasma concentrations were

linked to the cholesterol-lowering effect of rosuvastatin,

according to the plasma AUC of MVA. The simulations

performed with the PBPK/PD model showed a large

increase in the mean plasma AUC infinity (AUC∞) of rosu-

vastatin by 63% and 111% for the SLCO1B1 c.521CT and

SLCO1B1 c.521CC, respectively, compared to the wild type

(SLCO1B1 c.521TT). Similarly, a significant increase in

MVA plasma AUC of 30% and 35% for the same genotypes

was observed. However, the hepatic unbound intracellular

water concentration (CuIW) of rosuvastatin, which was pre-

dicted by a permeability limited liver model, was consi-

dered to be a more relevant driver of its pharmacodynamic

effect. Interestingly, only a slight decrease in CuIW-based

AUC∞ of 5.7% and 9.6%, with a parallel decrease in MVA

plasma AUC of 3.1% and 5.8% was reported for the

heterozygote and homozygote, respectively. The latter fin-

dings are in agreement with a number of studies showing

that OATP1B1 c.521T>C SNP has either no or only a slight

effect on the cholesterol-lowering response to statins,[160–

162] and that when plasma concentrations were used as the

input, the results were misleading.

With regard to toxic effects, the effect of genetic poly-

morphism on rosuvastatin-mediated myopathy was inves-

tigated by prediction of muscle concentrations using a

perfusion-limited model. A strong correlation between

plasma concentrations and the risk of muscle-related

adverse effects was observed. Thus, in contrast to the

results for the cholesterol-lowering effect of rosuvastatin,

the plasma concentration appears to be a good surrogate

for the concentration at the muscle when assessing the

risk of statin-induced muscle toxicity in individuals with

polymorphic hepatic uptake transporter activity. This

result was also in agreement with an already published

study.[163]

High interindividual variability among the different

genotypes, limited availability of accurate in vitro data and/

or published clinical studies at different dose levels as well

as incomplete understanding of the impact of transporters

on pharmacokinetics and/or pharmacodynamics, are some

of the limitations which restrict the robustness of the mo-

dels for rosuvastatin and their confidence in simulating dif-

ferent clinical scenarios. Despite these limitations,

rosuvastatin serves as a useful case example to demonstrate

the potential of linking PBPK with PD model to enhance

physiological understanding and improve the ability to

assess the impact of transporters on the pharmacologic

and/or toxic response. Of particular, importance was the

finding that, in some instances, parameters other than the

plasma concentration are appropriate indicators of the

therapeutic and/or toxic effect. This example illustrates that

implementation of (PB)PK/PD models (even on an

exploratory basis) can provide valuable information during

clinical drug development and significantly contribute to

the clinical ramifications of genetic polymorphism, facili-

tating an optimal dosing regimen.

Escitalopram

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, such as es-

citalopram, block the neuronal reuptake of serotonin (5-

HT), resulting in increased neurotransmitter concentration

at the terminal and somato-dendritic areas. However, the

auto-receptors 5-HT1A and 5-HT1B, which regulate the 5-

HT release from neurons by negative feedback control, are

also situated at the terminal and somato-dendritic neuronal

parts, respectively (Figure 12).[164] Intracerebral microdia-

lysis can be used to measure the extracellular concentration

of 5-HT and thus its concentration at the site of

action.[165,166]

Bundgaard et al.[167] developed an indirect response PK/

PD model for escitalopram, including a moderator state

(tolerance model) to account for the auto-inhibitory feed-

back. For this purpose, different doses of escitalopram were

administered intravenously at a constant infusion rate over

60 min in four groups (vehicle, 2.5, 5 and 10 mg/kg) of six

male Sprague–Dawley rats and the response was expressed

as the change in extracellular 5-HT concentration. A two-

compartment pharmacokinetic model with first-order

elimination from the main compartment was used to fit the

individual mean unbound plasma concentration–time pro-

files for each dose group, and the predicted profiles were

used as the input to drive the pharmacodynamic model. A

type II basic indirect response model was implemented to
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describe the inhibition of 5-HT reuptake. In this model, the

increase in the response, R, over the baseline value R0, feeds

back to the moderator compartment and stimulates the

production of the moderator, M. As a simplifying approxi-

mation, the rates in and out of M are described by a first-

order rate constant ktol. An increase inM induces a negative

feedback on the generation of the response and thus enables

the baseline value to be re-established. The model is illus-

trated in Figure 13 and described by the following

equations:

dR

dt
¼

kin

M
� kout � R � IðCpÞ ð30Þ

dM

dt
¼ ktol � R� ktol �M ð31Þ

IðCpÞ ¼ 1�
Imax � C

n
p

ICn
50 þ Cn

p

ð32Þ

where R, M and Cp represent the response, the moderator

and the escitalopram unbound plasma concentration

respectively, Imax, IC50 and n are the maximum inhibitory

effect, the potency and sigmoidicity factor respectively,

and kin, kout and ktol represent the turnover rate, frac-

tional turnover rate and feedback rate constants, respec-

tively (see Figure 13). By setting equations 30 and 31

equal to zero, the initial baseline conditions are obtained:

kin ¼ kout � R
2
0 ð33Þ

R0 ¼ M0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kin

kout

s

ð34Þ

The feedback control model fitted the response–time

data well. Between unbound plasma concentration and 5-

HT response, a distinct time delay was observed for all

doses, leading to a counter-clockwise hysteresis loop. The

development of tolerance was confirmed by the fact that

the terminal phases of the hysteresis loops were not super-

imposable as a function of dose: the higher dose groups

exhibited a lower response at the same concentration.

Based on one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post

hoc analysis, maximal increases in 5-HT extracellular levels

reached 337%, 424% and 456% of the baseline and the

levels remained elevated for 135, 175 and 235 min at the

2.5, 5 and 10 mg/kg doses, respectively. Despite the signifi-

cant differences in plasma concentrations, the basal

response value was recovered within 360 min following the

administration of all tested doses. In fact, neither the dura-

tion nor the magnitude of the response increased when the

dose was increased from 5 to 10 mg/kg. These findings are

in agreement with previous studies in rats, in which

increasing the dose of escitalopram exhibited a ceiling effect

in the extracellular levels of 5-HT in the frontal cortex, as

measured by microdialysis.[168,169]

The results from this study established the high potency

(IC50 = 4.4 lg/l) of escitalopram, with almost complete

(Imax = 0.9) inhibition of reuptake. A fast neuronal 5-HT

reuptake with a half-life of <5 min (t1=2kout) was reported,

whereas the half-life for the development of tolerance t1=2ktol
was estimated at 10 h. The importance of incorporating a

moderator state to account for the physiological homoeo-

static autoregulation mechanisms was demonstrated by

comparison of the pharmacodynamic parameters of this

more mechanistic model with the conventional effect com-

partment model. The effect compartment model predicted

higher EC50 values at increased doses, which was inconsis-

tent with the physiological response. In addition, Zhang

and D’Argenio[122] used the same data sets to compare the

performance of the basic model II inhibitory model with

and without the addition of proportional and propor-

tional-plus-integral feedback gain. When the feedback was

omitted, the drug’s potency was underestimated, while the

model with the proportional-plus-integral feedback gain

performed the best (lowest Akaike information criterion

value).

Figure 12 Schematic illustration of the auto-regulatory mechanisms

of the 5-HT neurons following blockage of the 5-HT transporter (1)

with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). By blocking the

reuptake (1), the SSRIs increase the concentration of 5-HT at the

synaptic (2) and somatodendritic level (3). The increased level of 5-HT

then acts on somatodendritic and terminal 5-HT auto-receptors (4 and

5) as well as on postsynaptic 5-HT receptors (6), which exert negative

feedback on the release of 5-HT into the synapse. In the proposed PK/

PD model, the moderator M includes the sum of all negative feedback

originating from (4) to (6) (see also Figure 13). Solid lines denote

release/uptake pathways, and dashed lines denote control pathways

(reproduced with permission from ref. [167]). [Colour figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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These findings not only highlight the usefulness of

implementing feedback control mechanisms in pharmaco-

dynamic models but also the importance of assessing the

PK/PD at multiple doses. It is evident that when the

autoregulation of the pharmacodynamic response is not

taken into account, the evaluation of in vivo potency can

lead to an underestimation of drug’s potency and applica-

tion of unnecessarily high doses. Additionally, feedback

control models may be useful for the comparison of the

pharmacodynamic behaviour among SSRIs, to improve

understanding of their antidepressant effects and as a guide

to set effective plasma concentrations in clinical practice.

Outlook and concluding remarks

This review describes the large variety of PK/PD modelling

approaches available to predict dose–concentration–effect

relationships and to simulate various clinical scenarios.

Models incorporating a physiological understanding of the

underlying mechanism(s) of action of the drug and progres-

sion of disease can serve as powerful tools for exploring and

predicting clinical drug product performance. Provided such

models are adequately validated, they can also be imple-

mented with confidence to drive model-informed decisions

during drug development as well as at the regulatory level.

An even more complete understanding of a drug’s thera-

peutic value would be possible if dose–concentration–ad-

verse reactions relationships were to be simultaneously

established through toxicokinetic/toxicodynamic models so

that not only efficacy but also safety can be evaluated. This

is important, since dose–response curves may differ signifi-

cantly between the therapeutic and adverse effects in diffe-

rent patient populations as well as among different

indications of the same drug.

A current limitation of mechanistic models is that their

complexity often leads to issues of identifiability and

reproducibility of parameters. The commercially available

PBPK models are often implemented with mostly (or only)

literature data. In these models, the number of parameters

is often far greater than would be required for application

of classical compartmental models and it may be difficult

to acquire reliable values for some parameters. The advent

of more sophisticated analytical techniques such as micro-

dialysis will promote a better understanding of the time

profile of drug concentration at the effect site. In the mean-

time, to ensure maximum quality and to facilitate the inter-

pretation of PK/PD models, transparency in the parameter

values applied in the model, as well as in the underlying

assumptions and the derived equations, together with har-

monization based on good coding practice, is essential.

Once there is enough confidence in the translatability,

estimation and prediction of preclinical and clinical PK/PD

and systems pharmacology models, a move towards linking

them with biorelevant in vitro tools to guarantee TE will be

another key step forward in the drive to link the laboratory

to the patient, which seems not only promising, but also

imminent. Bridging the gap between in vitro, in vivo and in

silico methods by applying the Quality by Design and the

Biopharmaceutics Risk Assessment Roadmap[170,171] will

allow pharmaceutical scientists to correctly assess the rela-

tive impact of formulation, dose and dosing interval during

the development of new drugs.

For the formulation scientist, M&S used in this way will

assist in the selection of the most appropriate dosage form

and to set formulation targets, knowing to what extent the

formulation can be expected to steer the in vivo perfor-

mance of the drug product. For the clinician, the approach

helps to identify a dosing strategy which optimizes the effi-

cacy/safety ratio.

For the analyst, M&S can provide guidance in setting

clinically relevant dissolution specifications, taking into

account not only which formulation factors steer the drug

plasma concentration (critical quality attributes) but also

how any differences in these will translate in the clinical

outcome. In this context, robust PK/PD modelling

approaches will play an essential role in model-informed

drug development.

Finally, from a regulatory decision-making point of view,

a seamless description of the relationship between the phar-

macokinetic and pharmacodynamic characteristics of a

drug together with a knowledge of how, and to what extent,

formulation and formulation performance can influence

the PK and PD provides an excellent, clinically relevant

basis for an integrated approach to assessing applications

for drug approval. Currently, pharmacodynamics conside-

rations are taken into account in the approval of labelling

of new drug products, for example, whether taking the drug

before vs after a meal will influence efficacy. There is also a

thrust towards virtual bioequivalence, for example, using

Figure 13 Schematic of the proposed negative feedback model of

the acute action of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors in rats. The

response R acts linearly on the production of the moderator M, while

M acts inversely on the production of R. Solid lines denote increase

and loss of R and M, while dashed lines indicate how R and M influ-

ence each other. The numbers correspond to various sections of Fig-

ure 12 (reproduced with permission from ref. [167]).
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PBPK modelling to determine whether a change in the dis-

solution characteristics will impact the plasma profile sig-

nificantly. A logical further step would be to combine these

two approaches to optimize the approval process. Foreseen

is a scenario in which the release testing in the laboratory

reflects the release in the target patient population(s), the

data are combined with verified PBPK models tailored to

the target population(s) and then translated with PK/PD

modelling into a prediction of the clinical outcome. This

scenario would not only provide sponsors as well as the

regulatory authority with more flexibility in the approval

procedure, without sacrificing efficacy or safety, but also be

a way forward to move effectively towards a more persona-

lized medicine concept.
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A B S T R A C T

Background: Physiologically-based population pharmacokinetic modeling (popPBPK) coupled with in vitro bio-
pharmaceutics tools such as biorelevant dissolution testing can serve as a powerful tool to establish virtual
bioequivalence and set clinically relevant specifications. One of several applications of popPBPK modeling is in
the emerging field of virtual bioequivalence (VBE), where it can be used to streamline drug development by
implementing model-informed formulation design and to inform regulatory decision-making e.g., with respect to
evaluating the possibility of extending BCS-based biowaivers beyond BCS Class I and III compounds in certain
cases.
Methods: In this study, Naproxen, a BCS class II weak acid was chosen as the model compound. In vitro bior-
elevant solubility and dissolution experiments were performed and the resulting data were used as an input to
the PBPK model, following a stepwise workflow for the confirmation of the biopharmaceutical parameters. The
naproxen PBPK model was developed by implementing a middle-out approach and verified against clinical data
obtained from the literature. Once confidence in the performance of the model was achieved, several in vivo
dissolution scenarios, based on model-based analysis of the in vitro data, were used to simulate clinical trials in
healthy adults. Inter-occasion variability (IOV) was also added to critical physiological parameters and me-
chanistically propagated through the simulations. The various trials were simulated on a “worst/best case”
dissolution scenario and average bioequivalence was assessed according to Cmax, AUC and Tmax.
Results: VBE results demonstrated that naproxen products with in vitro dissolution reaching 85% dissolved
within 90 min would lie comfortably within the bioequivalence limits for Cmax and AUC. Based on the estab-
lishment of VBE, a dissolution “safe space” was designed and a clinically relevant specification for naproxen
products was proposed. The interplay between formulation-related and drug-specific PK parameters (e.g., t1/2)
to predict the in vivo performance was also investigated.
Conclusion: Over a wide range of values, the in vitro dissolution rate is not critical for the clinical performance of
naproxen products and therefore naproxen could be eligible for BCS-based biowaivers based on in vitro dis-
solution under intestinal conditions. This approach may also be applicable to other poorly soluble acidic com-
pounds with long half-lives, providing an opportunity to streamline drug development and regulatory decision-
making without putting the patient at a risk.

1. Introduction

Physiologically-based population pharmacokinetic (popPBPK)

modeling has been implemented successfully to support and inform
drug product development and regulatory decision-making.
(Babiskin and Zhang, 2015; Doki et al., 2017; Heimbach et al., 2017;
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Mitra, 2019; Olivares-Morales et al., 2016; Parrott et al., 2014;
Pepin et al., 2016; Stillhart et al., 2017; Suarez-Sharp et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2017) Patient-centric, model-informed drug product de-
velopment necessitates an in vitro-in vivo-in silico link to establish
clinically relevant specifications and thus guarantee the quality of the
drug product with respect to safety and efficacy. By encompassing
model-informed formulation selection and prediction of clinical per-
formance, modeling and simulation (M & S) provides a way forward to
the design of “safe spaces”, and thus offer regulatory relief. Some ex-
amples include guiding development of biorelevant and/or biopredic-
tive dissolution methods to support biowaiver extensions and enabling
extrapolation to special populations (e.g., paediatrics). Although the
current PBPK regulatory guidelines still mainly focus on the prediction
of drug-drug interactions (DDIs),(European Medicines Agency (EMA),
2018a; U.S-FDA Center for Drug Evaluation and Research CDER,
2018a) the integration of translational biopharmaceutical modeling
and dissolution testing has been attracting increased attention from
leading pharmaceutical industries as well as regulatory bodies and over
the last few years, the regulatory impact of mechanistic absorption
modeling has significantly increased.(Babiskin and Zhang, 2015;
Heimbach et al., 2019; Pepin et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017)

Establishing bioequivalence (BE) has been a critical component of
and remains a challenge during development of both new drug and
generic products. In the context of quality by design (QbD) and the
biopharmaceutics risk assessment roadmap (BioRAM) (Selen et al.,
2014; Dickinson et al., 2008), the importance of linking in vitro with in
vivo data bi-directionally has received greater emphasis. Accordingly,
virtual bioequivalence (VBE) can serve as a powerful tool to set clini-
cally relevant specifications and predict anticipated clinical outcomes
in healthy, patient and special-patient (e.g., paediatrics and/or co-ad-
ministration of PPIs) populations. To accurately predict the in vivo
performance of a drug product through clinical trial simulation, a cer-
tain set of conditions needs to be met. This includes integration of
biorelevant in vitro data into the simulation model as well as mechan-
istic absorption modeling, disposition/elimination components and
consideration of physiological and physicochemical interactions with
the formulation. After developing the mechanistic absorption PBPK
model, it must be verified via learn/confirm cycles which rely on eva-
luation against observed clinical data. Such models can then be used to
predict the population pharmacokinetic variability of the test drug/
formulation and therefore enable assessment of bioequivalence risks via
virtual trials simulations.(Pathak et al., 1997)

The ability of PBPK to account for between-subject (BS), within-
subject (WS) and inter-occasion variability (IOV) is crucial to the ac-
curacy and the applicability of VBE results. Although the current
techniques can address the between-subject variability reasonably well,
progress still needs to be made in the area of estimating inter-occasion
variability. Two independent modeling strategies to incorporate IOV in
VBE studies have been implemented in the literature: a) a priori esti-
mated random error terms in replicate clinical study are added to the
PK parameters, or, more mechanistically, b) the IOV is integrated into
the system parameters and propagated in simulations.
(Wedagedera et al., 2017)

In this study, an in vitro-in vivo-in silico workflow to establish VBE
and clinically relevant dissolution specifications is proposed. Naproxen
and its sodium salt were chosen as the case example. Naproxen is a
weakly acidic (pKa ≈4.4) non-steroid anti-inflammatory (NSAID)
agent. It is a biopharmaceutical classification system (BCS) class II weak
acid with poor solubility in the fasted stomach but freely soluble in the
intestinal environment and has a high permeability, similar to ibu-
profen and diclofenac.(Cristofoletti et al., 2013; Cristofoletti and
Dressman, 2016; Kambayashi et al., 2013) Since the absorption of such
compounds is usually complete, they have been identified as offering
opportunities for a potential BCS-based biowaiver extension.
(Cristofoletti and Dressman, 2016; Tubic-Grozdanis et al., 2008;
Yazdanian et al., 2004) The free acid (Naprosyn®) and the sodium salt

(Anaprox®) forms are administered orally as immediate release (IR)
tablets. The purpose of this article is to characterize the in vitro dis-
solution behavior of naproxen pure API and formulations, integrate
mechanistic absorption modeling with population-based PBPK, design a
safe space and, last but not least, set clinically relevant dissolution
specifications through VBE trials. The possibility/risk of granting BCS-
biowaiver for naproxen products is also investigated.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Chemicals and reagents

Naproxen (lot #SLBV2253) and naproxen sodium (lot
#MKCD6021) pure active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) were pur-
chased commercially from Sigma-Aldrich Co., LLC. (St. Louis, MO).
Naproxen tablets (500 mg Naprosyn®, lot 70,662; Minerva
Pharmaceutical Inc., Athens, Greece) and naproxen sodium tablets
(550 mg Anaprox®, lot 70,466; Minerva Pharmaceutical Inc., Athens,
Greece) were commercially purchased from the Greek market. Fasted
state simulated gastric fluid (FaSSGF)/fasted state simulated intestinal
fluid (FaSSIF V1)/fed state simulated intestinal fluid (FeSSIF V1)
powder (lot 01–1512–05NP), FeSSIF V2 powder (lot 03–1610–02) and
FaSSIF V3 powder (lot PHA S 1,306,023) were kindly donated from
Biorelevant.com Ltd., (Surrey, UK). Acetonitrile (lot 18A101551) and
water (lot 17B174006) of HPLC-grade were from VWR Chemicals
(Leuven, Belgium). Sodium hydroxide pellets (lot 14A100027), sodium
chloride (lot 17I074122), sodium acetate (lot 14B240013), hydro-
chloric acid 37% (lot 10L060526), orthophosphoric acid 85% (lot
12K210017) and glacial acetic acid 100% (lot 12B220508) were com-
mercially obtained from VWR Chemicals (Leuven, Belgium). Sodium
dihydrogen phosphate dehydrate (lot K93701642712), maleic acid (lot
57,118,880,544) and citric acid (lot K91221207425) were commer-
cially purchased from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany). Pepsin from
porcine gastric mucosa 19.6% and Lipofundin® MCT/LCT 20% were
from Sigma-Aldrich Co., LLC. (St. Louis, MO) and B. Braun Melsungen
AG (Melsungen, Germany), respectively.

2.2. In vitro solubility experiments

The solubility of naproxen and its sodium salt was investigated in
various selected aqueous and biorelevant dissolution media using the
Uniprep™ system (Whatman®, Piscataway, NJ, USA). All aqueous buf-
fers were prepared according to the European Pharmacopoeia, while
the biorelevant media were prepared according to Markopoulos et al.
and Fuchs et al.(Fuchs et al., 2015; Markopoulos et al., 2015) The
composition and physicochemical characteristics of the fasted and fed
state biorelevant media used in this study are summarized in Table 1.
An excess amount of API was added to 3 mL of dissolution medium and
the samples were incubated for 24 h at 37 °C on an orbital mixer. The
samples were then filtered through the 0.45 μm PTFE filter integrated
in the Uniprep™ system. The filtrate was immediately diluted with
mobile phase and analyzed by high-performance liquid chromato-
graphy (HPLC) (see Section 2.5). All measurements were performed at
least in triplicate (n ≥ 3).

2.3. In vitro dissolution tests

All dissolution tests were performed using calibrated USP II (paddle)
apparatus (Erweka DT 80, Heusenstamm, Germany) at 37±0.5 °C.
Each vessel contained 500 mL of fresh, pre-warmed medium and the
rotational speed was set at 75 rpm. Samples were withdrawn at 2.5, 5,
10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 min via a 5 mL glass syringe con-
nected to a stainless-steel cannula containing a 10 μm polyethylene
cannula filter. Immediately thereafter, the sample was filtered through
a 0.45 μm PTFE filter (ReZist™ 30, GE Healthcare UK Ltd.,
Buckinghamshire, UK), discarding the first 2 mL. The filtrate was
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immediately diluted with mobile phase and analyzed by HPLC-UV (see
Section 2.5). The removal of 5 mL at each sampling time was taken into
account in the calculation of the percentage dissolved. All experiments
were performed at least in triplicate (n ≥ 3) and the final pH in the
vessel was recorded.

2.4. Two-stage dissolution tests

Since the conventional one-stage USP II dissolution test does not
include a gastric compartment to account for disintegration of the do-
sage form in the stomach, differences in the disintegration time be-
tween non-coated (i.e. 500 mg Naprosyn®) and simple coated for-
mulation (i.e. 550 mg Anaprox®) might bias the interpretation of the
biorelevant in vitro dissolution behavior with respect to the in vivo
performance. Therefore, to investigate the disintegration effect on the
in vitro performance of naproxen/ naproxen sodium formulations, a
two-stage dissolution test for FaSSIF V3 was developed based on the
publication by Mann et al. (Mann et al., 2017)

The dosage form was initially exposed to 250 mL of FaSSGF Level III
and samples were removed at 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 min and treated as
described in Section 2.3. After the withdrawal of the last sample, 6.8 mL
of sodium hydroxide 1 M and immediately thereafter 250 mL of FaSSIF
V3 concentrate pH=6.7 (double concentration of all the constituents,
apart from sodium hydroxide) were added to the vessel. Instead of in-
creasing the pH of the intestinal medium concentrate to counterbalance
the acidic pH of the stomach medium as described in the original study,
(Mann et al., 2017) sodium hydroxide was added first, but almost si-
multaneously, with the FaSSIF V3 concentrate. This was done to avoid
using a very high pH in the FaSSIF V3 concentrate. After addition of
sodium hydroxide and concentrated FaSSIF V3, further samples were
removed at 32.5, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60 and 90 min. The two-stage ex-
periments were performed using calibrated USP II (paddle) apparatus
(Erweka DT 80, Heusenstamm, Germany) at 37±0.5 °C and the sam-
ples were analyzed by HPLC-UV (see Section 2.5). All experiments were
performed at least in triplicate (n ≥ 3) and the final pH in the vessel
was recorded.

2.5. Quantitative analysis of samples

Samples obtained from solubility and dissolution experiments were

first filtered through a 0.45 μm PTFE filter (ReZist™ 30 syringe filter or
Uniprep™; Whatman®, Piscataway, NJ, USA) and subsequently, after
appropriate dilution with mobile phase, they were analyzed by HPLC-
UV (Hitachi Chromaster; Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan or Spectra System
HPLC, ThermoQuest Inc., San Jose, USA). A BDS Hypersil C18, 5 μm,
150 x 4.6 mm (Thermo Scientific) analytical column combined with a
pre-column (BDS Hypersil C-18, 3 μm, 10 x 4 mm) was used. The
mobile phase consisted of 20 mM NaH2PO4 buffer adjusted to pH=3.0
and acetonitrile (60:40% v/v). The detection wavelength was set at
273 nm, the flow rate at 1.2 mL/min and the injection volume at 20 μL.
Using this method, the retention time was approximately 7.3 min. The
limit of detection (LOD) and quantification (LOQ) were 0.03 and
0.1 μg/mL, respectively.

2.6. Model-based analysis of in vitro solubility data

An experimental estimate of the naproxen pKa was obtained by
fitting the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Eq. (1)) to the mean aqu-
eous equilibrium solubility (Si) values using the SIVA Toolkit® (n==6;
all aqueous buffers). As intrinsic solubility (S0), the lowest reported
value in buffers was used. The pKa was then compared with values
available in the literature to confirm the validity of the aqueous solu-
bility parameter estimates.

=S S ·(10 )i
pH pKa

0 (1)

The impact of bile salt concentration ([BS]) and subsequent forma-
tion of micelles on the solubility of naproxen was investigated. This was
done by mechanistically modeling the mean solubility values in fasted
state biorelevant media (n = =3), accounting also for the relative
proportions of naproxen solubilized in the aqueous versus the micelle
phases, using the total solubility (S(BS)Tot) equation (Eq. (2)) in SIVA
Toolkit® version 3.0 (SIVA; Certara, Simcyp Division; Sheffield, UK).
Estimates of the logarithm of the micelle-water partition coefficient for
the neutral (Km: w, unionized) and ionized drug (Km: w, ionized) were obtained
to quantify the micelle-mediated solubility.
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Table 1
Composition and physicochemical characteristics of biorelevant media in the fasted and fed states.

Fasted state Fed state
FaSSGF
Level I

FaSSGF Level
III

FaSSIF
Level II

FaSSIF V3
Level I

FaSSIF V3
Level II

FeSSGFmiddle Level
II

FeSSIF
Level I

FeSSIF
Level II

FeSSIF V2
Level II

Sodium Taurocholate (mM) — 0.08 3.0 — 1.4 — — 15 10
Sodium Glycocholate (mM) — — — — 1.4 — — — —
Glyceryl monooleate (mM) — — — — — — — — 5
Sodium Oleate (mM) — — — — 0.315 — — — 0.8
Lecithin (mM) — 0.02 0.75 — 0,035 — — 3.75 2
Lysolecithin (mM) — — — — 0.315 — — — —
Cholesterol (mM) — — — — 0.2 — — — —
Pepsin (mg/mL) — 0.1 — — — — — — —
Sodium dihydrogen phosphate

(mM)
— — 28.7 13.51 13.51 — — — —

NaOH (mM) — — 13.8 3.19 3.19 — 101 101 102.4
Acetic acid (mM) — — — — — 18.31 144 144 —
Maleic acid (mM) — — — — — — — — 71.9
Sodium acetate (mM) — — — — — 32.98 — — —
Lipofundin®: buffer — — — — — 8.75: 91.25 — — —
Hydrochloric acid q.s. pH 1.6 q.s. pH 1.6 — — — q.s. pH 5 — — —
Sodium chloride (mM) — 34.2 106 — 91.62 181.7 — 204 125.5
Osmolality (mOsm/kg) — 121 270 — 215 400 — 635 390
Buffer capacity (HCl) ((mmol/

L)/ΔpH)
n.a. n.a. 12 5.6 5.6 25 76 76 25

pH 1.6 1.6 6.5 6.7 6.7 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.8

q.s.- quantum satis; n.a.- not applicable.
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Where CH2O stands for the concentration of water.
Estimation of the relevant parameters was performed using the

Nelder-Mead algorithm and weighting by the reciprocal of the pre-
dicted values was chosen. After model verification, all obtained esti-
mates were used as input parameters for the development of the phy-
siologically-based pharmacokinetic model (PBPK) model (see
Section 2.9)

2.7. Model-based analysis of in vitro dissolution data

Once confidence in the estimation of solubility-related parameters
was established, further model-based analysis of the in vitro dissolution
data obtained from both the one and two-stage tests was performed
within the serial dilution module of the SIVA Toolkit® (SIVA 3.0). The
dissolution rate of spherical particles under sink and non-sink condi-
tions within SIVA is described by an extension of the diffusion layer
model (DLM) developed by Wang and Flanagan. (Eq. (3)) (Wang and
Flanagan, 2002, 1999)

= +DR t N S
D

h t
t t h t S t C t( ) · ·

( )
·4 · ( )·( ( ) ( ))·( ( ) ( ))DLM

eff

eff
eff surface bulk

(3)

where DR(t) is the dissolution rate at time t; N is the number of particles
in a given particle size bin; SDLM is a lumped, empirical, correction
scalar without regard to the mechanistic origin of the required cor-
rection to the DLM. The estimated SDLM values obtained with SIVA can
be applied to the Simcyp PBPK simulator to reflect differences between
media or formulations; Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient; heff(t)
and α(t) represent the thickness of the hydrodynamic boundary layer
and the particle radius at time t respectively; Ssurface(t) corresponds to
the saturation solubility at the particle surface (which may be different
to the bulk fluid solubility as discussed below); and Cbulk(t) is the con-
centration of dissolved drug in bulk solution at time t.

The heff(t) was calculated by the fluid dynamics sub-model, which
enables the hydrodynamic conditions to be described according to local
conditions and stirring rate. Fluid dynamics-based heff(t) is the re-
commended option for describing the hydrodynamics, as it permits a
more rational translation of estimated parameters such as the SDLM to in
vivo conditions, in which the hydrodynamics are usually quite different
to in vitro experiments.

The local pH at the particle surface of ionisable drugs can sig-
nificantly affect the Ssurface and consequently the dissolution rate
(Mooney et al., 1981; Mooney et al., 1981a, 1981b; Ozturk et al., 1988;
Serajuddin and Jarowski, 1985; Sheng et al., 2009). Since in the in vitro
dissolution media have a somewhat higher buffer capacity than the
intestinal fluids, the self-buffering effect at the solid surface can be
underestimated. For this reason, the surface pH was calculated and
directly input into SIVA. The calculation of the surface pH was based on
the model proposed by Mooney et al.(K.G. Mooney et al., 1981a), which
assumes that dissolution is the result of both chemical reaction between
the conjugate base of the buffer species and the hydrogen cations re-
leased from the dissolving drug (in this case naproxen free acid (NPX-
H)) the liquid-solid interface and the diffusion of the dissolved particles
to the bulk. This model is very similar to the quasi-equilibrium model
published by Ozturk et al.(Ozturk et al., 1988), a derivation of which is
implemented in SIVA as the default option for surface pH calculations.

By fitting the DLM model to the observed dissolution data, accurate
SDLM estimates for each dissolution and two-stage test were obtained. In
the case of two-stage testing, the gastric and intestinal profiles were
treated separately. Under fasted state intestinal conditions, naproxen is
freely soluble and therefore in vitro dissolution is not expected to be
solubility limited. In that case, disintegration of the solid dosage form in
the intestinal dissolution medium might be the rate-limiting step for the
in vitro dissolution rate, especially in single dissolution experiments
where the dosage form is directly exposed to the intestinal medium

without any pre-treatment with gastric medium to account for disin-
tegration in the stomach. In order to distinguish and model the relative
impact of disintegration on the overall dissolution, the first-order dis-
integration option was activated in SIVA and used to obtain estimates of
the first-order disintegration rate constant (kd) for these experiments. In
the case of intestinal dissolution profiles generated after two-stage
testing, the first-order disintegration option was deactivated since dis-
integration in the stomach had been already accounted for by the dis-
solution in the gastric medium. For dissolution experiments of the pure
drug, the disintegration time was assumed to be negligible.

Estimation of the relevant parameters was performed using the
Nelder-Mead algorithm and equal weighting was applied. The various
estimated SDLM and kd values were implemented in the Simcyp®
Simulator (V18.1; Certara, Sheffield, UK) to simulate various in vivo
dissolution scenarios for the formulations under study and to generate
in vitro-in vivo extrapolation relationships. These are necessary to pre-
dict the formulation or pure drug in vivo performance using PBPK
modeling.

2.8. In vivo studies

Seven clinical trials published in the open literature were used in
support of the development and verification of the PBPK model for
naproxen. Six studies were performed after oral administration of
single-dose of naproxen or its sodium salt at different dose levels in the
fasted state. Data after intravenous administration were obtained from
Runkel et al.(Runkel et al., 1973, 1972a, 1972b)

The results of bioavailability studies for the Naprosyn® formulation
were published by Charles and Mogg(Charles and Mogg, 1994) and by
Zhou et al.(Zhou et al., 1998) In the study by Charles and Mogg, sixteen
Caucasian (12.5% females) healthy subjects with mean (SD) age of 22.1
(4.4) years old received one 500 mg Naprosyn® tablet with 100 mL
water at 8:00 a.m. after an overnight fast. All individuals were within
20% of their ideal body weight for height and gender with a mean (SD)
weight and height of 67.6 (8.3) kg and 175.7 (9.0) cm, respectively. In
the study by Zhou et al., ten Chinese healthy male volunteers (with age
and body weight ranging from 19–38 years and 51–74 kg respectively)
received two 250 mg Naprosyn® tablets with 200 mL water at 8 a.m.
after an overnight fast.

Regarding the Anaprox® formulation, a bioavailability study by
Haberer et al.(Haberer et al., 2010) and a bioequivalence (BE) study by
Setiawati et al.(Setiawati et al., 2009) have been reported in the lit-
erature. Using the same study design (two-treatments protocol), Ha-
berer et al. tested the bioavailability of a tablet of 550 mg Anaprox® as
well as of 500 mg of naproxen sodium, with the intention of in-
corporating this dose in a fixed dose combination tablet with suma-
triptan. A tablet of 550 mg Anaprox® (treatment A) and of 500 mg of
naproxen sodium (treatment B) were administered after an overnight
fast to 8 and 16 healthy non-smoker volunteers, respectively. The
proportion of females in the study was 63% and subjects had a mean
(SD) age of 44.3 (8.5) years and a mean body weight of 71.44 (12.3) kg.
In the study by Setiawati et al., twenty-six healthy volunteers (15%
females), aged 19 to 46 years and with body mass index (BMI) 18–23,
were administered a tablet containing 550 mg naproxen sodium with
200 mL of water in a sitting position at 07:00 a.m. after an overnight
fast.

To investigate the bioavailability of naproxen free acid, Rao et al.
administered 500 mg of pure drug powder filled in hard capsules to-
gether with a glass of water to twelve Indian healthy male volunteers,
aged between 18 and 22 years, who had fasted overnight.(Rao et al.,
1993) In all studies, no concomitant administration of any other drugs
was permitted for at least 1 week before the study and food was
withheld until 3 h post-dose.

All available demographic data from the aforementioned clinical
studies were used to simulate the clinical trials and are summarized in
Table 2. Since no pharmacokinetic differences due to race have been
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identified to date, all individuals were treated the same in terms of
ethnicity for modeling purposes.

2.9. Development of the middle-out PBPK model and selection of in silico
input parameters

PBPK modeling and simulations were performed using the Simcyp®
Simulator (V18.1; Certara, Sheffield, UK). The naproxen PBPK model
was developed by implementing a stepwise sequential modeling
strategy, in line with previously published literature and the regulatory
guidelines.(European Medicines Agency (EMA), 2018b; Ke et al., 2016;
Kuepfer et al., 2016; Shebley et al., 2018; U.S-FDA Center for Drug
Evaluation and Research CDER, 2018b; Zhao et al., 2012) Initially, an
intravenous (IV) model was set up and, after optimizing the distribu-
tion/elimination parameters, it was adapted to mechanistically describe
oral absorption. The compound file was also informed with physico-
chemical parameters including molecular weight (MW), octanol:water
partition coefficient (logPo:w), fraction unbound in plasma (fu) and
blood to plasma ratio (B:P) obtained from the literature.
(Bergström et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2007; Davies and Anderson, 1997;
Lin et al., 1987; Paixão et al., 2012; Pérez et al., 2004; Zhao et al., 2001)

2.9.1. Intravenous (IV) model
Since the volume of distribution reported in the literature for na-

proxen usually lies between 0.05–0.2 L/kg (similar to the plasma water
volume),(Awni et al., 1995; Franssen et al., 1986; Gøtzsche et al., 1988;
Niazi et al., 1996; Upton et al., 1984; Van den Ouweland et al., 1988;
Vree et al., 1993) the minimal PBPK (mPBPK) with a single adjusting
compartment (SAC) was chosen as the distribution model. The mPBPK
is a “lumped” PBPK model in which the SAC represents all tissues ex-
cluding liver and portal vein. Use of the SAC requires prior fitting to
observed clinical data using the Simcyp® parameter estimation (PE)
module. Implementing a “middle-out” strategy, the post-absorptive
variables, i.e. the parameter values for volume of distribution at steady-
state (Vss), apparent SAC volume (Vsac), inter-compartmental (Qsac) and
in vivo IV clearance (CLIV) were estimated using the PE module after
simultaneous fitting of the mPBPK model to the observed intravenous
data.(Runkel et al., 1973, 1972a, 1972b) The estimation was weighted
by the number of individuals in the reported study and the resulting
parameters were then compared with values reported in the literature.

2.9.2. P.O. (oral) model
For mechanistic absorption modeling the advanced dissolution ab-

sorption and metabolism (ADAM) model,(Jamei et al., 2009; S.
Darwich et al., 2010) in which the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) is divided
into 9 anatomically distinct segments starting from the stomach,
through small the intestine to the colon, was used. It was assumed that
no drug absorption occured in the stomach. The effective permeability
(Peff,man) value in humans was obtained from the literature,

(Lennernas et al., 1995) whereas for S0, logKm: w, unionized, logKm: w, ionized
the estimates from model-based analysis of the in vitro solubility data
were implemented (see Section 2.7). Default settings of the software for
luminal blood flow, fluid volume, bile salt content, segmental pH,
metabolic activity and small intestinal residence time were used. The
mean gastric emptying time (GET) in the fasted state was set to 0.25 h
(matching the built-in ‘segregated transit time’ model value instead of
the default value of 0.4 h used in the ‘global’ transit time model), as
suggested by human clinical data and several authors.
(Cristofoletti et al., 2016; Hens et al., 2014; Paixão et al., 2018;
Psachoulias et al., 2011) All relevant input parameters for the devel-
opment of the PBPK models and simulations are summarized in Table 3.

2.10. Verification of PBPK model and clinical trial simulations

The performance of the developed PBPK model was verified by

Table 2
Mean (SD) demographic data of in vivo studies used for the development and verification of the PBPK model. (HV= healthy volunteers).

Reference Formulation & Dose N° of
Subjects

Female
Ratio

Ethnicity Population Age (y) BW Range
(kg)

BH Range (cm)

Intravenous
(Runkel et al., 1973, 1972a,

1972b)
93 mg with 30μC tritium label in
100 mL phosphate buffer

3 0.33 Caucasian HV e 49.9–86.3 e

Oral
(Charles and Mogg, 1994) Naprosyn® 500 mg 16 0.125 Caucasian HV 22.1 (4.4) 67.6 (8.3) 175.7 (9.0)
(Zhou et al., 1998) Naprosyn® 2 x 250 mg 10 0 Chinese HV 19–38 51–74 e

Haberer et al. (a)(Haberer et al.,
2010)

Anaprox® 550 mg 8 0.63 Caucasian HV 44.3 (8.5) 71.44 (12.3) e

(Setiawati et al., 2009) Anaprox® 550 mg 26 0.15 Caucasian HV 19–46 e e

(Rao et al., 1993) IR Naproxen 500 mg 12 0 Indian HV 18–22 46–62.5 160–182.5
Haberer et al. (b)(Haberer et al.,

2010)
IR Naproxen-Na 500 mg 16 0.63 Caucasian HV 44.3 (8.5) 71.44 (12.3) e

Table 3
Input parameters for naproxen PBPK model development and simulations.

Parameters Value Reference/ Comments

Physicochemical &
Blood Binding

MW (g/mol) 230.3 PubChem
logPo:w 3.2 (Bergström et al., 2014;

Pérez et al., 2004; Zhao et al.,
2001)

pKa 4.43 estimated from in vitro data
(see Section 3.2)

Blood/ Plasma ratio 0.55 (Brown et al., 2007)
Fraction unbound in

plasma
0.01 (Davies and Anderson, 1997;

Paixão et al., 2012)
Absorption
Model ADAM
Peff, human (x10-4 cm/s) 8.5 (Lennernas et al., 1995)
Formulation type Immediate Release
In vivo dissolution see Table 7,Table 8 estimated DLM scalars from in

vitro data (see Section 3.3.2)
S0 (mg/mL) 0.0294 in vitro data (see Section 3.1)
Particle density (g/mL) 1.20 Default value within ADAM
Particle size distribution Monodispersed Assumed as data not available
Particle radius (μm) 10 Default value within ADAM
logKm:w neutral 5.37 estimated from in vitro data

(see Section 3.2)
logKm:w ion 4.00 estimated from in vitro data

(see Section 3.2)
Distribution
Model Minimal PBPK with SAC
Vss (L/kg) 0.15 PE module
Vsac (L/kg) 0.075 PE module
Qsac (L/h) 1.00 PE module
Elimination
CLiv (L/h) 0.40 PE module
CLrenal (L/h) 0.02 (Paixão et al., 2012)
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simulation of several clinical studies after oral administration and by
comparison with the mean observed pharmacokinetic profiles already
available in the literature.(Charles and Mogg, 1994; Haberer et al.,
2010; Rao et al., 1993; Setiawati et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 1998) Virtual
populations were selected to closely match the enrolled individuals in
the respective in vivo clinical trials with respect to sample size, ethni-
city, gender ratio, and age and weight range. Reported volumes of
concomitant liquid intake, dosage form type and sampling schedule
were also included in the study design.

Using an in vitro-in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) approach, the various
DLM scalar estimates, (see Sections 2.7, 3.5) obtained by model-based
analysis of the in vitro dissolution data with the diffusion layer model
were input to best capture different in vivo dissolution scenarios. Fur-
ther, to investigate the effect of in vivo dissolution of multiple for-
mulations and under various conditions on the overall in vivo perfor-
mance, the same DLM scalar estimates from in vitro dissolution data for
each case were implemented to simulate the aforementioned clinical
studies. Every in vivo dissolution scenario was evaluated by simulation
of 10 trials, each with 10 subjects (Σ=100). All virtual clinical trials
were matched in terms of demographic data (e.g. gender ratio, age &
weight range) as closely as possible to the reported studies.

2.11. Parameter sensitivity analysis (PSA)

Once confidence in the PBPK model performance was established,
parameter sensitivity analysis (PSA) was conducted to identify the ab-
sorption rate limiting steps and their impact on in vivo performance
(e.g., Cmax, Tmax, AUC). Variation of one or two parameters at a time
over a physiologically realistic range of values was applied for gastric
emptying time (GET) and the DLM scalar.

2.12. Virtual bioequivalence (VBE) trials

The virtual bioequivalence (VBE) trials were designed as fully re-
plicated, two-sequence, two-treatment, two-period, crossover studies.
In virtual BE studies between the hypothetical test and reference for-
mulations, PK profiles for a total of 120 healthy adult volunteers (12
subjects in each of 10 trials) for each treatment were generated. The
existing default coefficients of variation (%CV) - i.e., between subject
(BS) variability of the physiological parameters stored in the Simcyp®
simulator database for the North European Caucasian healthy adult
volunteers’ population were applied for each parameter. As an integral
part of within-subject (WS) variability, inter-occasion variability (IOV)
significantly contributes to the overall population variability and
therefore it should be accounted for by the PBPK models. To model IOV,
a CV of 30% was set, according to the literature and unpublished data
from C. Reppas.(Fruehauf et al., 2007; Grimm et al., 2018;
Lartigue et al., 1994; Petring and Flachs, 1990) IOV was added through
the VBE module (V1.0) of Simcyp® simulator to the mean GET, pH of
fasted stomach, pH and bile salts concentration of fasted duodenum,
jejunum I and II segments and mechanistically propagated in the si-
mulations. The IOV was intentionally set to the somewhat exaggerated
value of 30% for all the relevant parameters to further challenge the
establishment of bioequivalence. In each trial, a pre-specified number
of randomly simulated individuals (n= =12) were generated for each
formulation (reference and test). The relevant PK metrics (Cmax, Tmax,
AUC) for each subject were calculated. The VBE trials were interpreted
as crossover studies and average BE (ABE) was assessed using Phoenix®
WinNonlin (v8.1; Certara; Princeton, NJ, USA) for each relevant PK
metric. In a best-and worst-case scenario the hypothetical reference and
test formulations were assumed to have in vivo dissolution in the virtual
individuals corresponding to the highest and lowest estimated DLM
scalar value, respectively, resulting from the model-based analysis of
the in vitro dissolution data.

2.13. Data analysis and model diagnostics

The solubility and dissolution data are presented as the arithmetic
mean with standard deviations. Model-based analysis of the in vitro data
in SIVA® Toolkit was performed with either the Nelder Mead or the
hybrid algorithm (genetic algorithm coupled to Nelder Mead) with a
5th order Runge-Kutta or Livermore solver. Different weighting
schemes were tested and the goodness of fit was assessed by the Akaike
(AIC, AICc) and Bayesian (BIC) information criteria as well as the
coefficient of determination (R squared). All PK profiles obtained from
the literature were digitalized with the WebPlotDigitizer (version 4.1;
PLOTCON; Oakland, USA). The estimation of the post-absorptive
parameters within the PE module of the Simcyp® Simulator was per-
formed with the Maximum Likelihood estimation method. The predic-
tion accuracy of the simulated plasma profiles was evaluated with the
average fold error (AFE) and absolute average fold error (AAFE) (see
Eqs. (4),5).

=AFE 10n
pred

obs
1 · log

t

t (4)

=AAFE 10n
pred

obs
1 · log

t

t (5)

where n is the number of time points at which the concentration was
determined and predt, obst are the predicted and observed concentra-
tions at a given time point t respectively. AFE deviation from unity is an
indication of over- (AFE > 1) or under-prediction (AFE < 1) of the
observed data, whereas AAFE is a measure of the absolute error from
the true value (or bias of the simulated profile). An AAFE ≤ 2 is con-
sidered to be a successful prediction.(Obach et al., 1997; Poulin and
Theil, 2009)

Statistical analysis (including 95% CI) and VBE trials were per-
formed with Simcyp® (V18.1; Certara, Sheffield, UK) and Phoenix®
WinNonlin (v8.1; Certara; Princeton, NJ, USA). Data post-processing
and plotting were performed with MATLAB® 2018a (Mathworks Inc.;
Natick, MA, USA) and R® (version 3.5.1).

3. Results

3.1. In vitro solubility

3.1.1. Aqueous buffers
Table 4 summarizes the equilibrium solubility values in various

aqueous media of different pH. In the case of the free acid, the final
pHbulk differed significantly from the initial pH values due to the self-
buffering effect. This behavior was not observed for the sodium salt,
where the pH difference was equal or less to 0.1 pH unit. The higher
solubility of the sodium salt compared to the free acid, especially in the
intestinal pH media, is attributed to the difference in the final pH
measured, keeping in mind that in this pH range the solubility increases
exponentially with pH increase. Since naproxen is a weakly acidic
compound, its pH-solubility profile is described by two regions: a) pH

Table 4
Mean (± SD) equilibrium solubility in aqueous media at 37 °C for 24 h
(Uniprep® method).

Naproxen Naproxen Sodium

Aqueous medium pHfinal Solubility (μg/
mL)

pHfinal Solubility (μg/
mL)

Water 4.5 70.4 (1.2) 6.7 358.4 (18.1)
HCl acid (pH=1.2) 1.3 29.4 (6.4) 1.2 28.4 (0.72)
Acetate buffer (pH=4.5) 4.5 84.8 (4.2) 4.6 103.1 (3.6)
Level I FeSSIF V1

(pH=5.0)
5.0 175.4 (0.0202) 5.1 241.6 (5.2)

Phosphate buffer (pH=6.5) 6.2 1627.6 (31.5) 6.6 2363.4 (31.5)
Phosphate buffer(pH=6.8) 6.5 3619.1 (112.6) 6.9 4957 (119)
Phosphate buffer (pH=7.4) 6.8 5981.6 (28.0) 7.5 10,128 (674)
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< pHmax, where the excess solid phase in equilibrium with the satu-
rated solution consists of the unionized form and b) pH> pHmax, where
the equilibrium species are exclusively in the ionized form.
(Avdeef, 2007) Hence, unless self-association of solute molecules oc-
curs, identical pH-solubility profiles at equilibrium are expected re-
gardless of the starting material (free acid or salt), as shown in Fig. 1.
The experimental values were plotted as a pH-solubility profile and
compared to values reported in the literature, showing excellent
agreement (Fig. 1).(Avdeef, 2007; Avdeef and Berger, 2000;
Chowhan, 1978)

3.1.2. Biorelevant media
The solubility was additionally investigated in selected Level II

fasted and fed state biorelevant media (see Table 5).
(Markopoulos et al., 2015) Similar to the solubility of the free acid in
phosphate buffers, a considerable decrease in the final pHbulk was ob-
served in fasted state biorelevant media. In fact, the reduction is even
more pronounced in the fasted state biorelevant media due to their
lower buffer capacity (5.6 mmol/L/ΔpH in FaSSIF V3 versus
18.5 mmol/L/ΔpH in European Pharmacopoeia phosphate buffers).
(Fuchs et al., 2015) Comparison of solubilities in compendial with those
in biorelevant media shows that micelle-mediated solubilization has a
substantial impact on the overall solubility of naproxen. Particularly in
FaSSIF V1 Level II, the solubility of both free acid and sodium salt was

increased by 25.8% and 51.8%, respectively, when compared to phos-
phate buffer (pH=6.5). Likewise, in media simulating the fed state,
such as FeSSIF V1 Level II, a 2.4-fold increase in the solubility of the
free acid and a 2.1-fold increase for the salt form were observed, in
comparison to the respective medium without surfactants.

3.2. Modeling of in vitro solubility

Table 6 summarizes the parameter estimates (95% CI) obtained by
model-based analysis of the in vitro solubility data in compendial and
biorelevant media, as described in Section 2.6. The pKa was determined
to be 4.43, which agrees with values reported in the literature
(4.15–4.5). (Avdeef, 2007; Chowhan, 1978; Davies and
Anderson, 1997; McNamara and Amidon, 1986; Sheng et al., 2009) By
estimating the micelle-water partition coefficients for both neutral and
ionized species using the biorelevant solubilities, we were able to
quantify the effect of physiologically relevant surfactants on the overall
solubility of naproxen. These values were utilized within the Simcyp®
Simulator to simulate the luminal conditions and the in vivo dissolution
behavior, accounting at the same time for any inter-subject variability
regarding bile salt-mediated solubilization in the virtual population.
Therefore, implementation of logKm:w neutral and ion in the PBPK
model allowed for mechanistic prediction of the in vivo luminal dis-
solution, which would not be possible if only mean solubility values had

Fig. 1. Naproxen (squares) and naproxen sodium (triangles) experimental mean equilibrium solubility values (24 h at 37 °C) plotted against respective literature
values (24 h at 25 °C) in a pH-solubility profile. The in vitro solubility experiments were performed with the Uniprep® method described in Section 2.2. The
experimental results are in agreement with the literature values (24 h at 25 °C). The literature values were obtained from Avdeef et al. (Ref. 75); Chowhan et al.
(Ref. 77).

Table 5
Mean (± SD) equilibrium solubility in fasted and fed state biorelevant media at 37 °C for 24 h (Uniprep® method).

Naproxen Naproxen Sodium
Biorelevant medium pHfinal Solubility (μg/mL) pHfinal Solubility (μg/mL)

Fasted state
Level III FaSSGF (pH=1.6) 1.6 33.4 (1.1) 1.6 31.8 (0.92)
Level II FaSSIF V1 (pH=6.5) 5.9 2046 (150) 6.5 3587 (179)
Level II FaSSIF V3 (pH=6.7) 5.8 1624 (153) 6.7 3469 (187)
Fed state
Level II FeSSGFmiddle (pH=5.0) 4.9 352.6 (21.4) 5.1 575.2 (19.3)
Level II FeSSIF V1 (pH=5.0) 5.0 424.7 (26.6) 5.0 519.9 (18.9)
Level II FeSSIF V2 (pH=5.8) 5.8 890.0 (56.7) 5.8 799.5 (177)
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been used.

3.3. In vitro dissolution tests

3.3.1. Active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) powder
Mean percentage dissolved (± SD) over time in compendial and

fasted state biorelevant media for the pure API of naproxen and its
sodium salt are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. All dis-
solution experiments were performed as described in Section 2.3.

For the free acid, dissolution in FaSSIF V3 Level II and in Ph. Eur.
phosphate buffer pH=6.8 was very rapid (>85% within 5 min in
FaSSIF V3) and rapid (>85% within 30 min in phosphate buffer). On
the other hand, the dissolution in FaSSIF V3 Level I (i.e. without bile
components) was much slower with 85% dissolved reached only after
60 min. The observed difference in in vitro dissolution behavior is at-
tributed to differences in buffer capacity (FaSSIF V3 Level I and II vs.
phosphate buffer) and solubilization capacity (FaSSIF V3 Level II vs.
Level I) of the tested media, whereas the difference of 0.1 pH units
between the initial pH of Ph. Eur. phosphate buffer pH=6.8 and FaSSIF
V3 is assumed to have a negligible effect.

Especially since dissolution was under non-sink conditions in this
series of experiments, the dissolution rate in FaSSIF V3 Level I was
significantly slower, due to its low buffer capacity (5.6 mmol/L/ΔpH),
than in the compendial phosphate buffer (13.5 vs. 50 mM phosphate
buffer). At higher total phosphate buffer concentration, i.e. in the
compendial medium, the bulk (pHbulk) rather than the surface pH (pH0)
drives solubility and dissolution. By contrast, in the low buffer capacity
FaSSIF V3 Level I medium the surface pH seems to control the dis-
solution rate and as a result the final pH is significantly altered (5.95 in
FaSSIF V3 Level I vs. 6.62 in Ph. Eur. phosphate buffer). The effect of
buffer capacity on the overall dissolution behavior becomes much less

prominent when bile salts are added to the medium, as shown in Fig. 2.
Furthermore, it is evident that the addition of the bile salt components
in FaSSIF V3 Level II markedly enhances the dissolution rate. Although
the main effect is likely through solubilization, improvements in wet-
ting may have also contributed to the higher dissolution rate in the
Level II medium.

For the sodium salt, these trends were not observed and dissolution
was almost instantaneous (85% dissolved by the first sampling time at
2.5 min) in all tested media. This is attributed to the higher solubility as
well as higher surface pH generated by the sodium salt of naproxen.

3.3.2. Formulations
The dissolution profiles in FaSSIF V3 Levels I and II along with the

results for the “intestinal” part of the two-stage testing are presented for
Naprosyn® and Anaprox® in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. In all cases,
and for both formulations, dissolution was very rapid under conditions
simulating the upper small intestine, with 85% dissolved in less than
15 min. Interestingly, a mismatch between the dissolution results of the
APIs and dosage forms was observed. For instance, dissolution of the
free acid form of the API was much faster from the dosage form (Na-
prosyn®) than from the pure API in FaSSIF V3 Level I. However, the
dissolution of naproxen free acid from Naprosyn® in FaSSIF V3 Level II
was slightly slower than from the pure API. Furthermore, although
dissolution of sodium salt API was virtually instantaneous in all media
(85% dissolved within 2.5 min), 85% dissolution was reached only after
15 min during release from Anaprox®.

These findings suggested that the dissolution of the tablets under
intestinal conditions was delayed due to slow disintegration, especially
in the case of the sodium salt formulation. In order to account for
disintegration in the stomach prior to exposure to the intestinal media,
two-stage dissolution tests were subsequently performed, as described
in Section 2.4. Since the amount dissolved under gastric conditions was
less than 2% in all cases (see Fig. 6), only the “intestinal” profiles of the
2-stage tests are plotted and directly compared with the conventional
dissolution profiles (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). Pre-treatment in gastric media
accelerated the dissolution rate (85% dissolved reached 5 min earlier)
of the API from both the Naprosyn® formulation of the free acid (Fig. 4)
and the Anaprox® formulation of the sodium salt form (Fig. 5). Al-
though in all cases dissolution would be considered very rapid, the
disintegration effect was more prominent for Anaprox®, as shown also
in Fig. 6. A model-based analysis of the anticipated in vitro dissolution
differences is presented in Section 3.4.

Table 6
Parameter estimates (95% CI) resulting from the model-based analysis of in vitro
solubility data in aqueous as well as biorelevant media. The pKa was estimated
from the aqueous solubility values, whereas for the micelle-water partition
coefficients (logKm:w neutral, ion) estimation, biorelevant solubilities were
used. The accuracy of the predictions was evaluated with the R squared.

pKa logKm:w neutral logKm:w ion

Estimate (95% CI) 4.43 (4.42–4.44) 5.37 (5.34–5.40) 4.00 (3.98–4.02)
R2 0.9990 0.9999

Fig. 2. In vitro dissolution (mean±SD) of 500 mg naproxen free acid API powder in Ph. Eur. phosphate buffer (pH=6.8), Level I and II FaSSIF V3. USP paddle
apparatus at 75 rpm and 500 mL of dissolution medium at 37 °C were used in all experiments. The experiments were performed in triplicate. Horizontal dashed red
line represents 85% dissolved. Most standard deviation bars lie within the symbols.
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3.4. Modeling of in vitro dissolution

Table 7 and Table 8 summarize the estimated DLM scalar values
(95% CI) obtained by model-based analysis of the intestinal in vitro
dissolution profiles using the SIVA Toolkit®. Each naproxen form (i.e.
pure API and formulations of each of the free acid and sodium salt) was
evaluated separately. The goodness of fit was visually inspected with
residuals plots and assessed with the coefficient of determination (R2).
As shown in Table 8, the first-order disintegration model without time-
lag was applied only to those experiments where the formulations were
not pre-exposed to gastric medium. Matching between two-stage and
single dissolution, combined with the disintegration model, DLM esti-
mates were obtained. These results indicate that the effect of

disintegration can be properly accounted for using the methodology
applied.

The slowest and fastest dissolution rate of the acid form of the API
observed in FaSSIF V3 Levels I and II, respectively, resulted in the
lowest (0.0022) and highest (0.0810) estimated DLM values. Due to the
virtually instantaneous dissolution of the sodium salt API in all media,
the default DLM value of 1, without estimation, was utilized for the salt
form (Table 7). The predicted dissolution profiles were in excellent
agreement with the experimental profiles (R2 > 0.96).

3.5. PBPK model verification & clinical trial simulations

The PBPK model of naproxen was developed and verified as

Fig. 3. In vitro dissolution (mean± SD) of 550 mg naproxen sodium API powder in Ph. Eur. phosphate buffer (pH=6.8), FaSSIF V3 Levels I and II. USP paddle
apparatus at 75 rpm and 500 mL of dissolution medium at 37 °C were used in all experiments. The experiments were performed in triplicate. Horizontal dashed red
line represents 85% dissolved. Most standard deviation bars lie within the symbols.

Fig. 4. In vitro dissolution (mean± SD) of Naprosyn® 500 mg in FaSSIF V3 Levels I and II (solid lines, filled squares and circles respectively). The intestinal profiles in
FaSSIF V3 Levels I and II (after the pre-treatment with FaSSGF Levels I and III respectively) during two-stage test are also depicted (dotted lines, empty squares and
circles, respectively). USP paddle apparatus at 75 rpm and 500 mL of dissolution medium at 37 °C were used in all experiments. The experiments were performed in
triplicate. Horizontal dashed red line represents the 85% dissolved. Most standard deviation bars lie within the symbols.
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described in Sections 2.9 and 2.10, respectively. Post-absorptive para-
meters (CL, Vss, Vsac, Qsac) were estimated from intravenous data,
whereas for dissolution-absorption the Diffusion layer model-ADAM
was used. Different in vivo dissolution scenarios were simulated ac-
cording to the DLM scalar values obtained by model-based analysis of in
vitro biorelevant dissolution profiles of the tested naproxen forms. The
simulated profiles were compared against observed data from human in
vivo PK studies (see Section 2.8). The generated virtual population
closely matched the individuals enrolled in the respective in vivo studies
in terms of ethnicity, gender ratio, and age and weight range. Volumes
of concomitant liquid intake, dosage form type and sampling schedule
were also taken into account for the virtual study design wherever
available (see details in Section 2.10).

Table 9 summarizes all the simulations (10 trials x 10 individuals)

performed for each in vivo dissolution scenario and the resulting mean
in silico population pharmacokinetic (popPBPK) parameters for the
virtual healthy adult population. Regardless of the anticipated differ-
ences in vivo dissolution, as reflected by the various estimated DLM
values, these results suggest that mean AUC remains almost constant,
while more pronounced variations in Cmax and especially in Tmax are
observed. Direct comparisons of the mean in silico and in vivo phar-
macokinetic parameters show very good agreement between simulated
and observed data (Table 9 and Table 10). In all cases, the average
(AFE) and absolute average fold error (AAFE) lay between 0.90–1.16
and 1.07–1.04, reflecting successful PBPK model performance and ex-
cellent predictions of the observed plasma profiles.

Fig. 7 illustrates the mean simulated naproxen plasma-concentra-
tion time profiles and the 5th and 95th percentiles of the virtual po-
pulation for the two extreme DLM estimated values; i.e.,
DLMmin=0.0022 and DLMmax = 1. Note that these DLM values were
extracted from the dissolution of the free acid and salt pure API forms,
not the formulations, and were intentionally chosen as such in order to
evaluate in vivo performance differences (if any) that could be detected
under these extreme scenarios. As can be observed, the Cmax of the

Fig. 5. In vitro dissolution (mean± SD) of Anaprox® 550 mg in FaSSIF V3
Levels I and II (solid lines, filled squares and circles respectively). The intestinal
profiles in FaSSIF V3 Levels I and II (after the pre-treatment with FaSSGF Levels
I and III respectively) during two-stage test are also depicted (dotted lines,
empty squares and circles, respectively). USP paddle apparatus at 75 rpm and
500 mL of dissolution medium at 37 °C were used in all experiments. The ex-
periments were performed in triplicate. Horizontal dashed red line represents
the 85% dissolved. Most standard deviation bars lie within the symbols.

Fig. 6. In vitro dissolution (mean± SD) of Naprosyn® 500 mg (solid lines) and
Anaprox® 550 mg (dashed lines) in FaSSGF Levels I and III (filled circles and
squares, respectively). USP paddle apparatus at 75 rpm and 250 mL of dis-
solution medium at 37 °C were used in all experiments. The experiments were
performed in triplicate. Horizontal dashed red line represents the 85% dis-
solved. Most standard deviation bars lie within the symbols.

Table 7
Estimated DLM scalar values (95% CI) obtained from model-based analysis of in
vitro dissolution in various media of naproxen free acid and sodium salt pure
API powder. The goodness of fit between predicted and observed dissolution
profiles was evaluated with the R squared (R2).

Dissolution Medium API Powder
NPX NPX Na

Level I FaSSIF V3
DLM (95% CI) 0.0022 (0.0021–0.0023) 1*
R2 0.997 e

Eur. Phar. Phosphate Buffer (pH=6.8)
DLM (95% CI) 0.0136 (0.0121–0.0151) 1*
R2 0.992 e

Level II FaSSIF V3
DLM (95% CI) 0.0810 (0.0651–0.0970) 1*
R2 0.998 e

⁎ default values of DLM scalar due to very fast dissolution (>85% dissolved
in 2.5 min).

Table 8
Estimated DLM scalar and first-order disintegration rate constant (kd) values
(95% CI) obtained from model-based analysis of in vitro dissolution in various
media of naproxen free acid (Naprosyn®) and sodium salt (Anaprox®) for-
mulation. In the case of dissolution without pre-treatment in a gastric medium,
a first-order disintegration model was included. The goodness of fit between
predicted and observed dissolution profiles was evaluated with the R squared
(R2).

Dissolution Medium Formulation
Naprosyn Anaprox

Level I FaSSIF V3
DLM (95% CI) 0.0296 (0.0149–0.0443) 0.0212 (0.0131–0.0294)
kd (95% CI) 0.305 (0.123–0.487) 0.288 (0.130–0.446)
R2 0.999 0.998
Level I FaSSIF V3 (two-

stage)
DLM (95% CI) 0.0305 (0.0191–0.0308) 0.0221 (0.0174–0.0267)
kd (95% CI) e e

R2 0.967 0.981
Level II FaSSIF V3
DLM (95% CI) 0.0213 (0.0170–0.0255) 0.0168 (0.00996–0.0237)
kd (95% CI) 0.702 (0.354–1.05) 0.228 (0.0975–0.358)
R2 0.999 0.999
Level II FaSSIF V3 (two-

stage)
DLM (95% CI) 0.0187 (0.0143–0.0230) 0.0158 (0.0138–0.0179)
kd (95% CI) e e

R2 0.975 0.991
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simulated plasma profile corresponding to administration of the very
slowly dissolving hypothetical formulation was only slightly lower than
the one resulting from the very fast dissolving hypothetical formulation.
On the other hand, Tmax was significantly prolonged. Interestingly, re-
gardless of whether the worst or best case scenario was applied, the
dissolution profiles predicted the observed range of PK profiles rea-
sonably well (see also AFE and AAFE values).

In order to further explore the impact of key parameters on the si-
mulated plasma profiles, one-at-a-time parameter sensitivity analysis
(PSA) on the DLM scalar and GET in the fasted state was performed.
GET and DLM were allowed to range from 0.1 to 2 h and 0.001 to 0.1,
respectively, while all other parameters in the model were kept con-
stant. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the mean simulated plasma profiles of a
representative individual of the virtual population for various DLM and
GET values, respectively. Fig. 8 shows that over a 100-fold range of
DLM values only slight or almost no differences in Cmax (69.7–74.0 mg/
L) or AUC (1175–1177 mg/L·h) are observed. Tmax (1.40–2.65 h) seems
to be more sensitive to in vivo dissolution changes (as reflected in the
SDLM values) than the other PK parameters. Fig. 9 clearly demonstrates
that variation in GET markedly affects Cmax (52.2–75.5 mg/L) and Tmax

(1.09–4.00 h), whereas AUC (1172–1180 mg/L·h) is not impacted.
As one would anticipate, PSA on dissolution rate in the stomach

revealed no changes in the simulated Cmax, Tmax and AUC (data not
shown), since poorly soluble weakly acidic compounds like naproxen
barely dissolve in the fasted state gastric environment (see also Fig. 6).

3.6. Virtual bioequivalence

Multiple non-replicated, two-sequence, two-treatment, two-period,

Table 9
Mean in silico population pharmacokinetic (popPBPK) parameters of naproxen simulated plasma-concentration-time profiles under all tested in vivo dissolution inputs
(DLM scalar values) obtained from model-based analysis of the in vitro data (see formulation and dissolution medium).

Formulation Medium SDLM Disintegration In silico mean popPBPK parameters
kd (h-1)/2-stage Tmax (h) Cmax (mg/L) AUC (mg/L·h)

API

Naproxen
Level I FaSSIF V3 0.0022 e 2.52 65.5 1302
Ph. Eur. Phosphate 0.0136 e 1.80 69.0 1305
Level II FaSSIF V3 0.0810 e 1.44 69.4 1306

Naproxen Na
all media 1 e 1.44 69.6 1306

Formulation

Naprosyn
Level I FaSSIF V3 0.0396 0.305 1.80 67.5 1277

0.0305 2-stage 1.80 69.2 1306
Level II FaSSIF V3 0.0213 0.702 1.80 67.8 1277

0.0187 2-stage 1.80 69.1 1306
Anaprox

Level I FaSSIF V3 0.0212 0.288 1.80 67.9 1277
0.0221 2-stage 1.80 69.2 1306

Level II FaSSIF V3 0.0168 0.228 1.80 67.7 1277
0.0158 2-stage 1.80 69.1 1305

Table 10
Mean (SD) pharmacokinetic parameters of naproxen in vivo studies (a Median value).

Reference Formulation & Dose In vivo mean PK parameters (SD)
Tmax (h) Cmax (mg/L) AUC (mg/L·h)

(Charles and Mogg, 1994) Naprosyn® 500 mg 1.50a 71.4a 1211a

(Zhou et al., 1998) Naprosyn® 2 x 250 mg 2.6 (1.5) 87.3 (15.5) 1428 (193)
(Haberer et al., 2010) Anaprox® 550 mg 1.48 75.2 1294
(Setiawati et al., 2009) Anaprox® 550 mg 1.00 (0.5–2) 72.0 (11.2) 1013 (186)
(Rao et al., 1993) IR Naproxen 500 mg 1.36 (0.81) 69.2 (20.9) 1435 (312)
Haberer et al. (b)(Haberer et al., 2010) IR Naproxen-Na 500 mg 1.53 74.9 1299

Fig. 7. Population mean simulated naproxen plasma concentration-time pro-
files and the 5th and 95th percentiles for the two extremes of the estimated
SDLM values: (a) SDLM=1 (green and gray solid lines, respectively) and (b)
DLM=0.0022 (blue and light gray dashed lines, respectively). In a worst/best
case virtual bioequivalence scenario of simulated healthy adult populations (a)
was treated as the reference, whereas (b) was the test formulation. Observed
clinical data from Charles & Mogg (circles), Zhout et al. (squares), Haberer et al.
(a) (diamonds), Setiawati et al. (triangles), Rao et al. (crosses) and Haberer
et al. (b) (asterisks) are overlaid for verification of the PBPK model performance
and comparisons. Simulations run for 72 h, but to enable better comparison
only the first 24 h are plotted.
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cross-over virtual bioequivalence trials (n = =10) with 12 individuals
per trial were conducted. In a worst/best case scenario, two hypothe-
tical naproxen formulations with extremely different in vivo dissolution
rates were tested with the aim of designing a clinically relevant safe
space. The reference (R) was assumed to have a DLM scalar value of 1,
corresponding to the instantaneous dissolution of naproxen sodium API
powder, while the test (T) formulation was assigned the value of
0.0022, corresponding to the very slow dissolution of naproxen free
acid API powder in FaSSIF V3 Level I (Table 11).

Fig. 10 presents the results of virtual bioequivalence trials for Cmax,
AUC calculated up to the last simulated time point (AUCtlast) and ex-
trapolated to infinity (AUCinf). Bioequivalence with regard to Tmax was
also investigated. In all trials, Cmax, AUCtlast, AUCinf met the average

Fig. 8. Sensitivity analysis of naproxen simulated plasma concentration-time
profiles of population representative individual on DLM scalar values ranging
from 0.001 (blue solid line) to 0.1 (dashed line). The values of all other para-
meters were kept constant (GET=0.25 h). Observed clinical data from Charles
& Mogg (circles), Zhout et al. (squares), Haberer et al. (a) (diamonds), Setiawati
et al. (triangles), Rao et al. (crosses) and Haberer et al. (b) (asterisks) are
overlaid for comparison. Simulations run for 72 h, but to enable better com-
parison only the first 24 h are plotted.

Fig. 9. Sensitivity analysis of naproxen simulated plasma concentration-time
profiles of population representative individual on GET values in fasted state
ranging from 0.1 (blue solid line) to 2 h (dash double dotted line). The values of
all other parameters were kept constant (DLM= 1). Observed clinical data from
Charles & Mogg (circles), Zhout et al. (squares), Haberer et al. (a) (diamonds),
Setiawati et al. (triangles), Rao et al. (crosses) and Haberer et al. (b) (asterisks)
are overlaid for comparison. Simulations run for 72 h, but to enable better
comparison only the first 24 h are plotted.

Table 11
Mean in silico population pharmacokinetic (popPBPK) parameters of naproxen
virtual clinical trials for the hypothetical reference and test formulations prior
to bioequivalence assessment.

Trial N° In silico mean popPBPK parameters
Reference Test
Tmax (h) Cmax (mg/

L)
AUC (mg/
L·h)

Tmax (h) Cmax (mg/
L)

AUC (mg/
L·h)

1 1.66 62.01 1249 2.26 57.66 1248
2 1.51 65.79 1275 2.31 62.58 1273
3 1.96 61.30 1624 2.59 59.67 1623
4 1.58 74.97 1659 2.41 70.61 1657
5 1.75 60.35 1785 2.84 55.14 1783
6 1.55 72.27 1404 2.56 67.34 1403
7 1.45 64.14 1426 2.02 62.17 1425
8 1.39 71.03 1473 2.47 65.14 1472
9 1.58 61.87 1340 2.26 58.88 1339
10 1.64 62.32 1348 2.39 60.46 1347

Fig. 10. Average virtual bioequivalence results (% Geometric mean T/R ratio)
of 10 trials with 12 simulated individuals in each trial. Intra-subject variability
of 30% was arbitrarily chosen and added through Simcyp® (V18.1; Certara,
Sheffield, UK) VBE module (V1.0) to the mean GET, pH of fasted stomach, pH
and bile salts concentration of fasted duodenum, jejunum I and II. The 80–125%
bioequivalence limits (red dashed lines) and the area of acceptance (light green
shaded area) are shown for each tested PK parameter: (A) Cmax, (B) AUCtlast

(AUC calculated up to the last simulated time point), (C) AUCinf (AUC extra-
polated to infinity) and (D) Tmax. Error bars represent the 90% confidence in-
tervals, which in subplots (B) and (C) lie within the symbols.

Fig. 11. Dissolution safe space for anticipated bioequivalence to naproxen
products. The light green shaded area delimits the safe space area in which
bioequivalence (with respect to Cmax and AUC) was established between the
very slow (red solid line & squares) and the fast (blue solid line & circles)
dissolution profiles. Additional typical dissolution profiles are co-plotted
(n = =3). The horizontal red dashed line represents 85% dissolved.
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bioequivalence criteria (80–125%) with confidence intervals (CI) nar-
rowly distributed around unity, especially for AUC. However, in terms
of Tmax bioequivalence failed in all 10 trials and most CI were far be-
yond the bioequivalence limits. These findings suggest that naproxen
formulations which reach 85% dissolved in media simulating the
healthy human upper small intestine within 90 min or less are expected
to be bioequivalent. These borders correspond to the dissolution “safe
space” and can be used to set clinically relevant dissolution specifica-
tions to minimize the risk of bioequivalence failure.

4. Discussion

The present study proposes a workflow and highlights the key role
of mechanistic absorption and population-based PBPK modeling to es-
tablish virtual bioequivalence and set clinically relevant dissolution
specifications by combining in vitro, in vivo and in silico methods.

In the naproxen case example, starting from in vitro solubility and
dissolution data, an approach of stepwise sequential estimation/con-
firmation of biopharmaceutical parameters was followed,(Pathak et al.,
2019) before applying them to the PBPK model. In vitro dissolution
profiles in conventional and biorelevant media were translated to dif-
ferent in vivo dissolution scenarios by implementing an in vitro-in vivo-
extrapolation (IVIVE) strategy. The healthy adult PBPK model for na-
proxen was developed by optimizing post-absorptive parameters from
intravenous in vivo data which was then coupled with the ADAM model
for mechanistic oral absorption modeling. The verification of the PBPK
model was based on its ability to predict the observed plasma PK pro-
files after oral administration of naproxen in several in vivo studies and
its performance under multiple in vivo dissolution scenarios was as-
sessed.

Simulations of the clinical studies in conjunction with sensitivity
analysis on the DLM scalar and gastric emptying time revealed that
Cmax and AUC are rather insensitive to dissolution changes, but that
Cmax is considerably affected by variations in gastric emptying time.
However, changes in either the SDLM or gastric emptying markedly al-
tered Tmax. These results indicate that the absorption and thus the in
vivo performance of naproxen formulations seems to be governed by
gastric emptying, but is not dissolution-limited. This is supported by the
(refined) developability classification system (DCS/rDCS),(Butler and
Dressman, 2010; Rosenberger et al., 2019) according to which na-
proxen would more appropriately be classified as rDCS/DCS I, and is in
excellent agreement with the study of Charles and Mogg(Charles and
Mogg, 1994), which concluded that two naproxen products (tablet and
caplet) with very dissimilar in vitro dissolution behavior were bioe-
quivalent. Furthermore, a DLM scalar range from 0.0022 to 1 translated
to an increase in Cmax only by 1.06 and 1.75 times earlier Tmax, as-
suming the default value in Simcyp for the particle radius of 10 μm. The
AUC remained unchanged. In this case, the insensitivity of PK metrics to
the dissolution rate was attributed both to the absence of saturable first
pass extraction and the relatively long half-life (t1/2 ≈ 20 h) of the
drug.

Once enough confidence with the performance of the PBPK model
was achieved, several VBE trials simulating a worst/best case scenario
were performed. A safe space and a clinically relevant dissolution
specification for naproxen products was proposed based on the outcome
of these virtual trials. It was demonstrated that 85% dissolved reached
within 90 min lies comfortably within a region of dissolution perfor-
mance where bioequivalence is anticipated and is not anywhere near
the edge of failure for either Cmax or AUC. On the other hand, bioe-
quivalence in Tmax failed in all cases. In this study, in vitro dissolution of
unformulated free acid and sodium salt forms of naproxen were used to
simulate the worst/best case BE scenario. Although this constitutes an
extreme limitation, it was done intentionally to challenge the VBE re-
sult, since if the VBE were to be based solely on the dissolution of the
formulations, the safe space would be biased towards an already
(partly) optimized formulation range.

Virtual bioequivalence studies have been already published in the
recent past.(Babiskin and Zhang, 2015; Doki et al., 2017; Pathak et al.,
1997; Pepin et al., 2016; Wedagedera et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017)
However, in most of those studies the intra-subject (IIV) and inter-oc-
casion (IOV) variability is either ignored or added directly to the PK
metrics (i.e. Cmax and AUC) as random error terms. By contrast, in the
current study the intra-subject variability was added via the Simcyp®
v18.1 VBE module 1.0 in several key absorption parameters, such as
gastric emptying time, pH of fasted stomach, pH and bile salts con-
centration of fasted duodenum, jejunum I and II, and mechanistically
propagated in simulations. In the context of challenging the establish-
ment of bioequivalence, IOV was set to a somewhat exaggerated value
of 30% for all parameters.

5. Conclusion

Mechanism-based absorption PBPK modeling can be considered as a
promising and powerful bioequivalence risk assessment tool. This work
highlights the importance of linking translational absorption modeling
with population PBPK to examine VBE and set clinically relevant spe-
cifications. For naproxen, it was demonstrated that bioequivalence
failure due to dissolution is unlikely for naproxen products because of
the wide safe space. The example of naproxen illustrates that the impact
of formulation on the in vivo performance is not always correlated with
the in vitro dissolution behavior.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which not only
mechanistically incorporates inter-occasion variability in VBE assess-
ment, but also propagates IOV in the simulations. Implementation of
hierarchical levels of variability (BS, WS, IOV) in VBE trials is of critical
importance in order to accurately describe the population variability
and avoid biased, overoptimistic bioequivalence results due to under-
estimation of the overall variability. Even though mixed effect mod-
eling is rare in this context, this study highlights the importance of
mechanistically assigning between-subject and inter-occasion varia-
bility values which are physiologically plausible and meaningful. Using
%CV values obtained from single observation in each individual within
a specific population is not representative of the population BS or IOV
since it comes solely from a single sample. In this case, the applied
coefficient of variation is often conveniently misinterpreted as mixture
of BS and IO variability. Likewise, implementation of arbitrary CV%
values is inappropriate.

Moving a step further towards linking the lab to the patient, me-
chanistic extrapolation of in vitro data (e.g. dissolution) to the in vivo
situation, as explicitly demonstrated for naproxen, is critical for the
validity and interpretation of VBE results. In the context of bioequiva-
lence trial simulation, which is of great interest for both regulatory
agencies and the pharmaceutical industry, a mechanistic IVIVE ap-
proach will be essential to enable extrapolation to specific or disease
populations, given that differences in factors like GI physiology need to
be taken into account. The acquisition of further clinical data (e.g.,
intraluminal and plasma concentrations) as well as advancement of the
current biopharmaceutic tools are expected to significantly increase the
reliability of virtual bioequivalence results in a variety of diseases,
dosing conditions such as PPI co-administration and specific popula-
tions such as pediatric patients.

Consideration of drug-related pharmacokinetic characteristics (e.g.,
half-life, first pass effect, protein binding) along with PBPK modeling
will assist not only to select the most appropriate dosage form and to set
formulation targets, but more importantly to understand to what extent
the formulation can be expected to steer the in vivo performance of the
drug product. Further validation of the proposed approach with a range
of drugs and formulations is needed to increase confidence and spread
awareness of the power of mechanistic absorption modeling and PBPK
in formulation design and regulation.

Bridging the gap between in vitro, in vivo and in silico by applying
mechanistic absorption coupled with population PBPK modeling can
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guide model-informed formulation selection, allow for robust clinical
outcome predictions, inform regulatory decision-making, permit reg-
ulatory flexibility (e.g. granting biowaivers for some BCS class II weak
acids like naproxen) and potentially reduce the cost/time of product
development by replacing unnecessary clinical trials.

Future work could investigate the impact of bioinequivalence in
Tmax on the onset of action and therefore the therapeutic equivalence of
naproxen products. As has already been highlighted,(Cristofoletti et al.,
2018; Loisios-Konstantinidis et al., 2019) a scenario is foreseen in
which by combining verified PBPK with pharmacodynamic (PD) models
tailored to the target population(s), release testing in the laboratory will
be linked to the therapeutic outcome.
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Abstract. The aims of the proposed study were to develop and verify a quantitative
model-based framework to anticipate the in vivo bioequivalence of ibuprofen immediate
release formulations. This stepwise approach integrated virtual bioequivalence trials to
simulate the test to reference (T/R) ratio for positive (i.e., bioequivalent) and negative (i.e.,
non-bioequivalent) control formulations containing ibuprofen, approximated distribution of
interoccasion variability (IOV) on ibuprofen peak (Cmax) and extent of exposure (AUC) by
bootstrapping resampling methods, post hoc incorporation of IOV to simulated T/R ratios,
and power curve analysis. After post hoc incorporation of the bootstrapped IOV to the
simulated Cmax T/R geometric mean ratios, the resulting 90% confidence intervals
overlapped with the in vivo observations for both pairwise comparisons. On the other hand,
simulated and observed AUC TNBE/R geometric mean ratios differed, likely due to the lack
of propagating clearance-related IOV to the simulations. This approach is in line with
modern regulatory initiatives that advocate leveraging quantitative methods and modeling to
modernize generic drug development and review.

KEY WORDS: bioequivalence; in vitro-in vivo extrapolation; physiology-based pharmacokinetics;
quantitative methods; regulatory sciences.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the new chemical entities that populate the
development pipeline are characterized by a low aqueous
solubility (categorized as a Biopharmaceutics Classification
System (BCS) class 2 or 4 drugs) which leads to challenges
towards their intestinal absorption (1,2). Absorption-
related parameters of poorly water-soluble drugs may
change randomly between subjects (i.e., interindividual
variability; IIV) and study occasions (i.e., interoccasion

variability; IOV) due to the highly variable conditions
within the human gastrointestinal (GI) tract (3). Conse-
quently, demonstrating bioequivalence (BE) between for-
mulations containing these drugs may be challenging. BE
studies are an integral part of biopharmaceutics and
clinical pharmacology strategy for drug product develop-
ment programs among generic and innovator companies
(4–6). In the generic pharmaceutical industry, BE studies
account for a significant share of the overall development
costs.

Traditionally, the sample size of BE studies is based on a
power calculation based on the within-subject variability and
the test (T)/reference (R) ratio of the BE metrics. Since the
exact value of the T/R ratio is generally not known prior to
the pivotal BE trial, it is often assumed that the difference
between the treatments does not exceed 5% (7). The greater
the difference between T and R formulations is, the higher
the sample size will be required (7) and, obviously, the higher
will be the associated costs and the risks of failing the
bioequivalence criteria. Preliminary small-scale, relative bio-
availability studies are currently the gold standard to prospect
the in vivo behavior of new formulations. However, pilot BE
studies are costly and translatability issues are not uncom-
mon. For example, Moreno and co-workers reported that
approximately 50% of the simulated T/R ratio for Cmax in
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small-resampled cohorts differed by more than 10% from T/R
ratio observed in the respective pivotal trial (8).

In recent years, the emergence of physiologically based
pharmacokinetics (PBPK) modeling platforms and
biorelevant biopharmaceutics tools have shifted the regula-
tory paradigm, and consequently the drug product develop-
ment workflow, towards quantitative modeling approaches
(9). In vitro-in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) of drug product
performance via PBPK modeling has been advocated by
academics, regulators and industry scientists (9). In this
context, the virtual BE (VBE) concept gained traction and
evolved from an academic nicety to a regulatory necessity,
being listed among the research priorities of the Generic
Drug User Fee Amendments to modernize generic drug
development and review under the umbrella of model-
informed drug development (10). Significant efforts on
characterizing GI tract IIV (e.g., in terms of fluid volume
and composition, intraluminal pH, transit time, etc.) have
been carried out by different groups (11); however, IOV in GI
parameters is much less understood. If IOV is simply omitted,
as it has systematically happened in the past, and/or the
selected system parameters are not indeed responsible for the
major portion of variation in drug absorption between
different occasions, predicted 90% confidence intervals
(CIs) for BE metrics will be narrower than the observed
ones, which may bias VBE-based decision-making (12). For
example, VBE trials may predict positive BE outcomes that
might be misleading due to not considering IOV (false
positive).

In this context, the aim of this work was to develop and
verify a quantitative BE risk assessment approach to inform
the development of multi-source ibuprofen formulations. This
stepwise approach integrated VBE trials to simulate the T/R
ratio for positive and negative control formulations contain-
ing ibuprofen, approximated distribution of IOVon ibuprofen
Cmax and AUC by bootstrapping resampling methods, post
hoc incorporation of IOV to simulated T/R ratios and power
curve analysis.

METHODS

Global Sensitivity Analysis

Global sensitivity analysis (GSA) techniques investigate
the effects of simultaneous parameter variations over large
(but finite) ranges and can account for the effects of
interactions between parameters (13). Interactions in sensi-
tivity analysis mean that the sensitivity of an output to a
parameter may change according to the value of another
parameter. The most relevant drug and system-related
parameters namely intrinsic solubility, particle size, salt
solubility, intestinal permeability, mean gastric residence time,
initial gastric fluid volume, duodenum, jejunum and ileum
microenvironments (pH and bicarbonate concentration) were
chosen to understand their combined influence on ibuprofen
rate of absorption simulated using a previously verified PBPK
model (14). The GSA was carried out using the Morris
method in the Simcyp® Simulator (Version 19, Release 1;
Certara UK Limited). Briefly, the Morris method is a one-at-
a-time method that starts by sampling a set of values within
defined ranges for all input parameters and calculates the

corresponding model outcome. The second step changes the
value of one parameter and calculates the resulting change in
model outcome compared with the first run, which is repeated
multiple times. A high μ

* (absolute mean) indicates a factor
with an important overall influence on the model outputs
whereas a high σ (standard deviation of μ*) indicates either
that the input parameter considered interacts with the others
or that its effect is non-linear (15).

In Vitro Dissolution and In Vivo BE Data

In vitro dissolution and in vivo BE results used for this
work have already been reported elsewhere (16). Both BE
studies were conducted by certified contract research organi-
zations that were inspected by the Brazilian Health Regula-
tory Agency to assess compliance with the Good Clinical and
Good Laboratory Practices and the study protocols were
approved by Independent Ethics Committees. Briefly, sam-
ples from two different generic ibuprofen suspension
biobatches, a generic product (hereinafter referred to as test
bioequivalent; TBE) and a drug product that failed the BE
test (hereinafter referred to as test non-bioequivalent;
TNBE), were kindly donated by the respective Brazilian
generic manufacturers together with samples from the
reference listed drug (R) used in the respective two-way,
crossover BE studies in healthy adults under fasting condi-
tions. The in vitro performance of the three ibuprofen 50 mg/
mL oral suspensions was assessed using the USP 2 dissolution
apparatus at 50 rpm with 500 mL of the revised fasted state
simulated intestinal fluid (FaSSIF-V3) (17) with reduced
phosphate buffer concentration (5 mM) at pH 6.7. This
in vitro experimental condition was able to discriminate
dissolution profiles of TBE, TNBE, and R (16). Table I
shows the reported results of the two in vivo BE studies
(point estimates and 90% confidence intervals) and the
within-subject variability of the BE metrics (16).

PBPK Modeling

A stepwise modeling approach of the in vitro data,
similar to Pathak and co-workers (18), was followed to
mitigate identifiability issues when estimating solubility factor,
intrinsic solubility, and particle size from in vitro experiments
(19). This approach allows the combination of drug- and
formulation-specific properties with GI variability, generating
individualized intraluminal dissolution profiles, which is
essential to inform virtual BE trials. Ibuprofen is a plastic–
elastic material and thus subject to particle deformation
during drug product manufacturing processes (20). Therefore,
the particle size that will control dissolution rate in vivo is not
necessarily the particle size measured in the raw material.
Deformed particles (e.g., due to compression forces) bind or
associate with one another, such that the effective surface
area of the drug driving intraluminal dissolution might be
smaller than the specific surface area measured for the drug
substance (20). Hence, product-specific monodispersed parti-
cle radii for the R, TBE and TNBE were fitted to the
respective in vitro dissolution profiles using the built-in semi-
mechanistic diffusion layer model in the Simcyp® In Vitro

data Analysis toolkit (SIVA® Version 3 Release 1; Certara
UK Limited) (19). A hybrid minimization algorithm
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combining the global search ability of the Genetic Algorithm
with the local search strength of Hooke-Jeeves method was
applied to ensure that the final estimates corresponded to the
global minimum.

The Simcyp® Simulator (Version 19, Release 1; Certara
UK Limited) with its Advanced Dissolution, Absorption and
Metabolism (ADAM) model coupled with a previously
verified full-body PBPK model able to recapitulate observed
IIV in ibuprofen exposure was used to simulate the absorp-
tion and systemic exposure of ibuprofen released from the R,
TBE and TNBE oral suspensions (14). Further details of the
ibuprofen PBPK model, including development workflow and
model verification, can be found elsewhere (21). The
respective product-specific monodispersed particle radius
estimated in SIVA® were used as inputs (i.e., upper bound
size) for the mechanistic particle population balance ap-
proach in Simcyp, which is derived from the population
balance equations by Kolewe and co-workers (22), to
describe particles’ shrinkage as they dissolve and move to a
different size bin. Table II lists the input parameters used for
building the mechanistic absorption and disposition models of
ibuprofen.

Verification of the updated PBPK model was carried out
by comparing the simulated and observed mean extent and
peak of exposure after oral administrations of R, TBE and
TNBE formulations. Model adequacy was concluded if the
prediction fold error for simulated mean AUC0-t and Cmax

values were below 1.25-fold of mean observed values. This
criterion is more stringent than the previously proposed 1.5-
and 2-fold error in drug pharmacokinetic parameters (24,25).

BE Risk Assessment

Virtual Bioequivalence Trials

When a crossover virtual bioequivalence (VBE) study is
run in the Simcyp® simulator, the population is generated for
the first period based on demographics, system and drug
parameters and IIV for the selected population. Then, for the
second period, the same generated individuals are used,
unless IOV is applied to selected parameters. Even though
the magnitude of differences in pharmacokinetics between
occasions can be measured, the underlying mechanisms are
generally not understood. In this context, we applied a
stepwise risk assessment approach to inform VBE-based go/
no go decision-making. First, we focused on isolating the
formulation impact on rate and extent of drug absorption.
IOV was not added to any system parameter, following the
underlying assumption in BE studies, i.e., clearance (CL) is
assumed to be unchanged within the same individuals for a
crossover design:

FT

FR
¼

AUCT � ClT

doseT
AUCR � ClR

doseR

¼

AUCT � ClT

AUCR � ClR
¼

AUCT

AUCR

where FT and FR are the systemic fractions for the test (T)
and reference (R) formulations, respectively, and AUC is the
area under the systemic concentration-time curve.

The virtual individuals were chosen to closely replicate
the cohort enrolled in the respective in vivo BE trials:

a. TBE versus R: oral single doses of ibuprofen 200 mg
were administered to 35 healthy adults under fasting
conditions (18 men and 17 women; age range 18–
50 years). Sampling schedule mimicked the respective
in vivo BE study protocol, i.e., 0, 0.17, 0.33, 0.5, 0.67,
0.83, 1, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2, 2.33, 2.67, 3, 3.5, 4, 5, 6, 8,
10, and 12 h).

b. TNBE versus R: oral single doses of ibuprofen 400 mg
were administered to 23 healthy adults under fasting
conditions (12 men and 11 women; age range 18–
50 years). Sampling schedule mimicked the respective
in vivo BE study protocol, i.e., 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1,
1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, and 14 h).

In order to capture the population variability, at least 10
trials were simulated for each pairwise comparison. The
resulting T/R geometric mean ratios were compared to the
observed ones and used in the subsequent steps of this BE
risk assessment approach.

Bootstrap Distribution of IOV

Pragmatically, the within-subject variability from a two-
way, crossover, oral BE study is composed of bioanalytical
error, IOV due to drug product performance and IOV due to
drug substance pharmacokinetics (e.g., GI variability). As-
suming negligible bioanalytical error for methods validated
according to current regulatory guidelines, the within-subject
variability would be a composite term lumping IOV due to
drug substance pharmacokinetics and product performance,
which will be hereinafter referred to as IOV. In fact, an
apparent dissimilar IOV was observed between both avail-
able BE studies (e.g., 17 vs 13% for Cmax) (16), suggesting a
formulation effect on IOV. The influence of formulation on
IOV magnitude was further investigated by applying a
bootstrap resampling method with the purpose of approxi-
mating the sampling distribution of IOV for plasma Cmax and
AUC. First, the sample function in R (version 3.6.0) (26) was
used to generate 50 bootstrap samples per in vivo BE study.

Table I. Reported Results of the Two In Vivo BE Studies

Comparison BE metrics Geometric mean ratios (%) 90% Confidence intervals Within-subject variability (%) Reference

TBE vs R Cmax 113.3 105.9–121.3 16.9 16
AUC 105.9 102.0–109.9 9.2 16

TNBE vs R Cmax 126.5 118.4–135.2 13.1 16
AUC 121.3 116.0–126.7 8.7 16
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Briefly, for each BE study, samples were taken with
replacement from each sequence group in the original data
sets for Cmax and AUC, generating 50 bootstrapped BE
studies for each pairwise comparison, namely R vs TBE and
R vs TNBE. Subsequently, a multiplicative model for the
analyses of each of the 100 bootstrapped BE studies was
applied in order to obtain the IOV for each bootstrap
resample. The bootstrap 95% CI for IOV in terms of plasma
AUC and Cmax were calculated for both pairwise
comparisons.

Power Curves

The power.TOST package in R (version 3.6.0) (26) was
used to estimate the exact power of the two-one-sided t test
(TOST) procedure for various study designs considering the
bootstrapped IOV mean. Power curves showing the calcu-
lated power on the y-axis and the T/R ratios for BE metrics
on the x-axis were built to assess the probability of incurring
in type II error when considering the bootstrapped IOV and
predicted Cmax TBE/R and TNBE/R ratios.

RESULTS

Figure 1 highlights the qualitative ranking of the selected
system-, drug- and formulation-dependent parameters ac-
cording to their influence on ibuprofen Cmax predicted by the
verified PBPK model. Intrinsic solubility, solubility factor and

product-specific monodispersed particle size are drug- and
formulation-dependent parameters, respectively, with an
important overall influence on simulated ibuprofen Cmax as
well as seem to have high potential to interact with other
inputs (high σ). For the system components, gastric emptying
time and small intestine pH were the most influential input
parameters.

Figure 2 shows the simulated cumulative in vivo dissolu-
tion profiles for the three studied formulations and regional
distribution of the fraction of dose absorbed. Mean simulated
Cmax and AUC0-t values were within 1.2-fold of the respective
mean observed BE metrics for R, TBE and TNBE formula-
tions (Table III). The final IVIVE-PBPK model was used in a
stepwise risk assessment of failing BE criteria for the TBE
and TNBE formulations. At this juncture, all absorption- and
disposition-related parameters were assumed not to change
with time, i.e., IOV = 0, due to the limited understanding and
data about the underlying physiological processes. In this
scenario, differences between the predicted pharmacokinetic
profiles in periods 1 and 2 for the same virtual subject can
only be attributed to the formulation effect. In other words,
each virtual subject would have exactly the same physiology
on the two occasions, representing the most optimistic
scenario in terms of the amplitude of the estimated 90% CI
for the geometric mean ratio of BE metrics. Predicted
geometric mean ratios for plasma AUC in both comparisons,
TBE/R and TNBE/R, were close to 1.0, resulting in bioequiv-
alent conclusions for AUC in all VBE trials (data not shown).

Table II. Input Parameters for Ibuprofen PBPK Model Development and Verification

Parameters Value Reference/comments

Physicochemical & Blood Binding
MW (g/mol) 206.27 (19)
logPo:w 3.23 (19)
pKa 4.5 (19)
Blood/plasma ratio 0.55 Predicted by Simcyp simulation toolbox
Fraction unbound in plasma 0.01 Predicted by Simcyp simulation toolbox

Absorption
Model ADAM
fu,gut 1.0 Predicted by Simcyp simulation toolbox
Peff, human (× 10−4 cm/s) 17.0 (19)
S0 (mg/mL) 0.043 (14)
Solubility factor (SF) 79.0 (14)
Formulation type IR suspension
DLM particle handling model Particle population balance
Surface solubility options Mechanistic surface pH model
heff method Fluid dynamics
Type of dispersion Monodispersed
Mean particle size (min, max, bins)
R 195.3 (0, 214.8, 50) Estimated using the SIVA toolkit from (16)
T-BE 174.3 (0, 191.7, 50)
T-NBE 150.8(0, 165.9, 50)

Distribution
Model Full PBPK
Vss (L/kg) 0.093 Predicted by Method 2
Kp scalar 1 Default

Elimination
Model IV clearance
ClIV (L/h) (%CV) 3.5 (30.0) (23)
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On the other hand, predicted ratios of geometric means for
Cmax ranged from 1.04 to 1.06 for TBE vs R whereas it
ranged from 1.10 to 1.15 for TNBE vs R (Fig. 3). Post hoc
incorporation of observed within-subject error to the pre-
dicted geometric mean ratios for Cmax resulted in bioequiv-
alent and non-bioequivalent conclusions for the comparisons
TBE vs R and TNBE vs R, respectively (Table IV).

The bootstrap resampling was applied to explore how
the estimated IOV might vary in the population. Founded on
the law of large numbers, the empirical distribution calculated
using the bootstrap principle is expected to approximate the
density of the true distribution for the statistics in the
population. The resulting bootstrap 95% CI for the IOV
calculated for each pairwise comparison, namely R vs TBE
and R vs TNBE, in terms of plasma AUC (i.e., 7.6–11.5% vs

6.2–13%) and Cmax (i.e., 13.8 vs 20% vs 10.8–19%) over-
lapped. This suggests that variability due to drug substance
pharmacokinetics may be the dominant element in the net
IOV for ibuprofen Cmax and AUC. Figure 4 shows power
curves for sample sizes of 24, 36, and 120 subjects assuming
the most critical IOV scenario (20%) resulting from the
bootstrap 95% CI. The power of any test of statistical
significance is defined as the probability that it will reject a
false null hypothesis (H0) correctly and is the complementary
probability of making a type II error (i.e., not rejecting H0

when it is false). As per the power curve, an acceptable type

II error level for the TNBE vs R comparison would be safely
achieved only at the expenses of enrolling at least 120 healthy
subjects in the in vivo study (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

A GSA was carried out to study how the uncertainty in
the predicted rate of ibuprofen absorption, using Cmax as a
surrogate, can be apportioned to different sources of uncer-
tainty in the model input. The Morris method was used to
identify system-, drug-, and formulation-related inputs having
large non-linear and/or interaction effect on ibuprofen Cmax

(i.e., high μ* and high σ values). Given the sensitivity of
ibuprofen Cmax to particle size, intrinsic solubility and
solubility factor, we applied a mechanistic, stepwise modeling
framework to leverage available experimental data, reduce
uncertainty and estimate unknown parameters (i.e., product-
specific particle size). Furthermore, the impact of gastric
emptying time and small intestine pH on ibuprofen Cmax

highlight the necessity of capturing the interplay between
drug properties and GI variability to describe individual
intraluminal dissolution profiles. Therefore, modeling in vitro

dissolution profiles, rather than directly inputting experimen-
tal dissolution data (tabulated % dissolved vs time), is needed
to inform population-based VBE trials.

An integrated IVIVE-PBPK model was used to translate
the discriminative in vitro dissolution profiles reported for
TBE (positive control), TNBE (negative control) and R
formulations (16) into the respective plasma concentration-
time profiles. The prediction fold errors for simulated AUC0-t

and Cmax were less than 1.2-fold of the respective mean
observed values (Table III). The simulated IIV of ibuprofen
AUC (i.e., 30–33%) can be traced back to ibuprofen CL
variability. In the model, CL variability was set at 30% as
reported by Martin and co-workers after intravascular
administration of ibuprofen solution (23). Furthermore,
simulated IIV of ibuprofen Cmax did not differ among the
three studied formulations (i.e., 20–22%), being also rather
similar to the reported IIV in vivo after oral administration of
different immediate release formulations containing ibupro-
fen under fasting conditions (27). Therefore, IIVof ibuprofen
exposure metrics seem to be mainly due to drug substance
characteristics influencing variability in drug product rate
and/or extent of absorption.

To explore the hypothesis of drug product formulation
contributing to the IOV of ibuprofen exposure metrics we
compared the approximated distributions of IOV estimated
for each pairwise comparison using a bootstrap resampling
method. The overlapping between the bootstrapped 95% CIs
for the IOV calculated for the studies comparing different
formulations (i.e., TBE vs R and TNBE vs R) and the low
variability observed in the discriminative in vitro dissolution
test (16) suggest that variability due to drug substance
pharmacokinetics also seems to be the dominant element in
the net IOV of ibuprofen Cmax and AUC. This is in line with
the population pharmacokinetic analysis reported by
Troconiz and co-workers, who showed that CL was the only
pharmacokinetic parameter showing IOV (approximately
20%) (28). Therefore, since ibuprofen does not seem to
exhibit absorption-related IOV in exposure, a simple post hoc

Fig. 1. GSA of drug (a) and system-dependent (b) parameters of the
PBPK model on plasma Cmax following oral administration of 400 mg
ibuprofen to healthy adults under fasting conditions. A = particle
radius; B = intrinsic solubility; C = solubility factor; D = CLiv; E =
precipitation rate; F = ibuprofen pka; G = supersaturation ratio; H =
gastric emptying time; I = pH jejunum 1; J = pH duodenum; K = pH
jejunum 2; L = bicarbonate pka; M = pH ileum 1; N = bicarbonate
concentration in jejunum 1; O = initial fluid volume in stomach; P =
bicarbonate concentration in duodenum and Q = bicarbonate con-
centration in jejunum 2
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incorporation of IOV to the T/R geometric mean ratios was
deemed acceptable to inform VBE trials.

The verified IVIVE-PBPK model was utilized to inform
ten crossover VBE trials, assuming no IOV, for each pairwise
comparison. This approach aimed to estimate the respective
T/R geometric mean ratios isolating the formulation impact
on rate and extent of ibuprofen absorption. Similar dissolu-
tion profiles reported for R and TBE formulations (i.e., f2≈
53) (16) were translated into Cmax TBE/R geometric mean
ratios in the range of 1.04–1.06 whereas non-similar dissolu-
tion profiles reported for R and TNBE formulations (i.e.,
f2≈ 38) (16) derived Cmax TNBE/R geometric mean ratios of
1.10–1.15. After post hoc incorporation of the bootstrapped
IOV to the simulated Cmax T/R geometric mean ratios, the
resulting 90% CIs overlapped with the in vivo observations
for both pairwise comparisons (Tables I and IV). All ten
VBE trials comparing TBE vs R and TNBE vs R resulted

bioequivalent and non-bioequivalent, respectively,
confirming the predictive capacity of the model-based VBE
approach to anticipate the BE outcomes for drug products
containing ibuprofen. On the other hand, simulated and
observed AUC TNBE/R geometric mean ratios differed
significantly, i.e., 1.01 vs 1.21, and the model was not able to
recapitulate the non-bioequivalent result in terms of AUC
observed in the in vivo BE study comparing TNBE vs R.
Interestingly, ibuprofen Cmax, but not AUC, has been
reported to be sensitive to drug product dissolution rate
(27,29). A published meta-analysis revealed that 14 out of 25
adequately powered BE studies comparing immediate re-
lease formulations containing ibuprofen failed to meet BE
criteria for Cmax, but resulted bioequivalent for AUC (30).
Given the high permeability observed for ibuprofen through-
out different small intestine segments and colon and the
complete in vitro dissolution for TNBE and R formulations
(16,31), it is highly unlikely that the observed non-
bioequivalent result for AUC be due to absorption-related
issues. Furthermore, ibuprofen is rapidly absorbed after oral
administration (oral absolute bioavailability was 96.5%) and
is not subject to significant first-pass metabolism (32).
Consequently, it is highly unlikely that observed differences
in AUC when comparing TNBE vs R be due to differences in
first-pass effect for example if the compared products had
delivered different intraluminal profiles. Therefore, the
mismatch between in silico and in vivo results for AUC
may be explained by the lack of propagating CL-related IOV
to the simulations (28). This was out of the scope of this
manuscript, which was designed to explore absorption-
related factors affecting BE.

Fig. 2. Simulated ibuprofen cumulative in vivo dissolution profiles (a)
and regional distribution of the fraction of dose absorbed (b)

Table III. Model Verification-mean Predicted and Observed BE
Metrics

Formulation Cmax (mg/L) AUC (mg/L/h)

Pred Obs Pred/Obs Pred Obs Pred/Obs

TBE 200 mg 14.5 16.6 0.87 59.1 66.4 0.89
R 200 mg 13.6 13.4 1.01 59.0 62.9 0.94
TNBE 400 mg 31.2 29.6 1.05 118.4 127.5 0.93
R 400 mg 26.6 22.9 1.16 118.0 107.8 1.09

Pred predicted, Obs observed
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The upper limit of the bootstrapped 95% CI for the
IOV (approximately 20%), which is similar to the
reported IOV for ibuprofen CL, was used to generate
power curves to assess the risks of failing to meet the BE
criteria due to inflated type II error for different sample
sizes and T/R ratios. For example, carrying out a 24-
subject BE study to compare TBE and R formulations
would result in an acceptable type II error level whereas

the producer’s risk (i.e., probability of erroneously failing
to reject the null hypothesis of inequivalence) would be
significantly inflated when comparing TNBE vs R in the
same experimental design (i.e., the probability of type II
error ranges from 40 to 80%; type II error = 1 - power).
In other words, up to four out of five 24-subject BE
studies comparing TNBE vs R would fail just by chance
since the study becomes inconclusive due to insufficient
information in the data to distinguish between equivalence
and nonequivalence scenarios, which poses ethical chal-
lenges to researchers carrying out such a project. In fact,
only 2% of the approved generics within the US
jurisdiction showed the ratios of geometric means for BE
metrics falling outside the range from 0.9 to 1.1 (33).
Carrying out VBE trials might be useful to support
project go/no-go decisions. For example, by taking the
estimated market share for the generic candidate, ethical
and economical costs required to carry out a BE study
enrolling a certain number of subjects, decision-makers
responsible for drug product development would be able
to make better-informed decisions. This is in line with
modern regulatory initiatives that advocate leveraging
quantitative methods and modeling to modernize generic
drug development and review (34–37).

CONCLUSION

The design and the application of VBE studies as
performed in this manuscript can create a scientific
framework of a roadmap to streamline drug products
development. Translating in vitro results obtained under
biorelevant conditions into systemic exposure via IVIVE-
PBPK modeling has the potential to guide quantitative
BE risk assessments and better inform decision-makers in
charge of drug product development. Also, accurate
estimation of T/R ratios for BE metrics in lieu of
assuming a fixed 5% difference between treatments may
avoid in vivo BE studies fated to fail, which is in line with
important principles stated in ethical guidelines (i.e., social
and clinical value as well as scientific validity).

Future studies combining qualitative and quantitative
GSA methods to map out major sources of variability in
systemic drug exposure, and top-down analysis of replicate
BE studies for different drugs are necessary to decompose
IOV among the contributing system parameters. This will
add an extra layer of confidence in VBE trials and foster
its application to modernize drug product development
and regulatory decisions.
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Abstract: Physiologically based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PBPK/PD) models can serve

as a powerful framework for predicting the influence as well as the interaction of formulation,

genetic polymorphism and co-medication on the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of drug

substances. In this study, flurbiprofen, a potent non-steroid anti-inflammatory drug, was chosen

as a model drug. Flurbiprofen has absolute bioavailability of ~95% and linear pharmacokinetics in

the dose range of 50–300 mg. Its absorption is considered variable and complex, often associated

with double peak phenomena, and its pharmacokinetics are characterized by high inter-subject

variability, mainly due to its metabolism by the polymorphic CYP2C9 (fmCYP2C9 ≥ 0.71). In this

study, by leveraging in vitro, in silico and in vivo data, an integrated PBPK/PD model with mechanistic

absorption was developed and evaluated against clinical data from PK, PD, drug-drug and gene-drug

interaction studies. The PBPK model successfully predicted (within 2-fold) 36 out of 38 observed

concentration-time profiles of flurbiprofen as well as the CYP2C9 genetic effects after administration

of different intravenous and oral dosage forms over a dose range of 40–300 mg in both Caucasian

and Chinese healthy volunteers. All model predictions for Cmax, AUCinf and CL/F were within

two-fold of their respective mean or geometric mean values, while 90% of the predictions of

Cmax, 81% of the predictions of AUCinf and 74% of the predictions of Cl/F were within 1.25 fold.

In addition, the drug-drug and drug-gene interactions were predicted within 1.5-fold of the observed

interaction ratios (AUC, Cmax ratios). The validated PBPK model was further expanded by linking

it to an inhibitory Emax model describing the analgesic efficacy of flurbiprofen and applying it to

explore the effect of formulation and genetic polymorphisms on the onset and duration of pain

relief. This comprehensive PBPK/PD analysis, along with a detailed translational biopharmaceutic

framework including appropriately designed biorelevant in vitro experiments and in vitro-in vivo

extrapolation, provided mechanistic insight on the impact of formulation and genetic variations,

two major determinants of the population variability, on the PK/PD of flurbiprofen. Clinically

relevant specifications and potential dose adjustments were also proposed. Overall, the present

work highlights the value of a translational PBPK/PD approach, tailored to target populations and

genotypes, as an approach towards achieving personalized medicine.
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1. Introduction

Intrinsic and extrinsic patient factors (IEFs) such as dosage form, co-medication, and genetic

polymorphism may significantly impact drug exposure and subsequently lead to changes in the

efficacy or safety of a drug. The ability to quantify such factors on the exposure and pharmacologic

action of a drug would represent a milestone in determining required dose adjustments and

implementation of risk management strategies. Under the prism of model-informed drug discovery

and development (MID3), dynamic mechanistic models such as whole body physiologically based

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PBPK/PD) models may be useful for forecasting the influence

as well as the interaction of multiple factors on pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD),

and as a result could be used to guide formulation selection and clinical dosing recommendations.

Flurbiprofen (FLU) is a potent non-steroid anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) that has been used as

the racemate for the symptomatic treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis. FLU is a typical

acidic representative of class II of the Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS), exhibiting very

poor solubility in gastric conditions, but high solubility and permeability in the small intestine. FLU is

entirely absorbed from the small intestine with a fraction absorbed (fa) typically greater than 95%,

while its absolute bioavailability ranges between 92% and 96% [1]. Even though it is almost completely

absorbed, the intestinal absorption of FLU is considered complex and variable, since it is often

associated with double peak phenomena and high inter-individual variability in plasma concentrations

(up to 80–100%) [1–3]. The clinical PK of FLU is stereo-selective, with only the S-enantiomer being

pharmacological active, and is linear in the dose range of 50–300 mg. Similar to most NSAIDs, it is

highly bound (>99%) to plasma proteins, with a steady-state volume of distribution (Vss) of around

0.1 L/kg [1,4,5]. FLU is mainly eliminated by oxidative metabolism in the liver by the cytochrome P450

(CYP) 2C9 to its major metabolite, 4-hydroxy flurbiprofen (4-OH FLU). CYP2C9 metabolic contribution

is at least 71% and FLU has been identified as a probe drug for CYP2C9 activity. Further type II

biotransformation reactions, such as glucuronidation, are mediated through UGT2B7 and UGT1A9.

CYP2C9 is a polymorphic enzyme, with more than 50 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

described in the regulatory and coding regions of the CYP2C9 gene. However, of those, only two

coding SNPs, namely, CYP2C9*2 and CYP2C9*3, have shown to result in clinically relevant reductions

in enzyme activity, while the CYP2C9*1 is the wild type variant [6]. The two afore-mentioned SNPs

result in six different genotypes that confer three functionally different phenotypes: (a) extensive

metabolizers (EM; CYP2C9*1/*1), (b) intermediate metabolizers (IM; CYP2C9*1/*2, CYP2C9*1/*3,

and CYP2C9*2/*2), and poor metabolizers (PM; CYP2C9*2/*3 and CYP2C9*3/*3) [6–8]. Although the

wild type variant is the most common allele of the CYP2C9 polymorphic family, the frequency of

CYP2C9 genetic polymorphisms varies significantly among different ethnic populations [9–11]. Thus,

increased FLU plasma exposure might be observed in subjects with different genotypes as well as after

co-administration of CYP2C9 inhibitors.

PBPK modeling has been increasingly used in recent years for predictions of formulation effects,

drug–drug interactions, and pharmacogenetics in drug development and to support regulatory

decision-making [12–22]. A translational absorption PBPK/PD modeling approach is required in order

to gain mechanistic insight into the effect of multiple intrinsic and extrinsic patient factors on the

exposure and therapeutic response of a drug. For that purpose, we generated biorelevant in vitro data

from multiple FLU formulations, and the biopharmaceutical parameters were then translated to in vivo

dissolution and absorption scenarios. Leveraging in vitro, in silico, and in vivo data, we developed a

comprehensive integrated PBPK/PD model and evaluated it against clinical PK/PD, pharmacogenetic
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(PG), and drug–drug interaction studies. In summary, the aim of the present study was to evaluate

the impact of formulation, genetic polymorphism, and co-medication on the pharmacokinetics and

pharmacodynamics of FLU.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Reagents

FLU (lot #LRAA9230) pure active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) was purchased commercially

from Sigma-Aldrich Co., LLC. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Three immediate release (IR) tablet formulations

of FLU with qualitatively different compositions were selected for study: (a) 100 mg FLU United States

Pharmacopoeia (USP film-coated tablets, lot 3077637; Mylan Pharmaceuticals Inc., Morgantown, WV,

USA), (b) 100 mg Antadys (film-coated tablets, lot 8M824; Teva Sante, Paris, France), and (c) 100 mg

Froben (sugar-coated tablets, lot 31257J4; BGP Products GmbH, Baar, Switzerland), purchased from

the American, French, and Swiss markets, respectively. Fasted state-simulated gastric fluid (FaSSGF),

fasted state-simulated intestinal fluid (FaSSIF V1), fed state-simulated intestinal fluid (FeSSIF V1)

powder (lot 01-1512-05NP), and FaSSIF V3 powder (lot PHA S 1306023) were kindly donated from

Biorelevant.com Ltd. (Surrey, United Kingdom). Acetonitrile (lot 18D181599) and water (lot 17B174006)

of HPLC-grade were purchased from VWR Chemicals (Leuven, Belgium). Sodium hydroxide pellets

(lot 14A100027), sodium chloride (lot 17I074122), sodium acetate (lot 14B240013), hydrochloric acid 37%

(lot 10L060526), orthophosphoric acid 85% (lot 12K210017), and glacial acetic acid 100% (lot 12B220508)

were obtained commercially from VWR Chemicals (Leuven, Belgium). Sodium dihydrogen phosphate

dehydrate (lot K93701642712) and citric acid (lot K91221207425) were purchased from Merck KGaA

(Darmstadt, Germany). Pepsin from porcine gastric mucosa 19.6% was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich

Co., LLC.

2.2. In Vitro Solubility Experiments

The solubility of FLU was investigated in various aqueous and biorelevant dissolution media

using the Uniprep system (Whatman, Piscataway, NJ, USA). All aqueous buffers were prepared

according to the European Pharmacopoeia, while the biorelevant media were prepared according to

Markopoulos et al. and Fuchs et al. [23,24]. An excess amount of API was added to 3 mL of dissolution

medium and the samples were incubated for 24 h at 37 ◦C on an orbital mixer. The samples were then

filtered through the 0.45 µm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter integrated in the Uniprep system.

The filtrate was immediately diluted with mobile phase and analyzed by high-performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC) (see Section 2.5). All measurements were performed at least in triplicate

(n ≥ 3) and the final pH was recorded.

2.3. In Vitro Dissolution Tests

All dissolution tests were performed using a calibrated USP II (paddle) apparatus (Erweka DT 80,

Heusenstamm, Germany) at 37 ± 0.4 ◦C. Each vessel contained 500 mL of fresh, pre-warmed medium

and the rotational speed was set at 75 rpm. Samples were withdrawn at 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45,

60, 90, and 120 min via a 5 mL glass syringe connected to a stainless-steel cannula containing a 10

µm polyethylene cannula filter. Immediately thereafter, the sample was filtered through a 0.45 µm

PTFE filter (ReZist 30, GE Healthcare UK Ltd., Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom), discarding the

first 2 mL. The filtrate was immediately diluted with mobile phase and analyzed by HPLC-UV (see

Section 2.5). The removal of 5 mL at each sampling time was considered in the calculation of the

percentage dissolved. All experiments were performed at least in triplicate (n ≥ 3) and the final pH in

the vessel was recorded.
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2.4. Two-Stage Dissolution Test

Since the conventional one-stage USP II dissolution test does not include a gastric compartment

to account for disintegration of the dosage form in the stomach, differences in the disintegration time

between simple film-coated (i.e., 100 mg FLU USP and 100 mg Antadys) and sugar-coated formulations

(i.e., 100 mg Froben) might bias the interpretation of the biorelevant in vitro dissolution behavior

with respect to the in vivo performance. Hence, to investigate the disintegration effect on the in vitro

performance of FLU formulations, we performed a two-stage dissolution test with FaSSIF V3 as the

intestinal medium according to Loisios-Konstantinidis et al. [25]

The tested dosage forms were initially exposed to 250 mL of gastric medium (i.e., FaSSGF Levels I

and III) and samples were removed at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 min and treated as described in Section 2.3.

After the withdrawal of the last sample, we added 6.8 mL of sodium hydroxide 1M and immediately

thereafter 250 mL of FaSSIF V3 concentrate pH = 6.7 (double concentration of all the constituents, apart

from sodium hydroxide) to the vessel. Sodium hydroxide was added first, but almost simultaneously

with FaSSIF V3. This was done to avoid using a very high pH in the FaSSIF V3 concentrate. After the

pH shift, further samples were removed at 32.5, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, and 90 min. The two-stage dissolution

tests were performed using calibrated USP II (paddle) apparatus (Erweka DT 80, Heusenstamm,

Germany) at 37 ± 0.4 ◦C and the samples were analyzed by HPLC-UV (see Section 2.5). All experiments

were performed at least in triplicate (n ≥ 3) and the final pH in the vessel was recorded.

2.5. Quantitative Analysis of Samples

Samples obtained from solubility and dissolution experiments were first filtered through a 0.45 µm

PTFE filter (ReZist 30 syringe filter or Uniprep; Whatman, Piscataway, NJ, USA) and subsequently,

after appropriate dilution with mobile phase, analyzed by HPLC-UV (Hitachi Chromaster; Hitachi Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan or Spectra System HPLC, ThermoQuest Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). A BDS Hypersil C18,

5 µm, 150 × 4.6 mm (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, United States) analytical column combined with

a pre-column (BDS Hypersil C-18, 3µm, 10 × 4mm) was used. The mobile phase consisted of water

adjusted to pH = 3.0 with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and acetonitrile (49.5:0.5:50% v/v). The detection

wavelength was set at 247 nm, the flow rate at 1.0 mL/min, and the injection volume at 20 µL. Using this

method, the retention time was approximately 6.8 min. The limit of detection (LOD) and quantification

(LOQ) were 0.03 and 0.05 µg/mL, respectively.

2.6. Model-Based Analysis of In Vitro Solubility Data

An experimental estimate of FLU pKa was obtained by fitting the Henderson–Hasselbalch equation

(Equation (1)) to the mean aqueous equilibrium solubility (Si) values using the SIVA Toolkit version 3.0

(SIVA 3; Certara, Simcyp Division; Sheffield, UK). The lowest reported value in buffers was assumed

to represent the intrinsic solubility (S0). The pKa was then compared with values available in the

literature to confirm the validity of the aqueous solubility parameter estimates.

Si = S0·
(

10 pH−pKa
)

(1)

The impact of bile salt concentration ([BS]) and subsequent formation of micelles on the solubility

of FLU was investigated. This was achieved by mechanistically modelling the mean solubility values

in fasted state biorelevant media (n = 3), accounting also for the relative proportions of FLU solubilized

in the aqueous versus the micellar phases, using the total solubility
(

S(BS)Tot

)

equation (Equation (2))

in SIVA 3.0. Estimates of the logarithm of the micelle-water partition coefficient for the neutral
(

Km:w,unionized

)

and ionized drug
(

Km:w,ionized

)

were obtained to quantify the micelle-mediated solubility.

S(BS)Tot =

(

[BS]·
S0

CH2O
·Km:w,unionized + S0

)

+

(

[BS]·
Si

CH2O
·Km:w,ionized + Si

)

(2)
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Estimation of the relevant parameters was performed using the Nelder–Mead algorithm with

weighting by the reciprocal of the predicted values. All estimates based on the in vitro solubility data

were used as in silico input parameters for the development of the physiologically based pharmacokinetic

(PBPK) model.

2.7. Model-Based Analysis of In Vitro Dissolution Data

Once confidence in the estimation of solubility-related parameters was established, we performed

further model-based analysis of the in vitro dissolution data obtained from both one and two-stage

tests within the serial dilution module of the SIVA Toolkit (SIVA 3.0). The dissolution rate of spherical

particles under sink and non-sink conditions within SIVA is described by an extension of the diffusion

layer model (DLM) developed by Wang and Flanagan (Equation (3)) [26,27].

DR(t) = −N·SDLM·
De f f

he f f (t)
·4π·α(t)·

(

α(t) + he f f (t)
)

·
(

Ssur f ace(t) −Cbulk(t)
)

(3)

where DR(t) is the dissolution rate at time t, N is the number of particles in a given particle size bin,

and SDLM is a lumped correction scalar without regard to the mechanistic origin of the correction to

the DLM. The SDLM estimates obtained with SIVA can be applied to the Simcyp PBPK simulator to

reflect differences between media or formulations by simulating the respective in vivo dissolution;

De f f is the effective diffusion coefficient; he f f (t) and α(t) represent the thickness of the hydrodynamic

boundary layer and the particle radius at time t, respectively; Ssur f ace(t) corresponds to the saturation

solubility at the particle surface (which may be different to the bulk fluid solubility, as discussed below);

and Cbulk(t) is the concentration of dissolved drug in bulk solution at time t.

The he f f (t) was calculated by the fluid dynamics sub-model, which enables the hydrodynamic

conditions to be described according to local conditions and stirring rate. Fluid dynamics-based he f f (t)

is the recommended option for describing the hydrodynamics, as it permits a more rational translation

of estimated parameters such as the SDLM to in vivo conditions, in which the hydrodynamics are usually

quite different to in vitro experiments.

The local pH at the particle surface of ionizable drugs can significantly affect the Ssur f ace and

consequently the dissolution rate [28–33]. Since the in vitro dissolution media have a somewhat

higher buffer capacity than the intestinal fluids, the self-buffering effect at the solid surface can

be underestimated. For this reason, the surface pH was calculated and directly input into SIVA.

The calculation of the surface pH is based on the model first proposed by Mooney et al. [29], which

assumes that dissolution is the result of both chemical reaction between the conjugate base of the

buffer species and the hydrogen cations released from the dissolving drug (in this case FLU) at the

liquid–solid interface and the diffusion of the dissolved particles to the bulk. This model is very similar

to the quasi-equilibrium model published by Ozturk et al. [31], a derivative of which is implemented

in SIVA as the default option for surface pH calculations.

By fitting the DLM model to the observed dissolution data, we obtained SDLM estimates for each

dissolution and two-stage test. In the case of two-stage testing, different SDLM values were obtained

for the gastric and intestinal compartments, accounting for the changes in the respective in vitro

conditions. Under fasted state intestinal conditions, FLU is freely soluble and therefore dissolution is

not expected to be solubility limited. In that case, disintegration of the solid dosage form in the intestinal

dissolution medium might be the rate-limiting step for the in vitro dissolution rate, especially in single

dissolution experiments where the dosage form is directly exposed to the intestinal medium without

any pre-treatment in a gastric medium. When disintegration was considerably slower than dissolution,

and thus had an impact on the overall dissolution rate, the first-order disintegration option was

activated in SIVA and used to obtain estimates of a first-order disintegration rate constant (kd) for those

experiments. For the two-stage test experiments, the option was kept deactivated since disintegration

in the stomach is already accounted for by the dissolution in the gastric medium. Both gastric and
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intestinal phases of the two-stage results were modelled simultaneously using the serial dilution model,

which can account for more than one in vitro dissolution condition in the same experiment.

Estimation of the relevant parameters was performed using the Nelder–Mead algorithm and

equal weighting was applied. The various estimated SDLM and kd values were implemented in the

Simcyp Simulator (V18.1; Certara, Sheffield, UK) to simulate various in vivo dissolution scenarios for

the formulations under study and to generate in vitro–in vivo extrapolation relationships. These are

necessary to predict the in vivo performance of the pure drug or formulation using PBPK modelling.

2.8. Clinical Studies

2.8.1. PBPK Development and Evaluation Studies

A total of 17 plasma concentration–time profiles from 10 clinical trials published in the open

literature were used in support of the development and validation of the FLU physiologically based

PBPK/PD model. Data after intravenous administration were obtained from Mei et al. [34]. In this

crossover bioequivalence study, 24 healthy male Chinese subjects were administered a single dose

(s.d.) of FLU axetil intravenously after an overnight fast.

Nine studies were performed after oral administration of a single dose of FLU at different dose

levels and dosage forms in the fasted state.In the study by Gonzalez-Younes et al. [35], 12 Caucasian

healthy, non-smoker males, aged between 25 and 31 years and weighing within 10% of their ideal

body weight (BW) for height (BH), were administered 25 mL of oral solution containing 67.9 mg

FLU in the fasted state. In a three-way three-treatment randomized crossover study, Szpunar et al.

investigated the linearity of the pharmacokinetics of FLU [36]. In this study, 15 healthy subjects with

mean (range) age of 29 (18–40) years old, and weight (range) and height (range) of 76.4 (62.3–109)

and 177 (168–188) cm, respectively, were administered single oral doses of 100, 200, and 300 mg as

immediate release (IR) tablets. Additionally, in a separate treatment, all participants received 40 mL

of oral solution containing 100 mg FLU (2.5 mg/mL). In all treatments, all individuals received the

medication at 7:00 a.m. with 180 mL water, after an overnight fast. In a pharmacokinetic study by

Lee et al., 13 Korean male healthy volunteers, who had fasted overnight, received an oral solution of

40 mg from pre-dissolved Froben tablets [37]. The latter study also explored the effect CYP2C9-specific

genotypes, CYP2C9 1*/1* (wild type) and 1*/3*, on the pharmacokinetics of FLU. Similarly, in the

study by Lee et al., the differences in metabolism and pharmacokinetics among individuals with the

CYP2C9 1*/1*, 1*/2*, and 1*/3* genotypes were investigated. A total of 15 (5 for each genotype), 8 female

and 7 male, healthy Caucasian (one Hispanic) volunteers aged between 24 ± 5 years and weighing

79 ± 18 kg were administered a 50 mg FLU tablet after an overnight fast. As well as taking plasma

samples, the researchers also collected pooled urine.

Several clinical studies after oral administration of FLU at its highest strength (100 mg) are

available in the open literature [4,36,38,39]. In a relative bioavailability study with a crossover design

by Jamali et al., 23 healthy Caucasian male subjects with a mean (range) age of 27.2 (18–35) years

old received 100 mg Froben or 100 mg Ansaid with 100 mL water after an overnight fast. The mean

(range) body weight was 71.8 (52.5–88.5) kg and all individuals were within 20% of their ideal body

weight for their height [38]. In the study by Patel et al., 4 Caucasian (50% females) healthy volunteers

with mean (SD) age and weight of 26.8 (2.2) years old and 67.8 (4.1) kg, respectively, took part [4].

All subjects had fasted overnight and on the next morning were administered a 100 mg Froben tablet

with approximately 150 mL water. In a randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled, crossover

study, Suri et al. investigated the pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) of FLU after

oral administration. In this study, 6 healthy subjects were given 100 mg FLU orally as a single tablet

with 200 mL water after an overnight fast, on 2 separate occasions [39]. No further demographic and

background characteristics were described. The analgesic efficacy was evaluated by 2 independent

pharmacodynamic endpoints, including a subjective pain intensity rating and tooth pulp-evoked

potentials (TPEP) amplitude, which is more objective.
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To investigate the bioequivalence between orally disintegrating and conventional FLU tablets

in a randomized-sequence, open-label, 2-period crossover study, Liu et al. administered a single

dose of 150 mg (as 3 tablets of 50 mg) FLU of either the orodispersible (test) or the conventional

(reference) formulation to 20 healthy, non-smoking Chinese male volunteers [40]. After a 12 h fast,

the subjects received the test product without any water intake, whereas 250 mL water were given

with the reference product. The enrolled individuals had a mean (SD) age, weight, height, and body

mass index (BMI) of 21.4 (2.5) years, 63.2 (5.1) kg, 174.4 (4.2) cm, and 20.8 (1.4) kg/m2, respectively.

In all studies, concomitant administration of any other drugs was not permitted for at least 1 week

before the study and food was withheld until 2 h post-dose.

All available demographic data from the aforementioned clinical studies were used in simulations

of the clinical trials and they are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Mean (SD) demographic clinical study data used for the development and validation of the

physiologically based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PBPK/PD) model.

Drug Administration
and Formulation

CYP2C9
Genotype

No.
of Subjects

Female
Ratio

Ethnicity
Age

(years)
BW/BW

Range (kg)
BH/BH

Range (cm)
Reference

Intravenous

50 mg as 10 mg/mL solution
(injection within 2 min)

n.a. 24 0 Chinese - - - Mei et al. [34]

Oral

25 mL of oral solution containing
67.9 mg FLU with 175 mL water;

n.a. 12 0 Caucasian 25–31 - -
Gonzalez-Younes

et al. [35]
40 mL oral solution containing

100 mg FLU with 180 mL water;
n.a. 15 0 Caucasian

29
(18–40)

76.4
(62.3–109.1)

177
(168–188)

Szpunar et al. [36]

Froben solution 40 mg; 1*/1* 12 0 Korean 23.1 (2.4) 65.1 (7.1) 174.8 (5.0) Lee et al. [41]
Froben solution 40 mg; 1*/3* 8 0 Korean 22 (2.7) 64.6 (7.1) 172.8 (6.4) Lee et al. [41]

USP tablets (Mylan
Pharmaceuticals) 50 mg;

1*/1* 5 0.533 Caucasian 24 (5) 79 (18) - Lee et al. [42]

USP tablets (Mylan
Pharmaceuticals) 50 mg;

1*/2* 5 0.533 Caucasian 24 (5) 79 (18) - Lee et al. [42]

USP tablets (Mylan
Pharmaceuticals) 50 mg;

1*/3* 5 0.533 Caucasian 24 (5) 79 (18) - Lee et al. [42]

Froben 100 mg with 100 mL water; n.a. 23 0 Caucasian
27.2

(18–35)
71.8 (52.5) - Jamali et al. [38]

Ansaid 100 mg with 100 mL water; n.a. 23 0 Caucasian
27.2

(18–35)
71.8 (52.5) - Jamali et al. [38]

Froben 100 mg with 150 mL water; n.a. 4 0.5 Caucasian 26.8 (2.2) 67.8 (4.1) - Patel et al. [4]
100 mg tablet with 200 mL water; n.a. 6 - Caucasian - - - Suri et al. [39]

Ansaid 100 mg with 180 mL water; n.a. 15 0 Caucasian
29

(18–40)
76.4

(62.3–109.1)
177

(168–188)
Szpunar et al. [36]

3 × 50 mg conventional tablets
(reference);

n.a. 20 0 Chinese 21.4 (2.5) 63.2 (5.1) 174.4 (4.2) Liu et al. [40]

3 × 50 mg orally disintegrated
tablets (test);

n.a. 20 0 Chinese 21.4 (2.5) 63.2 (5.1) 174.4 (4.2) Liu et al. [40]

2 × Ansaid 100 mg with 180 mL
water;

n.a. 15 0 Caucasian
29

(18–40)
76.4

(62.3–109.1)
177

(168–188)
Szpunar et al. [36]

3 × Ansaid 100 mg with 180 mL
water;

n.a. 15 0 Caucasian
29

(18–40)
76.4

(62.3–109.1)
177

(168–188)
Szpunaret al. [36]

n.a.: not available.

2.8.2. Drug–Drug Interaction (DDI) Studies

A total of 13 sets of plasma concentration–time profiles of FLU with or without perpetrator

co-administration from a total of 6 clinical studies available in the open literature were used for CYP2C9

drug–drug–gene predictions. In an open randomized crossover study, Kumar et al. investigated the

impact of CYP2C9 genotype- and dose-dependent inhibition interactions of FLU in vivo [43]. From a

total of 189 genotyped subjects, 11 CYP2C9 1*/1*, 8 CYP2C9 1*/3*, and 2 CYP2C9 3*/3* healthy subjects

received either 50 mg FLU (Mylan Pharmaceuticals Inc., Maharashtra, India) as a tablet alone or 200 mg

or 400 mg fluconazole as tablet once daily (q.d.) for 7 days, followed by 50 mg FLU on the 7th day.

Subjects were required to fast overnight prior to the study day and FLU was administered 2 h after

administration of the last fluconazole dose. In a total of 3 clinical studies investigating the potential of

in vivo CYP2C9 inhibition by pomegranate, blueberry, cranberry or grape juice, the researchers used

FLU as the index substrate and fluconazole as the inhibitor [44–46]. Following the same design and

administration protocol, the researchers administered fluconazole to healthy volunteers as a 200 mg

tablet twice on the afternoon before the day of study and 30 min prior to the administration of a 100 mg
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FLU tablet on the study day. After FLU administration, venous blood samples were drawn over 12 h.

In addition, Zgheib et al. evaluated the effect of study design, i.e., after administration of either a

single or 7 once daily doses of 400 mg fluconazole, on the in vivo metabolism and pharmacokinetics

of FLU [47]. A total of 12 healthy volunteers completed the study. After overnight fast, 50 mg of

FLU was administered as a tablet (Ansaid) 2 hours after the last dose of fluconazole. Daali et al.

assessed the usefulness of dried blood spots (DBS) to determine the FLU metabolic ratio by comparing

plasma concentration with DBS profiles after 3 treatments: (a) administration of a 50 mg FLU tablet

alone, (b) 50 mg of FLU together with a single 400 mg dose of fluconazole as the CYP2C9 inhibitor,

and (c) 50 mg of FLU with 5 doses (once daily) of 600 mg rifampicin as the CYP2C9 inducer [48].

FLU administration to 10 healthy male subjects took place 2 hours after fluconazole and concomitantly

with the last dose of rifampicin; between treatments there was at least a 2-week washout period.

In all studies, no concomitant administration of any other drugs was permitted for at least 1 week

before the start of the study; food was withheld until 2 h post-dose and a washout period of at least

1 week was applied.

All available demographic and study design data of the DDI studies are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Mean (SD) demographic clinical study data used for the gene–drug–drug interaction (GDDI) modeling.

Victim Drug
Administration

Perpetrator Drug
Administration

Perpetrator
in vitro
Ki (µM)

No.
of Doses

Interval
(h)

CYP2C9
genotype

No.
of Subjects

Female
Ratio

Ethnicity Age (years)
BW/BW

Range (kg)
BH/BH

Range (cm)
References

Flurbiprofen Fluconazole

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 11 7 2 1*/1* 11 0.64 -
25

(19–36)
73.7

(51–108)
166

(154–193)
Kumar et al. [43]

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 11 7 2 1*/1* 11 0.64 -
25

(19–36)
73.7

(51–108)
166

(154–193)
Kumar et al. [43]

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 17 7 2 1*/3* 8 0.63 -
23

(19–28)
66.9

(49–84)
167

(160–189)
Kumar et al. [43]

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 17 7 2 1*/3* 8 0.63 - 23 (19–28) 66.9 (49–84)
167

(160–189)
Kumar et al. [43]

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 23 7 2 3*/3* 2 0.0 - (25, 29) (77, 85) (177, 179) Kumar et al. [43]
po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 23 7 2 3*/3* 2 0.0 - (25, 29) (77, 85) (177, 179) Kumar et al. [43]

po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 14.3/20.3 2 0.5 - 12 0.25
Caucasian (n = 8),

other
(n = 4) a

19–54 - - Hanley et al. [45]

po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 29.9 2 0.5 - 14 0.21 - 29 ± 8 81 ± 14 - Greenblatt et al. [46]
po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 14.3/20.3 2 0.5 - 12 0.17 - 24–55 - - Hanley et al. [44]

Victim Drug
Administration

Perpetrator Drug
Administration

Perpetrator
in vitro
Ki (µM)

No.
of Doses

Interval
(h)

CYP2C9
genotype

No.
of Subjects

Female
Ratio

Ethnicity Age (years)
BW/BW

Range (kg)
BH/BH

Range (cm)
References

Flurbiprofen Fluconazole

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg s.d 10 1 2 - 12 0.58
Caucasian (n = 10),

other
(n = 2) b

37 ± 3.1 - - Zgheib et al. [47]

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d 10 7 2 - 12 0.58
Caucasian (n = 10),

other
(n = 2) b

37 ± 3.1 - - Zgheib et al. [47]

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg s.d 10 1 2 - 10 0.0
Caucasian (n = 9),

African
(n = 1)

27
(23–39)

- - Daali et al. [48]

Rifampicin

po 50 mg s.d. po 600 mg q.d. n.a.c 5 0 - 10 0.0
Caucasian (n = 9),

African
(n = 1)

27
(23–39)

- - Daali et al. [48]

n.a. = not available; a Hispanic (n = 2), Asian (n = 1), Afro-American (n = 1); b Afro-American (n = 2); c default value of Simcyp library compound.
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2.9. PBPK Model Development and Verification

2.9.1. Software

PBPK modeling and simulations were performed using the Simcyp Population-based Simulator

(V18.2; Certara, Sheffield, United Kingdom). The FLU PBPK model was developed by implementing

a “middle-out” stepwise sequential modeling strategy, in line with previously published literature

and regulatory guidelines [16,49–53]. Briefly, the initial model was developed through integration of

physicochemical parameters, in vitro data, and/or in silico predictors for the absorption, distribution,

metabolism, and excretion (ADME) processes. In vitro data generated for the purpose of this study were

also incorporated after using an in vitro–in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) approach. All input parameters

for the FLU PBPK/PD model are summarized in Table 3. Simulations were performed using the virtual

North European Caucasian and Chinese healthy volunteer populations of the software.

Table 3. Input parameters of flurbiprofen PBPK/PD model.

Parameters Value Reference/Comments

Physicochemical and Blood Binding

Chemical Structure
MW (g/mol) 244.3

logPo:w 3.99 [54,55]

pKa 4.05
Updated from in vitro solubility data (see

Table 4 and Section 3.2)
Blood/plasma ratio 0.55 [56]

Fraction unbound in plasma 0.01 [5,56–59]
Absorption

Model ADAM

Papp, Caco-2 (×10−6 cm/s) 20.1 Measured value [60]

Papp, Caco-2, ref (×10−6 cm/s) 1.57 Negative calibrator (Atenolol) value [60]

Papp, Caco-2, ref (×10−6 cm/s) 15.8 Positive calibrator (Verapamil) value [60]

Peff, human (×10−4 cm/s) 4.83
Predicted by Simcyp Permeability

Calibrator-custom correlation
Formulation type Immediate Release

S0 (mg/mL) 0.018 In vitro data (see Table 4 and Section 3.1)

logKm:w neutral 5.37
Estimated from in vitro data (see Table 5 and

Sections 2.6 and 3.2)

logKm:w ion 2.46
Estimated from in vitro data (see Table 5 and

Sections 2.6 and 3.2)

In vivo dissolution see Tables 6 and 7
Estimated DLM scalars from in vitro data (see

Section 2.7)
Distribution

Model Full PBPK
Vss (L/kg) 0.074 Predicted by Method 2
Kp scalar 0.7 Optimized on the basis of IV data–PE module

Elimination

Fox 0.71 [4]
Model Allelic-specific enzyme kinetics

CYP2C9 1*/1*-Vmax (pmol/min/pmol CYP) 15.79 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic = 1) [61]
CYP2C9 1*/1*-Km (µM) 8.756 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic = 1) [61]

CYP2C9 1*/2*-Vmax (pmol/min/pmol CYP) 11.53
Scaled for CLCYP2C9 1*/1*/CLCYP2C9 1*/3* = 0.73

[42]
CYP2C9 1*/2*-Km (µM) 8.756 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic = 1) [61]

CYP2C9 1*/3*-Vmax (pmol/min/pmol CYP) 9.55
Scaled for CLCYP2C9 1*/1*/CLCYP2C9 1*/3* =

0.605 [42]
CYP2C9 1*/3*-Km (µM) 8.756 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic = 1) [61]

CYP2C9 2*/2*-Vmax (pmol/min/pmol CYP) 10.04 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic = 1) [61]
CYP2C9 2*/2*-Km (µM) 10.39 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic = 1) [61]

CYP2C9 3*/3*-Vmax (pmol/min/pmol CYP) 8.901 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic = 1) [61]
CYP2C9 3*/3*-Km (µM) 23.25 Recombinant CYP (fu,mic = 1) [61]

CYP2C9-ISEF 0.3 Optimized on the basis of IV data–PE module
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Table 3. Cont.

Parameters Value Reference/Comments

UGT2B7-Vmax (pmol/min/mg protein) 119.7 Recombinant UGT [62]
UGT2B7-Km (µM) 50.21 Recombinant UGT [62]

UGT1A9-Vmax (pmol/min/mg protein) 3.286 Recombinant UGT [62]
UGT1A9-Km (µM) 182.2 Recombinant UGT [62]

Additional HLM liver CLint (µL/min/mg proein) 7.88 Retrograde model for a target fmCYP2C9 = 0.71
Clrenal (L/h) 0.066 [4]

Pharmacodynamics

Model
Effect compartment linked to

inhibitory Emax model
[39]

keo (h−1) (%CV) 0.56 (43) PD endpoint: Evoked Potentials
IC50 (mg/L) 25.8 (21)

keo (h−1) (%CV) 0.89 (24) PD endpoint: Pain rating score
IC50 (mg/L) 27.6 (10)

2.9.2. PBPK/PD Model Development

Physicochemical Characteristics and Blood Binding

FLU has a molecular weight (MW) of 244.3 g/mol and is a poorly soluble (BCS II) monoprotic acid

with a pKa of 4.05. The logarithm of the octanol–water partition coefficient is 3.99 [55,60], while the

values for the blood/plasma concentration ratio (B:P) and the fraction unbound (fu) are 0.55 and 0.01,

respectively [5,56–59].

Absorption

The Advanced Dissolution Absorption and Metabolism (ADAM) model was used to

mechanistically describe the absorption of FLU. The ADAM model has previously been described

in detail by Jamei et al. and Darwich et al. [63,64]. The human effective permeability (Peff) was

calculated using in vitro apparent permeability (Papp) data in Caco-2 cells for both the compound and

positive (Verapamil)/ negative (Atenolol) calibrators [60]. The Peff was predicted to be 4.83 × 10−4 cm/s

through using a pH of 6.5 on the apical side of the Caco-2 cells and assuming only passive permeation.

The diffusion layer model (DLM) with advanced fluid dynamics (AfD) and dynamic (time variant)

pH were implemented to simulate the in vivo dissolution. Default settings of the software for luminal

blood flow, fluid volume, bile salt content, segmental pH, metabolic activity, and small intestinal

residence time were applied. The mean gastric emptying time (GET) in the fasted state was set to

0.25 h (matching the built-in “segregated transit time” model value rather than the default value

of 0.4 h used in the “global” transit time model), as suggested by human clinical data and several

authors [65–68]. The S0 was set to the minimum experimentally measured value, while estimates

for the neutral and ionized species Km:w (Equation (2)) were incorporated after modelling of the

in vitro biorelevant solubility data (Section 2.6). A dissolution-based IVIVE approach, using SDLM

estimates from in vitro data, was followed to account for formulation or media-related differences

when simulating the respective in vivo dissolution scenarios (Section 2.7). Further, to investigate the

effect of in vivo dissolution of multiple formulations and under various conditions on the overall in vivo

performance, we implemented selected SDLM estimates to simulate the aforementioned clinical studies

at the 100 mg dose level. At other dose levels, the highest gastric (SDLM, stomach) and intestinal (SDLM, SI)

estimates corresponding to the fastest gastric and intestinal dissolution rates, respectively, were used

to minimize the impact of formulation.

Distribution

A full PBPK distribution model was used and distribution parameters including organ/tissue

partition coefficients (Kp) and volume of distribution at the steady state (Vss) were predicted by the

built-in Method 2 (the Rodgers–Rowland method) [69].
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Metabolism and Excretion

The contributions of CYP2C9 (fmCYP2C9 = 0.71) on the overall metabolic clearance (CL) of FLU as

well as the renal clearance (CLrenal = 0.66) were obtained from Patel et al. [4]. Using the retrograde

model for healthy volunteers available within the PBPK software, we calculated additional liver

CL to match the reported fmCYP2C9. Using human recombinant (rhP450) CYP2C9 expressed in

microsomes from the insect cell line Sf21, we found the mean Vmax and Km values for the 1*/1* (wild

type), 2*/2*, and 3*/3* to be 15.79 and 8.756, 10.04 and 10.39, and 8.901 and 23.25, respectively [61].

These allele-specific CYP2C9 in vitro kinetic parameters (Vmax, Km) were implemented to further

inform the model. The metabolic clearance of heterozygotic subjects with CYP2C9 1*/2* and CYP2C9

1*/3* genotypes has been clinically observed to be 0.73 and 0.605 of the wild type (1*/1*) clearance,

respectively [42]. For that reason, and in the absence of in vitro data, the Vmax of CYP2C9 1*/1* was

scaled down accordingly to account for the decrease in clearance in those genotypes. The Km value

was assumed to be the same as for CYP2C9 1*/1*. All presented Vmax and Km values were already

normalized to account for microsomal incubation fraction unbound (fu,mic). Since an inter-system

extrapolation factor (ISEF) was not available for this particular rhP450 system, we used a literature ISEF

value (equal to 0.38) from baculovirus insect cell-expressed CYP2C9 for another NSAID, diclofenac,

as an initial estimate [70]. After oral administration of racemic FLU, 8.4 and 7.3% of the dose was

excreted into the urine as the acyl glucuronide of (R)- and (S)-FLU, respectively [4], indicating

that glucuronidation made some contribution to the metabolic pathway of FLU. The major UGT

isoform involved in FLU glucuronidation is UGT2B7, with minor contributions by UGT1A1, UGT1A3,

UGT1A9, and UGT2B4 [71,72]. Even though genetic polymorphisms have been reported in UGT family

members [73,74], the clinical and functional significance and genotype–phenotype correlation of UGT

polymorphisms is an ongoing area of research. In absence of data showing clinical relevance of UGTB7

and UGT1A9 polymorphisms, these were not considered for the development and validation of the

present model.

Pharmacodynamics

A published inhibitory Emax model linked to an effect-compartment was coupled to the PBPK

model for FLU [39]. The analgesic efficacy was assessed using 2 endpoints: (a) subjective pain intensity

ranking and (b) tooth pulp-evoked potentials (TPEP) amplitude. The percentage change of each

endpoint after drug intake was considered as an indicator of pharmacodynamic activity, while the

pre-dose value was defined as 100% (initial value).

Model Optimization

The volume of distribution and clearance were further optimized by estimating the Kp scalar and

the ISEF value, respectively, with simultaneous fitting of the model to PK data after 50 mg intravenous

and 67.9 mg oral solution administrations (internal datasets).

2.9.3. PBPK/PD Model Validation and Evaluation of Predictive Performance

The performance of the developed PBPK/PD model was evaluated by clinical trial simulations.

In order to assess the distribution of population variability, we simulated at least 10 trials of 10 subjects

(n ≥ 100) each for each clinical study. Specifically, a two-step validation process for the FLU PBPK/PD

model was followed. The initial model was internally verified by comparing the predicted and

observed plasma concentration profiles for the IV and the oral solution (67.9 mg) administrations.

The model was then validated by comparing mean simulated and observed plasma concentration

profiles, and exposure and response parameters of external datasets including PK data from subjects

with different CYP2C9 genotypes in a 40–300 mg dose range. Virtual populations were selected to

closely match the enrolled individuals in the respective in vivo clinical trials with regard to sample size,

ethnicity, gender ratio, and age and weight range. Reported volumes of concomitant liquid intake,
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dosage form type, and sampling schedule were also included in the study design. A schematic of the

modeling workflow is presented in Figure 1.

The predictive performance of the model was assessed by visual predictive checks (5th and 95th

percentiles), as well as by comparing predicted and observed plasma concentration values and PK

parameters: maximum plasma concentration (Cmax), area under the curve extrapolated to infinity

(AUCinf) and apparent clearance (CL/F). For this purpose, the ratio (Rpred/obs) of model-predicted

versus observed parameter values was determined (Rpred/obs =model-predicted/clinically observed).

The predictive accuracy was evaluated on the basis of the “two-fold” rule (−0.301 < logRpred/obs <

0.301), as well as the more stringent deviation of 25% (−0.097 < logRpred/obs < 0.097).

As quantitative measures of model performance, mean relative deviations (MRDs) of the predicted

plasma concentrations and geometric mean fold errors (GMFEs) of Cmax, AUCinf, and CL/F were also

calculated, as follows:

MRD = 10
1
N

√

∑N
i (log10(Ci)−log10(Ĉi))

2

(4)

GMFE = 10

1
n

n
∑

j
|log10(

â j
a j
)|

(5)

where Ci and Ĉi are the ith observed and predicted concentrations, respectively; a j and â j correspond

the observed and the respective predicted Cmax, AUCinf, or CL/F values of the jth clinical study; and

N and n are the number of observations and clinical studies, respectively. Overall MRD and GMFE

values of ≤2 were considered as reasonable predictions [75–77].
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Figure 1. Stepwise modeling workflow for the development and verification of flurbiprofen PBPK/PD model. Training for the internal and test datasets for the external

verification, obtained from clinical studies published in the open literature, are outlined with orange and green, respectively.
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2.9.4. PBPK DDI Modeling

In addition to the evaluation methods described in Section 2.9.3, we simulated CYP2C9

drug–drug–gene interactions to evaluate the DDI performance of the developed PBPK/PD model.

A total of 12 plasma concentration–time profiles after co-administration of flurbiprofen with the strong

CYP2C9 inhibitor fluconazole and 1 with the CYP2C9 inducer rifampicin were used to predict the

drug–drug–gene interactions of flurbiprofen.

PBPK Models of Perpetrator Drugs

The compound files for fluconazole (inhibitor) and rifampicin MD (inducer) are available in the

Simcyp (v18.2) drug library, and the verified built-in values for the inhibition and induction parameters

were used for these perpetrator drugs. For the clinical trial simulation, the administration protocol and

the virtual subjects closely matched the ones from the actual studies.

PBPK DDI Modeling Evaluation

The model performance in predicting the DDIs was evaluated by comparison of the predicted to

observed victim drug plasma concentration–time trajectories, when administered alone and during

co-administration. The ratios of AUC from time zero to the time of the last measured concentration

(AUClast) and of Cmax, with and without administration of the perpetrator drug, were calculated

as follows:

DDI ratio =
AUClast or Cmax victim drug during perpetrator coadministration

AUClast or Cmax victim drug (control)
(6)

To assess the DDI modeling, the GMFEs of the predicted DDI were calculated for AUClast and

Cmax ratios according to Equation (5).

2.9.5. Virtual Populations

North European Caucasian (NEurCaucasian) and Chinese virtual populations of healthy

volunteers were used for the population simulations of this study. The main differences in the

inputs for the two populations related to CYP2C9 metabolism and genotype profile are summarized

in Table S1. The intrinsic catalytic activity of CYP2C9 per unit amount of enzyme variant and tissue

composition were assumed the same in both populations. The mean default intestinal and liver CYP2C9

abundances as well as the specific genotype frequencies of the Simcyp population libraries were used.

As the Korean population is not available in the current Simcyp version (v19.1), we simulated studies

including Korean subjects by using the Chinese virtual population, which is considered to be the

population with the highest demographic and genetic proximity to the Korean population [78–80].

2.10. Data Analysis and Model Diagnostics

The solubility and dissolution data are presented as the arithmetic mean (standard deviation).

Model-based analysis of the in vitro data in the SIVA Toolkit was performed with either Nelder–Mead

or a hybrid algorithm with a 5th order Runge–Kutta solver. The appropriate weighting scheme was

chosen on the basis of the observed data ranges and their homogeneity, and the goodness of fit was

assessed by the coefficient of determination (R2) as well as visual predictive checks (e.g., residuals plots).

All PK profiles obtained from the literature were digitalized with the WebPlotDigitizer (version 4.1;

PLOTCON; Oakland, USA). The parameter estimation within the PE module of the Simcyp Simulator

was performed with the maximum likelihood estimation method.

Data post-processing and visualization were performed with MATLAB 2019b (Mathworks Inc.;

Natick, MA, USA) and R version 3.5.3 (R Core Team (2019). R: A language and environment for statistical

computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL https://www.R-project.org/).

https://www.R-project.org/
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3. Results

3.1. In Vitro Solubility

Table 4 summarizes the equilibrium solubility values in multiple aqueous buffers and biorelevant

media with different pH values. The final pHbulk differed significantly from the initial pH values

in phosphate buffers of different pH values due to the self-buffering effect. In fact, the reduction

is even more pronounced in the fasted state biorelevant media due to their lower buffer capacity

(5.6 mmol/L/∆pH in FaSSIF V3 versus 18.5 mmol/L/∆pH in European Pharmacopoeia phosphate

buffers) [24]. Such a behavior was not observed for the FaSSGF Level I and III, the acetate buffer,

and the FeSSIF Level I, where the respective pH change was limited to 0.1 pH unit.

Table 4. Mean (± SD) equilibrium solubility in aqueous buffers and fasted state biorelevant media at

37 ◦C for 24 h (Uniprep method).

Medium Flurbiprofen

pHfinal Solubility (µg/mL)

Aqueous buffers

FaSSGF Level I (pH = 1.6) 1.6 18.1 (0.17)
Acetate buffer (pH = 4.5) 4.7 101.1 (7.06)

FeSSIF V1 Level I (pH = 5.0) 5.1 225.4 (5.6)
Phosphate buffer (pH = 6.5) 6.1 2024.4 (128.2)
Phosphate buffer (pH = 6.8) 6.3 3127.1 (194.9)

Fasted state biorelevant media

Level III FaSSGF (pH = 1.6) 1.6 18.5 (1.6)
Level II FaSSIF V1 (pH = 6.5) 6.0 1954.9 (3.9)
Level II FaSSIF V3 (pH = 6.7) 5.9 1585.4 (172.1)

Micelle-mediated solubilization seemed not to have a substantial impact on the overall solubility

of FLU, which is instead highly dependent on pH.

3.2. Model-Based Analysis of In Vitro Solubility Data

Table 5 summarizes the parameter estimates (95% CI) obtained by model-based analysis of the

in vitro solubility data in compendial and biorelevant media, as described in Section 2.6. The pKa

was determined to be 4.05, a value which agrees with values reported in the literature [54,57,60,81].

By estimating the micelle-water partition coefficients for both neutral and ionized species using the

biorelevant solubilities, we were able to quantify the effect of physiologically relevant surfactants

on the overall solubility of FLU. These values were used as inputs to the Simcyp Simulator (Table 3)

to simulate luminal conditions and the in vivo dissolution behavior, accounting at the same time for

inter-subject variability regarding bile salt-mediated solubilization in the virtual population. Therefore,

implementation of logKm:w values for the nonionised (“neutral”) and ionised forms of FLU in the

PBPK model enabled mechanistic prediction of the in vivo luminal dissolution population variability,

which would not be possible if only mean solubility values had been used.

Table 5. Parameter estimates (95% CI) resulting from the model-based analysis of in vitro solubility

data in aqueous as well as biorelevant media. The pKa was estimated from the aqueous buffer solubility

values, whereas for the micelle-water partition coefficients (logKm:w neutral, ion) estimation, we used

biorelevant solubilities. The accuracy of the prediction was evaluated with the R2.

pKa logKm:w Neutral logKm:w Ion

Estimate (95% CI) 4.05 (4.42–4.44) 5.36 (4.61–6.11) 2.56 (1.38–5.02)

R2 0.9990 0.9999
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3.3. In Vitro Dissolution Tests

Figure 2 shows the mean percentage dissolved (± SD) of FLU in the tested formulations and as

pure drug over time in fasted state simulated gastric fluids (FaSSGF) of different simulation levels

(I and III). As expected, the in vitro release of this poorly soluble weak acid under gastric conditions

was incomplete, reaching a plateau at around 8.3% of the dose in both FaSSGF Levels I and III. The USP

as well as the Antadys tablets exhibited similar in vitro dissolution behavior in both media. However,

the unformulated drug reached a maximum of only 5.5% in FaSSGF Level I. Since there was no

difference in the solubility of FLU between the two media, this observation was attributed to the

absence of surfactants and proteins (i.e., pepsin) in FaSSGF Level I, leading to poor wetting of the

drug powder.

Figure 2. In vitro dissolution (mean ± SD) of flurbiprofen active pharmaceutical ingredient (API)

100 mg (circles), FLU USP tablets 100 mg (triangles), Antadys 100 mg (squares), and Froben 100

mg (diamonds) in fasted state-simulated gastric fluid (FaSSGF) Levels I (a) and III (b), respectively.

USP paddle apparatus at 75 rpm and 250 mL of dissolution medium at 37◦C were used in all experiments.

All experiments were performed at least in triplicate (n ≥ 3). Most standard deviation bars lie within

the symbols.

Mean percentage dissolved (± SD) over time in compendial and fasted state-simulated intestinal

fluids (FaSSIF) for the unformulated API and the tested formulations are presented in Figure 3a–c.

For the pure drug, the dissolution in FaSSIF V3 Level II and in Ph. Eur. phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) was

very rapid (>85% within 2.5 and 15 min, respectively). On the other hand, dissolution in FaSSIF V3

Level I (i.e., without bile components) was much slower, with 85% dissolved reached only after 60 min.

Such behavior can be assigned to differences in buffer capacity (FaSSIF V3 Level I and II vs. phosphate

buffer), solubilization capacity (FaSSIF V3 Level II vs. Level I), and wettability of the tested media.

The difference of 0.1 pH units between the initial pH of Ph. Eur. phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) and FaSSIF

V3 is assumed to have had a negligible effect.
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Figure 3. In vitro dissolution (mean ± SD) of flurbiprofen API 100 mg (circles), FLU USP tablets 100 mg

(triangles), Antadys 100 mg (squares), and Froben 100 mg (diamonds) in (a) FaSSIF V3 Level I (solid

lines), (b) FaSSIF V3 Level II (dashed lines), and (c) Ph. Eur. phosphate buffer (pH = 6.8) (dashed

dotted lines). (d) Two-stage test of Froben 100 mg (diamonds) in FaSSGF Levels I (solid line) and III

(dashed line) at the gastric and FaSSIF V3 Level I (solid line) and FaSSIF V3 Level II (dashed lines) at

the intestinal compartments, respectively. USP paddle apparatus at 75 rpm at 37 ± 0.4 ◦C was used in

all experiments. The volume of dissolution medium in the gastric compartment was 250 mL, to which

250 mL of appropriately concentrated intestinal medium was added after 30 min. Horizontal dashed

red lines represent the 85% dissolved. All experiments were performed at least in triplicate (n ≥ 3).

Most standard deviation bars lie within the symbols.

Especially since dissolution was performed under non-sink conditions in this series of experiments,

the dissolution rate of the pure drug in FaSSIF V3 Level I was significantly slower, due to its low buffer

capacity (5.6 mEq/L/∆pH), than in the compendial 50 mM phosphate buffer (25 mEq/L/∆pH) [82].

At the higher total phosphate buffer concentration of the compendial medium (50 mM), the bulk

(pHbulk) rather than the surface pH (pH0) drove solubility and dissolution. By contrast, in the low

buffer capacity FaSSIF V3 Level I medium, the surface pH seemed to control the dissolution rate.

Indeed, the influence of the dissolving acid on the medium was so great that even the bulk pH was

significantly altered (final pH was 6.31 vs. 6.82 in Ph. Eur. phosphate buffer). The self-buffering

effect on the overall dissolution behavior was much less prominent when bile salts were added to

the medium, as shown in Figure 3b. Furthermore, it was evident that the addition of the bile salt

components in FaSSIF V3 Level II markedly enhanced the dissolution rate of the unformulated FLU.

Although the main effect was likely through solubilization, improvements in wetting seemed to have

also contributed to the higher dissolution rate in the Level II medium, given that a similar behavior

was observed in the gastric media.

For the USP tablets and Antadys, these trends were not observed, and dissolution was very fast

(85% dissolved within 10 min) in all tested “intestinal” media. Interestingly, Froben, the sugarcoated

formulation, consistently showed long disintegration times, with no dissolution for up to 20 min.

irrespective of the pH, buffer capacity, or the inclusion of bile salt components in the medium.

These findings suggest that Froben would be classified as slowly dissolving if the formulation was
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solely exposed to the intestinal media without considering the disintegration of the sugar coating in the

stomach. In order to account for disintegration in the stomach prior to exposure to the intestinal media,

we performed two-stage dissolution tests (Section 2.4). The results from the two-stage tests (Figure 3d)

revealed that as long as disintegration takes place in the gastric compartment, the dissolution from

Froben tablets in the intestinal medium is very fast, reaching 85% dissolved within 5 min.

3.4. Modeling of In Vitro Dissolution

Tables 6 and 7 summarize the estimated DLM scalar values (95% CIs) obtained by model-based

analysis of the gastric and intestinal in vitro dissolution profiles using the SIVA Toolkit. The goodness

of fit was visually inspected with residual plots and assessed with the coefficient of determination (R2).

As shown in Table 6, the slowest dissolution rate of the API observed in FaSSIF V3 Levels I and the

fastest of Antadys in FaSSIF V3 Level II resulted in the lowest (0.00185) and highest (0.0125) estimated

DLM scalar values (SDLM), respectively. Differences in the SDLM estimates of the gastric dissolution

were not expected to have a major impact on the in vivo performance of FLU since the release in the

stomach is very poor.

Table 6. Mean (95% CI) diffusion layer model (DLM) scalar (SDLM) estimates obtained from model-based

analysis of in vitro dissolution data in various media for flurbiprofen pure drug, 100 mg USP tablets,

and 100 mg Antadys formulations. The goodness of fit between predicted and observed dissolution

profiles was evaluated with the R2.

Dissolution Medium Formulation

API Powder USP Tablets Antadys

FaSSGF Level III

SDLM (95% CI) 0.0218 (0.0161–0.0274) 0.0929 (0.0731–0.113) 0.107 (0.087–0.127)

R2 0.944 0.973 0.982

FaSSIF V3 Level I

SDLM (95% CI) 0.00185 (0.001–0.00312) 0.0791 (0.0589–0.993) 0.120 (0.0979–0.142)

R2 0.974 0.986 0.995

FaSSIF V3 Level II

SDLM (95% CI) 0.0965 (0.0544–0.139) 0.0622 (0.0398–0.0847) 0.125 (0.106–0.143)

R2 0.971 0.976 0.996

Ph. Eur. Phosphate
Buffer

SDLM (95% CI) 0.00542 (0.00468–0.00617) 0.0150 (0.0110–0.0189) 0.0449 (0.0448–0.0450)

R2 0.986 0.983 0.999

Given the high solubility of FLU in intestinal media, we expected disintegration rather than API

solubility to be the rate-limiting step for the dissolution rate of Froben. In this context, all intestinal

single-stage dissolution profiles of Froben can be modelled by a universal first-order disintegration

rate constant and a lag time in dissolution. Alternatively, modeling of the profiles obtained from the

two-stage tests as serial dilutions of different media should be a more physiological approximation

of the gastrointestinal (GI) luminal conditions. The estimates from both approaches are presented in

Table 7.

In a dissolution-based in vitro–in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) approach, the gastric and intestinal

DLM scalar (SDLM) estimates were transferred to the Simcyp simulator to generate medium-customized

and formulation-specific in vivo dissolution scenarios and to simulate FLU in vivo performance.

All fitted dissolution profiles were in excellent agreement with the experimental ones with

R2 > 0.94.
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Table 7. Mean (95% CI) DLM scalar (SDLM) estimates obtained from model-based analysis of Froben

in vitro dissolution data. The in vitro data from single dissolution experiments were modelled under

the assumption that disintegration is the rate-limiting step to flurbiprofen dissolution in intestinal

media, whereas for the two-stage dissolution, the serial dilution model was used. The goodness of fit

between predicted and observed dissolution profiles was evaluated with the R2.

Dissolution Model/Media Formulation

Froben

First order disintegration/all intestinal media

kd (h−1) (95% CI) 0.127 (0.00844–0.0253)
Tlag (min) (95% CI) 14.6 (8.91–20.1)

R2 0.941

Serial Dilution/Two-stage (FaSSGF Level III +
FaSSIF V3 Level II)

SDLM, Gastric (95% CI) 0.001 (0.001–0.0244)
SDLM, Intestinal (95% CI) 0.0712 (0.0576–0.0849)

R2 0.991

3.5. PBPK/PD Model Development and Evaluation

The whole-body PBPK model of FLU accurately described and predicted plasma

concentration–time profiles following intravenous and oral administration over a wide dose range

(Figures 4–7). For the development and validation of the PBPK model, we used 17 plasma

concentration–time profiles, including 5 for subjects with specific CYP2C9 genotypes. In vitro

dissolution data available for the 100 mg immediate release solid oral products were modelled

and incorporated into the PBPK model to simulate various in vivo dissolution scenarios. At any

other dose level, including the CYP2C9 polymorphism studies, we used the fastest dissolution rate

(SDLM = 0.125) as input. When the administered form was an oral solution, we considered the entire

dose to be pre-dissolved.
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Figure 4. Mean flurbiprofen plasma concentration–time profiles after oral administration of 100 mg tablet in healthy Caucasians. Population simulations (n = 100)

under four in vivo dissolution scenarios are shown as green and grey lines for the mean and the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively. Each dissolution scenario is

represented by the corresponding SDLM value and is shown with different line style: SDLM = 0.125 (solid line), SDLM = 0.071 (dotted line), SDLM = 0.0054 (dashed-dotted

line), and SDLM = 0.0018 (dashed line). Observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as (a) circles (Jamali et al., Ansaid) and squares (Jamali et al., Froben);

(b) triangles (Patel et al.); (c) diamonds (Suri et al.); (d) asterisks (Szpunar et al.). References link to a specific observed dataset described in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Mean flurbiprofen plasma concentration–time profiles after intravenous and oral administration in healthy Chinese (a,d) and Caucasian (b,c,e,f) individuals.

Population simulations (n = 100) are shown as green and grey solid lines for the mean and the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively. Observed data with SD,

if available, are depicted as circles and squares. References link to a specific observed dataset described in Table 1. Administration protocol: (a) 50 mg intravenously;

(b) 67.9 mg oral solution; (c) 100 mg oral solution; (d) 150 mg oral tablet; (e) 200 mg oral tablet; (f) 300 mg oral tablet.
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Figure 6. (a,b) Mean flurbiprofen plasma concentration–time profiles after administration of 40 mg oral solution in CYP2C9 1*/1* and 1*/3* healthy Korean volunteers,

respectively. Population simulations (n = 100) are shown as green and grey lines for the mean and the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively. Observed data, with SD,

are depicted as circles. References link to a specific observed dataset described in Table 1.
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Figure 7. (a–c) Mean flurbiprofen plasma concentration–time profiles after administration of 50 mg oral tablet in CYP2C9 1*/1*, 1*/2*, and 1*/3* healthy Caucasian

volunteers, respectively. Population simulations (n = 100) are shown as green and grey lines for the mean and the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively. Observed

mean data are depicted as circles. References link to a specific observed dataset described in Table 1.
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The predictive performance of the PBPK model is demonstrated via visual comparisons of

predicted versus observed plasma concentration–time profiles as well as quantitative measures such

as MRDs and GMFEs. The predictions of plasma concentration–time trajectories for all routes of

administration, doses, and drug products are in close agreement with the observed data. Applying

a twofold deviation as the upper limit for an adequate prediction, the PBPK models achieved 100%

ability to predict AUCinf, Cmax, and CL/F adequately. When a more stringent acceptance criterion

(i.e., 25% deviation) was applied, the predictions of AUCinf, Cmax, and CL/F were adequate in 90%,

81%, and 74% of the cases, respectively. Moreover, the MRD values were within twofold in 94% of the

studies, with only about 20% less than 1.25-fold. The overall MRD values for the FLU PBPK model

and GMFE values for AUCinf, Cmax, and CL/F were 1.59 (1.04–2.43), 1.14 (1.00–1.39), 1.15 (1.01–1.41)

and 1.18 (1.06–1.39), respectively. Detailed results along with calculated MRD and GMFE values for all

studies are presented in Tables 8 and 9.

Table 8. Mean relative deviation (MRD) values of flurbiprofen plasma concentration predictions.

Route of Administration Dose (mg) Flurbiprofen MRD Reference

iv (s.d.) 50 1.41 [34]
po (sol, s.d.) 67.9 1.85 [35]
po (sol, s.d.) 100 1.60 [36]

po (sol, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 40 1.52 [37]
po (sol, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 40 1.30 [37]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 1.24 [42]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/2*) 50 1.30 [42]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 1.62 [42]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 1.26 [43]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 1.25 [43]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 1.28 [43]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 1.25 [43]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 3*/3*) 50 1.25 [43]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 3*/3*) 50 1.20 [43]

po (tab (Ansaid), s.d.) 100 1.31–2.38 [38]
SDLM_SI = 0.125 1.31

SDLM_SI = 0.0054 1.72

kd = 0.127 h−1 and Tlag = 14.6 min 1.64

SDLM_SI = 0.0712 1.65
SDLM_SI = 0.0018 2.38

po (tab (Froben), s.d.) 100 1.70–2.43 [38]
SDLM_SI = 0.125 1.70

SDLM_SI = 0.0054 1.88

kd = 0.127 h−1 and Tlag = 14.6 min 1.80

SDLM_SI = 0.0712 1.83
SDLM_SI = 0.0018 2.43

po (tab (Froben), s.d.) 100 1.69–1.92 [4]
SDLM_SI = 0.125 1.69

SDLM_SI = 0.0054 1.78

kd = 0.127 h−1 and Tlag = 14.6 min 1.92

SDLM_SI = 0.0712 1.90
SDLM_SI = 0.0018 1.79

po (tab, s.d.) 100 1.04–1.74 [39]
SDLM_SI = 0.125 1.11

SDLM_SI = 0.0054 1.20

kd = 0.127 h−1 and Tlag = 14.6 min 1.12

SDLM_SI = 0.0712 1.04
SDLM_SI = 0.0018 1.74

po (tab, s.d) 150 1.51 [40]
po (orod, s.d.) 150 1.42 [40]

po (tab (Ansaid), s.d.) 200 1.20 [36]
po (tab (Ansaid), s.d.) 300 1.34 [36]

MRD (range) 1.54 (1.04–2.43)
MRD≤ 1.25 9/38

MRD≤ 2 36/38
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Table 9. Comparison of mean predicted and observed AUC, Cmax, and apparent clearance (CL/F) values of flurbiprofen. Calculation of predicted to observed ratio

(Rpred/obs) and geometric fold error (GMFE) values.

AUCinf (mg/L·h) Cmax (mg/L) CL/F (L/h)

Route of Administration Dose (mg) obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs Reference

iv (s.d.) 50 35.2 43.7 1.24 - - - 1.50 1.36 0.91 [34]
po (sol, s.d.) 67.9 55.1 56.1 1.01 10.8 9.99 0.92 - - - [35]
po (sol, s.d.) 100 82.7 78.0 0.94 14.2 12.9 0.91 1.28 1.50 1.17 [36]

po (sol, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 40 29.3 29.1 0.99 5.54 5.86 1.06 1.39 1.16 0.83 [37]
po (sol, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 40 47.6 44.2 0.93 6.93 6.22 0.90 0.88 0.67 0.76 [37]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 29.4 28.6 0.97 5.38 5.84 1.09 1.77 1.67 0.83 [42]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/2*) 50 40.7 45.6 1.12 4.55 6.34 1.39 1.30 1.20 0.92 [42]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 51.1 46.4 0.91 5.42 6.68 1.23 1.00 1.03 1.03 [42]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 30.8a 35.8 a 1.16 6.1 a 6.91 a 1.13 1.6 a 1.4 a 0.88 [43]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/1*) 50 30.8 a 36 a 1.17 6.1 a 6.8 a 1.11 1.6 a 1.43 a 0.89 [43]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 53.7 a 54.6 a 1.02 8.9 a 7.7 a 0.87 0.9 a 0.98 a 1.09 [43]
po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 1*/3*) 50 53.7 a 53.1 a 0.99 8.9 a 7.44 a 0.84 0.9 a 0.96 a 1.07 [43]

po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 3*/3*) 50 (85.8, 119) b 76.1 (0.89, 0.64) (8, 9.4) b 6.99 (0.87, 0.74) (0.6, 0.4) b 0.64 (1.07, 1.6) [43]

po (tab, s.d., CYP2C9 3*/3*) 50 (85.8, 119) b 77.7 (0.91, 0.65) (8, 9.4) b 7.1 (0.89, 0.76) (0.6, 0.4) b 0.68 (1.13, 1.7) [43]
po (tab (Ansaid), s.d.) 100 [38]

SDLM_SI = 0.125

80.5

81.1 1.01

12.8

12.8 1.00

- - -
SDLM_SI = 0.0054 66.5 0.83 11.6 0.90

kd = 0.127 h−1 and Tlag = 14.6 min 68.8 0.85 11.8 0.92

SDLM_SI = 0.0712 67.2 0.83 12.3 0.96
SDLM_SI = 0.0018 62.7 0.78 10.4 0.81

po (tab (Froben), s.d.) 100 [38]

SDLM_SI = 0.125

82.3

81.1 0.99

13.3

12.8 0.96

- - -
SDLM_SI = 0.0054 66.5 0.81 11.6 0.87

kd = 0.127 h−1 and Tlag = 14.6 min 68.8 0.84 11.8 0.88

SDLM_SI = 0.0712 67.2 0.82 12.3 0.92
SDLM_SI = 0.0018 62.7 0.76 10.4 0.78
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Table 9. Cont.

AUCinf (mg/L·h) Cmax (mg/L) CL/F (L/h)

Route of Administration Dose (mg) obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs Reference

po (tab (Froben), s.d.) 100 [4]

SDLM_SI = 0.125

87.8

81.1 0.92
13.2

12.7 0.96
1.27

1.42 1.12
SDLM_SI = 0.0054 66.5 0.76 11.6 0.88 1.68 1.32

kd = 0.127 h−1 and Tlag = 14.6 min 68.8 0.78 11.8 0.89 1.66 1.31

SDLM_SI = 0.0712 67.2 0.77 12.2 0.92 1.66 1.31
SDLM_SI = 0.0018 62.7 0.71 11.0 0.84 1.77 1.39

po (tab, s.d.) 100 [39]

SDLM_SI = 0.125

67.7

81.1 1.20

12.9

12.7 0.98

1.52

1.42 0.93
SDLM_SI = 0.0054 66.5 0.98 11.6 0.90 1.68 1.11

kd = 0.127 h−1 and Tlag = 14.6 min 68.8 1.02 11.8 0.91 1.66 1.09

SDLM_SI = 0.0712 67.2 0.99 12.2 0.95 1.66 1.09
SDLM_SI = 0.0018 62.7 0.93 11.0 0.86 1.77 1.16

po (tab, s.d) 150 124.3 154.4 1.24 15.2 20.7 1.36 - - - [40]
po (orod, s.d.) 150 129.8 154.4 1.19 16.8 20.7 1.23 - - - [40]

po (tab (Ansaid), s.d.) 200 161.3 159.9 0.99 21.4 23.6 1.10 1.32 1.50 1.14 [36]
po (tab (Ansaid), s.d.) 300 233.9 228.9 0.98 29.5 33.7 1.14 1.36 1.55 1.14 [36]

GMFE (range) 1.15 (1.01–1,56) 1.14 (1.00–1.39) 1.18 (1.03–1.7)
GMFE≤ 1.25 30/38 31/37 18/25

GMFE≤ 2 38/38 37/37 25/25

a: median value; b: individual values (n = 2).
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The final PBPK model was further coupled with a PD FLU analgesic efficacy model. The integrated

PBPK/PD model was able to capture the pain-relieving response of S-FLU after oral administration

of 100 mg racemic FLU. The predictive performance was assessed by comparing the predicted with

the observed response time profiles for two PD endpoints, the TPEP amplitude and pain rating

(see Figure 8). Regardless of the in vivo dissolution rate or the genotype of the virtual individuals,

the predictive accuracy for the prediction of the PD metrics, maximum response (Rmax), time to

maximum response (TRmax), and area under the effect-time curve (AUCE), was in all in cases within

1.25-fold (see Table S2).

Figure 8. Mean flurbiprofen response time profiles after administration of 100 mg oral tablet in

healthy Caucasians. (a,b) Genetic polymorphism: population simulations (n = 100) in CYP2C9

1*/1*. 1*/2* and 1*/3* are shown for the mean as green (solid), yellow (dash dotted), and orange

(dashed) lines, respectively. Grey lines with the corresponding style represent the 5th and 95th

percentiles. (c,d) Dissolution rate: Population simulations (n = 100) under four in vivo dissolution

scenarios are shown as green and grey lines for the mean and the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively.

Each dissolution scenario is represented by the corresponding SDLM value and is shown with different

line style: SDLM = 0.125 (solid line), SDLM = 0.071 (dotted line), SDLM = 0.0054 (dashed line), and SDLM

= 0.0018 (dashed-dotted line). Observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as circles. References

link to a specific observed dataset described in Table 1.

3.6. Effect of Dissolution Rate

Several in vitro dissolution profiles from various marketed FLU immediate release oral products

at the highest dose strength of 100 mg and under different in vitro conditions were generated. In a

dissolution-based IVIVE approach, and after modeling of the in vitro data using the diffusion layer

model, the obtained SDLM values (for stomach and small intestine) were integrated into the PBPK/PD

model to investigate the impact of different in vivo dissolution rates on the PK/PD of FLU. Population

simulations (n = 100) were performed with the NEurCaucasian virtual population and the enzymatic

status of each virtual subject was tracked. The overall mean predicted plasma concentration–time

profiles of each dissolution scenario were compared with observed PK profiles from five external

datasets and among the datasets (Figure 5). Between the results of the fastest (SDLM = 0.125) and

slowest (SDLM = 0.0018) dissolution rates (corresponding to 85% dissolved under intestinal conditions

in 2.5 and 60 min, respectively) a decrease of only about 20% in both Cmax and AUCinf was observed

(Table 9). On the other hand, tmax was prolonged by 30 min (data not shown). Despite these differences,
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in all cases, the predictive accuracy was acceptable with MRD between 1.04 and 2.43 and GMFE values

ranging from 0.78 to 1.01 for Cmax and 0.76 to 1.20 for AUCinf.

The PD metrics, Rmax, and AUCE of any of the two endpoints were not noticeably affected by

the in vivo dissolution rates. Any previous discrepancies in the PK parameters (Cmax and AUCinf)

did not translate to differences in Rmax and AUCE, rather, they were mitigated to less than 5.5% and

7%, respectively. However, the TRmax was prolonged by up to 1h when the slowest dissolution rate

was applied, indicating a potential clinical relevance of slow dissolution on the onset and the time to

maximum analgesic action. Simulations of the response time profiles and comparison with the actual

clinical data for each dissolution rate and for both endpoints are depicted in Figure 8c,d. Detailed

results for the PD together with the calculated Rpred/obs are shown in Table S2.

3.7. Effect of CYP2C9 Genetic Polymorphism

PBPK simulations accurately captured the observed effect of three different CYP2C9 genotypes on

FLU PK in Caucasian and Chinese populations. Population simulations (n = 300) were performed

using the NEurCaucasian and Chinese virtual populations to reproduce the clinical studies published

by Lee et al. (2003) and Lee et al. (2015), respectively [37,42]. The sample size in these population

simulations was increased to 300 (30 trials of 10 subjects each) to ensure adequate representation of

each genotype. The enzymatic status of each virtual subject was tracked, and the individual plasma

concentration–time profiles were stratified on the basis of the CYP2C9 genotype. The range of GMFE

values for Cmax, AUCinf, and CL/F was 0.90–1.39, 0.91–1.12, and 0.76–1.03, respectively. An overall

reduction of 42% and 38% in the clearance of CYP2C9 1*/3* individuals of both populations, which in

turn led to a 1.52- and a 1.62-fold increase in AUC, respectively, was predicted. These findings are in

close agreement with the observed data from Lee et al. (2003) and Lee et al. (2015), who reported a

decrease in CYP2C9 1*/3* clearance of about 37% and 44%, resulting in a 1.62- and 1.74-fold increase

in AUC, respectively. The genotypes and study specific MRDs and GMFEs are summarized in

Tables 8 and 9.

The model was used to simulate the response time curves of subjects with specific CYP2C9

genotypes (1*/1*, 1*/2*, and 1*/3*) in order to explore potential PD differences. Population simulations

showed no effect on Rmax and TRmax, whereas a 1.35-fold increase in the AUCE for the CYP2C9

1*/3* subjects was predicted using the TPEP amplitude as the endpoint (Figure 8a,b). However,

when the subjective pain rating score scale was used, no consistent increase in the AUCE was observed.

Interestingly, in comparison to the wild type (CYP2C9 1*/1*), the time post-administration to return to

80% of the initial value (T80% initial) in 1*/3* subjects was delayed by about 7 and 4.5 h for both TPEP

and pain rating, respectively. A similar but less pronounced effect was also predicted for the 1*/2*

subjects. Details of the simulation results together with the Rmax, TRmax, AUCE, and T80% initial exact

values are summarized in Table S2.

3.8. Drug–Drug–Gene Interactions

A total of 13 sets of plasma concentration–time profiles were available in the literature for

evaluation of model-predicted interactions. Accurate prediction of the impact of a perpetrator on the

pharmacokinetics of a victim drug ratifies the capacity of the victim drug PBPK model to correctly

predict the amount of drug eliminated via the affected pathway and indicates that the perpetrator

model properly describes the concentration of the inhibitor/induced at the site(s) of interaction.

Furthermore, accurately capturing not only drug–drug but also drug–gene interactions reinforces the

model confidence in describing the effect of genotype on the pharmacokinetics of the substrate drug.

In subjects with three CYP2C9 genotypes, the wild type and both hetero- and homozygotes for

the CYP2C9*3 allele, the PBPK model successfully predicted the gene dose-dependent interactions

with the prototype moderate inhibitor (fluconazole). The AUC ratio was slightly underpredicted

in 1*/1* and 1*/3* subjects at the 400 mg fluconazole dose level (Rpred/obs = 0.74–0.78). Nevertheless,
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the concentration time course of the victim drug with and without coadministration at both inhibitor

dose levels and for all genotypes was accurately captured (Figure 9).

PBPK model simulations successfully predicted the FLU–fluconazole interaction under different

dose levels and regimens in six clinical studies, in which no prior genotyping had been performed

(Figure 10a–e). All DDI AUC, Cmax, and CL/F ratios were within 1.25-fold. The rifampicin inductive

effect on the exposure of FLU was also accurately predicted from one study, with DDI ratios within

1.25-fold (Figure 10f).

The DDI predictive accuracy was further evaluated by calculation of the GMFE values for the

DDI AUC, Cmax, and CL/F ratios, which ranged from 1.15 to 1.17. The corresponding Rpred/obs values

for DDI AUC, Cmax, and CL/F ratios of all modeled DDI studies together with the GMFEs are listed in

Table 10.
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Figure 9. (a–c) Mean plasma concentration–time profiles after administration of 50 mg flurbiprofen as oral tablet alone and with 200 mg or 400 mg fluconazole (FCN)

in CYP2C9 1*/1*, 1*/3*, and 3*/3* healthy Caucasian volunteers, respectively. Population simulations (n = 100) are shown for the mean as blue (FLU + 0 mg FCN),

red (FLU + 200 mg FCN), and light green (FLU + 400 mg FCN) solid lines, and observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as circles, diamonds, and squares,

respectively. Shaded areas represent the 5th and 95th percentiles. References link to a specific observed dataset described in Table 2.
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Figure 10. Mean plasma concentration–time profiles after administration of flurbiprofen alone and with the perpetrator drug in healthy volunteers. (a–e) Population

simulations (n = 100) without or with the CYP2C9 inhibitor fluconazole (FCN) are shown for the mean as blue (FLU + 0 mg FCN), red (FLU + 200 mg FCN), light

green (FLU + 400 mg FCN s.d.), and dark green (FLU + 400 mg FCN q.d.) solid lines, and observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as circles, diamonds,

squares, and triangles, respectively. (f) Population simulations (n = 100) without or with the CYP2C9 inducer rifampicin (RIF) are shown for the mean as blue (FLU + 0

mg RIF) and orange (FLU + 600 mg RIF) solid lines, and observed data with SD, if available, are depicted as circles and asterisks, respectively. Shaded areas represent

the 5th and 95th percentiles. References link to a specific observed dataset described in Table 2.
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Table 10. Comparison of mean predicted and observed drug–drug interaction (DDI) AUC, Cmax, and apparent clearance (CL/F) ratios of

flurbiprofen–fluconazole/rifampicin interaction. Calculation of predicted to observed ratio (Rpred/obs) and geometric fold error (GMFE) values.

DDI AUC Ratio DDI Cmax Ratio DDI CL/F Ratio Reference

Victim Drug
Administration

Perpetrator Drug
Administration

No.
of Doses

Interval
(h)

CYP2C9
Genotype

obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs obs pred Rpred/obs

Flurbiprofen Fluconazole

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 7 2 1*/1* 2.02 a 1.94 0.96 1.03 a 1.18 1.15 0.5 a 0.51 1.02 [43]
po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 7 2 1*/1* 3.03 2.36 0.78 0.99 1.23 1.24 0.31 0.42 1.35 [43]
po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 7 2 1*/3* 1.8 1.58 0.88 0.87 1.11 1.28 0.56 0.63 1.13 [43]
po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 7 2 1*/3* 2.48 1.84 0.74 0.94 1.14 1.21 0.44 0.54 1.23 [43]

po 50 mg s.d. po 200 mg q.d. 7 2 3*/3* (1.58, 1.28)# 1.09 0.76 (1.08, 0.91) # 1.02 1.02 (0.75, 0.66) # 0.92 1.30 [43]

po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 7 2 3*/3* (1.39, 1.12)# 1.16 0.92 (0.54, 0.90) # 1.03 1.43 (1.00, 0.66) # 0.86 1.04 [43]

po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 2 0.5 n.a. 1.71 b 1.65 0.97 1.16 b 1.15 0.99 0.57 0.61 1.07 [45]
po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 2 0.5 n.a. 1.81 1.51 0.83 1.23 1.13 0.92 0.55 0.68 1.24 [46]

po 100 mg s.d. po 200 mg b.i.d. 2 0.5 n.a. 1.97 b 1.62 0.82 1.47 b 1.15 0.78 0.5 0.62 1.24 [44]
po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg s.d. 1 2 n.a. 2.16 2.23 1.03 1.24 1.2 0.97 0.46 0.48 1.04 [47]
po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg q.d. 7 2 n.a. 2.81 2.87 1.02 1.37 1.25 0.91 0.35 0.39 1.11 [47]
po 50 mg s.d. po 400 mg s.d. 1 2 n.a. 1.21 1.53 1.26 1.14 1.14 1.00 0.67 0.67 1.00 [48]

Rifampicin

po 50 mg s.d. po 600 mg q.d. 5 0 n.a. 0.56 0.63 1.13 0.71 0.83 1.17 1.85 1.73 0.94 Daali et al.

GMFE (range) 1.17 (1.02–1.35) 1.16 (1.00–1.43) 1.15 (1.00–1.35)
GMFE≤ 1.25 8/12 9/12 10/12

GMFE≤ 2 12/12 12/12 12/12

n.a.= not available; a median; b geometric mean. # individual values (n=2)
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4. Discussion

In the present study, we developed a comprehensive PBPK/PD model of FLU, which allows for

consistent and accurate representation of the dose–exposure relationship after intravenous and oral

administration of different dosage forms in Caucasian and Chinese healthy populations over a wide

dose range (40–300 mg). The model mechanistically describes the absorption and precisely predicts

the impact of formulation and dissolution rate on the PK of FLU. By integrating in vitro metabolism

with demographic and in vivo data, the model is able to quantify the contribution of the CYP2C9

polymorphic alleles on the elimination pathways, providing gainful insight into the magnitude of

genetic polymorphism on the pharmacokinetic behavior of FLU. By linking the verified PBPK model

with an inhibitory Emax model describing the analgesic efficacy of the drug, we used the final PBPK/PD

model to explore the effect of system or extrinsic factors on the onset and duration of pain-relieving

action as well as to suggest dose adjustments for specific genetic sub-populations. Furthermore,

the PBPK model successfully predicted gene dose-dependent DDIs, allowing for dose optimization

recommendations, increasing confidence in the predictive accuracy and robustness of the model.

High inter-individual variability in PK studies of FLU has been associated with complex and

variable oral absorption, including double peak phenomena [2]. This variability, often reaching up

to 100%, is consistent among studies with respect to both Cmax and AUC. As a typical BCS class

II weak acid, flurbiprofen absorption from the small intestine is expected to be dissolution-limited

and therefore the formulation and its dissolution rate will be critical to the in vivo performance.

At the same time, FLU is mainly eliminated (>71% of the dose) through metabolic oxidation to

its primary metabolite, 4-hydroxy FLU, exclusively by the P450 CYP29. As a result, FLU exhibits

polymorph-dependent PK, which is affected by concomitant administration of CYP2C9 inhibitors such

as fluconazole. Although FLU has been extensively studied and has been recommended as probe drug

for CYP2C9 substrates, relatively few studies have been published regarding its PK/pharmacogenomic

and clinical interactions [43–47].

The present PBPK/PD model leveraged data from multiple in vitro sources and in vivo human

studies. Prior to model development, we performed a careful biopharmaceutic analysis, including

formulation selection, biorelevant in vitro solubility, and dissolution experiments. Data analysis of the

in vitro results enabled translation and extrapolation of the biopharmaceutic parameters to the in vivo

luminal conditions, providing mechanistic insight into the oral absorption of the drug. The initial

PBPK model was informed with allele-specific in vitro metabolism data to account for differences

in the elimination, due to CYP2C9 genetic polymorphism, and successfully predicted (36 out of 38)

observed concentration–time profiles and CYP2C9 genetic effects within a predefined twofold deviation

boundary (Table 8). In both cases where MRD fell outside the twofold limit, the slowest dissolution

rate, corresponding to 85% release only after 60 min, was used as the input profile and resulted in

sub-optimal absorption and underprediction of Cmax and AUC.

For further evaluation and enhanced prediction accuracy, we implemented a more stringent success

measure consisting of a 25% deviation boundary. This predefined criterion is not meant to be equated to

the bioequivalence acceptance limits (i.e., 80–125%), but rather is selected to be sufficiently conservative

to prevent poor decision-making due to misclassified predictions. All individual model predictions for

the pharmacokinetic parameters Cmax, AUCinf, and CL/F were within twofold, and 90%, 81%, and 74%

of them, respectively, satisfied the 25% deviation criterion. The slight underprediction (Rpred/obs =

0.76–0.78) of Cmax and AUC in the Jamali et al. study after oral administration of 100 mg was associated

with the input of the slowest intestinal dissolution rate (SDLM = 0.0018) [38]. By contrast, the Cmax was

overpredicted (Rpred/obs = 1.36–1.39) in CYP2C9 1*/3* individuals at 50 and 150 mg. Deviations from the

1.25-fold boundary in AUC (Rpred/obs = 0.71–0.78) and clearance (Rpred/obs = 1.31–1.39) were consistently

predicted under all dissolution scenarios, except the slowest (SDLM = 0.0018), when simulating the

study by Patel et al. [4]. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that in most studies, the participants were

not subjected to prior genotype screening, and only the mean plasma concentration–time profiles

were reported.
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Population simulations, after translation of in vitro release into in vivo dissolution rates, provided

insight into the impact of absorption variables on FLU PK/PD. Interestingly, it was shown that

differences between the fastest (85% dissolved in 2.5 min) and the slowest (85% dissolved in 60 min)

in vivo dissolution rates (SDLM = 0.0018 vs. SDLM = 0.125) translated into a decrease in Cmax of only

approximately 20%, while tmax was prolonged by 30 min. These simulations indicate that in vitro

dissolution rate might not be the most critical attribute for the in vivo performance. Instead, they suggest

that the interplay between absorption and metabolism plays a key role, given also that flurbiprofen’s

half-life is rather short (3–7 h). Regardless of the shift in the regional absorption peak from mid-jejunum

at the fastest dissolution rate to the ileum at the slowest dissolution rate, we predicted the absorption

to be complete (fa > 0.93). These (minor) differences in Cmax and AUCinf did not result in a similar

degree of change in Rmax and AUCE. In fact, they were mitigated to less than 7%, showing that in vivo

dissolution rate has no or little effect on the degree and duration of analgesic effect. However, at the

slowest dissolution rate, the TRmax was prolonged to 1h. These findings suggest that tmax might be not

only a more sensitive metric in single-dose bioequivalence studies of FLU, but also more relevant for

the onset of pain relief.

As a probe substrate of CYP2C9, FLU exhibits gene-dependent pharmacokinetics [47,83]. The PBPK

model accurately predicted the impact of the three main CYP2C9 polymorphisms on the exposure of

the drug in both Caucasian and Chinese healthy volunteers. Model predictions were within 1.25-fold

for both AUC (0.91–1.12) and oral clearance (0.76–1.03), while Cmax was only slightly overpredicted

(up to 1.39-fold). These results further increased confidence in the validity of the allele-specific in vitro

data and added to the overall model robustness. The observed decrease of about 27% and 40% in the

clearance of CYP2C9 1*/2* and 1*/3* individuals, respectively, might need to be considered in terms

of adjustments to the recommended dose of flurbiprofen. These findings are in agreement with a

large genotype–phenotype correlation clinical study, in which the CYP2C9 genotype of 283 healthy

subjects was correlated with the metabolic ratio of FLU, calculated from urine data, as the phenotypic

metric [84]. In this study, the recommended dose for CYP2C9 1*/2* and 1*/3* subjects was found

to be 84% and 60% of the dose administered to the wild type subjects, respectively. Nevertheless,

in terms of pain relief, simulations did not show any differences in Rmax and TRmax among polymorphic

subjects. However, the return to 80% of the initial pain value was delayed by up to 7 h in CYP2C9*3

heterozygotes, implying a longer duration of action in those subjects. A similar behavior, but to a lesser

extent (delay of up to 4.5 h), was also predicted for the CYP2C9 1*/2* subjects. In any case, potential

flurbiprofen dose optimization in CYP2C9 polymorphic subjects should be carefully evaluated under

consideration of the exposure–response and exposure–safety relationships.

The present PBPK analysis was extended to simultaneously investigate the effect of genetic

polymorphism and perpetrator co-administration on FLU PK by predicting drug–drug and drug–gene

interactions. The Rpred/obs of DDI AUC, Cmax, and CL/F ratios from 11 clinical studies with 200 and

400 mg fluconazole (inhibitor) and one with 600 mg rifampicin (inducer) co-administration ranged

from 0.74 to 1.43 with GMFE values within 1.25-fold in 8, 9, and 10 out of 12 in total studies, respectively.

Only one drug–drug–gene interaction study was available in the literature, in which flurbiprofen

alone or together with 200 and 400 mg fluconazole was administered to CYP2C9 1*/1*, 1*/3*, and 3*/3*

healthy volunteers [43]. Our model accurately described the plasma concentration–time profiles with

and without the inhibitor in all polymorphic groups. On the basis of the in silico DDI studies, at a

400 mg dose of fluconazole, we would classify the interaction in 1*/1* (or assuming 1*/1*) subjects as

weak/moderate with AUC ratio between 1.53 and 2.87. Interactions at a 200 mg dose of fluconazole

and a 600 mg dose of rifampicin would be considered as weak, with AUC ratios of 1.51–1.94 and 0.63,

respectively. The interaction for 1*/3* and 3*/3* subjects at 200 mg with AUC ratios 1.58 and 1.09,

respectively, and at 400 mg fluconazole, with AUC ratios of 1.84 and 1.16, respectively, was predicted

to be weak as well. All these simulated trials are in line with the results from the in vivo DDI studies.

Interestingly, the flurbiprofen–fluconazole interaction was gene dose-dependent. Virtually no change

in the apparent oral clearance occurring in 3*/3* subjects due to the already reduced CYP2C9 activity
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was observed, and despite the very limited number of subjects (n = 2), this was also correctly predicted,

indicating excellent model performance. From population simulations, a dose reduction of 34–38%

in 1*/3* and 60–70% in 3*/3* subjects would be recommended. However, in the case of fluconazole

administration, dose adjustments were required for 1*/1* and 1*/3*, but not for 3*/3* individuals.

In drug development and prior to phase II clinical studies, accumulated knowledge regarding the

absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion attributes of an investigational compound is used

for preliminary evaluation of its drug–drug interaction potential. Traditionally, significant exposure

changes expected to result from co-medication or genetic polymorphism trigger implementation of

dedicated clinical pharmacology studies. Unlike flurbiprofen, most drugs in industry’s contemporary

pipelines undergo multiple clearance pathways, and thus exposure variations are expected with

co-medication or genetic polymorphism in metabolizing enzymes and/or transporters. In such

cases, the clinical trial strategy may not be time- and/or cost-effective and an alternative PBPK/PD

modelling approach may be not only more practical, but in some cases indispensable if a wide

array of complex drug–drug–gene interactions need to be assessed. The extent and appropriate

design of the simulations highly depends on the intended use of the substrate in specific populations,

the anticipated co-medications and genetic polymorphisms, the effect of pharmacokinetic changes

in safety and efficacy of the drug (e.g., exposure-response relationships), and the design (cohorts,

populations, inclusion/exclusion criteria) of prospective DDI or pharmacogenetic studies. In addition,

if a drug is known to be subject to a major genetic polymorphism, the European Medicines Agency

(EMA) recommends genotyping screening of subjects in exploratory bioavailability studies and all

studies using parallel group design, even in crossover bioequivalence studies in case of safety or other

pharmacokinetic concerns [85]. In this context, if a translational absorption-modeling framework is

established, virtual bioequivalence might be a promising tool as part of the modeling and simulation

strategy in both drug and generic drug development. Of course, concerns regarding the impact of

genetic polymorphism on the PK/PD can be directly related to the frequency of polymorphic alleles in

the population of interest. For example, the frequency of CYP2C9 wild type in Chinese populations is

around 97–98%, whereas in Caucasians, approximately 35% of the overall population will have at least

one of the CYPC9*2 and/or CYP2C9*3, with an occurrence of 1*/2* and 1*/3* of up to 20% and 10%,

respectively [11,86,87]. Thus, genotyping prior to a clinical study of a CYP2C9 substrate in Caucasians

might be required, whereas it may be optional in Chinese populations.

5. Conclusions

This study highlights the usefulness of translational PBPK/PD modeling and simulation to

mechanistically describe the absorption and predict the effect of formulation and CYP2C9 genetic

polymorphism on the PK/PD of flurbiprofen. A detailed biopharmaceutic analysis, including

appropriately designed biorelevant in vitro experiments of various flurbiprofen formulations,

was performed initially, followed by in vitro data analysis and extrapolation to in vivo using a

translational framework. Our comprehensive PBPK/PD analyses provided mechanistic insight into the

impact of dissolution rate and genotype on the PK/PD. On the basis of these findings, we proposed

clinically relevant exposure metric and potential dose adjustments. Furthermore, our PBPK model

successfully predicted gene dose-dependent drug–drug interactions, highlighting the robustness of its

performance. The present PBPK/PD model could be utilized in future biopharmaceutic applications,

dose optimization justifications in healthy population with genetic variations, and PK extrapolations

to patient or special populations such as rheumatoid arthritis patients and pediatrics.

Genetic variations and formulation in vivo performance appear to be major determinants of

individual variability in drug efficacy and safety, representing a challenge in drug development.

The translational PBPK/PD approach exemplified in this study attempts to bridge the gap between

in vitro–in silico–in vivo and allows for accurate and robust clinical predictions tailored to target

populations and genotypes, thus paving the way towards personalized medicine.
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ABSTRACT: Physiologically based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PBPK/PD) modeling has been extensively applied to
quantitatively translate in vitro data, predict the in vivo performance, and ultimately support waivers of in vivo clinical studies. In the
area of biopharmaceutics and within the context of model-informed drug discovery and development (MID3), there is a rapidly
growing interest in applying verified and validated mechanistic PBPK models to waive in vivo clinical studies. However, the
regulatory acceptance of PBPK analyses for biopharmaceutics and oral drug absorption applications, which is also referred to
variously as “PBPK absorption modeling” [Zhang et al. CPT: Pharmacometrics Syst. Pharmacol. 2017, 6, 492], “physiologically based
absorption modeling”, or “physiologically based biopharmaceutics modeling” (PBBM), remains rather low [Kesisoglou et al. J.
Pharm. Sci. 2016, 105, 2723] [Heimbach et al. AAPS J. 2019, 21, 29]. Despite considerable progress in the understanding of
gastrointestinal (GI) physiology, in vitro biopharmaceutic and in silico tools, PBPK models for oral absorption often suffer from an
incomplete understanding of the physiology, overparameterization, and insufficient model validation and/or platform verification, all
of which can represent limitations to their translatability and predictive performance. The complex interactions of drug substances
and (bioenabling) formulations with the highly dynamic and heterogeneous environment of the GI tract in different age, ethnic, and
genetic groups as well as disease states have not been yet fully elucidated, and they deserve further research. Along with
advancements in the understanding of GI physiology and refinement of current or development of fully mechanistic in silico tools, we
strongly believe that harmonization, interdisciplinary interaction, and enhancement of the translational link between in vitro, in silico,
and in vivo will determine the future of PBBM. This Perspective provides an overview of the current status of PBBM, reflects on
challenges and knowledge gaps, and discusses future opportunities around PBPK/PD models for oral absorption of small and large
molecules to waive in vivo clinical studies

KEYWORDS: physiologically based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic modeling, oral absorption, pharmacometrics, biopharmaceutics,
biowaivers

■ INTRODUCTION

Physiologically based pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic
(PBPK/PD) modeling has become a well-established tool to
support model-informed drug discovery and development as
well as to support interactions with health authorities,
including regulatory submissions. Even though the majority
of applications involving PBPK modeling to inform regulatory
decision-making is still centered around organ impairment,
there is a rapidly growing interest in applying verified and
validated PBPK models in the area of biopharmaceutics and
oral drug absorption.4,5 For a long time, the pharmacometric as
well as the modeling and simulation (M&S) community had
overlooked oral drug absorption, and indeed it is still often
described with an oversimplified first or zero-order process.
More recently, due to the contribution of various initiatives
from academic, industrial and regulatory bodies,6−8 oral
absorption models have evolved to dynamic, semi- or fully
mechanistic, state-of-the-art models, which can often account
for the complex processes and interactions involved: starting
with drug administration through to the arrival of the drug
substance in the venous blood.

The term “PBPK analyses for biopharmaceutics and oral
drug absorption applications”, which is also referred to
variously as “PBPK absorption modeling”,1 “physiologically
based absorption modeling” or “physiologically based bio-
pharmaceutics modeling” (PBBM), emphasizes the mecha-
nistic character of the absorption model component.2,3,9

However, the emphasis on a mechanistic evaluation of
absorption in no way compromises the importance of the
distribution, metabolism, excretion, and interaction processes
involved in PBPK models. The potential for using PBPK
analyses for biopharmaceutics (or PBBM, as its shorthand) to
waive in vivo bioequivalence studies is well recognized by
pharmaceutical industries, regulatory agencies, and academic
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consortia alike.3,4,9 Within this framework, the emerging field
of virtual bioequivalence (VBE) and clinical trial simulation
offers multiple opportunities to apply modeling and simulation
(M&S) approaches to inform, or even reduce, the number of
clinical studies required and to streamline drug development
by bringing safe and efficacious drugs faster to patients. Of
course, this is of great importance not only for generic but also
for new drug development since several bioavailability/
bioequivalence (BA/BE) studies are often required in the
process of bringing a drug candidate to market. Other
applications of PBBM with the aim of a “waiver” include,
but are not limited to, predicting the outcome of dedicated
clinical pharmacology food effect studies and interactions with
acid-reducing agents/proton pump inhibitors (ARA/PPI) that
lead to alterations in drug absorption, as well as establishing
clinically relevant drug product specifications (CRDPS).
Furthermore, predictions of alterations in oral drug absorption
due to physiological changes or disease in specific (e.g.,
pediatric, geriatric, achlorhydric) or patient (e.g., cancer,
Crohn’s) populations are also of interest. However, the
acceptance rate of PBPK modeling and simulation analyses
in the context of biopharmaceutics and oral drug absorption
applications for regulatory purposes currently remains rather
low.5,10 Further progress toward the understanding of the
interplay between GI physiology, formulation and drug
properties as well as on the identifiability, parametrization,
and validation of PBBM/PBPK models is required to increase
confidence in their performance and thus their impact on
regulatory decision-making.5,10

In this context, the purpose of this position paper is to
present an overview of the current status of PBPK modeling
analyses for biopharmaceutics, identify challenges and knowl-
edge gaps around modeling oral drug absorption, and discuss
opportunities for PBPK/PD modeling in support of waivers of
in vivo clinical studies.

■ CURRENT STATUS

BCS-Based Biowaivers, Clinically Relevant Drug
Product Specifications, and Virtual Bioequivalence.
BCS-Based Biowaivers. The BCS (Biopharmaceutics Classi-
fication System)-based biowaiver approach is intended to
reduce the need for in vivo bioequivalence studies by providing
an appropriate surrogate for in vivo bioequivalence, whereby in
vivo bioequivalence studies may be exempted if appropriate in
vitro data can be generated. BCS-based biowaivers are
applicable only to orally administered immediate-release (IR)
solid dosage forms or suspensions where the drug substance(s)
is categorized as BCS class I or III and meets the predefined
solubility, permeability, and dissolution criteria.11,12 Additional
criteria are linearity of the pharmacokinetics of the drug within
the context of the permeability assessment, negligible expect-
ation of inactive ingredient effects on the oral bioavailability of
the drug, and the absence of a narrow therapeutic index.11,12

Recently, the International Council for Harmonization of
Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use
(ICH) drafted guidance on BCS-based biowaivers (M9), the
final version of which has been adopted by the Committee of
Human Medicinal Products (CHMP) of the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) and came into effect at the end of
July 2020.13 Although the current guidelines advocate that the
BCS-based biowaiver principles may be applied to BE purposes
other than those specified in their context provided there is a
thorough scientific rationale, the potential use of PBPK

modeling to support BCS-based biowaiver applications is not
explicitly stated.
The current BCS-biowaiver approach has been widely

criticized for being overdiscriminating and overly strict,
excluding opportunities not only for scientifically justified
extensions to certain BCS class II compounds but also for drug
substances which are in theory eligible for BCS-based
biowaivers but failed to comply with criteria in the dissolution
performance.14−20 Several publications have implemented
PBBM approaches, including VBE, to investigate the variables
limiting drug absorption, support possible BCS-based bio-
waiver extensions, and recommend specifications based on the
in vivo performance.16,20−26 On the other hand, it has been
suggested that products containing drugs belonging to BCS
class I and III might exhibit a high risk of bioequivalence failure
due to their intrinsic pharmacokinetic properties (e.g., if they
have a high first-pass effect or short half-life) and that the
eligibility of their products for biowaiver might need to be
revised.27 Further concerns have been raised, especially for
products including BCS class III drugs, on the potential
interactions of different excipients with gut transporters, which
in turn could lead to increased risk for bioequivalence.28−32 On
the whole, it seems that regulatory confidence in the
performance of PBPK models for justification of biowaivers
is still rather tentative.

Clinically Relevant Specifications. Developing and justify-
ing dissolution specifications for product release can be a
challenge for industry and regulatory agencies during the
review of a new drug (NDA) and abbreviated new drug
applications (ANDA) for new and generic drugs, respec-
tively.33 In the past, dissolution specifications were established
based on batch consistency, but over the past decade or so, the
emphasis has shifted toward linking in vitro dissolution
specifications to in vivo performance. Τhe traditional establish-
ment of in vitro-in vivo correlations/relations (IVIVC/R) is
slowly being replaced by a PBPK-IVIVC/R framework, with
the aim of defining a dissolution space within which all drug
product batches would be expected to be bioequivalent to each
other and/or to a reference batch. Using this approach, a
mechanistic IVIVC/R becomes possible, meaning that the
processes of in vivo dissolution, permeation (passive, trans-
porter-mediated uptake/efflux), and gut wall metabolism can
be isolated and distinguished, thus permitting the direct
correlation of in vitro with in vivo dissolution. From an
industrial perspective, PBPK to inform IVIVC/R and establish
clinically relevant specifications is considered to be a routine
tool, with several successful examples already published in the
open literature.33−36 PBPK-IVIVC/R-specific challenges and
opportunities have been discussed elsewhere.1,34,37 In the
regulatory setting, PBPK modeling to define clinically relevant
specifications has been successful in a wide range of
applications, including drug substance particle size distribution,
change of manufacturing site or process, post-approval
specifications related to drug product shelf life, and
polymorphic purities.4,21,33

Virtual Bioequivalence. Numerous publications have high-
lighted the importance of mechanistic understanding between
in vitro, in silico, and in vivo events, which should lead to
confidence in prospective clinical trial simulation and waivers
of in vivo relative BA/BE studies.3,17,20,24,26,38 In this context,
the emerging field of VBE has been attracting the attention of
stakeholders in academia, industry, and regulatory agencies.
Although there is not yet any formal regulatory framework, the
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FDA has been encouraging the use of VBE as a tool to justify
dissolution specifications, product quality and to support the
prediction of food effects, pH-dependent DDIs, and other
biopharmaceutic applications. Interestingly, VBE approaches
have already been adopted by the Office of Generic Drugs
(OGD) within the FDA to investigate the risk associated with
salt-to-base conversion in prasugrel products and the impact of
isopropyl alcohol and slow dissolution on the in vivo
performance of warfarin sodium tablets.25,39 Furthermore,
case examples from both academia and industry have
showcased the opportunities that VBE offers towards a better
understanding of the critical attributes related to the product in
vivo performance and elimination of unnecessary clinical
studies.16,17,20,26,40−46 Nevertheless, one should be mindful of
the challenges and limitations related to this relatively recent
concept and the need to gain further confidence in prospective
model performance by validating the results with BE studies in
healthy and/or the relevant specific/patient populations.
Food Effects and pH-Dependent Drug−Drug Inter-

actions. Food Effects. Assessment of the effect of food on the
rate and extent of absorption is part of the development of an
orally administered drug product. Often, meal effect studies are
conducted early in drug development as part of the first-in-
human studies and may be repeated later with the to-be-
marketed formulation to inform the product label. According
to US-FDA guidance for Industry, “Food-Effect Bioavailability
and Bioequivalence Studies”, conducting a food effect
bioavailability study is recommended for a drug candidate
during the investigational new drug application (IND) period
and for generic drug products as part of the ANDA. However,
for ANDAs of immediate-release products, a waiver of the fed
state bioequivalence study may be possible when the labeling
of the reference listed drug states that the product should be
taken only on an empty stomach.47 By contrast, a food effect
study is recommended for all modified-release (MR) products
regardless of the classification of the drug substance according
to the BCS. In the regulatory setting, for an NDA, the absence
of a food effect on bioavailability is not established if the 90%
confidence interval (CI) for the ratio of population geometric
means between fed and fasted treatments, based on log-
transformed data, is not contained within the equivalence
limits of 80−125% for either AUCinf (or AUC0−t when
appropriate) or Cmax. When the 90% CI fails to meet the limits
of 80−125%, the sponsor should provide specific recom-
mendations on the clinical significance of the food effect based
on what is known from the total clinical database about dose−
response (exposure-response) and/or PK/PD relationships of
the drug under study. The clinical relevance of any difference
in Tmax and lag time should also be indicated by the sponsor.48

In order to anticipate, characterize, and/or mitigate a food
effect, significant resources may need to be invested during
clinical development. For that reason, PBPK models can be a
useful tool to foster an understanding of the underlying food−
drug interaction mechanisms, predict the clinical impact,
extrapolate to various scenarios (e.g., formulation changes),
and thus potentially be applied to waive fed state BE studies.
Recently, Tistaert et al. summarized the industry’s perspective
on the use of PBBM to predict food effects by presenting a
sample of five successful case examples.49 Within the industry,
PBPK models for food effect predictions have been routinely
implemented for internal decision-making and risk assessment,
during first-in-human (FIH) to inform formulation develop-
ment, the multiple-ascending dosing (MAD) regimen,

formulation modifications during late-stage clinical develop-
ment, and life cycle management.49 In 2018, a review from the
FDA examined the predictive performance of PBPK models in
48 food effect cases, of which 39 were prospective
predictions.50 The examples were distributed among the BCS
classes almost uniformly, with a slightly higher proportion of
class I compounds (37%).50 Successful prospective predictions,
within 1.25-fold, were achieved for 59% and 49% of the
predicted versus observed AUC and Cmax food effect ratios
(i.e., the AUC or Cmax ratio in the fed versus the fasted state),
respectively. Nonetheless, due to limited understanding of GI
physiology under fed conditions, the variety of meals and
possible food-drug interactions, and the commonly applied
“top-down” optimization of critical parameters such as
dissolution and precipitation rates, confidence in using PBPK
modeling to prospectively predict food effects is still
considered low.50,51 Interestingly, only 3% of the presented
cases described a negative food effect, highlighting the
importance of increasing our understanding of the mechanisms
behind this type of interaction, especially for poorly soluble
compounds.50 Despite several successful examples and
proposed workflows, it must be acknowledged that best
practices in PBPK modeling for food effects have not yet been
established, and significant improvement not only on the
currently available in silico (e.g., PBPK platforms) but also on
the in vivo (e.g., aspiration, MRI studies) and in vitro (e.g., fed
state transfer models, permeability assays) tools is needed.
Additionally, the importance of interactions of food
components with intestinal enzymes and transporters leading
to clinically significant alterations of exposure should be more
fully explored. At present, data regarding such interactions are
limited, and it is thus difficult to quantify their impact on PK
using PBPK models.52−55 For a detailed review of the literature
regarding the interactions of food components with drug-
metabolizing enzymes and uptake or efflux transporters in the
gut, we refer to Won et al.56

Drug−Drug Interactions on Absorption. Similar to food
effects, PBPK modeling for biopharmaceutics has been
commonly applied to predict and describe pH-dependent
DDIs mediated from coadministration of the drug and gastric
acid-reducing agents (ARAs). The three main ARA classes on
the market include antacids, histamine H2 receptor antagonists
(H2RAs), and proton pump inhibitors (PPIs). Among patients
across all fields of medicine, especially in oncology, ARAs are
often used for the symptomatic relief of drug side effects and
GI-related diseases. As a result of their frequent use, there is
substantial potential for DDIs. Clinical data for several weakly
basic compounds has shown reduced exposure (Cmax and
AUC) and, occasionally, prolonged Tmax in subjects or patients
with elevated gastric pH.57 Currently, no specific regulatory
framework is available.57 To initiate work in this area, in 2018,
the U.S. FDA posted a public docket titled “Framework for
Assessing pH-Dependent Drug−Drug Interactions” to solicit
information and encourage dialogue, with the aim of
establishing guidelines for the assessment of pH-dependent
DDIs.58 Recently, in November 2020, the FDA distributed a
draft guidance entitled: “Evaluation of Gastric pH-Dependent
Drug Interactions With Acid-Reducing Agents: Study Design,
Data Analysis, and Clinical Implications” for commenting
purposes only.59 Mitra et al. presented a cross-industry
perspective with seven successful case examples of PBBM in
the prediction of ARA effect on drug exposure.60 The
discussion was focused on the impact of ARA on the exposure
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due to elevated gastric pH, especially for poorly soluble weakly
basic drugs.60 The authors suggested that waiving dedicated
ARA clinical studies on a case-by-case scenario, when
appropriately supported by PBPK modeling, clinical data,
and appropriate biopharmaceutics experiments, would be a
way forward. Although predicting the interaction of ARAs
might be in some ways less complicated than forecasting food
effects, for some ARAs, other mechanisms (e.g., chelation by
antacids) might be involved along with the increase in gastric
pH.57 At this point, it is critical to identify biopredictive
biopharmaceutic tools and use these to gain confidence in
model performance and predictive accuracy of PBPK models
regarding all ARA mechanisms, in order to establish best
practices, that will allow for waivers of the respective clinical
studies.57 In any case, similar to food effects and postabsorptive
DDIs, the clinical relevance of such interactions should be
assessed by taking into account the dose−response relation-
ships for both efficacy and safety.

■ KNOWLEDGE GAPS, CHALLENGES, AND
LIMITATIONS

Oral intake is the preferred route of drug administration due to
its noninvasive character and convenience for the patient. Oral
drug absorption is affected by physiological variables including,
but not limited to, pH, transit time and motility, bile and
pancreatic secretions, food components, epithelial transport
and gut wall metabolism. Thus, it is evident that drug
substances/dosage forms encounter a highly dynamic and
heterogeneous environment from the very first moment of
their administration until reaching the systemic circulation.
The complex interplay of physiological variables, dosage forms,
and drug attributes ultimately defines the overall oral
absorption and drug product in vivo performance. Despite
significant advancements in the knowledge of GI physiology
and progress on the predictive performance of in vitro and in
silico models, a complete understanding is still lacking, and
several questions around this dynamic interplay remain
unanswered. Currently, knowledge gaps are identified in
three main areas of interest: (a) understanding and character-
ization of GI physiology (in vivo), (b) translatability and
predictive accuracy of biopharmaceutic tools (in vitro-in vivo)
and (c) integration of parts a and b into in silico models and
their predictive performance (in vitro-in silico-in vivo).
Gastrointestinal Physiology. The interaction of GI

physiology with oral dosage forms under various conditions
(healthy versus disease, fasted versus fed), GI regions, and
populations remains, as yet, incompletely understood. Only
limited data from aspiration and imaging studies are available
even in the fasted state, which has been the most extensively
studied.61−66 In addition, due to the experimental complexity
of such trials, only a few different dosing conditions/sampling
sites can be included in each study, and the sample size is
usually small. This not only hampers appropriate statistical
analysis but also limits the understanding of the underlying
variability of physiological parameters and their distribution.
Although it is well recognized that high interindividual
variability (%CV > 100) is associated with several physiological
variables in the GI tract, which are critical for oral dosage form
performance (e.g., gastric emptying, intraluminal volumes),
insight into within-subject (i.e., interoccasion) variability is
very limited.67

Furthermore, significant knowledge gaps have been identi-
fied in our understanding of in vivo dissolution and

precipitation in both the fasted and fed states, together with
their variability. This is primarily because of limitations in
directly accessing and measuring these parameters, the
constantly changing volumes in the lumen, the complex
hydrodynamics, and the high heterogeneity observed. It has
been suggested that in vivo dissolution is governed by both
reaction and diffusion at the molecular level.68 In addition, the
effect of microenvironment pH in the interface between the
solid undissolved drug molecules and liquid in vitro is well-
documented.69−72 However, the importance of surface pH in
vivo, especially in a highly regulated and dynamic environment
like the GI tract, remains unknown and practically impossible
to quantify. Along the same lines, challenges and high
variability have been identified with measuring the in vivo
buffer capacity. Litou et al. have summarized values of pH and
buffer capacity measured in human aspirates from the upper GI
tract in healthy adults and investigated the impact of sample
handling on the reported numbers.73 This work discusses the
vagaries of in vivo aspiration studies and the variability
introduced by the sample handling protocols, as well as the
analysis of the collected samples. Despite multiple efforts to
characterize the contents of the GI tract from human
aspiration studies, mainly in healthy adults, it has to be
acknowledged that those represent “snapshots” of the GI
lumen rather than capturing the whole dynamic nature of the
physiological processes. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
studies have provided useful information on the gastric
emptying, GI transit time, volumes, and motility in both
fasted and fed states, suggesting the distribution of GI water in
pockets and impact of gastric and gallbladder secretions, but
again these are “snapshots”.74−78 Hydrodynamics, pressure,
contraction forces and in vivo disintegration in the stomach
have also been studied to some extent.79 However, the impact
of these parameters on the performance of oral dosage forms
has not yet been fully elucidated.
Additionally, there are several, yet to be answered, questions

associated with micelle-mediated solubilization and in vivo
precipitation. Understanding of the relative contribution of bile
and/or food components on the solubilization of drug
substances, the partitioning between the micellar and aqueous
phase and the biophysical interactions of drug molecules with
the micellar structures is perceived as a promising area of
research.80−87 At the same time, the mechanisms of in vivo
supersaturation, precipitation, and redissolution and their
interplay with drug permeation and transport deserve further
investigation.62,88−91 Several bioenabling formulations have
been developed to enhance oral bioavailability such as
nanoparticles, self-emulsifying drug delivery systems, cyclo-
dextrin complexes, solid dispersions, and lipid-based formula-
tions.92 For instance, the effects of lipolysis on drug release
from lipid-based formulations in vivo are unknown,93,94 while
the penetration of the intestinal mucosa by nanoparticles,95,96

as well as the uptake of dendrimer-drug conjugates and their
transepithelial transport, are still an area of speculation.97

Food intake can have a major impact on oral absorption, and
a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying food-
drug interactions is crucial for food effect predictions.
Administration of food affects the gastric motility, pH, bile
secretion, the intestinal fluid composition and, therefore, drug
solubilization and dosage form performance.63,74,75,98−101

Despite diligent research on the gastric secretions and
emptying from the fed stomach,74,99,101,102 because of the
heterogeneous nature of meals, it remains challenging to isolate
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the emptying of drug/dosage form from that of water, chyme,
or solid meal particles. The situation becomes even more
complex considering mixing or grinding forces in the different
parts of the stomach, viscosity, in vivo disintegration,
osmolarity, and partitioning between aqueous and micellar
phases. Although the lipidic content in food has been often
associated with increased solubilization of poorly soluble
lipophilic compounds, the dynamic interactions of drug
molecules with the micellar structures that are built, or with
other food components and chyme in the lumen, remain
unclear. At the same time, micelle-mediated solubilization may
not necessarily result in increased absorption and a positive
food effect. Entrapment, sequestration, or chelation with the
micellar structures has been reported in vitro, leading to the
hypothesis that there may be a significant reduction of the
fraction available for permeation across the apical enterocyte
membrane.103 A recent report on the clinical DDI of
fenebrutinib with the strong CYP3A4 inhibitor, itraconazole,
supports this hypothesis. In that study, itraconazole was
administered as a cyclodextrin solution together with
fenebrutinib, and the DDI was not as pronounced as
expected.104 It was subsequently shown in vitro that
fenebrutinib is bound to the cyclodextrin and when this was
taken into account in a retrospective PBPK analysis, it was
possible to describe the observed effect.104 In this context,
further investigation on the type, extent, and most importantly,
the kinetics of such interactions is imperative. Similarly, lipidic
structures or ultrastructures formed after food intake have been
shown to interact with lipid-based formulations.105 However,
despite several in vitro efforts,80,106,107 the in vivo mechanisms
as well as the impact of lipid digestion on the supersaturation/
precipitation, transport, and overall absorption have yet to be
elucidated. In addition, the relative contribution and specific
effects of food components (lipids, proteins, carbohydrates)
need to be investigated further.108 Other considerations
include possible inhibitory effects on intestinal permeability,
enzymes, or transporters (e.g., CYP3A4, OATP2B1, Pgp,
BCRP), increased splanchnic blood flow, and gut microbiome
interaction with micellar structures.56,85,109,110 Recent research
has demonstrated the effect of several excipients and food
additives on the inhibition of uptake and efflux transporters in
the gut, especially of OAT12B1 and Pgp, in vitro, in situ, or in
animal species.111−116 Other studies have shown that bacterial
metabolism from gut microbiota could counterbalance this
effect by metabolizing susceptible excipients to inactive
metabolites.117 At the same time, some excipients have been
found capable of enhancing drug permeation across the
enterocyte apical membrane in vitro. The potential for these
so-called absorption-modifying excipients to enable oral drug
absorption has been recently reviewed by Dahlgren et al.118

The clinical relevance of such effect in humans has yet to be
explored and may be a promising area of research in terms of
assisting the understanding of formulation/food interactions in
the gut at a molecular level. Further analysis of food-drug
interactions can be found elsewhere.56,119,120

Apart from the upper small intestine, which is usually the
major site of absorption, increasing interest in the contribution
of the lower parts of the GI tract, i.e., the ileum, cecum, and
colon, on the overall drug absorption has been expressed.
Recently, the physiological differences among the segments of
the GI tract and their implications for oral drug absorption
have been reviewed by Vertzoni et al.121 Studies have
investigated the physiological dimensions, motility, fluid

composition, luminal transit, and flow in the distal ileum and
colon of healthy volunteers as well as patients with
inflammatory bowel disorders.122−126 Nevertheless, the
abundance of transporters and bacterial metabolic enzymes
and their activity in the ileum and colon, drug permeation and
uptake processes, and the interaction of dosage forms with the
colonic environment is not well explored.86,87,127−131 In
general, quantifying drug permeation and uptake, and
especially regional differences in these, have always been
challenging.121

Three decades after the largest existing data set of human
intestinal permeability was published, important knowledge
gaps remain on this topic.132 The need for improved methods
to assess human intestinal permeability, its regional differences,
as well as the effect of physiological constituents (e.g.,
ultrastructures, colloids), food, and/or functional excipients,
has consistently been stated.118,133−136 Quantification of the
gut wall permeation (transcellular versus paracellular, passive
versus active), metabolic pathways, and efflux/uptake trans-
porters, as well as their interplay with physiological or
formulation components, is lacking. Uptake and permeation
in the colon, relative volume, and content of colonic fluids,
especially when the colon is the site of drug action (e.g., in
inflammatory bowel diseases, colonic cancer), are of particular
interest.
Physiological alterations of the GI tract in some specific

subject groups, e.g., pediatric, elderly and various patient
populations, e.g., obese, colonic cancer, cirrhotic, ulcerative
colitis, can affect oral drug absorption and thus safety and
efficacy. In a recent comprehensive review, Stillhart et al.137

summarized physiological implications in nondisease, GI-
disease, and systemic disease populations. Briefly, further
research is required to shed light on the altered physiology
(and ontogeny) of the GI tract and dosage form interactions
with physiological variables in pediatric, elderly, and obese
populations, patients with celiac disease, ulcerative colitis or
Crohn’s disease, cirrhotic, diabetic, bariatric surgery, Parkin-
son’s and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease patients. Very few
reports on these matters are available in the literature.138−147

Similarly, the complete picture of the consequences of chronic
administration of ARA/PPIs on GI physiology, oral absorption,
and DDIs, especially in oncology patients, is also lacking.148,149

The same holds true for the availability of tools and current
knowledge on food effects in specific populations.120,137 Effects
of age, disease, race, or ethnicity in intestinal permeability and
gut wall metabolism are only partly understood. In addition,
reports have associated the decreased bioavailability of
mizoribine in healthy Japanese subjects with polymorphisms
on the concentrative nucleoside transporter 1 (SLC28A1).150

Similar, salt intake in healthy Japanese subjects led to
significantly higher bioavailability of mizoribine.151 Others
have reported the effects on the bioavailability of digoxin in
vivo due to a mutant allele (C3435T) at exon 26 of the MDR1
gene.152,153 On the other hand, it was suggested that, for the
transporters ABCB1, ABCG2, ABCC2, and ABCC3, the lack
of variability in bioavailability and drug response may be
attributed to polymorphisms in transporter genes, whereas
transcriptional regulation or post-transcriptional modification
seems to be more critical.154 The impact of genetic
polymorphism on OATPs-mediated uptake and/or BCRP-
mediated efflux with implications for oral absorption has been
documented as well.155−157 Therefore, the impact of genetic
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polymorphisms and epigenetic factors such as diet deserves
more intensive research efforts.158,159

In Vitro Tools. It is evident that knowledge gaps in GI
physiology directly impact the predictive performance and
mechanistic insight provided by in vitro biopharmaceutic tools
and in silico models. Despite the significant progress achieved
in both in vitro and in silico biopredictive tools, which have
enabled their widespread use for predicting in vivo perform-
ance, a broader and deeper understanding of GI physiology
will lead to further improvements in current biopredictive
biopharmaceutic tools and PBPK models, with the aim of
making them fully mechanistic.
The translational link between in vitro-in silico-in vivo is not

yet well established in several areas of PBPK modeling for
biopharmaceutics. Regarding solubility and dissolution as input
to PBPK models, it has been acknowledged that the relative
contribution of surfactants in micelle-mediated solubilization
and the specific interactions of drug molecule/dosage form
with the micellar structure is only partly understood. Concerns
around the appropriate input value for solubility when building
PBPK models for bioenabling formulations like solid
dispersions or nanoparticles have also been raised.160

Limitations on the available in vitro and in silico dissolution
models exist as well. In vitro, these are often related to buffer
species (e.g., phosphate vs bicarbonate), buffer capacity,
hydrodynamics, and biorelevance. On the other hand, current
dissolution models are not considered fully mechanistic, and
their applicability needs to be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
For example, the Takano model using the z-factor can be
appropriate for drugs/dosage forms, where the initial
dissolution rate is critical but may be less appropriate for
other drugs/dosage form combinations.16,161 Nevertheless, it
has to be noted that such input (i.e., z-factor) is often obtained
from in vitro dissolution in aqueous media that does not
adequately reflect the luminal contents of the GI tract. Pepin et
al. have proposed the use of fitted particle size distribution

(PSD) to simulate in vivo dissolution in cases where the
absorption is dissolution limited.21 Others have recommended
a stepwise in vitro-in vivo extrapolation of biopharmaceutic
parameters approach as promising and more mechanis-
tic.17,20,162,163 In any case, further research on establishing
and validating the in vitro-in vivo link and development of more
mechanistic dissolution models will be needed to further
increase confidence in PBBM.
Even more challenging is the translation of in vitro to in vivo

supersaturation/precipitation. Despite numerous in vitro
precipitation models, which have been reviewed elsewhere,164

mixed results from their use in in silico models have been
reported.165,166 Since the drug may precipitate to a metastable
form, characterization of both the precipitation profile and the
precipitate (e.g., solid state, particle size) is highly advisible.4

Inclusion of an absorptive sink model is preferred by many
researchers for supersaturation/precipitation measurement to
better gauge the likelihood of precipitation in vivo, as well as to
capture the dynamic concentration driving force for membrane
transport.167 Nevertheless, in vitro models often overpredict in
vivo precipitation, and the interplay between supersaturation,
precipitation, redissolution, and uptake in vivo, especially for
enabling formulations, is not yet entirely under-
stood.90,91,168,169 It seems that the golden mean between in
vitro complexity, biorelevance, and model parametrization has
yet to be found.
Moreover, the lack of mechanistic models which can link

chemistry manufacturing and control (CMC) parameters as
well as formulation properties with in vitro tests and in vivo
performance has been highlighted as a major caveat of current
PBPK models.4,33 It is intended that the relationship between
in vitro dissolution and critical quality attributes (CQA) will be
integrated within PBBM as part of the Quality by Design
(QbD) paradigm.

PBPK Modeling Aspects. Improvements to the current
PBPK platforms with regard to the above-mentioned

Figure 1. Proposed PBPK modeling workflow for establishment and assessment of virtual bioequivalence. Implementation of intrasubject or
interoccasion variability can be implemented either as variability in system/physiological parameters and mechanistic propagation throughout
simulations (Approach A) or based on prior knowledge from in vivo PK studies (Approach B).
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physiological considerations are anticipated to increase
confidence in the predictive performance. Some of the main
topics of interest are intestinal permeability and regional
differences (e.g., extent of colonic absorption), active transport
and gut wall metabolism, and the impact of functional
excipients on oral uptake. For instance, best practices for the
estimation of permeability from in vitro/in situ experiments
have not been established. Even though mechanistic
permeability, hydrodynamics, and dynamic bile salt models
are implemented in some platforms, further verification of their
performance will underscore their utility.170−172 Furthermore,
only very limited data, mostly from very small sample sizes and
fasted healthy adults, on intraindividual variability of
physiological variables are available.67,81 As VBE is attracting
more and more attention, it is crucial to better understand and
implement both intersubject and within-subject variability as
well as their distribution.20,45 Incorporation of within-subject
variability in PBPK models can be achieved either empirically
using prior knowledge (e.g., from previous BE studies) or
mechanistically by adding it appropriately to the physiological
parameters and propagating it throughout simulation at the
population level (Figure 1).20,45 On the other hand, as earlier
discussed, there is very little known about within-subject
variability and the covariate relationships between the GI
physiology parameters.67 Arbitrary inclusion of such relation-
ships might lead to false-negative predictions, whereas omitting
it could have the opposite results. In this case, and especially
for highly variable drugs, a risk assessment approach based on
the “worst-case” scenario might be a way forward. In this
context, there is an immediate need for properly designed in
vivo studies, which will enable quantification of intrasubject
variability and covariate analysis of the GI physiology variables.
Inter- and intrasubject variability in the fed state, in specific or
disease populations, as well as subject-by-formulation varia-
bility could be considered as uncharted waters at the moment,
while the debate on best practices for clinical trials simulation,
their sample size and the number of trials is ongoing.
Regarding predictions of food effects and ARA/PPI

interactions, all physiological considerations should be taken
into account. Currently, not all aspects of fed physiology can
be captured in the in silico models due to the paucity of
relevant in vivo data. These include interactions between food
components (e.g., lipids, carbohydrates) and the drug
substance/dosage form, interactions with enzymes and trans-
porters, fed state precipitation models, intraluminal volumes
and fluid composition arising from different meals in different
populations (e.g., elderly), and the effects of complex colloid
structures. The ability to simulate ARA/PPI interactions using
PBPK modeling is more advanced, with the caveat that
mechanisms other than elevated gastric pH, like chelation and
ARA-induced metabolic or transporter DDIs, may also need to
be considered and explicitly modeled. However, implementa-
tion of results from in vitro experiments using biorelevant
media simulating hypo-/achlorhydric populations has proven
beneficial.173−175

Apart from physiological or translational challenges and
limitations, we would like to stress the importance of ensuring
structural and statistical identifiability in every PBPK modeling
activity. Parameter estimation or optimization should be
performed cautiously and needs to be well justified, as the
risk of nonidentifiability is higher in extensively parametrized
models like quantitative systems pharmacology (QSP) and
PBPK, especially in the absence of intravenous data or when

the input data comes from several sources. Overparametriza-
tion or optimization of systems parameters without solid
justification constitutes common malpractices as well. Last but
not least, lack of transparency and publication bias toward
positive results can be a limitation to confidence in PBPK
model performance, and there should be more emphasis put
on learning from negative results. Clearly listed assumptions,
identifiability assessment, a detailed modeling and simulation
analysis plan, and fully transparent models constitute the way
forward to best practices in PBPK modeling.

■ OPPORTUNITIES AND FUTURE ACTIONS

Considering the increasing number of drug candidates
exhibiting unfavorable and complex absorption properties in
development, it is likely that efficient oral drug delivery will
become even more challenging in the future. Past successes
hold no guarantee for the future, as the number of drug
candidates with challenging physicochemical and biopharma-
ceutic properties, such as high molecular weight, low aqueous
solubility, stability, and/or permeability, has increased
dramatically. In 2019, the US FDA granted marketing
authorization of the first oral glucagon-like peptide 1, the
first large molecule that has been approved for oral use.176 This
signifies a new era for oral absorption and offers plentiful
opportunities for further in vivo research and computational
tools. Increased effort and knowledge will be required to
successfully respond to the contemporary challenges of oral
drug development of not only small, but also of large, new
molecules.
Multistakeholder, cross-continent research consortia such as

the OrBiTo, PEARRL (www.pearrl.eu), UNGAP (www.cost.
eu/actions/CA16206), and DDMore (www.ddmore.eu) proj-
ects,177,178 bringing together leading scientists in academia,
industry, and regulatory agencies, have stimulated interdiscipli-
nary dialogue, fostered interdisciplinary collaboration, and
contributed to recent advances in oral biopharmaceutics and in
silico tools. In order to best address the current knowledge
gaps, exchange of knowledge and information is required to
characterize and reduce uncertainty in physiological parame-
ters as well as quantify and analyze the physiological variability
to enhance bottom-up PBPK predictability and streamline oral
drug development (Table 1). This clearly indicates the
motivation for continued research, the extensive integration
of knowledge, and increased interdisciplinary and intersectoral
collaboration between biopharmaceutics, M&S and formula-
tion scientists, statisticians and pharmacometricians, as well as
gastroenterologists, clinicians, and engineers who will contrib-
ute to the refinement or development of mechanistic in/ex
vivo, in vitro, and in silico models.
Regarding the above-mentioned challenges in the character-

ization of the GI tract, a major limiting factor remains the
problematic accessibility or visualization of its contents. Several
advanced, preferably noninvasive and real-time, imaging
technologies have been adopted to overcome this hurdle, but
further progress is still required. Magnetic resonance (MR),
contrast-enhanced MR, computed tomography (CT) and
nuclear imaging, capsule endoscopy, 3D endoscope imaging,
high-resolution electrical mapping, and electrogastrogram have
been used to visualize the gut lumen (patho)-physiology and
gain insight into the in vivo behavior of drug/formulation in
preclinical species, healthy humans, and patients.179−185

Furthermore, systematic exploration of the capabilities of
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, synchrotron small-
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angle X-ray scattering, coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectros-
copy, and surface plasmon resonance would promote under-
standing of membrane transport, drug-colloidal structures
interactions, lipid imaging at the molecular level, drug or
excipient release, disposition, and intracellular concentra-
tions.83,84,186,187 Thus, a plethora of opportunities not only
for GI imaging but also for the development of data analysis
and in silico tools, which will be interacting or even be
integrated into PBPK models, is foreseen.
Supporting these efforts, further integration of PBPK with

pharmacometrics is more than essential. Nonlinear mixed
effect (NLME) modeling would be helpful to analyze,
defragment, and reproduce the primary sources of variability
observed in the GI tract. Common stochastic (e.g., Monte
Carlo simulation) or resampling (e.g., bootstrap) techniques
and Bayesian approaches are considered beneficial to better
understand the distribution of inter- and intrasubject variability
as well as for a more accurate parameter estimation.188−195 As
a result, this would accelerate advancements in the field of
virtual bioequivalence and increase confidence by allowing
more mechanistic and reliable simulations with fully
incorporated population variability (Figure 1). At the same
time, the integration of pharmacometrics and PBPK tools will
improve clinical trial simulation and further optimize
individualized and targeted treatment. Furthermore, the
potential benefits from using GI markers or tracers and
endogenous substrates to understand the gut or other (patho)-
physiologies have been highlighted.196−200 Bile acids and their
conjugates have been identified as promising biomarkers to
assess liver injury, cholestasis, and in general, liver
disease.199,201,202 Additionally, postprandial serum bile acids
in humans might be used to indicate differences in absorptive
patterns.203 Recently, the benefit of endogenous substrates
such as coproporphyrin I and III, glycochenodeoxycholate
sulfate, and chenodeoxycholate glucuronide to assess trans-
porter drug−drug interactions, especially for OAT1B1/3,
OAT1/3, and BCRP substrates, using PBPK modeling has
been acknowledged and has sparked intensive research
efforts.204−214 In this context, biomarker modeling, especially
for in-patient populations, is another point where the
interaction of pharmacometricians with biopharmaceutic
scientists would be advantageous for developing more
mechanistic applications of PBPK models. Similar, further
exploration of the as yet scarcely studied intercorrelations of
GI physiological parameters using covariate analysis is essential
to accurately define individual GI physiologies within PBPK
platforms.
The lack of in vivo human data with regard to interactions of

food components/nutrients and excipients with enzymes,
transporters, and in general with the intraluminal environment
must be overcome by extensive research in order to improve
knowledge about and enable incorporation of such interactions
into in silico models. Limited information about the GI
physiology in specific age groups (e.g., pediatric, elderly) and
patient populations (e.g., cancer, cirrhotic) of different ethnic
groups represents another limitation to the confidence in
current PBPK models/platforms. Effects of different types of
meals or enzymes (e.g., lipases) on formulation performance
and drug absorption, transporters and metabolizing enzymes
abundance and activity levels in patient populations, potential
mechanisms for oral administration of large molecules, the
impact of the gut microbiome or mucosal integrity in
inflammatory bowel diseases, the ontogeny of the GI tract,

and physiological alterations due to dietary habits or obesity
are only some of the opportunities to be explored in the arena
of oral drug absorption. In this context, there is a clear need for
further analytical assays, aspiration, and imaging studies,
providing improved characterization and in-depth profiling of
the GI tract, which, in turn, would enable the development and
verification of mechanistic in vitro and in silico models. Until
now, most studies of this type have been focused on healthy
adults and have studied just a few drugs and mainly
conventional formulations, hindering extrapolation to other
populations, compounds and bioenabling formulations. Thus,
standardization of methodologies and best practices in
aspiration or imaging studies would foster these efforts.
Further, imaging and omics data could help to quantify and
provide mechanistic insight into the molecular interactions
between drugs, excipients, food components and the intestinal
membrane, enzymes/transporters, and microbiota in
vivo.112,116

At the same time, wherever possible, enhanced reproduci-
bility and comparability of in vivo, in vitro, and in silico models
are considered essential. The clinical relevance of formulation
and food effects as well as ARA/PPI interactions encompasses
not only the capturing changes in pharmacokinetics caused by
the interactions but also the ramifications for safety and
efficacy. Therefore, further linking PBPK models with a
pharmacodynamic (PD) or toxicodynamic (TD) model is
crucial for decision-making in clinical practice. A well-
established exposure/response relationship is thus required
to forecast the clinical outcome.
A major area of opportunity waiting to be exploited is the

translation of CMC changes to clinical impact. The develop-
ment of in silico tools to describe manufacturing processes and
critical quality attributes (CQA) linked to in vitro tests, which
will subsequently be connected with PBPK models, is of great
interest. It is crucial to capture the effect of CQA changes on
the in vitro and in vivo performance within the QbD and
BioRAM paradigm so that confidence in PBPK predictions of
drug quality and clinically relevant specifications will allow
waivers of in vivo studies.215

Furthermore, open-source tools, repositories (e.g., Open
Systems Pharmacology suite, DDMore), and a common
programming language/interface (e.g., Pharmacometric Mark-
up Language) may improve transparency and interconnectivity
on the application of current and future tools.177,216,217 A
holistic approach, combining the understanding of the rate-
limiting processes and their interplay to predict in vivo
performance, is warranted. Regardless of the PBPK application,
it will be up to pharmacometricians, M&S, and biopharma-
ceutics scientists working together to establish a thorough
understanding of all underlying assumptions/limitations and
mechanisms critical to the clinical outcome.
In conclusion, we believe that advancements in the

understanding of GI physiology in different populations,
ethnic groups, age groups, and disease states, development of
fully mechanistic in silico tools, and interdisciplinary
interaction, harmonization, and enforcement of the transla-
tional link between in vitro, in silico, and in vivo will shape the
future of PBPK modeling for oral drug absorption. Foreseen is
a scenario where state-of-the-art in silico models will
confidently replace many in vivo clinical studies and allow for
cost and time-effective, model-informed drug discovery, and
development.
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